Embrace The Debate

"First year I ever voted. Proud that I could and did, however now I'm so pissed
I can't even watch the news or read anything without getting pissed. I feel like I've
been hog tied and can't reach the remote when American Idol comes on. People told
me when I voted I had a voice. Well I'm screaming, and nobody is listening. How do I
make my voice heard? Who do I tell I don't like what's going on? I don't think it even
helps if the president signs executive orders. Or congress can't veto shit. I'm new to
paying attention to what's going on in our country and how government works (better
late than never) so bear with me. If you have any ideas let me know, if not, thanks for
letting me vent. I would have put this on my wall but I had a feeling I'd be pulling my
hair out by the end of the day."

That's the message a friend sent me on Facebook on January 16, 2013, right
before Obama started his second term as president. This was my response to him:
i feel your pain, dude. the ONLY good thing about this is that it's finally getting
people like you who admittedly haven't paid much attention before to finally start.
don't get me wrong, i'm very worried about what's going on in this country, especially
with obama. but as an optimist, i think he might end up being one of the best things to
happen to this country in a long time, in that he'll finally get people riled up enough to
force our hand.
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STRAP IN...

The above exchange is a good summation of why I decided to write this book:
the utter frustration affecting millions of Americans, who justly feel like no one is
really representing them anymore, and that their once-great country is being
systematically, and purposely, degraded and dismantled.
If I had to offer a simple introduction of this book, it would be that everything
in it stems from this fundamental truth: The purpose of the Constitution is to limit
government, in favor of individual liberty. This means that the default position of the
federal government – by purposeful design – is an absence of power. Therefore, any
expansion of government at the expense of the liberty of EVEN ONE individual is
wholly unconstitutional.
In this book you will find many real-life examples of online debates/discussions
I've had with other people (both opponents and allies; all names have been changed)
covering a very wide range of topics. I never shy away from taking liberals to task for
wanting the government to do things it's not allowed to do, nor from challenging
libertarians who don't want the government to do even those few things it is
constitutionally required to do. Also, I have included several free-form, topical
columns I've authored over the past few years, as well as a letter I submitted to the
Supreme Court in an ultimately futile attempt to remind them of their duty to interpret
laws in accordance with the Constitution.
Unlike other "political" books, mine doesn't focus solely on the harmful effects
of big-government policies, although I do discuss and debate those freely. But more
important than the politics of any issue or situation is the core value from which I never
stray: IF IT'S NOT ENUMERATED, IT MUST BE ELIMINATED. If something is
not listed as a specific power or duty of the federal government in the Constitution,
then any attempts to get the government to do it – regardless of any purported benefits
– must be met with one emphatic, simple response: IT'S NOT THE GOVERNMENT'S
JOB. If the Constitution doesn't require the federal government to do something via an
enumerated power, then the government's not allowed to do it – period.
I believe that this strictly constitutional approach will resonate with millions of
disaffected voters who feel that they have been abandoned by both main political
parties. In fact, it's been reported that about 4 million people who voted for the
McCain/Palin presidential ticket in 2008 sat home in 2012, which allowed Barack
Obama to win re-election (despite Romney winning the votes of the majority of the
coveted "independents"). And those disaffected voters sat home largely because they
didn't think that Romney was conservative enough. They've grown tired of voting for
the "lesser of two evils", when even the GOP seems to go along with unconstitutional
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government growth, albeit at a slower pace than Democrats. Even many of those who
did cast their votes for Romney did it more as a vote AGAINST Obama than FOR
Romney (I know I did). But they (we) would have preferred a candidate who touted
strict adherence to the very few constitutionally enumerated powers of government,
instead of, for example, keeping progressivism in the tax code, as Romney did during
one of his three debates with Obama.
I believe that a majority of those usually reliable GOP-base voters who sat out
the 2012 election, as well as many of those who continue to hold their nose and vote for
less-than-ideal candidates, are craving to hear the kinds of things I say in "Embrace The
Debate". In fact, many of them are already saying it themselves in private
conversations, and long to hear it pronounced publicly with boldness. They're sick of
being taken for granted by Republican party establishment leaders, and want to know
how to take back their country from those who aim to destroy it...and take back their
party from those happy to sit by and allow it to happen. They're tired of being silenced
and marginalized by the mainstream media, which openly touts big-government nannystatism as the only viable option, and tries to destroy all dissenters. They're fed up with
seeing the federal government being given more and more power to undermine the
foundational institutions and traditions of our great American culture, by doing things
such as literally trying to change the definition of marriage, legalizing the murder of
innocent babies, demonizing free-market capitalism, supporting Islamist uprisings
around the world, and granting amnesty to foreign invaders who have no intention of
assimilating as Americans.
Many of these people recognize (and the rest need to learn) that this expansion
of government power is nothing new, but starts with the government being allowed to
do anything at all that it's not specifically required to do in the Constitution. They
know full well that nowhere in the Constitution does it say that the federal government
is required/allowed to have anything to do with healthcare, insurance, retirement,
education, agriculture, job creation, the environment, the economy, etc., etc., etc. For
example, Obamacare is no more unconstitutional (read: illegal) than any other federal
entitlement program that preceded it...it's just the most recently egregious one.
Not only has the Democrat party completely abandoned the Constitution and
the founding principles of this country – and, in fact, for years has campaigned directly
against them – but the Republican party has gone along with much of the Democrats'
unconstitutionalism, in order to appear more "compassionate" or "fair" or "electable".
To which I always respond with one simple question: What's "compassionate" or "fair"
or "just" about taking money by force from one person who's earned it and giving it to
someone else who hasn't? George W. Bush infamously introduced the phrase
"compassionate conservatism"...but what he missed in doing so is that conservatism
itself IS compassionate, by definition, since it's based on freedom.
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No other books are quite the same as "Embrace The Debate", which provides
first-person, actual examples of often intensely passionate debates. And I freely and
fully present my opponents' entire arguments as well (as much as possible), in all their
ignorant glory, for all the world to see. Many of these include harsh insults and coarse
language, which truly serves to show the true nature of those with whom I debate.
Also, my book is based on a foundation that is rarely, if ever, touted publicly, by
elected leaders or pundits: strict adherence to the enumerated powers, in accordance
with the purpose of the Constitution, which is to limit government, in favor of
individual liberty.
This book is sort of a how-to guide on how best to counter unconstitutional
arguments and mainstream media bias...without playing politics. In fact, like many
Americans (maybe most of them?), I despise politics, which is really nothing more than
figuring out the best way to lie to people and get away with it. Unlike politicians, I
refuse to allow the lies told by people seeking power over others to distract me from
always focusing on the purpose of the Constitution, and making others aware of its
fundamental importance.
We Americans who love the founding principles of this country are tired of
being ignored and seeing the Constitution figuratively shredded...and we know it's time
to start restoring it. Are you one of the millions who crave to hear someone boldly
proclaim the truth in a way that totally destroys the arguments of those who work to
degrade and dismantle America, with clear examples that you can apply in your own
daily life? If so, you're in luck, as this book does precisely that.
Strap in, and enjoy the ride.
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Chapter 1 - COLUMN: IT'S NOT THE GOVERNMENT'S JOB

Far too many people have bought into the idea that government is not just a guarantor of
our rights, but the provider of them as well. Nothing could be further from the truth.

(written on 19 August 2009)
It has been said that the devil's greatest achievement is convincing people that
he doesn't exist. Well, government's greatest achievement is convincing people that it
is compassionate. Or charitable. Or trustworthy.
And by "government", I of course mean any of those people who wield
government power, and work to convince their constituents that whenever "something
must be done", it must be done by government. Unfortunately, far too many people
have bought into the idea that government is not just a guarantor of our rights, but the
provider of them as well. Nothing could be further from the truth.
As Rich Hrebic pointed out in his 22 July 2009 column on the American
Thinker website: "A right is not a guarantee that the government (i.e., other people)
will provide you something for free…What makes something a right is not whether the
government can force somebody else to pay for it. What defines something as a right is
whether the government can or cannot prohibit you from doing it. If the government
can't stop you from doing it, then it's a right."
Rush Limbaugh expanded upon Hrebic's article on his radio show that same
day: "And rights came from God. We're all endowed by our Creator to certain
inalienable rights, among them life, liberty, pursuit of happiness."
Our founders understood well the perils that government power presents. The
best ever description of government comes from Thomas Paine: "Government, even in
its best state, is but a necessary evil; in its worst state, an intolerable one." Yes,
government has necessary functions, but in order to fund those functions, it must first
commit the evil act of violating our individual liberty by forcibly taking our personal
property. Which is why the Founders set up a system that minimized that evil as much
as possible, and required ALL citizens to contribute EQUALLY in order to be
protected EQUALLY.
Government, therefore – by definition – cannot be compassionate, or charitable,
or empathetic. The best that can be hoped for is for a government to be fair and
impartial. And the only system in which a fair and impartial government is remotely
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possible is a constitutional democratic republic. A system of LIMITED government.
And the only such system on Earth exists here in America. But even in our system, we
see, as our forefathers feared, the expansion of government power and its resulting
encroachment upon individual liberties.
Fair and impartial doesn't mean that the government provides some service to
some segment of the population who might be in need. In order to do that, then the
government needs to take from one person in order to provide that service to the needy
person. That's because the government has no money of its own, only that which it
collects from the public via taxes, fees, etc. But when the government uses those tax
dollars to fund anything that doesn't serve the interests of EVERY citizen, then that's a
problem.
In fact, the founders were very careful to specify in the Constitution the very
few things the federal government is allowed to do. Beyond that, the 10th Amendment
is very clear: "The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor
prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people."
So, while our elected representatives are required to represent our interests, they
don't have to do whatever any constituent or group of constituents asks or demands of
them. Actually, they are not even permitted to do it, if it will not serve the best
interests of every single citizen. They are expressly forbidden from doing it, if it will
infringe upon the rights of even one individual.
Any attempt to fix any "problem", address any "need", pay any "bill", provide
any "service", contribute to any "cause", or right any perceived "wrong" needs to be
weighed against two simple questions (which are actually two different ways to ask the
same question):
1. Does the Constitution allow it?
2. Will it infringe upon the rights of any individual?
Beyond those questions, everything else is moot. It doesn't matter how
compelling the need, or how persuasive an argument someone can make, or especially
how it will affect worldwide opinion of America…NOTHING justifies trampling the
rights of ANY individual American citizen. Period. Upon this there can be no debate.
Unless the Constitution is amended, nothing beyond the few governmental duties it
lays out can be allowed to happen.
There's nothing "compassionate" or "fair" about taking money by force from
someone who's earned it and giving it to someone else who hasn't. This misdefinition
of "compassion" and "fairness" is insidious…an evil perpetrated by those who seek
power over the fortunes and lives of others, in order to advance their own selfish
interests and/or to unconstitutionally address some issue that is important to them.
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Unless you're willing to do it on your own, or convince other individuals to do it
for you or with you of their own free will, then it simply doesn't matter what you want,
as far as the federal government is concerned. You have no right to coerce others to
involuntarily do what you think needs to be done, either through your own use of force,
or through the use of government force.
If you have an issue that is important to you, you are well within your rights to
pursue that issue with your own time and money and effort. You can attempt to
persuade as many people as possible to join with you, but you have no right to FORCE
anyone else to participate. The minute you use the power of government to force
others into giving up any of their own time or money or effort involuntarily to support
that cause, then that is doing two things:
1. Showing that you don't truly care about the issue, since you aren't willing to
do what it takes on your own to address it.
2. Infringing upon the individual liberties of your fellow citizens.
The first is not really an issue in and of itself, until it leads to the second. That
is when every freedom-loving citizen needs to put his foot down and stand up for
individual liberty. The smallest encroachment upon individual liberty is STILL an
encroachment upon individual liberty, and must therefore not be tolerated.
We are no longer a free nation, and actually have not been since not long after
our country's founding. It didn't take long for politicians to realize that they could buy
votes and thus secure their own political power with a variety of government handouts.
We need elected officials who recognize that not only does the Constitution not allow
such abuses of individual liberties, but that it expressly forbids them. And they must be
made to pay, politically or otherwise, for perpetrating such abuses.
Those who clamor and lobby for such abuses cannot be held responsible for
their occurrence. It is completely reasonable to scorn and ridicule them for such
demands, but they are not ultimately responsible themselves for those abuses. Only
those who misuse government power to carry out those abuses are directly responsible,
and they should never be allowed after even one occurrence to be forgiven for it, or to
attain a position again that would allow them to trample any more individual liberties.
We have rights not BECAUSE of government, but DESPITE government. And
we need to put government back in its rightful place of minimal power and influence
over our lives. As the saying goes, the smallest minority in the world is the individual.
And the individual must be protected at all costs…despite what you may think, or want.
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Chapter 2 - DEBATE: THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A "D" AND AN "R"

You're not really an "independent" if you support collectivism...you're just a liberal who
doesn't like to be called one.

I emailed around to several friends the following on 20 November 2008:
Not sure where this started, but I got it from a coworker today...
The Difference Between a "D" and an "R"
I was talking to a friend of mine's little girl, and she said she wanted to be
President some day. Both of her parents, liberal Democrats, were standing there, so I
asked her, "If you were President, what would be the first thing you would do?"
She replied, "I'd give food and houses to all the homeless people."
"Wow, what a worthy goal," I told her. "You don't have to wait until you're
President to do that though. You can come over to my house right now, pull weeds,
and rake my yard, and I'll pay you $50. Then I'll take you over to the grocery store
where the homeless guy hangs out, and you can give him the $50 to use toward food or
a new house."
She thought that over for a few seconds, because she's only six. And while her
Mom glared at me, the little girl looked me straight in the eye and asked, "Why doesn't
the homeless guy come over and do the work, and you can just pay him the $50?"
And I said, "Welcome to the Republican Party."
Her folks still aren't speaking to me.
COMMENTS:
* Gary Danielson: Now here is something that we agree on.
Hence, why i'm an Independent, (I do believe in portions and particulars in both
the Democratic and Republican party, but I have not and will not ever vote a straight
ticket.) People should have to pay their own way! I do feel that there should be a small
safety blanket for those that really can't do for themselves (I.E. handicapped, elderly),
but if you can stand on the corner for hours to peddle for money, you can work in
McDonald's or for the city picking up trash to get some cash!
No free handouts for those that are capable of working. Too bad if they feel
McDonald's is beneath them, it's a job and it's a start.
* ME: then why the hell would you ever consider voting for someone who is as
much of a big government collectivist as obama???
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and i think a lot of handicapped and elderly people would take offense at being
labeled as "those that really can't do for themselves". but, besides that, even if they
should have that "safety blanket", why is that the government's job? why can't people
who believe that way just do it themselves, with their own money (i.e., charity)? why
should people who don't believe that way be forced to contribute to it as well (i.e.,
collectivism)?
* Gary Danielson: Because collectively, I valued more of what one particular
candidate had to say than the other. You seem to be more hung up on the idea of
"protecting your own money" and not giving it away. Which is understandable, but in
order for a person to make money, they have to employ others and use them to make
money, as well as pay those employees for their services (and sometimes the pay is not
as commensurate to the work, as the profit that the company that is employing that
person is receiving); and in order for us to have a functional police, fire, and other civil
servant departments, we have to pay taxes. Unless of course you want to privatize civil
service? So, if I have to pay a little more tax than the guy or girl who only makes 30K
a year vice what I make with my salary, then so be it. I'll get most of it back because
I'm smart enough to put my money in places where the government can't touch it (at
least for a little while).
In any case, the Democrats have had the majority of congress for less than 2
years. The republicans have had the majority for the past 6, which means actually the
past 8. It's not like an organization can move in and start making major changes
immediately.
I have my reason for voting for whom I did, as do you. I don't need to explain
them because they are my reasons and I feel comfortable with the person I chose.
Ok, and I'm sure a lot of other people don't like being "labeled" but
unfortunately they are. Why? Because we label people, not in the sense of using labels
for derogatory means, but in a sense to identify.
And what the heck are you talking about? What elderly and handicapped
people would be offended to be considered "those that can't do for themselves"? If the
case were that they could do for themselves, then they wouldn't be LABELED
handicapped...(does not the word handicap mean a physical or mental disability that
prevents or restricts normal achievement?) Now don't twist my words into I’m
speaking for all handicapped persons, there are those that can achieve without
assistance; but then there are others that can't.
* ME: i have no problem with GIVING my money away, because that would be
my choice...what i have a problem with is having it TAKEN away and given to
someone else who has no right to it. and EVERYONE should be "hung up" on the idea
of protecting their own money and not having it taken away! the right to private
property is the foundation of our economy! without it, nothing else matters, and the
economy will collapse upon itself.
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do you realize that you just contradicted collectivism completely with what you
said about people employing others in order to make money, and paying them for their
work?
and i never said a thing about not paying any taxes...taxes are necessary in order
to fund the VERY FEW constitutionally-mandated functions of the government
(national defense, protecting life, protecting private property rights). but income taxes
were not part of the original constitution, and were only added later in order to further
feed the bloated and ever-expanding federal government.
here's something else you're missing...even if you and the other guy or girl
who's only making $30K a year BOTH pay the same percentage of income tax...you're
still paying MORE in taxes than they are! but if you have to pay a higher percentage
then they do, then you are being punished for being more successful than them. the
military protects them just as much as it does you...why shouldn't they pay the same as
you do for it? there's even a school of thought that says that each person should pay the
exact same AMOUNT (vice percentage) in taxes, since we all receive that same
amount of protection from the government equally. that's where the argument over
taxes SHOULD be in this country...same amount or same percantage?
and if you're getting "most" of your tax dollars back anyway, then what's the
point? you haven't even accomplished your lofty goals of providing that "safety
blanket for those that really can't do for themselves"!
actually, as soon as the dems took over congress, they passed the minimum
wage bill, which was an almost immediate blow to the economy. unfortunately, we
have a lot of big-government republicans who go along with harmful policies like that.
lots of handicapped and elderly people take much offense to being looked down
on as incapable of "doing for themselves". requiring assistance is one thing (who
among us doesn't at one point or another?), but to be viewed as sub-human in that way
is not very pleasing to those who don't view themselves as victims.
but, besides that point, i never said that you can't provide assistance to
whomever you want to...knock yourself out! but, to have the government do it for you
just proves that you don't really care about fixing whatever problems they may have,
since you're not willing to do it on your own. plus, what about the people who have no
desire to help out another person, for whatever reason? it's their money, their
property...but the government just takes it from them and hands it out as if it were their
own...and then berates them for not "caring" enough if they have the gall to complain
about that theft and misuse of their property.
and on top of all that, of all the problems that the government throws money at,
name for me one that's ever been solved in this way? or even improved? none of them,
because: 1. money's not the answer, quality is (and quality comes from free-market
competition); and 2. none of those things are the government's job in the first place!
* Gary Danielson: Now here lies the difference in opinions or perception of
what is said...I don't view people with handicaps as "sub human", I never said that, and
I would never think such a thing. I stated a fact that the elderly and handicapped
require assistance due to the fact that they "generally" cannot do for themselves due to
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their "handicap". Nothing wrong with that, and I wouldn't think most of them would
take offense to that because of the fact that they do receive assistance and sometimes
special treatment because of such. I don't see anything wrong with any of that. I have
individuals in my family that are handicapped, some mentally and some physically.
I've worked as a volunteer with people with physical handicaps and I've never heard
any of them complain about receiving assistance from someone because they noticed
that they had a disability. Actually, most of them prefer not to be publicly assisted
because of their handicap, but they do not complain about having social programs
available to them that assist them coping with their handicap, and ability to lead as
much of a "normal" life as possible. Anyway, I'm just saying that I don't view handicap
individuals as "sub human". They are disabled and those that require assistance should
get it.
Taxes – So you are in favor of a flat tax across the board? I can go for that.
What I meant by stating what I did about taxes, was mostly in response to your
thought of Obama "spreading the wealth". In my opinion I think that he is talking
about taxes. That's pretty much all I have heard him repeating during his campaign
about giving tax breaks to those that employ Americans here at home and not abroad.
* ME: whether or not the elderly and handicapped "require" assistance still isn't
an argument for the assistance needing to come from the government. what about
people out there who don't want their money to go towards ANY spending on
assistance to the elderly and handicapped? should we just ignore them, and funnel their
money toward projects/spending that they don't approve of?
i could go for a flat tax, but only as a step toward hopefully eliminating the
income tax altogether. if we MUST have an income tax, the most fair version of it
would be either a flat percentage, or a flat amount per person. but, the only reason we
have an income tax at all is to fund an ever-expanding government, that wants to spend
beyond its constitutional limitations, and wants to centralize power and basically buy
votes with spending on social programs.
when obama talks about "spreading the wealth", he is referring to taxes...as a
means to take from those producing in this country to give their money (property) to
others who haven't earned it (and therefore, centralize power and basically buy votes
with spending on social programs). the reason that companies employ people abroad
and not here at home is simply because they are less punished (taxed and regulated)
overseas than they are here in america. obama and his liberal ilk literally drive
companies overseas with excessive taxes and regulations, then they want to try to make
the companies look like the bad guys since they fled oppressive government
interference/control! the worst part is that obama and his fellow libs get away with it,
and they have a complicit media who is more than willing to spread their lies, and is
too lazy to seek and/or report the truth...and a lot of the american public is more than
willing to be ignorantly duped by it all.
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Chapter 3 - DEBATE: A DAY IN THE LIFE OF JOE THE PLUMBER

I push back against some liberals who apparently think that we all need big, nanny-state
government to take care of our every need, since we're all too helpless and stupid to take
care of ourselves.

My friend Gary Danielson emailed the following around to several people on 25
November 2008:
I thought this was a good spin to share...
A day in the life of Joe the Plumber
Joe gets up at 6 a.m. and fills his coffee pot with water for his morning coffee.
The water is clean and good because some tree-hugging commie liberal fought for
minimum water-quality standards.
With his first swallow of coffee, Joe takes his daily medications. They are safe
to take because some evil lefty bomb-throwers fought to insure their safety and that
they work as advertised.
All but $10 of Joe's medications are paid for by his employer's medical plan
because some fire-breathing lazy-ass union workers fought their employers for paid
medical insurance and now Joe gets it too. Never would he turn it down.
He prepares his morning breakfast – bacon and eggs. Joe's bacon is safe to eat
because some girly-man liberal fought for laws to regulate the meatpacking industry.
During his morning shower, Joe reaches for his shampoo. His bottle is
properly labeled with each ingredient and its amount in the total contents because
some crybaby liberal fought for his right to know what he was putting on his body and
how much it contained.
Joe dresses, walks outside and takes a deep breath. The air he breathes is
clean because some environmentalist wacko-troublemaking militant fought for laws to
stop industries from polluting our air.
Then Joe walks to the subway station for his government-subsidized ride to
work. It saves him considerable money in parking and transportation fees because
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some fancy-pants limp-wristed freethinking [jerk] fought for affordable public
transportation, which gives everyone the opportunity to be a contributor.
Joe begins his workday.
He has a good job with excellent pay, medical benefits, retirement, paid
holidays and vacation because some fire-breathing Viet-Cong-loving union members
fought and died for these working standards. Joe's employer pays these high wages
because he doesn't want his employees to call in the union.
So Joe benefits from what others have gained. If Joe is hurt on the job or
becomes unemployed, he'll get a workers' compensation or an unemployment check
because some stupid-pinko troublemakers didn't think Joe should lose his home
because of a temporary misfortune.
At noontime, Joe needs to make a bank deposit so he can pay some bills.
Joe's deposit is federally insured by the FSLIC [Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation] because some godless liberal red wanted to protect Joe's
money from unscrupulous bankers who ruined the banking system before the Great
Depression. He can thank that Stalinist Franklin D. Roosevelt for that.
Joe has to pay his Fannie Mae-underwritten mortgage and his below-market
federal-student loan because some elitist pointy-headed liberal decided that Joe and
the whole society would be better off if he was educated and earned more money over
his lifetime. That's OK, but the bastards tricked him because he has to pay taxes.
President George W. Bush will fix that, he tells himself.
Joe gets home from work.
He plans to visit his father this evening at his farm home in the country. He
gets in his car for the drive. His car is among the safest in the world because some
America-hating liberal fought for car-safety standards.
He arrives at his boyhood home.
His was the third generation to live in the house financed by Farmers Home
Administration because bankers didn't want to make rural loans. The house didn't
have electricity until some government New-Deal Stalinist liberal stuck his nose where
it didn't belong and demanded rural electrification.
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Joe is happy to see his father, who is now retired. He lives on Social Security
and a union pension because some wine-drinking, cheese-eating Marxist made sure he
could take care of himself so Joe wouldn't have to.
Joe gets back in his car for the ride home, and turns on a radio talk show. The
radio host keeps saying that liberals are bad and conservatives are good. He doesn't
mention that over the decades the beloved Republicans have fought to defeat every
protection and benefit Joe enjoys throughout his day.
Joe agrees with the talk-radio loudmouth: "We don't need those biggovernment liberals ruining our lives. After all, I'm a self-made man and a good
Republican and I believe all Americans should take care of themselves, just like I
have."
COMMENTS:
* ME: yes...we need the big government nanny to take care of our every need,
since we're all too helpless and stupid to take care of ourselves. God forbid we let the
market do its job, to make quality a priority over regulation. all government
regulation/interference guarantees is that the best will never be achieved, and if it does
somehow manage to squeak through, that it'll be punished for being too "unfair" to
those it has surpassed.
i could easily tear this thing apart piece by piece, but what's the point? if people
can't grasp the overall simplicity and importance of liberty, rugged individualism, and
personal responsibility, then they certainly won't be able to understand the specifics of
why this ode to liberalism is so full of holes.
it's pretty telling of the left though that joe the plumber has become such an
issue, when he just started out as a regular citizen who asked a question of someone
who wanted to be his president. what gall. how dare he.
* Larry Rogan: true, all he did was ask a question, but the Republicans were
more than happy to use him to push their agenda and he jumped on the bandwagon so
he made himself fair game.
* Tracy Reiner: Larry, you never spoke to what Embrace said, instead a below
the belt cut on Republicans. That is usually how it goes, someone speaks Truth and
instead of defending the "truth" someone rather takes a side punch and diverts the
conversation to another direction. Many Democrats can water down everything and tell
everyone it is all right don't worry, we don't want to hurt anyone's feelings, then they
can socialize them and they won't need to "think" on their own. This socialism is
creeping into every nook and cranny. Look around, every place you go, they have to
have the TV running, the dentist's office, the bank, you name it and what is running,
"family friendly" tv that lil' Johnny can watch while he waits for mommy? No, I don't
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think so. I am a teacher, and I can tell you our society is trying to "dumb" them down,
make them think that what was evil and is evil before and now is
oooooooooookkkkkkkkkkkk. Our country was founded on hard work, honest pay for
your hard work. We are now in a situation that will implore us to pay for those that
don't want to work hard. I am sorry, not implore – force – us to pay for those that want
a hand out.
Regardless of the tactic that you stated as if it is gospel, it doesn't and won't
answer the other ills that are about to take place in another month. You wait, you
watch (something beside CNN), and you will see.
A concerned citizen, proud American of the United States of America!
* Connor Ison: It's like bizarro world on Seinfeld: Those damn socialists
(George Bush) taking my hard earned money away and handing it out as (corporate)
welfare to people that don't want to work hard (investment bankers, etc.). At least we
have a market-oriented President Elect Obama who will get the economy moving again
with a large fiscal stimulus that all the Wall Street Journal's assembled experts and
CEOs agree is the best solution. Top it off with the Democrats actually holding the
auto industry accountable to submit a restructuring plan before they get a govt loan. I
mean, you'd think with all those union votes at stake they'd just pull a Republican style
"give tax-payer money away to the Halliburtons of the world through non-competitive
bids" but no, they actually want to be "fiscally responsible."
Joe the Plumber probably doesn't see the irony in this either.....
* ME: spreading the wealth around is "market oriented"? "fiscally
responsible"??? HA HA HA!!! that's a good one.
you've hit on a very important point here though...it IS socialism for the
government to hand out our money to anyone who hasn't earned it. i've often said over
the last 8 years that george bush should be liberals' favorite president...despite his
responsible actions in prosecuting the war on terror and in implementing tax cuts, the
size of the federal government and social spending has increased more during his
administration than ever before. how do libs not like this guy? because he kills
terrorists? can that be it?
restructuring plan or not, NO ONE has the right to any of our money unless we
INDIVIDUALLY give it to them. unless you can dig up that "bailout clause" in the
constitution? i can't seem to find it...maybe it's tucked somewhere between the "right to
privacy" clause and the one guaranteeing a woman's right to kill her unborn baby. i'll
have to go back and check that fine print.
this all boils down to a point i've made over and over and over again (maybe it'll
sink in eventually, i don't know): government interference is never helpful to the
economy, and by definition prevents the market from being truly free. politicians of
both parties almost always forget (or ignore) that in favor of pandering to anyone
looking for a handout/bailout/free ride/way to soak the "evil" rich.
if it ain't the government's job, then they shouldn't be doing it...and most of
what the government does ain't their job. but they won't stop doing it unless we the
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people make them. but most of us are too content to remain uninformed about what the
government's few duties actually are, as long as they keep spouting their pretty
platitudes and make us feel all warm and fuzzy inside about being "our brother's
keeper" or "agents of hope and change" or whatever other crap they want us to swallow
like good little sheeple.
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Chapter 4 - COLUMN: THE "MIRACLE" FLAG

My 3-year-old daughter incorrectly referred to American flags as "miracle" flags... but it
turns out that she was more right than I originally thought.

(written on 9 April 2009)
Last weekend, I went with my family down to Washington, DC to see the
cherry blossoms in bloom. As we were walking down the National Mall toward the
Tidal Basin, my 3-year-old daughter began pointing up at the tops of the various
federal buildings, and telling me to look up at all the "miracle" flags. At first I didn't
know what she was talking about, but I quickly realized that she was just
mispronouncing "American" flags. My 5-year-old daughter is usually the one who gets
excited when she sees the American flag, and I guess her younger sister just decided to
take over for her and be the one to eagerly notice them that day.
I pointed out to her the correct pronunciation, and she immediately corrected
herself. Like her dad, she doesn't like to be wrong. But then I started thinking...maybe
she had it more right than I originally thought, and more than she could possibly
understand, at least for several more years.
I am literally amazed whenever I think about all that this country has been
through, how the Founders risked literally everything in order to establish the freest
country in the history of the world. A country that in its short history has surpassed
every other civilization on Earth in every measurable way, despite a Civil War less than
a hundred years in that almost ripped the country completely in two. A country for
which millions of people have sacrificed not only to preserve, but also to spread the
same freedoms they enjoy to others around the world. None of that success happened
though because Americans are any better than any other people of any other
nation...but because this country was founded upon the principle of unalienable
individual liberty.
America has succeeded because its underlying principles recognize the basics of
human nature. Every person is born with a desire to succeed, to accomplish, to pursue
that which makes them tick. We all (whether we want to admit it or not) perform at our
best when we are challenged, when we compete against others, when we pursue some
type of incentive based upon our own self-interest.
Despite the fact that many of our fellow citizens are working tirelessly to
dismantle America one collectivist policy at a time, I have optimism that the natural
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yearning of the human spirit will eventually triumph over this rapid encroachment of
our individual rights. I believe that, in the end, once the American people are forced to
recognize the self-evident truth staring them in the face – that we need to apply our
God-given rugged individualism and personal responsibility – will we dig ourselves
back out of this hole the collectivists are trying to bury us in.
I know that what made this country great can never be taken away from us or
lost. It's natural, a part of our very being from the moment we're born. But we can
surrender it, and many of us have abandoned it in favor of big government control over
virtually every aspect of our lives.
I, for one, believe that despite all the obstacles placed in our way by those who
crave power, who selfishly (NOT self-interestedly) preach class envy and victimization
as a means toward controlling the masses... America will continue to succeed. Despite
the seemingly ever-expanding encroachment of government on our freedom, I feel that
this subjugation will actually serve as part of the incentive to spur Americans on to a
reclamation of our God-given rights. I believe that the unbeatable nature of the human
spirit will reawaken in those of us who have gone soft, become lazy, or grown
dependent on government handouts, and enough of us will regain our desire for
pursuing that which makes us happy...not that which we think will make others like us.
If we can only reinstitute that which makes America truly, uniquely great –
which prompted our forefathers to establish a country based on the undeniable human
nature – then we will come out of this mess we currently find ourselves in. We will
make a U-turn on the Road to Socialism and start a rejuvenated march back toward the
promise of America's founding.
I believe it's possible. I stand in awe of the unyielding fortitude of the
American spirit. It ripped freedom from the jaws of tyranny over 200 years ago, and I
believe that it will rear its glorious head again.
Yes, it's just a piece of cloth, but I believe in what that flag stands for. It is the
most enduring symbol of not just what America was founded upon, but what is inherent
and undeniable in every person throughout the world from the moment they're born.
The fact that any country was able to actually establish itself based upon the natural
yearning of the human spirit – to be free – is nothing short of a divinely-inspired
miracle.
A miracle, in my opinion, is simply what SHOULD happen, but which is so
rare or even non-existent up to the point of its occurrence. And it truly is a miracle that
the founders of any country – after thousands of years of human civilization – finally
recognized the basic human rights of "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness" and
based a form of government upon those rights.
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My 3-year-old kid was right...it's not just the American flag, it truly is the
"Miracle" flag. And I see a day coming soon when we will rise up to reclaim our very
lives from those who wish to control us, and will reactivate those principles for which
that flag stands. I see a day coming soon when we once again recognize the miracle
that is America.
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Chapter 5 - DEBATE: WHERE ARE BAILOUTS MENTIONED IN THE CONSTITUTION???

Before we discuss any stipulations for federal bailouts to corporations, why don't we
address the unconstitutionality of the government lending them money in the first place?

My friend Gary Danielson emailed the following around to several people on 25
February 2009, after a speech Obama gave about a month into his first term as
president:
Now you all should know and understand that I am neither a Republican nor
Democrat. I find that both parties have good and bad things about them. But, I wanted
to see if I could get a non-biased opinion on the bailout question I am about to pose to
you! I do not believe that there can be such a response that will not show some type of
bias, but I'm willing to listen (read):
I watched the address last night, and I think that it was motivating to say the
least. I still feel that it is still just rhetoric! I see no action on either side of the house
as to implementation and actions of policies that will set this in motion.
I don't see how bailing out Big Corporations that were careless in their
operations is helping Main Street America? If I'm loaning someone money, there are
some proviso's that are going to be headlined in the contract that will suit me, the
lender! How is this helping "us"?
Governor Jindal's (of LA) rebuttal was more suited to my liking. I think that
what he was speaking about as far as the "people running the country and being helped
out" is more of what I would like to see. But, in contrast, I do not see how the
government is getting "bigger' by giving out all the bailouts. Don't get me wrong, I do
not agree with the bailouts! I don't like big Government in respect to Gov't controlling
all aspects of private citizens lives, and decisions when it comes to business. I just
don't see how the Government gains power by loaning the money to BIG Corporations.
If anything, I would think that the Republicans would be happy as hell. Most of the big
corporations that are receiving bailout money are part of the top 2 percent rich in
America!
Why could this not work in regards to a bailout?:
The Federal Government makes a loan to the banks on the condition that the
following occur –
1. Money is loaned to the bank on the condition that they lower the interest rate
on mortgages to 3 or 4 %.
2. Extend the 30 year mortgage to a 40 year option
I think that this is a way that the banks help those that are on the bubble, but
also allows the bank to keep making money! A lower percentage rate, and longer loan
will allow those that are in foreclosure or on the brink of such, to still pay their
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mortgage. The extension of the loan does the same, but also puts money back in the
pocket of the bank in the long run! It's like investing in itself!
Dazed and Confused.
COMMENTS:
* ME: i'm of course always happy to contribute to these discussions, and/or to
offer an answer to a question. just know that my answers come from a strict
constitutionally originalist perspective, although i am aware of the political reality
under which we operate today...which is VERY far beyond what the constitution
proscribes and allows.
i also want to address your initial comments regarding belonging to a political
party...just being a democrat or republican doesn't mean that you necessarily always
support whatever the national leadership of that party is doing at any particular time. it
just shows a recognition that the two major parties are the best vehicle through which
to get things done in our current political system. that's all.
what was motivating to you about obama's speech? i admit that he sounds like
reagan sometimes when he talks about americans being tough and able to weather any
storm, and that we'll come out of this crisis stronger than before. but when it's followed
up with a litany of much more expansive redistributionist policies, it also shows me
that his reaganesque words were, as you said, "just rhetoric".
you're also right that government bailouts of big corporations don't help main
street america. the government has no money of its own...it's all ours. so, whatever
they spend (for any reason) is taken directly out of our pockets, and thus out of the
economy. our economy would be much better served if we were able to individually
decide to do with our own money however we see fit, instead of some bureaucrat who
thinks he knows better than us deciding based on his own preferences and his own
political aspirations. before we get to the "provisos" that we place on the corporations
receiving the loans, why don't we address the unconstitutionality of the government
lending them money in the first place??? (and if it's unconstitutional, then it's unamerican.)
government gets bigger as a result of the bailouts by default...by definition. this
is all about growing government control and influence. first of all, government should
have NO SAY WHATSOEVER in how any private business is run, or how they spend
their money. and yet, when these companies accepted this bailout cash, they
subordinated themselves to government...they gave the government control over how
their business is run (or at least how they spend those particular bailout dollars).
unfortunately, we've reached this point where these companies felt like they had
a need for, or right to, tax dollars precisely because of too much government
interference in the past. for one example...for years, DESPITE the demands of the free
market, the government has placed onerous restrictions on the auto industry, forcing
them to make cars that the consumers did NOT dictate (by how they spent their money)
that they wanted made. another example is in the housing/mortgage/financial
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industry...these companies were forced by government interference to make risky loans
to people who couldn't afford them and who couldn't pay them back. these are loans
that these companies would not have made on their own, without the government
dictating that they make them (through such things as the Community Reinvestment
Act, started way back under president carter and expanded under clinton). these loans
were bad ideas...bad business...and the banks just wouldn't have made them on their
own.
why would you think that republicans would be "happy as hell" with the bailout
money going to "the top 2 percent rich in America"? are all republicans rich? are only
the bottom 98% of americans entitled to individual liberty? does making money and
being successful automatically preclude you from being allowed to keep your money?
should the richest among us be forced to pay for everyone else? "to each according to
his needs, from each according to his means"? know who said that? karl marx. that's
straight socialism. no two ways about it. instead of "people running the country and
being helped out", i'd rather hear more elected officials talk about "people running the
country and being left alone"!
the ONLY time that regulations are needed in the market is when the
government gets involved! businesses exist to make money...they won't make
decisions that will hurt their bottom line if they want to succeed. the businesses that do
make mistakes either learn from them and adapt, or simply go out of business, paving
the way for better-run businesses to fill the market void they leave behind.
unfortunately, government is not subject to such market forces...it keeps expanding
every year, despite flushing countless dollars down the drain constantly. instead of a
noble goal like profit, government operates on one principle...POWER. which means
re-election, controlling where tax dollars are spent, making people dependent upon
government, killing incentive, and stifling independent liberty and responsibility.
the best thing the government can do is to get the hell out of our way, and let us
succeed or fail based on our own drive and ambition, our own entrepreurism and
willingness to take risks. and then STAY out of our way to let us enjoy the fruits of our
labor. Instead, they grab as much as they can and passing it out as they see fit in order
to ensure their hold on political power...this way of operating IS completely
unconstitutional, and therefore IS un-american.
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Chapter 6 - DEBATE: A PLEDGE TO SEE THAT OBAMA IS NOT RE-ELECTED

My very first argument on Facebook...done under my wife's name.

My wife's friend Chuck Sharpton posted on his page on 4 September 2009:
"I PLEDGE" to see that Barack Obama is NOT re-elected..... someone tell this
jerk he works for us. "We" the American people are not beholden to anyone nor do we
"serve" ANY President. Repub or Dem.
**********************************************************************
THIS IS MY VERY FIRST FACEBOOK DEBATE! HOWEVER, IN THE
INTEREST OF FULL DISCLOSURE, I NEED TO MENTION THAT I DIDN'T
EVEN HAVE MY OWN FACEBOOK ACCOUNT YET AT THIS TIME. MY WIFE
SHOWED ME THIS POST BY HER FRIEND, AND THE ENSUING DISCUSSION,
AND I STARTED ARGUING OUT LOUD AGAINST SOME OF THE IGNORANT
AND FALSE COMMENTS. IT DIDN'T TAKE HER LONG TO JUST SUGGEST
THAT I REPLY ON THE THREAD MYSELF UNDER HER ACCOUNT...
PROBABLY SO SHE WOULDN'T HAVE TO LISTEN TO ME RANT ANYMORE!
SO I DID, AND EVERYONE OBVIOUSLY JUST ASSUMED THAT I WAS HER,
WHICH IS WHY YOU'LL SEE SOME PEOPLE REPLY DIRECTLY TO HER IN
RESPONSE TO MY COMMENTS UNDER HER ACCOUNT.
**********************************************************************
COMMENTS:
* Hank Maltis: I bet he could tap you out!!! Lol! You need to go watch the
movie "The Obama Deception" by Alex Jones...make sure to pour a strong one before
hand!!
* Mark Gregory: Well what a mistake america made, This election was filled
with bus loads of people and crap. To misguide the people of this nation is crazy.
America has never apologized to other countries for its actions, so why are we doing it
now. AMERICA THE FREE! Not for long.
* Will Chrisman: I disagree, I want him doing as little as possible. The more
time he's in front of the camera, the less stuff he can mess up.
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* Melissa Sharpton: Ooh, I don't know you, but good point, Will. Hadn't really
thought of it that way. Although, the more facetime he gets, the more he can expand his
group of followers/groupies/servants and we may never get rid of him!
* Jonathan Jacobs: Regardless if you like who is the President or not, I think
everybody listed above is under a HUGE misconception. It's the same one I face as a
police officer: that we are servants of the people. NO, WE ARE NOT. WE ARE
SERVANTS OF THE LAW!!!! What we do is legislate, enforce, or interpret the laws
of the land. We are NOT beholden to the whims of the individual or the pleas / cries of
any particular group.
The President has to act within the confines of the Constitution and the laws of
the land. THAT IS ALL. It gets so irritating this belief that every single person bitches
and moans and thinks their own personal agendas should influence government.
In the case my profession, when I'm dealing with the victim of a horrible crime
(let's say rape). I do NOT do what the victim wants, I do what the law entitles or
permits me to do. Anything outside of that is illegal, no matter how badly the victim
may or may not want it done.
Same goes for the President. Sorry Sharpton, but he serves what the ideal of the
'public' is. And that is the concept of a body of people electing representatives to
legislate laws on their behalf. Then, electing a President to enforce those laws. He
doesn't need to kow-tow to any of our complaints until they make their way into law....
Furthermore, I am disappointed in the anti-Obama venom. I hated George Bush
with a passion. Hated, hated, hated. I believe he was one of the worst presidents in
history. But, I NEVER WISHED HIM TO DO NOTHING OR PRAYED / WISHED
FOR HIS FAILURE!!! I wanted him to succeed. I wanted him to do good for his
country. Pity you can't do the same.
Want the definition of un-American: one who prays its own leadership/
government fails....
* Chuck Sharpton: Bush sucked, but Obama flat out scares me. I respect your
opinion and will fight to the death to protect your right to have it.
You are 100% correct on the LEO stuff, but allow me to point the 1 flaw in the
remainder of your argument. The President's job is to uphold the constitution. I have
kept quiet long enough. This administration and the last have trampled the constitution
at an astronomical rate. Bush and Obama are driving the Executive Branch towards
Authoritarian power. This should alarm you as an American. Robert Byrd, a diehard
liberal democrat even sent a letter to Obama concerned with the growth of his
admininstrations power with Czars!
I don't wish he would fail, I want him out or at least put in check. HE doesn't
have to kow-tow to my whims but when he pisses in enough Americans cornflakes the
constitution provides several remedies to this: #1 – Impeachment, #2 Recall.
It is our job to question what the federal government is doing. A guy you may
have heard of, Thomas Jeffereson said, "When the government fears (respects) the
people there is liberty, when the people fear the government there is tyranny."
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It's time the federal gov't, no matter who is President, respect the people.
What I want is the constitution that you and I are sworn to uphold protected and
FOLLOWED by whatever puppet is put at the top.
On a side note, I am sorely disappointed at the number of my brothers in blue
that voted for this president. It was a vote against Bush and cutting off your nose to
spite your face. Hold on for the blow back!
Does he really hold true to your core values or did you just hate Bush that
much?
* Jonathan Jacobs: I'm curious to know in what ways you think they have
violated the Constitution. I do believe that Bush's treatment of detainees (and Obama's
continuance of the policy) constitutes violation of Due Process. I also believe that the
Bush administration's use of wiretapping and termination of Federal Judges were
suspect.
Not much of what Obama has done scares me. The jury is out on Health Care
reform. That may REALLY suck. I think he put his foot in his mouth about his
Professor buddy who had the altercation with the police.
Cash for clunkers seems to be a good idea. Even the stimulus package has
shown to be improving the economy. Home sales are up, car sales are up. There are
many more construction projects up and running ( like repairing interstate highways,
etc ).
Let me know what you think. I love getting into discussions like this...
* Chuck Sharpton: Your first paragraph is part of the trampling of our
constitution. It continues with trying to stifle the 1st and 2nd Amendments. The
invention of Czars that do not have to meet congressional approval swings the checks
and balances power towards the executive office. There are many more examples,
however I will keep them to what we have talked about.
Healthcare needs fixed, no doubt, I pay out the nose yet I am self-insured. BUT
BUT BUT I can get immediate medical attention if needed. Going to a single payer
system doesn't work. Look at the previous models of this like Canada and England.
An analogy to this is the BS when Ohio implemented the CCW law. All sorts of
confusion, screw ups, and issues. Why didn't we look at what was already done in 29
other states?
Cash for clunkers pisses me off. It's bailing out the automakers a THIRD time.
Economic darwinism dictates that GM and others who make shitty products should fail.
But let's look at it from the other side. Was it really good? A local car dealer here paid
out $300,000+ in rebates to new customers with a promise from the fed. gov't to pay
dealers back in 10 days. It's been 60+ days and this dealership is facing bankruptcy
now. This isn't one isolated case, this is happening everywhere. Good job, Fed! The
ironic thing is, a study showed more foreign vehicles were bought than domestic during
this "bailout".....
At what point do we realize that the Fed cannot do anything right, timely, or
cheaply? They're the grand example of a police department who has way too much
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brass and not enough beat cops. Admin heavy and ineffective! The scary part is there
is no sign of them slowing down growth UNLESS we speak up.
Let me ask you or anyone reading this, at what point will the growth of the
federal gov't be to the point where you have had enough? I have reached my limitation
now, for some of you it's probably ok for uncle sam to come regulate the tempurature
in your house, the amount of times you flush your toilet, or how many kids you have.
* MY WIFE (aka ME): bush didn't terminate ANY federal judges. he
can't...they're in for life. he DID get rid of some federal attorneys, but that's his
prerogative. they work for him. and he only got rid of like 8 or 9 of them...clinton
fired ALL 93 or so of them as soon as he took office, and apparently that was okay.
also, bush never violated anyone's due process...that right only applies to US
citizens under the constitution...NOT foreign terrorists caught on the battlefield. they
don't even qualify for POW rights under the geneva conventions, since they're not
fighting as uniformed soldiers of an enemy state.
the "wiretapping" was completely legal as well...if one end of the phone call is
overseas, then it's fair game. that's the law.
cash for clunkers, health care "reform", stimulus package...even IF any of them
could possibly "work", that's irrelevant. they're all unconstitutional, since they require
taking property/money from one individual, involuntarily, and giving it to another.
that is the essence of unconstitutional. if the constitution doesn't say that the
federal government CAN do something, then it is expressly prohibited from doing it.
period. the 10th amendment explains it very well, when it says that all the powers not
given to the federal government are left to the people and the states.
of course, besides the unconstitutionality of all these gov't programs, we do
have overwhelming evidence that none of them are "working" anyway. the "stimulus"
package is NOT working...most of that money hasn't even been spent yet, and will not
be for about 3 more years! so how could that have "worked" already? cash for
clunkers just led to more foreign cars being bought...GM (now Government Motors)
didn't have one car in the top 10 of those sold. AND that money that the gov't handed
out for people to use toward the purchase of those cars?....TAXABLE INCOME! big
help that is!
if home sales are up at all, it's only because people are buying foreclosed
properties!
don't forget about what got us to this point where you're so quick to point out
the "increase" in home sales, when the value of most people's largest investment has
tanked in the first place. that's like the media saying that the economy is coming back
because the stock market is up...when it's still 5,000 points lower than it was before we
started all of this "stimulus" stuff. and we can't leave out unemployment...which is
almost 10%. 2.5 years ago, it was less than half that. how's that "hope and change"
working out for you???
* Chuck Sharpton: ((gets out pen and paper to take some notes))
Well said.
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* Kim Rush Sharpton: That was fantastic and I want to copy and paste it to MY
page now!! Wow!
* Rich Twinley: AMEN!
* Jonathan Jacobs: Ok, here we go. In 1978, following revelations that
President Nixon had used the NSA to spy on his domestic enemies, Congress enacted a
law making it illegal to wiretap a US citizen without permission from a secret national
security court. The court requires the government to show evidence that the target is a
suspected spy or terrorist.
So, even if the call is going overseas, you still have an American citizen
making/receiving a call. Therefore, you need a probable cause and a warrant.
As for due process or the laws of the Geneva Convention, you obviously don't
know about the Supreme Court case HAMDAN V RUMSFELD. In a 7 to 2 vote, the
Court stated that (at least with Al Queda) Article 3 of the Gevena Convention does
apply.
Furthermore, Bush released many of the detainees at Gitmo (after being held for
years without trial) because there was 'credible evidence to justify their detention.'
The detainees were exonerated as part of a Habeas Corpus hearing. The court
felt due process did apply to political detainees / terrorists. The 2006 Congress voted to
have such processes abolished in the Military Commissions Act. However, in the 2008
BOUMEDIENE case, the court declared the act unconstitutional, thus re-affirming the
due process rights to detainees.
And Sensei Sharpton, I have another Jefferson quote for you: 'I consider trial by
jury as the only anchor ever yet imagined by man, by which the government can be
held to the principles of its Constitution.'
* Chuck Sharpton: James, nowhere will you hear or see me saying I was ever in
favor of the Patriot Act or of wiretapping. Enacted by Bush, they are both erosions of
my privacy and my constitutional rights.
* MY WIFE (aka ME): yes, it IS illegal to wiretap a US citizen without a
warrant. which is why the FBI and cops go to judges for them when they deem it
necessary. however, if the US citizen making/receiving the call isn’t the intended
target of the investigation/intercept, then that law doesn’t apply. the collection of the
US person’s end is incidental to the investigation. and if the authorities wish to pursue
an investigation against the US person based on their involvement, THEN that law
would come into play, and they would need to seek a warrant to target the US person as
an actual subject.
sure, i know about hamdan. you obviously did a little research, so I thought it
only fair that I do a little as well. it wasn’t a 7-2 vote...it was 5-3. and it would have
been 5-4 if chief justice roberts hadn’t recused himself since he had previously ruled on
this same case as part of the DC Circuit Court of Appeals.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamdan_v._Rumsfeld)
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i also know that the supreme court had no jurisdiction to even hear that case, as
explained by justices scalia, thomas, and alito in their dissents. the Detainee Treatment
Act of 2005 states that "No court, justice, or judge shall have jurisdiction to hear or
consider an application for a writ of habeas corpus filed by or on behalf of an alien
detained by the Department of Defense at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba."
also, the DOJ had determined that Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions did
NOT extend to al-Qaeda detainees. and they were right. but even if it DID apply to
them, it doesn’t grant them access to US constitutional due process rights. the Geneva
Convention only applies to treatment of prisoners...prisoners of WAR, which these
terrorists are not, since they are not fighting in uniform on behalf of any country.
and, perhaps most importantly, congress had authorized the president a week
after 9/11 to do whatever HE deemed necessary to prevent future acts of terrorism
when it passed the Authorization for Use of Military Force.
before you rely too heavily on a ruling from the omnipotent supreme court, it
should be noted that in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, they directly contradicted a previous
supreme court ruling from 1942 ("Ex parte Quirin"), which confirmed the legality of
military tribunals to try unlawful combatants.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ex_parte_Quirin)
and finally, do you even know who hamdan IS? he was bin laden’s personal
driver. a VERY close associate, to say the least. maybe you’re okay with granting
constitutional protections to a guy who is tight with the head of al-Qaeda – you know,
that group that murdered about 3,000 americans on one day? – but i’m not. if you want
to come down on THAT side of this issue, more power to ya. i’ll come down on the
side of not coddling foreign terrorists. i'd rather not condone evil like that. but that’s
just me. call me crazy.
plus, i find it ironic that while the supreme court is willing to confer US
constitutional rights upon a non-US citizen terrorist, that same body has denied any
constitutional rights for americans in the womb, has upheld the violation of personal
property rights (Kelo v. New London), has upheld infringement on free speech
(Campaign Finance Reform)...just to name a few. i guess i’m just not as willing as you
to put all my trust in this unelected, unaccountable judicial body...especially
considering their past instances of disregarding the constitution.
i assume you mean that there was NO credible evidence to justify their
detention? that is not totally correct though...there was ample evidence to justify their
original detention, since they were caught engaging in hostilities against us on the
battlefield. now, after a while it was determined that there was no credible evidence to
justify their CONTINUED detention...but that decision was made by people who didn’t
have the fortitude to stand up under political pressure from those who were concerned
for the detainees' "rights". but, alas, those detainees don't have rights like US citizens
do, nor like uniformed enemy soldiers ("lawful combatants") do.
the court could not have "re-affirmed" due process rights to these detainees,
since, not being US citizens, they never had these rights in the first place! that's the
reason they were put at Gitmo, so they wouldn't be on US soil and potentially get these
rights conferred upon them. plus, even "lawful combatant" POWs can be held until the
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end of hostilities without any kind of trial/tribunal/commission. i find this line of
reasoning incredible, that says that non-US citizens can have constitutional rights "reaffirmed" to them, despite the fact that they never had any protections under the
constitution at all. ever. the court WAY overstepped its bounds on this one. but they
tend to do that a lot, so I guess we shouldn't be surprised.
oh yeah...about the Patriot Act and the "wiretapping"...wiretapping WOULD be
a violation of your rights, if it were actually being done to you, a US citizen, without a
warrant. but it's not (see above).
and the Patriot Act, while not perfect, was a useful tool in combatting the
terrorist threat. it didn't trample on any of your liberties. and they certainly didn't
"erode your privacy" (to which you also have no constitutional right, by the way...look
it up, it's not in there. unless it's in the same amendment that guarantees a right to
abortion and healthcare).
* Jonathan Jacobs: So you find it disturbing that I would want due process for a
terrorist responsible for the deaths of 3000 people. Do you have a problem with Ted
Bundy or Richard Ramirez being subject to due process? They may not have killed as
many, but what they did was far more gruesome.
And, guess what, we are being 'wiretapped' right now. Just type into your
Search Engine terms like 'how to make a dirty bomb', 'The Anarchist's Cookbook' or
'naked pictures of 10 year old boys' and see how many red flags pop up in an FBI
database.
And here is the Supreme Court's ruling in Hamdan:
http://gulcfac.typepad.com/georgetown_university_law/2006/06/hamdan_and_the_.htm
l
Also, yes I do put a lot of faith into the Supreme Court. I would hope you do
too. The founding fathers instituted the Court as the final decision making body when
it comes to interpreting the law. We go by what they say... period. Now, they may
change their opinions thru the years, with one Court contradicting another. However,
we have to live under the law as its interpreted at the time.
As for the DOJ, I don't recall anywhere in the Constitution where the DOJ has
authority over the Supreme Court in matters of legality.
Also, find a better reference than Wikipedia. There are really no moderators
confirming the information that is posted there. There have been a number of cases
where entries have been proven out and out false...
And, since it seems only sheer numbers impress you, start looking at the
nationwide statistics of people killed in gang related crimes. Maybe we should just run
around like crazy killing Crips and Bloods. They've done more damage to our country
than Al-Queda.
You're falling into a trap of 'isms'. It's easy for you to spit such venom on AlQueda because they're different from you. They are a different race (racism), different
religion, and of a different nationality (nationalism).
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It's the same thing we did in WW2 when depicting Nazis and Japanese. We
dehumanized them. We made them alien to us. Therefore it was much easier to hate
and kill them.
Now, I'm all for getting the bad guy. Heck, I've been stabbed at and shot at
(twice) doing just that... have you? But I'm NOT giving up my soul in the process.
* MY WIFE (aka ME): umm...weren't ted bundy and richard ramirez US
citizens??? THAT alone gives them access to constitutional protections, regardless of
what they did here. the terrorists caught on the battlefield in afghanistan were not US
citizens.
and that's a pretty invalid use of the word "wiretapping"...besides, that type of
surveillance has been done long before bush came along. now, i'd be happy to get into
a long discussion about the possible unconstitutionality of a police force in the first
place, but if we're going to have law enforcement, isn't their job to keep the public safe?
including preventing those types of attacks that would be carried out by people
interested in 'how to make a dirty bomb' and 'The Anarchist's Cookbook'? but if you
are curious about looking those things up, and have no nefarious intentions, then yes,
you might have to answer some FBI agent's questions, but if you're doing nothing
wrong with your (albeit unusual) research, then you really have nothing to worry about.
yes, the supreme court is the final body on interpretation of the law, but that
gives them no authority to overstep their judicial role and interfere in the executive
branch. we DON'T "go by what they say... period"! they are a judicial body, not
legislative or executive...they have no authority to tell us what to do.
the DOJ doesn't have authority over the supreme court in matters of legality, but
the executive and judicial are co-equal branches of gov't, and neither has the authority
to overstep the authority of the other...and that's exactly what the court did in the case
of hamdan.
yes, wikipedia isn't always the best source for info, but it served its purpose in
this case. it was just for reference sake for those who might not have been familiar
with the case at all previously. pretty much everything i mentioned about the case i
knew from paying attention to the case when it happened.
and from the georgetown law link you posted on hamdan:
The Bush Adminstration had argued that Common Article 3 was inapplicable to
this conflict because the Article by its terms applies only to conflicts "not of an
international nature" and the conflict with al Qaida is of an international nature. The
Supreme Court rejected that reading of the Article, concluding that the Article uses the
term "international" in the sense of "between states." Because al Qaida is a non-state
actor, the conflict between the United States and al Qaida is, according to the Court,
"not of an international nature."
this is of course ridiculous in and of itself, in that it's not "international" since
it's not between two nation states. that's ludicrous. but even if that WAS the case...if
you'd like to get technical, it could be argued that the supreme court's authority doesn't
go beyond judging the constitutionality of US laws, and since the geneva conventions
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weren't written by a US legislative body, the court has no right to rule on their
constitutionality.
again...the crips and bloods are US citizens...they have access to the
constitution. al-qaeda terrorists do not. it's not the "sheer numbers" that impress
me...it's the fact that you're willing to ignore the applicability of the constitution to only
US citizens, and extend its protections to non-US citizens. especially those non-US
citizens who have murdered many americans in an act of war (not a criminal act).
and i DON'T "spit venom" on al-qaeda just because of some "ism", or because
they're a different race or religion or nationality. it's because they're terrorists...who
just happen to NOT be US citizens! you don't hear me saying the constitution doesn't
apply to al-qaeda members who are US citizens, do you? no, you don't. the
constitution DOES apply to US-citizen terrorists, but dependent on what acts they're
committing, they could be subject to extra-constitutional sanctions as well.
* Jonathan Jacobs: As a cop, I don't think surfing sites such as 'how to beat
police tactics' and 'how to make a dirty bomb' is all that unusual. It's simply research
into what the enemy is doing.
Also, as a point of legality, where is the f'n sense in a sleeper Al-Queda agent
getting more Constitutional protections than a non-citizen? Seems highly illogical. It
doesn't appeal to my sense of justice that if my neighbor shoots someone in the head
and kills them, it's viewed as less gruesome than if a non-US citizen did the same act.
Now, instead of punishing the act that was committed, you are punishing who the
person is...and that's an 'ism'.
And remember, Crips and Bloods are terrorists. They further a political or
philosophical agenda through the use of terror and violence. Therefore, if you're going
to say crashing a plane into the Twin Towers is an act of war on the part of terrorists
looking to further their religious / political aims, then every crime committed by a gang
banger is an act of war against the US...
* MY WIFE (aka ME): researching what the enemy is doing is all well and
good...and that's what you should tell the FBI or Secret Service or police when they
come knocking on your door. just be prepared for that conversation when you go
looking that stuff up. like it or not, it's their job to not just catch the bad guys after the
fact, but to try to prevent the attacks BEFORE they happen.
it seems "illogical" for a US citizen to get more constitutional protections than a
non-US citizen? non-US citizens don't have to abide by the constitution, so they don't
get protected by it. the constitution's applicability is not based on the gruesomeness of
the crime...it's based on the citizenship of the person. it might not feel morally right,
but it's legally right. you're not punishing who the person is...but if someone has no
responsibility to abide by the constitution, then they have no right to its protections.
now, if they want access to those rights, then they can become US citizens...and, in so
doing, they are agreeing to abide by it as the foundation of our law.
crips and bloods are NOT terrorists...at least not solely as part of a violent gang.
that's not saying that they can't also be a member of al-Qaeda or Hezbollah, but they're
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not terrorists solely based on their gang affiliation. they do not further a political or
philosophical agenda...they basically further their own power and fortunes and
machismo and reputation through the use of violence. but even IF they were officially
"terrorists", they'd still have constitutional protections, as long as they were US
citizens!
also, the real beef here should be with those spineless politicians who refuse to
allow cops to even ask to see suspected non-US citizens for ID to prove their
nationality...so that many people who don't deserve constitutional protections are
afforded them anyway...illegally! and then our illustrious elected leaders kowtow to
foreign governments who don't want us to be tough with criminals here who happen to
be citizens of their various countries. granted, ANYONE on US soil is automatically
granted some benefit of the doubt – and sometimes some constitutional protections –
just by virtue of being here.
did you know that usama bin laden himself couldn't be convicted in a US court
of law? there is not enough hard evidence against him. there just isn't. he didn't
actually commit the acts of terror...others did it in his name. it wouldn't take a very
expensive lawyer to get him acquitted in about 5 minutes. this is just one of the many
reasons why the global war against terrorism is a military action, and not a law
enforcement one. it's also a reason why we don't extend constitutional protections to
non-US citizens who declare war on (and actually commit acts of war against) our
country. which brings us full-circle to the military commissions again, which are the
executive branch's prerogative as part of carrying out their duties of conducting military
action.
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Chapter 7 - COLUMN: MARCO RUBIO ON ILLEGALS AND OBAMACARE

The Florida senator thinks that illegal aliens having access to Obamacare is a
problem...and completely glosses over the utter unconstitutionality of Obamacare's
existence.

(written on 30 January 2013)
I love Republican Florida Senator Marco Rubio. I really do. He is, justifiably,
a rising star in the Republican party. And I enjoyed listening to him on Rush
Limbaugh's radio show on Tuesday, as they discussed illegal immigration. I
particularly was heartened to hear Rubio discuss how important it is for Congress and
the President to focus on security issues, and that if the border is not secured, then that's
a deal breaker for any progress on "comprehensive immigration reform."
However, there are some issues remaining. First, many Americans have no
tolerance for anyone who is here illegally, period. They believe (and rightly so) that
giving anyone here illegally a path to citizenship – particularly at the expense of those
who are trying to come here legally – is absolutely wrong.
Despite all the bleeding heart pleas about "splitting up families" of illegal
immigrants and the like...well, the only response I have to that is: that's the illegal
immigrants' fault. If they didn't want that to happen, then they shouldn't be here
illegally. Of course, our legal immigration system needs to be fixed as well –
streamlined, de-complicated, and easier for immigrants who will actually benefit
America by becoming citizens.
And now for the biggest issue, which is the reason Republicans lost the last
election, as millions of conservative/libertarian/Tea Party types who prefer
constitutional/limited/laissez-faire government stayed home in November, thus
securing Obama's re-election. Rubio said the following to Rush during their chat:
"According to the law today, if you are lawfully present in the country but you are not a
green card holder, you do not qualify for any federal benefits. That's existing law. And
so that means that the folks that are gonna be in this probationary stage that's in our
principles, they don't qualify for any federal benefits except for one, Obamacare.
Obamacare is the only federal benefit where you qualify for it, not because you have a
green card but only because you're lawfully present. That issue needs to be resolved
because if Obamacare is available to 11 million people, it blows a hole in our budget
and makes this bill undoable. That's one of the major issues we're gonna have to
confront."
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Yes, this is a fiscally harmful issue...even worse than Obamacare is already,
before including "coverage" for 11 million or so new people. But what Rubio misses
here, and what Rush didn't point out, is a MUCH larger issue...one of simple
constitutionality. One that made me cringe when I heard the above, as I'm sure it did to
millions of other constitutionalists across the country. This might sound simple, and
I'm sure it will sound utterly crazy and foreign to many (most?) people, but there's an
underlying problem just glossed over by the above quote, and that is this: Where in the
Constitution does it say that the federal government is allowed to have anything at all
to do with benefits?
Regardless of "existing law," the Constitution lays out specific enumerated
powers that Congress is required to execute. And here's the most important part...those
powers that the government is REQUIRED to execute are the only powers Congress is
ALLOWED to execute. The purpose of the Constitution is to limit government;
therefore, ANY spending done by the federal government MUST be for those few
specific duties proscribed to it. And before anyone gets distracted by the "general
welfare" clause argument, I will put that to bed right now by pointing out that the
Preamble to the Constitution does not list any POWERS of government (enumerated or
otherwise), but rather overall RESPONSIBILITIES...Article I, Section 8 then lists the
few specific powers/duties that Congress is required/allowed to execute in order to
fulfill those overall responsibilities.
Tea Partiers know this. Libertarians know this. Most self-described
conservatives know this. Constitutionalists like me know that this is precisely what the
Founders intended when they wrote both the Constitution and its "mission statement",
the Declaration of Independence. Any expansion of the federal government at the
expense of the liberty of EVEN ONE individual citizen is unconstitutional. And it is
the ignoring of this fact, and all of the resultant growth of government under both
parties, that has turned off many voters who still believe in and revere the Constitution.
And then we get the re-election of the most anti-Constitutional president of our lifetime
– maybe in our country's history – due to the belief of many of those constitutionalists
that there is now no difference between the two main parties.
Now, while I think this is a bit misguided and short-sighted, to see absolutely
NO difference at all between the parties, I do understand the frustration. But does
anyone really believe that a President Romney would be pushing for open borders and
amnesty for illegal immigrants? Does anyone really believe that a President Romney
would be coming after our guns and undermining the 2nd Amendment? Does anyone
really believe that a President Romney would be undermining the religious freedom of
citizens via Obamacare's mandates? Of course he wouldn't, which is why I believe that
anyone who thinks that it really makes no difference who's elected is wrong. This is a
long-term game, and we need to view it that way...the Constitution wasn't shredded
overnight, and it won't be restored overnight either. Thomas Paine said that
government is a "necessary evil"...and we will often need to choose between the lesser
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of two evils on our way back to the necessary limited government of America's
founding.
But like I said, I do understand the frustration... and quotes like the above from
Marco Rubio underscore it. While it's fine to recognize and address the fiscal issues
surrounding illegal immigration and Obamacare, the bigger issue is much more basic
than that...the underlying unconstitutionality of government doing things for which it
has absolutely no constitutional authority (entitlements – for both legal citizens and
illegal immigrants), and not doing the few things it is required to do (national
defense/protecting national sovereignty/securing the borders).
While Rubio might be a justifiably rising star, there are reasons why a
libertarian like Ron Paul appeals to such a large number of voters too...and why many
of those voters sat home in November and thus allowed Obama to win an election he
shouldn't have had a snowball's chance in hell of winning, based upon his absolutely
dismal and destructive record. It's more than just a result of the mainstream media
covering up for Obama on Benghazi and his purposeful destruction of the
economy...yes, that helped him, but not enough to win re-election. Romney won a
majority of independent voters, who we're always told are the key to victory...but a
large portion of the right-wing base stayed home because they didn't think that Romney
was conservative ENOUGH. Romney had moments when he seemed to energize Tea
Partiers, such as his now infamous (but still accurate) "47%" comment, but it wasn't
enough. Just like John McCain energized constitutionalists by picking Sarah Palin as
his running mate, it wasn't quite enough to overcome his past RINOism and his dismal
campaign strategy of not going after Obama.
The biggest issue is the basic, simple unconstitutionality of most of what the
federal government does. We need to forget about the game of politics, and get back to
one simple mantra: IT'S NOT THE GOVERNMENT'S JOB. Whenever something
new is proposed, or whenever someone talks about "saving" a program for which the
government has no responsibility via any enumerated powers, we must always ask:
Where in the Constitution does it say the government is allowed to do that? While
political reality is what it is, and can't be denied, we need to spend less time worrying
about winning elections (which we can't control anyway, obviously), and focus instead
on telling the truth about the purpose of the Constitution, and why THAT is what
makes America exceptional. If we stick to that, and start viewing this as a long-term
proposition, then the election victories will come...and they will be based upon a much
more solid foundation than sound bytes, celebrity status, and media influence.
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Chapter 8 - DEBATE: I'M A "TROLL" FOR ARGUING AGAINST ATHEISM

I'm accused of engaging in disrespect and personal attacks for simply challenging the
constant ridiculing of Christians by an arrogant atheist.

My friend Sarah Heston – an atheist with whom I had many prior arguments
about religion – posted a link on her page on 7 May 2010:
This one goes out to my very own troll Embrace The Debate. It's clear our
"discussion" has become a "Yes it is" "No it isn't" 1st grade argument, so I'll leave you
with this video. Christian friends, I know most of you are good people and have a well
developed sense of morality, I believe it comes from the person you are however, not
your bible. Let's try to agree where we can and further equality, peace, and
understanding.
MORALITY WITHOUT GOD | www.youtube.com
Atheists often hear the question, "How can you be moral without God?" The
real question is, "How can a moral person accept God?" If the scriptures are true, God
sets a terrible example for Goodness.
COMMENTS:
* ME: and I'M the sheep?!
"God sets a terrible example for goodness"...never has a more stupid line been
quoted.
and no, our argument is not "yes it is" "no it isn't"...it's you trying to constantly
shift the argument every time i successfully refute your baseless claims. if you think
that's 1st grade, then maybe you should go back to school!
still praying for you though!
* Sarah Heston: See? You give no GOOD reasons, no proof, no evidence for
god's existence. You just say god did it or god can do whatever he wants, he's god,
which is no answer at all.
The only claims I have made are that we derive our morality from within
ourselves and by cultural context.
I find it funny that I have many christian friends here on FB, and IRL, and yet
most of them don't come on my page and argue with me, I give them the same
courtesy. If you don't like it don't read it (did you bother to watch the video before you
said it was stupid?). If you want to comment on it, read it or be upfront about the fact
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that you didn't and make your comments in a respectful tone. It can be done, a few
christian friends have respectfully commented on some of my posts. Otherwise, I am
not going to respond. If you want to understand where I am coming from, ask, but
respectfully.
* Skeptics-R-Us: "God did it" is special pleading. If you can make up whatever
you want to support your argument, you have no argument at all.
* ME: wow, that's rich! be respectful??? this coming from the person who
referred to me as a "troll"...the person whose sole purpose in life seems to be
attempting to ridicule the most precious beliefs of others. but, fortunately for me, i
don't get offended, so no amount of your God-bashing will bring me down. sorry to
disappoint.
no, i didn't watch the video, and i'm perfectly okay with that. i WOULD watch
it, if there was a need, but i got the point of it from that stupid intro line.
it's not discourteous of me to argue with your posts...i honestly do it out of
concern for someone who i see going out of her way to try to deny the existence of
God. which you have every right to do, but i am also free to call you out when you so
obviously look down your nose at believers. it's one thing to be ignorant...it's much
worse to be arrogant in your ignorance.
i don't need to "ask" where you're coming from...you make that abundantly
clear with every post in which you bash religion and Christians. and when i challenge
you on it, you whine about "respect". it would be funny if it weren't so sad.
i honestly am praying for you, because you need God, just like we all do. i just
hope that you open your heart to his truth someday. there is abundant proof of God's
existence all around us...you just choose to ignore it. and you also need faith. i KNOW
that you have faith, it's just misdirected...you believe in plenty that you can't see or
explain, like the big bang theory or whatever other misguided idea you subscribe to for
the origins of the universe.
i DO respect your right to your beliefs (or non-belief), and i also respect your
right to be wrong. but that won't stop me from ridiculing your ignorance and skewering
your feeble arguments which, honestly, is pretty easy.
* Sarah Heston: http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=troll
"argument via the use of ad hominem attacks" and "as well as straw man
arguments, which he uses to simply avoid addressing the essence of the issue."
* Corrine Jaycraft: don't feed the troll heather!
and he's totally right heather, "it's much worse to be arrogant in your
ignorance."
* Matty Donaldson: You should at least have the courtesy of reading what the
poster posted before commenting on it. Otherwise why don't you just stay out of the
discussion? Those of us interested in Sarah's posts think that what you say is ridiculous
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because we think in a completely different way – logically and based in reality. Pray
all you want, we know it's a futile act and you're just wasting your time.
Embrace – this quote from your page – "There is a level of cowardice lower
than that of the conformist: the fashionable non-conformist." – Ayn Rand
Ayn Rand was a very well know and outspoken Atheist.
* Skeptics-R-Us: Does someone actually think it is fashionable to be an atheist?
Here in the bible belt, you risk your social standing if the theists around here knew you
were an atheist. I am thankful that I have found people like Sarah and Mark who are
intelligent and able to actually consider something other than bronze age mythologies.
My hope is that via attrition that eventually people will realize the lunacy of following
ancient middle eastern mysticism and join the many people who are using REASON to
make their life decisions.
* Sarah Heston: I don't think that was Matty's meaning. Just pointing out the
irony of having a quote by an atheist on his page.
* Mark Heston: Embrace – I fail to see the need for personal attacks. Of all
people, I would expect you to appreciate humor and sarcasm (ref the troll business).
It's unfortunate that you consider these posts as an attack on or as an attempt to ridicule
your belief system. I view them as a sharing of information and opposing perspectives.
Where's the ignorance in that?
* ME: i know ayn rand was an atheist...that was one of the few things she got
wrong. she failed to grasp that man's superiority came not from himself, but from
being the pinnacle of God's creation, and from being created in his image, for the
express purpose of having a personal relationship with him.
and i didn't engage in any "personal" or "ad hominem" attacks...i simply pointed
out that i believe that atheists are ignorant of the truth, and that Sarah in particular (like
many atheists) is arrogant in her approach toward Christians. and i never invoked a
"straw man" argument either. perhaps you should look up the definition of that as well.
if there's one thing i never do, it's "avoid(ing) addressing the essence of the issue."
i didn't say that there's any ignorance in the sharing of information and opposing
perspectives, it's in ignoring all the evidence of God's existence. and i've got no
problem with Sarah's posts that support atheism and/or slam religion...i look at them as
opportunities to share my faith with others, and to undercut what i deem to be
ignorance. what i thought was laughable was Sarah's demand for respect, when she so
obviously looks down her nose at those who disagree with her, and attempts to
arrogantly ridicule them...WHICH IS FINE WITH ME...i'm all about the humor and
sarcasm, but don't whine for "respect" when someone turns the tables on you and gives
you a dose of your own medicine. notice that i didn't engage in what you refer to as
"personal" or "ad hominem" "attacks" until she demanded "respect" and incorrectly
(according to the definition she herself provided) referred to me as a "troll"...BEFORE i
engaged in any of those so-called "attacks"!
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for being so "logical" and "reality-based", you atheists sure don't pay very close
attention! you guys DO know you're supposed to read these posts from the top down,
right???
* Arnold Renfro: Hey Sarah, at least he's "praying for you." Yikes...how
condescending...
* ME: it's "condescending" to pray for someone? wow, you atheists really have
a problem with word meanings. apparently you don't believe in God OR dictionaries!
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Chapter 9 - DEBATE: AN ECONOMICS-BASED ARGUMENT AGAINST ABORTION

Since religion-based arguments don't work on many people, I choose to use other sound
methods as well...usually scientific, but this economic one works like a charm too.

I posted the following quote on my page on 6 April 2011:
"The source of improvements in productivity is the human mind, and a human
mind is seldom found unaccompanied by the human body." – Julian Simon, "The
Ultimate Resource"
COMMENTS:
* ME: yet another non-religious argument against abortion, based on
economics.
* Mike Sidwell: Is there a people shortage I'm not aware of? Aren't the crappy
economy, high unemployment rates and millions of people dependent on government
assistance arguments FOR abortion based on economics?
* ME: nope, not in the least. any person not allowed to live constitutes a
shortage. and how many potential innovators have we aborted? how many
inventions/advancements/cures/etc. have we not allowed to happen because we killed
the people who would be responsible for them? the crappy economy, high
unemployment rates, and millions of people dependent on government assistance
arguments are not due to there being too many people, they're due to too much
government and not enough individual liberty.
* Mike Sidwell: I'm not saying those conditions are due to there being too many
people. I'm suggesting they'd become worse if there were more people. Should we ban
birth control, too? That's also preventing "potential". And why doesn't the right to
choose to terminate an unwanted pregnancy fall into your definition of individual
liberty? Especially considering the ramifications of preventing ill-equipped mothers
from likely ruining the lives of an unwanted child.
* Carl Adams: Embrace, have you stopped whacking off as well – hate to waste
more people.
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* ME: Mike, you're missing the point that we have no greater right than life.
every individual has that right, and no other right is even possible without that most
basic one.
and preventing/avoiding pregnancy (via birth control, whacking off, whatever)
doesn't waste life...it's not a life till the sperm hits the egg.
and there's no evidence that those problems would be worse if there were more
people...just 3 or 4 years ago, unemployment was about half of what it is now. did we
have a population explosion in the last few years that caused the unemployment rate to
double? no, we didn't...it was caused by oppressive gov't policies that made the
economy tank, and created a climate of uncertainty that made people and businesses
hoard their money instead of using it to invest in hiring people and expanding their
businesses.
and the "right" to choose to terminate an unwanted pregnancy completely
violates the individual liberty of that baby in the womb. why don't you have the right
to kill your kids after they're born? because they have the right to live just the same as
you do.
* Gabe Mathison: Embrace is right, there should be a movement to make inutero termination illegal...but then legalize it retroactively. You are have the kid, but
get to decide if they should be aborted when they become teenagers. The evolutionary
"do-over" if you will.
That was a joke, by the way. I don't really want to abort my teenager...well,
most days.
* Mike Sidwell: Yes, there may not be life before conception, but there is still
potential for life, no? The moment of conception may be life, but it's not a person yet.
It, like a sperm cell or an egg, has the potential to become a human being, but isn't yet.
* ME: the moment of conception IS life, so is therefore a person...a human
being. what is the difference between you today and you at the moment of conception?
it's the same as the difference between you today and you yesterday...the number of
cells. you are the same genetically today as you were the moment your dad's sperm hit
your mom's egg. and our "unalienable rights" are not "THE POTENTIAL FOR life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness"...it's just life. the sperm and egg on their own do
not have the special protection as the baby they form together.
**********************************************************************
IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THIS DEBATE, ANOTHER FRIEND OF MINE
DECIDED TO HIT ME UP VIA EMAIL TO FURTHER DISCUSS/DEBATE,
WHICH CONTINUES BELOW.
**********************************************************************
* Ralph Jeffries: I read your post on abortion, etc., and wanted to offer an
unsolicited contrarian view specifically to the angles of your positions, less than your
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overall point. The right-to-life debate is not my concern; that's a permanent circle knife
fight where all positions are tied at the wrist and cannot break free of the others. Yet
the suggestion that population is not a contributor to societal problems may need
reconsideration. The significant crime rate drop in NY City over the past two decades
in particular is known to have in no small part come from a change in the population
demographics which (for the 80s/90s/today) were modified beginning in the 70s as a
result of Roe-v-Wade (read: Freakonomics, among others, for more). That does not
suggest abortions are good, or bad, only that there is a direct outcome that modified
societal makeup and contributed to a change in societal behavior. In parallel, while the
government certainly hasn't always helped the economic situation, care needs to be
taken when suggesting that it was only the government's fault that the economy took a
turn. That of course suggests that the turnaround is (or will be) a result of government
policies alone and likewise places no accountability on individual actions, corporate
actions, etc. The reality is that issue is too large to be the result of any one actor or
action. All contribute, good and bad; the federal reserve could have managed monetary
policies better, as could have the congress (both parties), the executive branch (both
parties), etc. In addition, the unions could have taken a more strategic view to sustain
the viability of major industries, and corporations (in particular banks) could have
behaved differently, and (the real lava-hot topic) individuals could be more realistic in
their expectations of entitlements as derived from inputs and their personal work output
capability in the ever-changing and more competitive world (aghast! – you mean other
people and other countries could be better than "us" at certain things!?!?).
Those are some private thoughts for debate another day...
Thanks for the good post.
* ME: thanks for the feedback, BUT...all of those things you listed as possible
other causes for the economic situation besides government are not possible as
contributors UNLESS the government allows them to be. for instance, corporations
would never have offered bad loans (and then tried to find a way to make profits off the
bad loans) to people if the government hadn't forced them to, and individuals would
never have taken out those loans that they couldn't pay back. despite how nefarious the
intentions of any corporation or individual, most of what they do that is harmful to
society and the economy would not be possible without gov't involvement. as another
example, what interest do unions have in helping to ensure "the viability of major
industries"? they push and push for years for increased entitlements and power at the
expense of the company, largely with gov't pressure on the company to comply with
their demands, and then when the company is on the brink of failure due to complying
with all of these demands, uncle sam steps in and bails out the company (at taxpayer
expense)...and now the UAW owns a majority of GM. NONE of this is possible
without too-big government.
and i can't buy the "zero-sum" argument that the number of people alone has an
impact on crime. i won't deny that the more people there are, then the more
opportunities exist for conflict just because there are more people interacting with one
another, but your argument about NY specifically ignores the crackdown on crime and
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harsher penalties instituted by giuliani, for instance. instead of arguing that less people
leads to less crime, i'd argue instead in favor of more guns in the hands of citizens
leading to less crime (check out MORE GUNS, LESS CRIME by john lott).
and i disagree with your assertion that the argument about whether or not
abortion is good or bad is invalid and "unwinnable". i recognize that most of the prolife arguments are based on a religious point of view, which is completely valid – but
that holds little if any weight with people who deny God. which is why i rarely rely on
those arguments when trying to convince people that killing babies in the womb is
wrong...i rely instead on the right to life, and proving to them scientifically (and
economically, in this case) that fetuses are in fact people deserving of protection of
their lives, just as much as any adult.
* Ralph Jeffries: Thank you for the good thoughts. International Affairs and
Politics are a hobby of mine (so much so that I went and got a second master's degree
in my "free time" several years back to learn more). I cannot tell you how much I
appreciate another citizen spending time to research their opinions. Very few do that;
all have opinions, yet most are sadly subjective, emotional, qualitative positions that
lack depth of thought. I would like to discuss things from time to time, if you will
allow. I will not do it over Facebook openly though. For many reasons, I prefer (and
need) to keep my views private. With that as a rule set, would you be willing to have a
dialogue, and on occasion a debate about various topics? E-mail is best. I may not
always respond in a timely manner due to life's demands (nor will you, I'm sure – we're
all busy!), yet over time we might both improve our knowledge.
On to the current dialogue (and I consider it a dialogue vice a debate, with both
sides listening and learning) right now on these particular issues.
With regards to population size – there was not an assertion of "zero sum"
relationships. A re-read of the message may be required, but regardless if that was
miscommunicated, it was by mistake. In fact, the exact opposite was strongly intended.
That is, there really are very few issues large in scale that have any singularly
responsible variables. Roe v Wade, as statistics show, did directly correlate to a
significant decrease in the population of likely criminals in NY City. Again, that is not
advocacy for abortion, only a message of correlation to suggest that what is less
important is societal size than societal makeup as *one* (not the only) key variable in
the aggregate sum that becomes crime rates. Without question, the other elements
linked to police force changes, etc., also helped stem the tide. Those actions alone
though were not enough. As an aside, I studied Lott and, more importantly, the origins
of his research many years ago and have found there to be some valid elements;
however, as many counter studies have shown (and this is normal for any "new
thought"), there are flaws in the assertions that stem from a tendency to generalize the
importance of population variables, cultural tendencies, and more.
As pertaining to the right-to-life argument, there is validity in the use of "rightto-life"; however, that is exactly the other fourth of the circle (the four being personal
choice, religious views, political views, and scientific views). It is a valid position, yet
not unique as it happens to be among the main opinions consistently forwarded and as a
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result the "knives in the circle" come from other sides to agree with it when convenient
and to debunk it when not. Based on your projected view, I'm curious to learn about
your thoughts on healthcare (the new bill, etc.).
Now on the "big" vs. "small" government. It is peculiar that the institutions and
objects that are appreciated by the majority actually stem directly from government
structure; e.g. the military, the highway system, the university system (tops in the world
– many being government led), clean food (FDA), that beloved NYPD force that grew
to crack down on crime, the DHS that was created by Bush/Congress to help keep the
country secure since 9/11, the United States Patent and Trademark Office (which helps
ensure the nation's unparalleled innovation mechanisms), the Federal Aviation
Administration which (through lineage) established and maintains a mass transit system
that propelled that nation and the world forward (and continues to do so), etc, etc. The
reality is there is probably no "right size" government by a universally applicable
percentage and degree of involvement. It's a context-dependent topic.
Of course, as Churchill famously relayed, "you can always count on America to
do the right thing (and do it well), after exhausting all other options". The government
is a collection of individuals that make mistakes just as those not in government. And,
the government exists in an environment with more stakeholders than any single entity
can relate to; people in the military and especially at top command levels can attest to
this. The opportunities to not get it exactly perfect are basically ubiquitous. In many
cases, most even, it is not the best answer. In some cases, it should be involved only
behind the curtain (properly adjusting rates, offering incentives to stimulate new
industries, etc.). In still others, it must take lead. Those cases are not unlike a
Squadron Commander deciding what issues to personally work as opposed to those to
completely delegate. This really depends on the level of strategic impact an issue
brings to the larger organization, that is the Nation. A national military is needed
because the country has critical strategic interests on a global scale (that directly impact
the welfare at home) that must be protected and outsourcing or state-by-state only
action would not meet the need. Another is the involvement of the government to head
off the economic crash – the unemployment rate is dropping, currency is stabilizing,
GDP is rising, etc. as a result. And, as is the miracle of our national construct, the
debts incurred to make that happen before a true crisis set in are now being reviewed
and a plan slowly set in place to remediate them (note – this has happened before).
Specific to the case of the government *alone, being solely responsible* for the
economic downturn I need specific examples as the current position proposed is not
well supported. For instance, "the corporations would never have offered bad loans...if
the government hadn't forced them to" is a curious one. Can you explain? On a related
front, to what extent are individuals (who took loans, over-extended, etc.) responsible
and accountable for their actions?
Similarly, to what extent are the unions (and more specifically union members)
then accountable for their collective actions in using the power of their voting base to
ensure politicians (historically of both parties) uphold their values and put that pressure
on the companies? Keeping in mind it's the politicians, not the GS government
employee at the Department of Commerce/etc. putting said pressure on those
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companies. Just as the military takes action based on Congressional law, so do they.
Oddly, it's those same people (union members) that find themselves caught and
unprepared for a changing world where the fact is even if we stripped off every
"currency manipulation" and "tax break" that send jobs overseas, the American
standard of living is such that it is difficult to keep pace with cheap labor abroad, thus
forcing more "between the ears" work and less "with our hands" jobs. It's inevitable,
yet we should welcome it because no other nation has the makeup in doctrine
(Constitution) and diversity of thought (melting pot) to be more innovative than this
one; still, we resist it, demand the politicians and the federal government fix it to keep
things "as they are", then throw our hands up when it doesn't go as desired.
Thanks again for the good thoughts.
* ME: oh yeah, i'm all about having these types of debates and/or discussions
with whomever's willing...unfortunately, people like that are rare, so i'm glad you're a
geek about this stuff like i am! i'm always looking for ways to not only learn more, but
also to hone my own arguments. i understand your not wanting to do it over facebook,
that's fine. and i also will probably lag often in my responses, just as you might.
you said "Roe v Wade, as statistics show, did directly correlate to a significant
decrease in the population of likely criminals in NY City. Again, that is not advocacy
for abortion, only a message of correlation to suggest that what is less important is
societal size than societal makeup as *one* (not the only) key variable in the aggregate
sum that becomes crime rates." i think this still misses the point that regardless of how
many potential criminals might have been aborted out of existence, until they actually
commit a crime worthy of the death penalty, then they have a right to live, just as much
as any other human being.
granted, there are MANY more things that need to be looked at to address the
issues which lead to many of these people ending up as criminals...but i'd also assert
that most of those issues are related to a cultural shift away from personal
responsibility, and more toward dependency on big, nanny-state government. for
example, welfare has largely replaced the father for many of these families where the
children grow up to be criminals. and instead of forcing people to consider the
consequences BEFORE they get pregnant, we encourage the poor to have babies with
the promise of further financial assistance from uncle sam.
but while related, i believe this is still a separate and secondary issue to the
over-arching one that cannot be ignored...LIFE. without that, then nothing else matters.
i have what i believe many would consider an over-simplified view of this, but i believe
that our founders did as well. i think people try to appear more moderate and/or
reasoned than they really are, by over-thinking the words and intent of our founding
documents, to the detriment of every citizen, to one degree or another.
compared to the other "knives in the circle" as you called them, i believe the
consideration of right-to-life is more like a gun. but i understand that not everyone
thinks that clearly about it, and so i try to formulate different arguments based on the
other considerations as well. for instance, scientifically: what is the main, fundamental
difference between you today, and you at the moment of your conception? it's the same
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as the main difference between you today and you yesterday...the number of cells. you
are the same genetically today as you were the moment your dad's sperm hit your
mom's egg. of course, such an argument will only work on people who (1) regard life
as worthy of protection, and (2) aren't so blinded by their own ideology that they refuse
to accept the truth of that science.
it's interesting that your segue between the paragraphs on life and big-vs-small
government was a sentence on healthcare...since that actually does touch on both of
those topics!
but i'm curious as to why your projection of my view of the right-to-life
argument leads you to ask about my stand on the healthcare law? do you view
obamacare as something that is good for people, and/or for human health/survivability?
i don't. EVEN IF it hadn't been proven over pretty much the whole of human history
that the "necessary evil" of government can't do things as well and as efficiently as the
private sector, the fact still remains that, under our democratic republic, it's not the
government's job.
we hear much about the fact that under the constitution, the federal government
can't force people to engage in commerce by buying health insurance, which is true and
a valid argument...but i think the real issue is a more basic one than that. the purpose of
the constitution is to LIMIT government. anything that expands government power at
the expense of individual liberty (for ALL individuals) is contrary to that purpose, and
is therefore unconstitutional. i'm all for using whatever arguments about efficiency/
rationing/etc. work on people, but i think they're all secondary issues to the most basic
one about limited government.
this dovetails into the argument about big-vs-small government...not only is
most of what the federal government does not constitutionally permissible, but i'd also
push back against the suggestion that any of those things that government does that are
"most appreciated" could not have been done better by the private sector. yes, our
universities are tops in the world...but who's to say that they wouldn't be even BETTER
without government involvement? when government gets involved, then you've got
(by default) power-hungry bureaucrats in charge who get to largely dictate how and
what students are taught, with the threat of withholding precious dollars if anyone dares
to defy their wishes. and on a separate but related note, government involvement is one
of the main reasons why tuition costs are as high as they are. competition always
breeds higher quality and lower prices, and government involvement always leads to
stifled competition.
i agree with you that "there is probably no 'right size government' by a
universally applicable percentage and degree of involvement", and i believe that the
founders of this country agreed with you as well...which is why they arranged it so that
government would be as small as absolutely possible, and let individuals rely on
themselves for those wants and needs that didn't apply to every citizen equally (such as
providing for the national defense).
government is responsible for the economic downturn (specifically, in this case,
the housing crisis) via the community reinvestment act. first enacted under carter, then
bolstered under clinton, its goal was to encourage minority home ownership by making
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home loans more accessible to the poor. especially under janet reno, lenders were
coerced into making these bad loans to people who basically couldn't pay them back.
but the politicians didn't care about that...all they cared about was extending
"the american dream" to as many people as possible in an attempt to secure their votes,
and thus their own continued political power. the lenders would never have offered
these loans on their own, because they're not profitable, so they did what businessmen
do...they found a way to make money from it, by repackaging these loans and selling
them in secondary markets as investment products, which were bought up largely by
fannie mae and freddie mac (more government). and when bush tried to get congress
to exercise more oversight on fannie and freddie, when this started looking like it was
getting out of control, we were told by various politicians that there was no problem
and everything was solvent.
i do believe that individuals who over-extended themselves are responsible and
accountable, but can you blame them for taking out these loans? there's a big house
over there, and i can get it for next to nothing...why wouldn't i? the base problem was
not in the person taking advantage of what looked like a sweet deal...it was that the deal
ever existed (or appeared to exist) in the first place. and then, when it all goes belly-up,
obama and congresspeople are out ripping the lenders for being greedy, unscrupulous
bastards who are out to get "the little guy". of course, this is while they are bailing out
these companies, which we are told are "too big to fail"...it's a vicious cycle, completely
initiated and propagated by government acting outside of its very limited constitutional
boundaries.
on the outsourcing of jobs to cheaper labor markets overseas...again, i fault
oppressive government policies, such as confiscatory taxation and too much regulation.
do you think that a company in des moines wants to uproot and transfer its entire
manufacturing system to china or india? i'd wager the answer is typically no. and this
is another reason why the constitution places such severe limits on the federal
government instead of the states...the states have more leeway to implement policies
and regulations, and that affords us citizens portability...the chance to transfer ourselves
and our assets to the states whose policies best suit our individual needs.
well, i've rambled on long enough here...i know that i've typed a lot of words,
but all of my writing was pretty thematically limited! i'll let you chew this all over and
reply whenever you get a chance. thanks for the opportunity to vent/discuss! i
appreciate it.
* Ralph Jeffries: What are your thoughts on Enron, Bill Gates, and Steve
Balmer crafting ways to adjust Microsoft's stock prices (read: billions of dollars in
arbitrary adjustments) to push Paul Allen out of Microsoft a couple decades ago), the
"strikes" in the various professional sports leagues, Bernie Madoff and the like as
examples of private industry efficiency and effectiveness? That's an objective, not
sarcastic question by the way.
On the outsourcing question, there's little disagreement that a company doesn't
want to uproot, yet government policies alone didn't equate to cheap vs expensive labor
disparities. Economic principles show that to be the "way" of the cycle. As one
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society pushes upward, so does its baseline economy; yet until all societies do (likely
never to be completely balanced) at the same pace, something can always be made or
done well, in a cheaper manner, elsewhere. That's when an economy must adjust. It
must become more lean (smarter over harder type methods) to compete in those
sectors. Detroit can't expect to always have the same number of people employable by
the automobile industry as long as the practices America created to build cars have
been around long enough to be replicated with equal quality elsewhere (first Japan,
then Korea, now India and China, etc.) where the people don't have the societal
requirements and subsequent salary demands for a life with a starbucks on every
corner. That's where government can help by placing incentives on new industry
investment and new people investment. That's not to say it's easy; there's a distinct
difference between "big" vs "small" government, which tends to be a very black-andwhite argument in what is really a gray-matter environment, and where government can
and should help, and where it can't and shouldn't. There are also distinct differences in
the use of the term "government"; i.e. legislature, executive branch, etc. Obviously a
huge reason Detroit failed to adjust is because those two entities in particular put
Detroit in the middle of a "we can" and "we can't" help fight, angling for votes, "party"
control, etc. over a few decades and worse, the people couldn't see it because they fail
to see through the curtain (blinded by a desire – rightfully – for starbucks and the
easiest fix).
* ME: while i don't excuse anyone in industry for bad behavior, i find it ironic
that people get so up in arms over an enron or bernie madoff or the like, while
completely giving the government a pass for much bigger boondoggles. for instance,
madoff's ponzi scheme is almost nothing next to the gigantic scam that is social
security. i don't think that those scandals are necessarily an indictment of private
industry efficiency or effectiveness...they're just examples of people breaking the law to
take advantage of customers and steal their money. and when such happens, then it's
the government's job to provide citizens with a court system through which to seek
legal recourse. but where's my legal recourse when the government FORCES me by
law to participate in social security, then steals my "invested" money and spends it
elsewhere? and i can choose not to invest with madoff or to buy enron stock...i can't
opt out of social security. and that's a way bigger scam than madoff or enron could
ever dream of pulling off.
you said that "government can help by placing incentives on new industry
investment and new people investment"...yes, that's true, but it takes us back to my
earlier points about the proper role of government per our founding documents. while
state governments rightly have much more leeway to spend taxpayer dollars as
incentives to attract business, i believe that the only incentive the federal government
should engage in is getting out of the way. the federal government has NO authority to
spend money on MOST of what it does...but until we get back to that type of properly
limited government, we've got to chip away piece by piece by first limiting how much
the government spends on everything it spends on, and then move on to eliminating
many of those programs altogether (again, on the federal level). and right along with
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that, we've got to eliminate federal regulations that are crippling business expansion...
many of which are in place for that very purpose (i.e. obamacare, the endgoal of which
is to destroy the private insurance industry altogether and replace it with a single-payer
system).
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Chapter 10 - COLUMN: MY RESPONSE TO MISGUIDED GOP STRATEGISTS

The Republican party will not be "saved" by RINOs, but by finally following the
Constitution.

(written on 27 February 2013)
I came across an article entitled "How to Save the Republican Party" by
Michael Gerson and Peter Wehner in the online March 2013 edition of Commentary
magazine, by way of "The GOP revival must go beyond joining Twitter" by Stuart
Stevens in the Washington Post on February 24th, which was linked on the Drudge
Report. Stevens was the lead strategist of Mitt Romney's presidential campaign, and he
stated that the Republican Party's current challenge was laid out "brilliantly" in the
Gerson/Wehner essay. Gerson was a former policy adviser and chief of speechwriting
for President George W. Bush, and Wehner served in the last three Republican
administrations.
Stevens described both men as "two of the biggest brains – and hearts – of the
Bush era." All three are smart men, to be sure...unfortunately, even those considered
the smartest within any group often turn out to be not as wise as they would have
everyone else believe. After reading Stevens' suggestions that the GOP "reinvent"
itself and "prove [its] relevance to voters", I was worried about what I might find in the
Gerson/Wehner column...and my fears were confirmed when I read it.
First of all, I'll just dive right in and mention the biggest, most glaring problem
with their column: the ONLY appearance of the word "constitution" (or any of its
various forms) is in a mention of "Clause IV of the Labour Party constitution" in
England. The closest they get to referencing even the Declaration of Independence is a
mention of "life and liberty" as the Gpo's "core principles". Ignoring our Constitution
(and, by extension, The Declaration of Independence, which is the basis for the
Constitution) is precisely what leads to big government that encourages and fosters
dependency, making it harder for many people to vote against government spending
that is touted as taking care of their needs and wants.
And many GOP base voters (whose votes would have secured a Romney
victory in 2012, since he won the vaunted independents) didn't stay home this past
November because of the Republican Party/nominee not being "inclusive" enough, but
due to what they perceived as a lack of focus on the purpose of the Constitution, which
is to LIMIT GOVERNMENT in favor of individual liberty. These frustrated voters see
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a lack of distinction between the two parties, based on elected Republicans' embracing
of unconstitutional federal government programs/policies.
For instance, instead of talking about getting rid of entitlement programs such
as Social Security (which is not mentioned anywhere in the Constitution as a required
duty of the federal government, and is therefore not allowed), Republicans regularly
talk of wanting to "save" it for future generations. While I disagree with those voters
who say, for instance, that there is NO difference between Romney and Obama (as one
Ron Paul supporter told me via Twitter right before the election), I do completely
understand their disillusionment with the GOP, since its leadership has largely turned
its back on constitutional limits on federal government power in favor of misguided
notions of what's necessary to win elections (such as pandering to illegal immigrants
via offers of amnesty).
There was also no mention in the column (which was quite long, and therefore
afforded the authors plenty of opportunity to include it) of the purposeful destruction of
the education system in this country over decades of being under federal government
control. Where in the Constitution does it say that the government is allowed to have
anything at all to do with education anyway? Instead of focusing on this root problem,
Gerson/Wehner instead focused on things such as how best to appeal to the "changing
electorate", Republicans' ignoring of scientific "consensus" on "man-made climate
change", and the GOP being considered the party of "hyper-individualism" at the
expense of the "common good".
(A quick bit of friendly advice to Gerson/Wehner: There is no consensus in
science; anyone who claims otherwise is "in fact, at war with the scientific method".
Also, nothing serves the "common good" better than individuals pursuing their own
self-interest, which typically involves fulfilling some desire of your fellow man for a
financial profit.)
This article is not a blueprint for Republican victory – on the contrary, it's a
recipe for more of the same Constitutional ignorance that has led to GOP base voters
abandoning the party. It's not like there's no desire for Republicans to win and
Democrats to lose...just look at the 2010 midterm election results. But, after that
election, which was all about stopping Obama's socialism, Republican voters were
hoping for – expecting, in fact – a candidate and a campaign that would focus not just
on Obama's failed presidency, but also on a return to constitutionally limited
government.
Romney came close a few times to galvanizing the base, including when the
video of his "47%" comment was released. That comment was accurate, and showed a
backbone and a sense of recognizing reality that encouraged Republican/Tea
Party/Libertarian/conservative/ constitutionalist voters. Also, Romney's passionate,
inspired performance during the first presidential debate was very heartening, and I
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almost jumped up off my couch cheering when in the third debate he came back at one
of Obama's typically false statements with a very spontaneous "Government does not
create jobs!" A bit more of that would have gone a long way toward encouraging
Republicans to get out and vote not just AGAINST Obama, but also FOR Romney.
While it's true that there are other factors that affected the outcome of this last
presidential election – such as racist support for Obama simply based upon his skin
color, media influence over what I refer to as their low-information "slaves", outright
ignorance of many voters who don't grasp basic economics and certainly don't
understand the purpose of the Constitution, and what we learned later about vote fraud
and the IRS targeting of Tea Party groups – this election was still the GOP's to lose.
Obama is an absolutely horrible president – the most blatantly anti-American
president of our lifetime, and possibly in our country's history – and even those
aforementioned factors weren't enough for him to win. In order for that to happen, the
GOP had to discourage its base voters – most of whom literally love and revere the
Constitution – into not showing up. And that the party did...by eating its own when the
media unfairly attacked them, and, even more importantly, by not focusing on the fact
that if the Constitution doesn't spell something out as a REQUIRED duty of
government, then it's not ALLOWED to do it. It's really no more complicated than
that.
The Constitution was written the way it was on purpose. And it is SUPPOSED
to be the legal basis for everything the federal government does. Whenever Senators
ask a judicial nominee during their confirmation about "stare decisis" (legal precedent),
every one of those nominees should boldly cite the Constitution as THE legal
precedent...and any subsequent law that violates it as legally irrelevant.
When the Preamble of the Constitution explains that the document was
"ordain[ed] and establish[ed]" in order to "provide for the common defence" and
"promote the general welfare", it was listing RESPONSIBILITIES of government –
REASONS for the enumerated powers – and NOT the powers themselves (despite what
the supposedly brilliant Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts would have you
believe, based on his Obamacare opinion). The very few powers which government is
required to execute in fulfillment of those general responsibilities are listed
("enumerated") later in the Articles, such as the specific powers of Congress found in
Article 1, Section 8.
We can focus all day on what's "best" for groups of people or the economy, or
which demographic group wants which benefit, or how "compassionate" certain
policies appear to be...but those are all secondary to the most fundamentally important
point...which, if proclaimed, would galvanize the GOP base that wasn't convinced to
just vote against Obama, and would eventually lead to election victories that were
based upon more than just sound bytes, fickle public sentiment, or a popularity contest.
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I've coined a phrase that sums up this basic winning argument: IF IT'S NOT
ENUMERATED, IT MUST BE ELIMINATED. Preaching adherence to
Constitutional limits on government power is THE single best way to convince
Americans to cast their votes for you.
The Republican Party needs to stop worrying about winning elections, and
instead focus on reminding/ educating voters about the founding of this country, and
the PURPOSE of the Constitution, which is to limit government. We need to
passionately embrace this debate, and boldly proclaim, for instance, that there's nothing
"compassionate" about taking money by force from one person who's earned it and
giving it to someone else who hasn't. Or that if the income tax is allowed to continue to
exist at all, then it has to be collected in only one of two ways: as either the same
percentage from every citizen, or the same dollar amount (if government is properly
scaled back to its strict constitutional limits, this is entirely feasible).
We need to focus on reminding voters that the most accurate definition ever
given for government was from Thomas Paine: a "necessary evil." Yes, government is
necessary to guarantee our rights and should be completely empowered to fulfill its few
required tasks, but it cannot function without confiscating personal property...which is
evil, by definition. Therefore, we need to keep the federal government confined to its
very few specifically enumerated powers, and yet enable it to fulfill only those
duties...no less, no more. The default position of government is one of an absence of
power, so the government is not allowed to do anything that it is not specifically
required to do....and must be fully empowered to do those few things it is required to
do.
And the government is most certainly not required to have anything to do with
wages, job creation, education, entitlements, healthcare, college tuition, amnesty,
climate change, or many of the other things discussed by Gerson/Wehner as issues on
which the GOP needs to connect with voters. The duties of government are very few
and very specific, and if held to those strict limits, then government is kept properly out
of our way. Then – and only then – will we as individuals be free to pursue our own
happiness, however we choose to define it, with the only limit on our freedom being
the inability to infringe upon the liberty of others.
Contrary to the suggestions of Gerson/Wehner, individualism is the single best
method for securing the "common good", as people acting in support of their own self
interest is and always has been the most proven method to ensure improvement of
conditions and opportunities for all.
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Chapter 11 - DEBATE: NETANYAHU'S "REQUEST" TO OBAMA

A joke "letter" from Netanyahu shows the ignorance of Obama's stance concerning Israel's
borders.

I posted the following on my Facebook page on 2 June 2011 (after Obama
stated his desire for Israel's borders to be moved back to where they were pre-1967):
Just saw this on a friend's page (thanks Riley James):
Dear President Obama: I am writing today with a somewhat unusual request.
First and foremost, I will be asking that you return America to its August 20th, 1959
borders so that Hawaii is no longer a state and you are no longer a citizen.
– Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
COMMENTS:
* Janice Peal Fredericks: I don't get it. Bibi gets to make demands on behalf of
America now? There is all kinds of wrong.
* Jeremy Fredericks: funny, tho. A little ridiculous and kind of sad, but still
funny :)
* Curtis Edwin: Leave it to you Embrace to post something controversial. It is
of course a completely ignorant comment, but...it is funny!
* Juliet Allen: This post just shows why u suck ):
* ME: ignorant comment? no more ignorant than obama's demands upon israel.
which is the (ironically funny) point.
Juliet, was that comment directed toward obama? if so, i agree with you...he
sucks.
Janice, i'd rather have bibi speaking on my behalf instead of barry!
we're seeing the systematic, purposeful destruction of our economy, the
abandonment and/or undercutting of our allies, the appeasement and coddling of our
enemies, and governing against the will of the american people...but THIS is
controversial???
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* Jeremy Fredericks: Rhetoric – noun 1. (in writing or speech) the undue use of
exaggeration or display; bombast. "coddling of our enemies" Who, exactly, are our
enemies? "systematic, purposeful destruction of our economy" Now, I'm not an
economist, but do you have any data to back this? And to which part, specifically, of
the economy are you referring? "governing against the will of the american people"
Which people would that be exactly, and what governance are we talking about here? I
only ask because I'd love to argue. Unfortunately, I'm having trouble getting to a
specific point against which I can actually make an argument through all the blah blah
blah. Help a brotha out, and let's mix it up!
* ME: coddling of our enemies: first example that pops into my head is
iran...they have no fear from us now about pursuing their nuclear program, and their
public was not supported when they rebelled against the regime last year...while we
supported the supposedly "democratic" protests in egypt, tunisia, and libya, which are
largely led by islamists.
purposeful destruction of the economy: despite the fact that all of the "fixes" put
into place by the obama administration have only served to weaken the economy, they
keep pushing for more of the same! stimulus, quantitative easing, obamacare,
unemployment extension...those are just the first few i thought of. NONE of them have
helped the economy recover, and have done exactly the opposite. how much more of
this do we need to see before we all realize that either these people are completely
ignorant of economics, or that they're doing this on purpose? either way, it's very bad.
but i know which it is...i don't believe that obama's an idiot...he knows what he's doing.
governing against the will of the american people: the most glaring
example...70% of the public was opposed to obamacare. and to get it passed, several
congressmen had to be bribed with public money to buy their votes ("cornhusker
kickback", "louisiana purchase", etc.) not to mention that republicans were completely
locked out of the negotiations, and the bill was not put out there for review beforehand
(as previously promised).
by the way...i heartily respect your love of arguing!
* Jeremy Fredericks: It's fun! All I ask now, is:
"Iran has no fear from us about pursuing their nuclear program"...Where's proof
of whether or not they "fear" us? How do you quantify a nation's level of fear?
Furthermore, what is the right approach with Iran on this issue?
"served to weaken the economy"...I'd like to see data supporting the statement
that the entire economy is weaker and it's a direct result of any of the past
administrations' – especially this one (you can go back as far as you'd like) – economic
policies. Not saying what you've stated isn't true, just want to see where you're getting
your economic data from, and what it actually says.
And for the last one, because I knew that was coming, where did you get the
70% statistic? Also, when you're talking about bribes and the illicit use of public
money, that's some very serious shit. Where is THAT data? I'd be INCREDIBLY
interested to see that. I'd follow-up with the Justice Department if this is true. And,
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lastly, I really have no clue what you're talking about with the Republican lockout. Not
saying it didn't happen or anything, I just really have no idea what it is. If you could
point me to some news sources or something, that would be phat as hell. I'll string
together some data for my above points, though, from what I hope are accepted as
unbiased/bipartisan sources and we'll continue with our argument from there!
* ME: on iran...do you not see how they act/react under just the last two
administrations, for example? yes, during bush they tried to talk a big game, but they
didn't dare pursue their nuclear agenda as overtly as they are now, while we have a
president who is talking about curtailing our own arsenal, AND voiding our agreement
for the missile defense shield in europe, all in the name of "peace" or some other such
nonsense. how do we quantify a nation's level of fear? i'd say by how willing they are
to stand up to whomever they view as their enemies...and by that standard, i'd say their
fear is much less now than it was just a few short years ago.
i understand your strategy of saying "show me specific data that what you just
said is true", and i respect it (somewhat and sometimes), and i could post a crapload of
links here that prove how horrible the overall economy is right now. but i know that
you know it's very bad. no, we who work for/with the government don't typically feel
it nearly as acutely as most other people, but i know that you won't honestly deny
what's going on across the country. the very best indicator is unemployment...when it
was about 4.5% under bush, all we heard from the media was "recession...recession...
recession"...now that it's double that under obama, all we hear is "recovery...recovery...
recovery". any policies that take money out of the private sector and put it in
government hands under the false pretense of "stimulating" the economy are counterproductive to fiscal growth. and that's all this administration has done, in addition to
piling on regulation after regulation on industries that are vital to the nation's economic
vitality (healthcare, finance, housing, etc.). that's not to say that this all started under
obama, not by a long-shot, but he has doubled down on such policies like no one ever
has before, and we're seeing the results.
here's the first link i found with a quick search of "obamacare" and "poll"
(http://blog.heritage.org/2010/03/22/new-cnn-poll-59-oppose-obamacare/?
query=New+CNN+Poll:+59%+Oppose+Obamacare). and it's based on a CNN poll,
and we all know how they skew their internals. (well, i ASSUME we all do...maybe
not! they routinely oversample democrats in their political polls. i suppose you'll be
asking for proof of that now! i can find examples of that for you too i guess if you
don't believe that either and REALLY want to see them.) either way, there's no
denying that the majority of americans were opposed to it. where do you think the tea
party came from? and the shellacking that was last november's election? people
weren't just opposed to the bad legislation, they were also opposed to its 2,000+ pages
that lawmakers admitted to not reading before they voted on it and its not being made
available for public review beforehand and to republicans being shut out of the process.
how did you not hear about that, by the way? many republican lawmakers were
complaining about that constantly...i'll try to find a link for you.
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this link (http://www.thereaganinstitute.com/blog_post/show/9) discusses it, but
is from after obamacare was passed. it also explains one of the reasons why the
democrats locked the republicans out, because of the $105 billion "implementation"
built into the bill: "Back in 2009, when Republicans were locked out of the Obamacare
'negotiations,' Democrats and their lobbyists were feverishly working to hide $105
billion of new spending by weaving it into 48 different categories of the mammoth,
2700 page bill. They did their best to craft the language in such a way that the
spending would occur by default, and that Obamacare would be in force no matter what
challenge or opposition it faced."
and just for the record, i don't believe that there are any "unbiased/bipartisan"
sources...the ones that claim to be are just lying about it. show me one who claims to
be, and i believe i can quickly disprove their claim. not that i have any problem with
bias and/or partisanship...i just prefer it when people are honest and upfront about it.
and don't forget when he told joe the plumber that he wanted to "spread the
wealth around." i don't think obama's stupid...i really don't. as low as my opinion is of
him, i truly believe that he really understands the purpose of the constitution, which is
to LIMIT GOVERNMENT. and that's his biggest problem with it. check out this
audio from a radio interview he did back in 2001 (http://www.wnd.com/?
pageId=79225), in which he lamented that the supreme court failed to "break free from
the essential constraints" in the U.S. Constitution and launch a major redistribution of
wealth. his words:
"It didn't break free from the essential constraints that were placed by the
Founding Fathers in the Constitution, at least as it's been interpreted, and the Warren
Court interpreted in the same way, that generally the Constitution is a charter of
negative liberties. Says what the states can't do to you. Says what the federal
government can't do to you, but doesn't say what the federal government or state
government must do on your behalf."
he thinks that the court should have "broken free" from the constitutional limits
appropriately and purposefully placed on government. those limits are our guarantee of
individual liberty against oppressive government...the whole, simple purpose of the
constitution: protection FROM government.
for anyone to advance the policies obama has, and to CONTINUE to pursue
them even after all the damage they've caused, we're left with only two conclusions:
either he is an economic idiot, or it's being done on purpose. and like i said earlier, i
don't think obama's stupid. i think he's got a problem with this country and how it was
founded, and he's on a mission to bring about "social justice" for all the "wrongs" this
country has committed. in his eyes, america is not the main force for good and
freedom in this world, but the exact opposite. why do you think he travels around the
globe apologizing for america? he wants to remake it according to his will...but,
unfortunately for him, he tried to do too much too quickly, and he's spurred the
electorate into a revolt. and last november's election was the first shot across the bow.
at this point, i'm kind of glad that he's continuing to push his agenda...because
november 2012 could be REALLY interesting.
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* Riley James: Wow Embrace!
* ME: you started it, Riley!
* Riley James: And...I stand by it too!
* Jeremy Fredericks: I actually prefer using data sets, rather than opinion pieces
that put together statistics for one purpose or another. Here's some information you can
interpret any way you wish, but it's just numbers. The first details your point about
unemployment numbers: http://data.bls.gov/timeseries/LNS14000000
When President Bush took office in January of 2001 the Unemployment Rate
was 4.2%. When President Obama took office in January of 2009, the Unemployment
Rate was 7.8%. Now I'm no mathematician, but that's an increase of approximately
46% during President Bush's tenure. Do you think it was President Bush's fiscal
policies that caused this? Perhaps a little. Historically, administrative policy has a
minimal impact on the economy as a whole, much to the chagrin of the talking heads.
Now, you'll notice the increase of the Unemployment rate under President Obama has
increased from 7.8 when he took the Oath of Office to 9.1 today. That's an increase of
approximately 15%, with the unemployment as high as 10% 9 months after he was
sworn in. Since October of 09, the unemployment rate has dropped nearly 10% from
its highest. Again, do the Administration's policies have an impact? Minimally...take
this data and do with it what you will, but it's neither for or against either of the last two
administrations. It just is what it is. The US Economy moves on its own, bro. Policy
makers can, at most, nudge it one way or the other tactically, but honestly there's not
much they can do to make it significantly different. (Now that last part is, of course,
opinion, but it's based on historical review of some 70 years of data). I'll address the
others with more data as I can get some time.
Actually that Unemployment Rate increase is 84%. Told you I wasn't a
mathematician or a very good typist... And since Obama took office it's actually a
16.5% increase.
And to your retort about biased/unbiased sites...that's good to hear because I
feel the same way. I simply collect historical, numerical data, and try to evaluate trends
and tendencies based on those. Really, anything with the word "blog" in it immediately
screams "agenda".
Health Care Polls:
http://www.gallup.com/poll/126521/Favor-Oppose-Obama-Healthcare-Plan.aspx
http://www.rasmussenreports.com/public_content/politics/current_events/healthcare/se
ptember_2009/health_care_reform
Both Gallup and Rasmussen are generally considered to be reliable sources of
polling data over the last – well over the last forever – so take these numbers how you
will. Obviously more than 50% disapproved of the Health Care law so you're correct
that most of the population didn't support it. However, the support, or lack thereof, is
still split along party lines.
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* ME: well, if the support or opposition was split along party lines, then why
was last november's election such a landslide? i mean, it wasn't just national...
democrats got defeated all the way down to the local level across the country as well.
republicans couldn't have done that alone, no matter how motivated they were...dems
and independents did as well.
as far as policy affecting the economy...it absolutely does. yes, i have problems
with some of bush's policies, based on their constitutionality and their effects on the
economy (such as the medicare prescription drug bill, environmental policies, etc.), but
they were not nearly as destructive as what we're going through now. and while i think
obama's policies are bad, he's not the only culprit. look at the link you provided for
unemployment numbers...when bush took office, unemployment was 4.2%. then we
had a big jump up to 5.7% by jan 2002, which was largely due to the economic impact
of 9/11...no surprise there. then it worked its way back down to 4.6% by jan 2007, and
then notice when it started shooting back up again? after the democrats won congress
back in the 2006 elections. and the first big piece of legislation they they passed was
an increase in the minimum wage, which obviously hinders hiring/expansion. and
unemployment kept climbing up from there, with obama's election and subsequent
policies foisting too many regulations on business and taking money out of the private
sector to be spent supposedly "more wisely" by government bureaucrats.
there is just too much uncertainty in the economy for businesses to take the
risks necessary to grow, and growth is exactly what the economy needs to truly
recover. plus, with the government racking up more debt in the last two years than
under all of our previous presidents COMBINED, and with the government basically
devaluing the dollar by just printing money we don't have...well, to say that
government policy doesn't affect the economy is just plain wrong. which is precisely
why government needs to get out of the way, which fosters an environment that allows
individuals and businesses to operate more freely, and to succeed or fail based on their
own ability and hard work. instead, our government (now more than ever before) is
demonizing the "rich" and punishing success. did you hear the recent quote from
obama's solicitor general on the mandate in obamacare? he basically said that if you
don't like the mandate, then just earn less money. not exactly a recipe for economic
growth. (http://washingtonexaminer.com/blogs/beltway-confidential/2011/06/obamasolicitor-general-if-you-dont-mandate-earn-less-money)
oh, one more thing on the unemployment rate "slide" from oct 09 till today...
don't forget that the government has ALSO reduced their count of the number of jobs
available in the economy as a whole. if they say that there are 400,000 less jobs
available (for example), then even if 200,000 people lose their jobs during that time,
that won't raise the unemployment level as a whole. in addition to that, this
unemployment number doesn't include the people who have stopped looking for jobs
altogether. that rate is said to be somewhere around 17-20%. that's a lot of money not
being earned, and not being spent, and not fueling economic growth.
* Jeremy Fredericks: We'll just have to disagree. Like I said, you can take data
over short snatches of time and make various assumptions like you've stated above or
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you can take a larger body of data – say over the last 70 years or so, and begin to see
patterns and trends. I choose to do the latter, as it provides more information. Certain
economic policies have had an effect over the years, sure, but real economic movement
(even in Communist countries, i.e. China) occurs from factors such as innovation,
discovery, solid and proven business practices, and, more than anything else, good ol'
supply and demand of goods and services. I think you give a lot more credit to our
government for control over these things than you actually should; that's my opinion,
and was my basic point earlier.
* ME: i agree with you completely that innovation, discovery, etc., influence
long-term economic movement more than anything else...which is exactly why
government should be most concerned with fostering an environment in which
individuals are free to pursue those things (instead of government trying to dictate the
direction of the economy, as they're doing now with "green energy" and the like).
however, if your assertion that government's influence over these things is true, then
how did the relatively young US get so far beyond every other country in the world,
some of which have been around for millenia? it was due to individual freedom, which
exists only when government is limited.
and by the way...i used the same body of data you did...i cited the same chart
YOU initially linked to to make my point!!!
oh, by the way...one more thing to consider in response to your assertion that
government policies don't affect long-term economic movement: "The government
added $5.3 trillion in new financial obligations in 2010, largely for retirement programs
such as Medicare and Social Security. That brings to a record $61.6 trillion the total of
financial promises not paid for" (http://www.usatoday.com/news/washington/2011-0606-us-owes-62-trillion-in-debt_n.htm).
the government takes money out of the economy to "spend" as it sees fit...and
over $60 TRILLION of that already-spent money doesn't even exist! that has REAL
consequences on overall economic activity, both short-term AND long-term.
* Jeremy Fredericks: That is a very good article you sent. I appreciate you
posting something that wasn't an OpEd piece or from a blog. The article underlines the
fact of how Medicare and SS have been mismanaged over the last several decades.
Both sides of the House and Senate, as well as the Obama Administration seem to be
focused on these as main concerns over economic stability for the next 10 to 20 and
even 50 years from now, as they should. Hopefully people much smarter than myself
on economic matters will be involved in the process of adjusting these programs to
make them more fiscally manageable.
* ME: that's one of our biggest problems nowadays...people always assume that
the "smart people" can solve all of our problems, when it was these very people who
caused the problems in the first place! do you think these politicians and bureaucrats
will EVER curb their thirst for spending? if anyone thinks that, i'd love to hear
why...what evidence from the past makes them believe that any of these dolts have any
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interest in shrinking government and/or not buying votes with our tax dollars? well, to
be fair, there are a FEW good ones out there...you can always spot them as the ones
most lambasted by the media.
and this out of control spending and such is precisely why our founding fathers
set up our system of limited government...to keep elected officials from being able to
exercise this much control over the lives of citizens. as long as these programs like
medicare and SS are allowed to exist, i agree with you that they must be made fiscally
manageable and be HEAVILY regulated, but i believe that that is well beyond the
main, basic point...why are these programs even allowed to exist? where in the
constitution does it say that the government should be at all involved in our retirement
or healthcare? the constitution enumerates the powers of government for a reason...to
keep it limited to those few duties it should perform (basically, protection of the
individual citizen from force and fraud). but instead, we get nanny-state programs like
these, which end up being some of the biggest sources of force and fraud against
individuals!
* Lisa Clark Stevenson: not cool Embrace...we need to go back to before ohio
was a state for you, punkface
be careful...i know stories about you
* ME: Lisa – EVERYONE knows stories about me. plus, i'm impossible to
offend or embarrass...which makes me impervious to blackmail! and what's not cool?
if you can point out even one thing i've said above that's not true, i'd love to hear it!
here's a good example of what i was saying earlier about obama coddling our
enemies, and undercutting our allies (and ourselves, in fact!):
Giving Away The Farm: The Obama Administration is freely giving Russia
sensitive information about missile defense that weakens U.S. national security.
http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2011/06/07/giving_away_the_ farm
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Chapter 12 - DEBATE: SARAH PALIN'S "DUMB" STATEMENT ON PAUL REVERE

A friend – like lots of people – tries to say that Palin is dumb...before being shown that she
was literally correct on the history. And then he tries to change the subject, while accusing
me (and my wife) of deflecting.

Curtis Edwin posted on June 9, 2011:
"He who warned the British that they weren't going to be taking away our arms
by ringing those bells and making sure as he's riding his horse through town to send
those warning shots and bells that we were going to be secure and we were going to be
free." – Sarah Palin
COMMENTS:
* Cole Roberts: Out of the whole absurdity of this statement, I find the bells
references to just be hilarious.
* Curtis Edwin: I think Jon Stewart explains it best as to what it is REALLY
that makes us hate her: http://m.ibtimes.com/sarah-palin-s-paul-revere-double-downgets-jon-stewart-treatment-158812.html
* Cole Roberts: Oh, he's completely right too.
* Denise Lufsen: Thanks Curtis
* Kaleb Dalton: Hey now. Let's be fair. It was, a "GOTCHA" question after
all...
* Curtis Edwin: Even if it WAS a 'gotcha' question (which I think we all agree
it was not), shouldn't an experienced politician be able to talk their way out of the
situation...not talk their way INTO a situation?!
* MY WIFE: well at least she doesn't use a teleprompter every time she opens
her mouth...
* Cole Roberts: I don't get it. We were talking about Sarah Plain. How did the
topic of the president come up? #fail
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* Curtis Edwin: That is how Embrace and his wife have 'intelligent'
conversations; they deflect.
* ME: no, not deflection, just a good comparison of what's considered "smart"
nowadays to what's considered "dumb". when i first saw this story, i didn't really see
what was so inherently wrong with what she said...the fact that the americans were
actively prepared for the arrival of the british DID send a figurative message to them:
we're ready for you and we're not going to roll over for you. and that's even BEFORE i
learned a few days ago that she was LITERALLY right, and that paul revere did in fact
warn the british after they captured him:
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/washington/2011/06/sarah-palin-says-paul-reverewarned-the-british.html
she was even right about the bells:
http://www.npr.org/2011/06/06/137011636/how-accurate-were-palins-comments-onpaul-revere
looks like the only thing that's been deflected here is the truth...by palin-haters.
including that paragon of intelligence, jon stewart.
* Denise Lufsen: Wow you spun HIM up! Hey Curt this time call that dude an
insecure reactionist and see what happens.
* ME: speaking of deflection.....
* Curtis Edwin: Ah! All my extreme partisan friends are getting to know one
another. Politics is a beautiful thing :-)
Anyway Embrace, back to the discussion: First of all, seeing as you like to
throw out links, check this one: http://www.thefreedictionary.com/deflect – Deflect is
the base word (or is the verb form of the word 'Deflection')...turns out, your wife DID
use deflection, a tactic she's picked up from you. Secondly, Paul Revere didn't warn
the British, he was captured and he tried to scare them. He was also court martialed
three years later for disobeying a direct order. Neither one of those facts had anything
to do with what Palin said. If Palin ACTUALLY knew what you had researched, then
she wouldn't have accused the situation of being a 'gotcha' question. If I'm willing to
believe anything, it's that being alerted of her garbled recollection of the Midnight
Ride, she did what you did – she googled whatever she could find to justify her
remarks. But for argument's sake, let's say she googled it before (as it's clear the
former Governor hasn't exactly studied the topic for years)...then at the very least she
displayed a distinct political failure in not being able to speak to the people. In public
speaking, lesson number one is to know your audience. If you had to google Revere's
exploits and MOST media forums also found the statement to be incorrect, then it's a
safe bet that the general public will think Palin answered the question completely
wrong. If you're so smart that you're constantly having to justify your remarks, then
maybe you should keep what you say on the level of your audience. Additionally, any
politician knows that when you address the media or public, YOU KEEP IT SIMPLE!
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Less details means less critiques. How many times is Sarah Palin's name going to show
up in the news as having said something stupid before she gets that? For such a
brilliant person, she's one hell of a slow learner!
In fact, if Palin is such a scholar of American history, then she should remember
Alexander Haig and (recently) Barack Obama as being two politicians that didn't keep
the information flow simple and found themselves back-pedaling subsequent to key
events. What they didn't do and what she SHOULD have done is use...anyone?
anyone? Bueller? Bueller?...DEFLECTION!!!
* ME: no, my wife didn't deflect...she just pointed out the sheer hypocrisy of all
the people who are so quick to jump on someone like palin for a possible incident of
misspeaking (which in fact turned out to be correct), while letting someone like obama,
who can't speak well without reading it, off the hook constantly. that ain't deflection,
it's just a comparative critique.
so, paul revere didn't warn the british, he just "tried to scare them." and the
difference would be...? that makes about as much sense as when palin said during the
last campaign that obama palled around with terrorists, and some journalist said that
wasn't true, since all he did was begin his political career in the living room of one.
they both mean THE SAME THING. if palin said a mountain was "big", you'd say
"no, she's wrong...it's large".
so, just because "most media forums" found palin to be incorrect, then that
means she's wrong? since when is the media the arbiter of the truth? when's the last
time you remember "most media forums" being honest with us? most of the media also
believe in "man-made global warming" and that tax cuts are harmful to the economy...
how many times do they have to be wrong before you stop relying on them to do your
thinking for you?
you STILL just don't get that the reasons why the media hates people like palin
are precisely the reasons why so many americans like them...and the reasons why the
media love people like obama are precisely why so many people are opposed to them.
the liberal media will always tell us who they're afraid of...that alone is reason enough
to at least consider supporting them.
* MY WIFE: So Curtis thinks I can't think for myself, huh? I think I'll put a
foot up your ass...there, thought of that all by myself. Can you deflect that?
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Chapter 13 - COLUMN: ROBERT REICH SAYS OBAMA SHOULD CONFRONT BIG GOP LIES

Reich says that the two big lies entail support for austerity economics to address the deficit,
and trickle-down economics. Reich is a moron.

(written on 27 February 2013)
In "REICH: Obama Needs To Confront The GOP's Bald-Faced Lies"
(http://robertreich.org/post/ 43991677145#ixzz2M8rrDwjK), former U.S. Secretary of
Labor Robert Reich says that Democrats must confront the GOP's two big lies, which
support austerity economics to address the deficit, and trickle-down economics.
He cites as his proof the effects of austerity economics in Europe, and that
trickle-down economics doesn't work because "The real job creators are the broad
middle class and everyone who aspires to join it...[whose] purchases keep the economy
going" and not "corporations and the rich."
But as usual, Reich is a moron...austerity economics are necessary now in
Europe since they've run out of money, and the people are revolting against new limits
to their socialist mooching.
And "the real job creators" are not the "broad middle class and everyone who
aspires to join it [whose] purchases keep the economy going" but rather the
"corporations and the rich" who employ them and thus provide them with the incomes
they use to make those purchases.
Stupid is as stupid editorializes, I guess!
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Chapter 14 - DEBATE: THE SOLUTION TO DEBT CRISIS IS TO SPEND LESS MONEY

John Boehner said it best: "If you're spending more money than you're taking in, you need
to spend less of it."

My friend Heather Jakes shared John Boehner's status on her page on 25 July
2011:
"As I said tonight, the debate over our job-crushing debt isn't about President
Obama and House Republicans. It's about what's standing between the American
people and the future we seek for ourselves and our families. The solution to this crisis
is not complicated: If you're spending more money than you're taking in, you need to
spend less of it."
COMMENTS:
* Mary Lewiston: Tea partiers are extreme and part of the problem in this mess
* ME: tea partiers are extreme? what's so extreme about wanting to adhere to
the constitution?
* Heather Jakes: Embrace – it's sad that we've moved so far away from it that
wanting to follow it is now considered extreme.
* Mary Lewiston: so....letting our country possibly default and saving the top
rich in this country from paying extra taxes is "following the constitution." Also some
of the tea party leaders do not even know enough about history to quote correct facts.
ex: Palin and Bachman. Didn't know following the constitution seemed so ignorant.
* Heather Jakes: Well as TEA party members (btw – no leaders, just local
group – kinda like our churches) feel they are Taxed Enough Already, you can see why
we don't want to raise them any higher.
* ME: what's causing the possible default is that we haven't followed the
constitution up to this point. and the top 1% of taxpayers pay more in taxes than the
bottom 95%...so much for "saving the top rich".
and what have palin and bachmann said that's so historically incorrect?
personally, i'd rather have someone in office who might make a few misstatements
instead of someone who is opposed to the founding principles of this country.
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* Mary Lewiston: Bachmann just said New Hampshire was where the
Revolutionary War started and founding fathers fought against slavery. Just tonight it
showed her own little wealthy area she lives in would be worse if the country defaulted
and most would not be touched by raising taxes. Plus just tonight...Palin acts like she
owns the U.S. checkbook.
Also...just tonight, a small business man was quoted saying the middle class are
the true job creators because we spend the most and are the vast majority in this nation.
How could the upper 1 % create jobs if the middle class cannot spend money that they
do not have...thanks to the wonderful republicans wanting to lay off many government
funded jobs.
* Jed Lewiston: Embrace, are you serious? I guess Fox News doesn't report the
distorted history lessons that Palin and Bachmann keep trying to give Americans. I'll
add to my wife's list Palin's version of Paul Revere's midnight ride and Bachmann
calling John Quincy Adams a founding Father.
Love this little nugget about how hedge fund manager secretaries pay higher tax
rates than their bosses: http://thinkprogress.org/progress-report/the-hedge-fundhandout/ Stop all the loopholes!
GOP Tax Giveaway of the Day: The Hedge Fund Loophole
* ME: none of this has anything to do with loopholes...which, by the way, are
not illegal. they're simply deductions, written right in the tax code. the flat tax that
Heather posted on separately would take care of those.
and john quincy adams didn't write the declaration of independence or sign the
constitution, but he did assist his dad in his work as a founding father. like i said
earlier, i'd rather have someone in office who has a few misstatements instead of
someone who knows what the constitution says, but is opposed to it (as obama has
detailed in a radio interview several years ago).
and despite what you've heard in the mainstream media, sarah palin was right
about paul revere:
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/washington/2011/06/sarah-palin-says-paulrevere-warned-the-british.html
and
http://www.npr.org/2011/06/06/137011636/how-accurate-were-palinscomments-on-paul-revere
Mary – who do you think ultimately employs the middle class, and buys the
products that they make, if not that top 1%?
* Mary Lewiston: Then why did small businessmen tonight write letters in
talking about the middle class needing to buy and have enough money to buy or they
cannot hire?! You need to have demand before you can hire anyone. You just cannot
have the top 1% roll in the dough and not give the middle class some too. I think the
ones with $250,000 or more a year can afford higher taxes. I know some were quoted
saying they could tonight.
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* ME: do you realize that you're arguing both sides of this debate
simultaneously??? yes, the middle class needs money to buy and hire...but the middle
class INCLUDES many of those small business owners making over $250K/year! they
need to be able to keep more of their money so that they can spend/hire/invest back into
their companies. you're approaching this from the standpoint that it's all the
government's money, and we get whatever they deign to let us hold onto, which is
completely wrong...it's OUR money, that we've EARNED, and no one has the right to
take it from us involuntarily to redistribute to anyone else who hasn't earned it.
personal property rights are the essence of individual liberty.
and do you really think that the top 1% doesn't spend any money???
and who are these small businessmen "writing letters" to? if they want to send
more money to washington, no one's stopping them! there are actually laws on the
books that allow people to send as much extra money into the treasury as possible...
only, no one EVER does it. they just support policies that force everyone else to do it,
thereby growing government control over all of us.
* Mary Lewiston: there is a big difference between someone like us who is
middle class that makes 50,000-90,000 a year with two salaries combined and someone
who makes 250,000 a year!! Come on!!!
* ME: do you live in north central ohio? 50-90K there is comparable to closer
to $200K in DC or new york or san fran. and the middle class includes a VERY big
salary range. and many of these business owners claim their business taxes on their
personal returns, so even though they pay taxes on $250K (for example), they often
don't get to live off that much. but, even if they did...who cares? what right does
anyone have to tell them that they have to give up some of their earned property to
someone else who hasn't earned it? do you believe in individual liberty, or not?
* Mary Lewiston: I don't agree with you at all. I am a teacher who lives in
Ashland. If I moved to New York or Washington....my salary would go up by 40,000.
That is their cost of living difference. There is quite a difference between making 5090k and 200k! I could have my student loans paid off by now if I made 200k!!!! Even
if I lived in a big city, I still could be chunking away at my loans much more than now!
* ME: well, if the cost of living is that much different in NY or DC (as you
agreed to based on the higher salaries there), then how would you be paying off your
loans much faster if you lived there? they pay more because the cost of living is so
much greater...for everything. so, you wouldn't have as much extra money as you
might think. and those varying costs of living aren't taken into account by politicians
who demonize those "evil rich" people making over $250K/year.
* Mary Lewiston: You know, I never said they were evil but I do think they
could give more to support this country. If I was a person making 250,000 or more I
would be willing to do that. I realize people pay more in bigger cities, I have traveled
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before many times, but not that much more. And I actually wouldn't mind to be one of
those people making 250,000 or more and I would happily pay taxes.
* ME: "give more to support this country"? no, you want them to give more to
support government. because government has proven how good it is with spending our
money so far, right? how many times does government have to show you how bad it is
at this stuff before you realize that maybe politicians aren't the best stewards of our
money? and i guarantee you that if you made that much money, you would NOT
"happily pay extra taxes"...if that were the case, then all of the rich liberal celebrities
would be sending more of their own money to the treasury (there are laws in place
which allow them to do just that), but they never do. and they hire accountants and tax
lawyers to help them pay as little as possible. but these hypocrites still whine about the
government not getting enough money from all of us for all of those precious
unconstitutional programs.
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Chapter 15 - DEBATE: BERT AND ERNIE ARE GAY?!

Whether people are born gay or not, they still choose to engage in the acts, just like
heterosexuals do...and no one's trying to stop them.

My friend Heather Jakes commented on a link on her page on 10 August 2011:
Is this really about teaching tolerance or is it trying to validate a "lifestyle
choice"?
Rainbow Connection? Online Push Under Way for Bert and Ernie to Get
Married on 'Sesame Street' | www.foxnews.com
COMMENTS:
* Samantha Tinder: Yeah, I read this and wanted to hurl.
* Shari Tammers: Just wondering, do you really think homosexuality is a
"lifestyle choice"? I've had plenty of LGBT friends, and some of them I knew when
they were quite young, and I can tell you that it was not something they chose, it is who
they are. Hopefully my asking this won't start a big facebook war, not looking to tell
anyone what to believe, just asked since you phrased it that way. :-)
* Heather Jakes: It won't start one but yes I do think it's a lifestyle choice. That
was what it was called before by LGBT people. All through the 90s it was a lifestyle
choice so I continue to call it that.
* ME: we don't necessarily always choose what tempts us, but we do choose
how we react to those temptations.
* Mary Lewiston: Embrace, this is actually one thing we agree on :)
* Shari Tammers: I respect your opinions. Have those of you who feel that way
had many gay friends or family members in your life? If so, how are your relationships
with them?
* Mary Lewiston: Shari, I have known and worked with some gay people. I
never was rude, I was always polite and treated them like anyone else. I actually did tell
a friend once that i didn't agree with it because the Bible says it is an abomination....the
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same as being immoral in other ways. I have also spoken with someone who used to be
gay and they said that after studying the Bible and going to counseling that it is a big
temptation and they can overcome it. I am not saying it is easy but why is society
changing so much? I would not want my daughter to have this in front of her. What
about the Christians in the world? Why should we have to put up with our kids
watching it on TV and "encouraging" this to be ok? I won't teach her to hate but I will
teach her it is not what God wants. I struggle with this...people think sometimes if you
say what I just did that you hate gay people or you are "homophobic." That is not the
case. I just believe all parts of the Bible and I don't understand how people can "ok"
this.
* ME: Shari – i once had a gay friend of a friend ask me "are you sure you don't
have any gay in you?" me: "nope." him: "do you want some?"
i laughed, because it was a funny joke, and i didn't feel threatened at all. doesn't
change the fact that i still believe it's a sin (because God said it is), but i respect
individual liberty, including anyone's right to engage in sinful activity that doesn't
violate any other individual's liberty, including consensual homosexuality.
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Chapter 16 - COLUMN: IT'S ALWAYS A BIGGER ISSUE

It's a shame that it takes something as extreme as the potential use of drones to target
American citizens on American soil to get people to pay attention to the rampant disregard,
and blatant everyday violation, of constitutional limits on government power.

(written on 11 March 2013)
Kudos to Rand Paul and some of his fellow senators for their recent filibuster in
order to get the Obama administration to come clean on its intent to use drones to target
American citizens on American soil. But it's a shame that it takes something that
extreme to get people to pay attention to the rampant disregard, and blatant everyday
violation, of constitutional limits on government power.
Yes, this drone issue is extreme, and therefore very important...but ANY
overstepping of constitutional boundaries by the federal government must be viewed as
equally destructive to individual liberty, even if not as imminently harmful.
No, all constitutional violations don't all lead to an immediate threat to life and
limb like a drone strike would, but they have led to an environment in which
government officials believe that they have the leeway to consider such blatantly
harmful action, when we the people have allowed (even encouraged!) them over the
years to ignore the purpose of the constitution, all in the name of "compassion" or
"fairness" or "leveling the playing field" or some other such nonsense.
Not only does the constitution bar government from denying citizens' rights to
due process and a fair trial, but it also denies government from having anything to do
with our healthcare, education, retirement, etc., by not specifically REQUIRING
government to do any of that.
That's what "enumerated powers" means...if government is not specifically
REQUIRED to do something, then it's not ALLOWED to do it. It really IS that simple,
despite what any politicians or "legal scholars" or "experts" would have you believe.
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Chapter 17 - DEBATE: EDUCATION REFORM NEEDED IN OHIO TO SAVE GOOD TEACHERS

Ohio needed to get taxes and spending under control. Plus, why does government have
anything to do with education anyway?

My friend Heather Jakes commented on a link on her page on 14 October 2011:
This is exactly the reason we need this to pass and this does happen...and not
just to teachers but in all government jobs with unions including prisons, where I am
currently working.
Without Issue 2, Ohio's best teachers are getting the axe | Building a Better
Ohio | www.betterohio.org
Building a Better Ohio is dedicated to promoting the reasonable reforms of
State Issue 2. Issue 2 makes some very fair and common sense requests of our
government employees to give local communities the flexibility they need to get taxes
and spending under control, while providing the essential services...
COMMENTS:
* Sam Jeffston: It just makes no sense. This very thing happened to one of my
favorite teachers when I was in school. The unions need less power and more common
sense (IMHO).
* Mary Lewiston: This is a sad part of the unions. But really...how many
horrible teachers are there? In my school, I have found 1. Unions do not have power
when a principal has given them bad evaluations and parents complain to the board and
superintendent. This happened 2 years ago at my school. A teacher who was not very
good was let go. The same thing happened at Ashland City Schools. Administrators do
give evals and the board of ed is our boss. If they want us gone with good reason, we
are fired.
Here is a scenario the other way.....what if you have a principal that is a truly
mean spirited person? Down south, we had no unions. Jed and I bought our first house.
We loved the area. His principal had given him good evals until in the early spring...she
had a complaint that there were more african american children in his class. She was
then angry at Jed and their personalities did not mix anyway. She let him go with no
proper reasoning. My principal called her and begged her, asking “on what grounds?”
She said, " he just doesn't fit what I want." She did that to a few good teachers. Parents
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liked him and kids liked him. We luckily sold our house, with tears in my eyes and had
to move to another district. God had a plan and it worked out but the other side hurts
too.
* Jed Lewiston: I agree with Mary. Sure, there may be a handful of awful
teachers out there who should be fired, but they are in the overwhelming minority. I've
seen bad teachers let go before, so, no, unions don't always protect the bad ones, nor
can they. Any profession is going to have a few bad apples – including preachers,
social workers, etc.
The thing is, supporters of Issue 2 keep latching onto one or two things they like
about it and choose to completely ignore all the other awful things in the bill. This was
an incredible overreach on the part of the Republicans in the General Assembly. Have
you seen the newest commercial actually featuring a teacher who is not a Republican
Party chairman? She notes that Issue 2 prevents teachers from negotiating class size,
new textbooks, and even safety concerns. How is that good for kids?
* Heather Jakes: I contend that in all the jobs that this affects there are more
than just a handful of bad employees who kept their jobs because of the union. In the
past year of working at the prison I know personally of an officer who kept their job
after numerous times of sleeping on the job, another employee who brought banned
items in on 2 separate occasions and is still working, and another who tried to bring
beer in their lunch. I know of a worker who was fired because they were late several
times – by minutes but because of the union contract 4-5 times of being even a minute
late can lead to termination even if they otherwise are performing their job well. This
isn't even all the incidents in the entire prison, just the few I know about from my
department/area of under 20 people. The union protects bad employees vastly more
often than they protect good ones. And the current structure of seniority is crap and
only leads to good employees being fired, bumped or laid off and offers no incentive to
do anything more than just show up to work every day. Punch your time card and put in
your 30 years. So forgive me if I think this practice needs to be changed.
* Sam Jeffston: I think fewer people would be anti-union if there were some
common sense reforms (to address some of the issues Heather mentioned), a real effort
to eliminate corruption, and a way to keep union dues from going to support liberal
causes. Sally had a job several years ago where she was required to be in the union. She
was appalled when she found out where some of her union dues were going. But there
was absolutely nothing she could do about it.
I grew up in a strong union town, and I know of incidents exactly like the ones
Heather mentioned – and some that are a lot worse! Unions have done a lot of good in
this country, and I'm thankful for the things they've given us. But they need to change
with the times, or they will continue to see their numbers dwindle. This is just my view,
and I know that some see things very differently. And that's OK...
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* Jed Lewiston: Fair enough, Heather, you've made your point, but I see you
chose to ignore mine. Again, I ask, how is this good for kids in light of how it silences
teachers during negotiations?
Also, I take great offense to the comment that you think there are more than a
handful of awful teachers out there. I've met very few in the many, many schools that
I've interacted with. If everything you say is correct about the workers at your prison,
that is appalling. But don't lump teachers in with that crew.
* Heather Jakes: My point was made when I said all the employees affected by
Issue 2 is bigger than just teachers. I'm not against teachers and don't want good
teachers to lose their jobs. I'm also not against good employees getting paid what
they're worth. More should be considered in raises and layoffs than just seniority.
Especially when the money used to pay government employees comes from our
neighbors.
Jed, please note when I'm talking specifically about teachers I use the word
teachers. My comment was talking about all government employees in unions. You
took offense to something I didn't say.
* Jed Lewiston: But Heather, when you say all government employees in
unions, that includes teachers. So yes, I take offense.
Obviously, I realize that Issue 2 is much bigger than teachers. But it's also NOT
just about benefits and basing seniority on test scores (a misguided policy in my
opinion). On the whole, I strongly feel that Issue 2 will make our public schools much
weaker and worse for kids.
* Mary Lewiston: Money used to pay government employees comes from us as
well and we make up a big part of the state. I take great offense when I hear of
"punching in your time card" I wonder what firemen who have lost their lives or risk
their lives would think of that comment. I wonder how policemen would think of that
comment. I personally find that comment ignorant and it tells me this was taken from
some republican commercial where they have no idea what a typical day looks like in
many of our jobs.
Union is the people who give service to other people. Sure...maybe change a
few things. But don't let some politician in an office take away our rights. Plus...what
about private businesses? I believe they teach the same way and they must punch a time
card too??? I worked in a private school and know they are way underpaid and under
appreciated. I don't want all jobs to be like some private ones that are underpaid.
UNIONS ARE THE PEOPLE WORKING TOGETHER.
* Heather Jakes: "Punching the time card" – that line was all made up by me to
describe my own observations in working for over a year at the prison. It may have
been used in some "Republican commercial" though I've not heard one. Actually a lot
of my reasons for supporting Senate Bill 5 and now Issue 2 have come from my own
observations in the past year. It's been an eye opening one.
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Jed and Mary, I hope you both hear this and believe me when I say I'm not
against teachers, I'm not thinking that either of you are bad teachers or just phone it in.
I know you both well enough to know you genuinely care about your students and there
are more teachers like you than there are not. I think the two of you and others like you
should get raises and recognition based on THAT, and Mary, I wish you wouldn't have
to worry every year about whether or not your job will be cut because you were hired in
only a short time ago. This is why I'm for Issue 2 so that you will have MORE job
security because you do your job so well. The article that I posted that started all this
conversation is about a Teacher of the Year being laid off. THAT is UNFAIR. And
many more GOOD policemen, firemen, prison guards, and teachers have lost their jobs
because of this. That is UNSAFE in my opinion. That hurts everyone.
* ME: sorry i didn't see this before now! but i have just one question that hasn't
been addressed at all in this conversation yet, and i think it's the most important basic
question underlying this whole issue...why does the government have ANYTHING to
do with education? not only does the constitution not give the federal government this
authority, but as far as state governments being involved with/in charge of education,
once public employees are unionized, they are organizing not against some CEO, but
against the taxpayers. please explain to me how that is in any way productive or fair to
ANYONE involved.
* Heather Jakes: Ah Embrace, I've missed you! LOL!
* Jed Lewiston: So Embrace, it's not in our country's best interest to make sure
every child gets an education? You seriously think the private sector would ensure this
and make it affordable for everyone? Really? If you think schools are segregated now,
imagine what would happen when every school (because it would be private) would be
allowed to pick and choose who goes there? I'm sure the special education students
would especially make out well under this scenario (SARCASM EMPHASIZED). Do
you Tea Partiers live in a parallel universe where your ideas actually make sense?
As for public employees being unionized AGAINST THE TAXPAYERS, I
think you completely misunderstand the purpose of a union. It is to protect the rights of
the workers, to ensure that they are treated fairly and safely, and to give them a voice in
work matters. I have worked in states without teachers unions, and let me tell you that
this reinforced for me how important a teachers union is. In those states, I could get
good evaluations and still be let go just because the principal didn't like me (I saw it
happen many times). I also had only 20 minutes for lunch WHILE I WAS SUPPOSED
TO BE MONITORING THE KIDS IN THE CAFETRIA AND MAKING SURE
THEY CLEANED UP. And I was required to attend 2-hour meetings every other week
after the school day ended.
* ME: there are lots of things that can be said to be in our country's "best
interest", but that doesn't mean that it's the government's job to do them. it's also in the
"best interest" that everyone own a house, or a car, or have food, or clothing, or a host
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of other things, but where in the constitution does it say that government can do any of
that?
YES, i do think the private sector would do a better job. do you honestly think
that government makes education "affordable"? just saying that public education is
"free" doesn't make it true...and those out of control costs are precisely the budgetbusters that are causing states to have to address these issues now, such as with SB
5/Issue 2.
i never said that schools are segregated now. and when schools WERE
segregated, guess what? they were public schools then too! and by the way, the
segregationists were democrats (bull connor, george wallace, etc.). i DO believe that
special ed students would be taken care of quite well, and probably better than now
even. americans are a compassionate and caring people, and are much more wise with
their own money than bureaucrats ever are.
regardless of the purpose of a union, that doesn't change the fact that PUBLIC
SECTOR unions are in fact organized against the taxpayers. you're talking apples and
oranges here. and despite the fact that it was YOUR choice to become a teacher, and
no one forced you to do it...there are plenty of private schools and even home schools
where the teachers are treated fairly...and the students are educated more than
adequately for MUCH less money than we spend on public education.
* Jed Lewiston: Wow, you are truly living in La La Land. Why is it that the
overwhelming majority of charter schools (i.e., private) perform terribly on the state
tests? (Yes, some do extremely well, but they are in the minority. Plus, they get to pick
who goes to their school and can shun certain types of students).
I can assure you that most private schools simply don't offer the amount or
quality of services for special ed students that the public schools do.
Yes, of course I chose to become a teacher knowing all the advantages and
disadvantages. Although Issue 2 is trying to take away many of those advantages and
add some disadvantages. This is definitely not the climate that surrounded education
when I made my decision to teach. I agree that many private schools treat teachers
fairly, but they certainly aren't paying their teachers fairly. My wife taught in a private
school her first year and barely made enough to survive in an apartment. Had my mom
not frequently cooked for her, she probably would have been eating PB and J most
nights.
* Mary Lewiston: WHAT!!!! Public education gives children many free
benefits. As a parent, most of the time...you do not pay hardly anything. For that
matter, we give kids coats, gloves, boots, and many other supplies that are not
provided. I have worked in both types of schools and I can tell you as a certified
teacher and intervention specialist that public education does most of the time provide
better intervention for students who have disabilities and special needs.
How would private education provide better intervention when most of the time
they do not even have interventionists!!!??? 18% of private schools score better than
public education. Embrace, you do not want to go there buddy. I have just gotten my
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double certification from AU and am well educated in education and have much
experience in this matter. I would encourage you to talk to several teachers and do your
research. Actually, I would encourage you to visit some public schools and then visit
some private schools. You are welcome in my school and my classroom anytime for
that matter. I will show you what I do to give and ensure intervention to all children. I
can say that in many private schools, they do not have intervention specialists, Title 1
reading specialists, and gifted teachers. In all seriousness...give public schools some
credit. They do a good job. When I was a student teacher at AU 8 years ago, the public
sector is where I wanted to teach because they were the best for students most of the
time and as a teacher, I would have sick days and benefits. I do miss teaching Christian
education but I couldn't live off of my private teaching salary.
* ME: while i dispute your assertions that public education is superior to
private/charter/homeschooling, we're still blowing past the basic issue...where in the
constitution does it say that government is allowed to have ANYTHING to do with
education??? this is the biggest distinction between my support for america's fouding
principle of individual liberty, and your support for big government collectivism.
and Mary – NOTHING in life is "free". all of that education, teachers,
intervention, coats, gloves, boots, etc. HAVE to be paid for, and that money has to
come from SOMEWHERE. and, as a parent, i'd MUCH rather keep all of that tax
money i send to the government and use it to fund my kids' education the way my wife
and i see fit, not according to the whims of bureaucrats and so-called "experts" who are
more interested in propagandizing students instead of educating them.
are either of you really going to claim that education in this country has
IMPROVED since the department of education was started under carter? i'm not
saying that public schools can't ever do a good job, or that all public school teachers
don't care, or that education is unimportant, but to claim that our children's education
hasn't been consistently lagging behind the rest of the world's is disingenuous at best.
we appear to be more interested in the last few decades with teaching our kids
politically correct things like "self-esteem building" and "conflict resolution", and
getting a computer in every classroom, than actually teaching them the three R's, and,
after that, the founding principles of this country.
Jed – i don't deny that the current situation is different than it was when you
decided to teach, but what has changed in that time period? more union and
government control/influence over schools. i also won't deny that private schools in
general don't have access to the buckets of money that public education does...the
government can take lots more money from us via taxes than any private school can via
tuition (and still hope to stay open). and private schools can't collect money from every
single person in the area, while taxpayers without any children at all are forced to fund
public schools via taxes.
* Mary Lewiston: Embrace, why would you not want a good school in your
community? You act like supporting schools are such a burden. Last time I checked,
the money to buy those children personal items is coming from our pockets (teachers
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and principal) and the intervention is coming from (drumroll) oh yes...the taxpayers
and state. But someone has to pay for intervention. As far as propaganda goes in
educating our children....I didn't realize teaching first grade curriculum such as phonics,
adding, subtraction, or reading and writing is propaganda. It is easy to spout off a
bunch of bull crap without actually coming into the schools and seeing the wonderful
teaching going on and teachers caring about children. Like I said...you are welcome to
come in and check out my school but you are too busy putting down public ed without
really looking into it. As far as government being involved in the school and our
children's education lagging...well...I have another question for you. When are parents
held responsible as well? I will tell you that the children with decent home lives do
score or do better all around. As far as home schooling, parents need to be educated and
take time to look up standards. That is a full time job within itself. What is your
solution for schools? Would you suggest privatizing every school?
* ME: for anyone to support a school that their kids don't attend IS a burden,
and is a total affront to individual liberty. the money and freedom is OURS...not the
government's to dole out to us as politicians see fit.
i agree with you completely that parents should be held totally responsible for
their kids' education...but, along with that responsibility should come the FREEDOM to
make those choices for ourselves individually. i am very fortunate to live in a good
public school district, and two of my kids are in elementary school. they have very
good teachers who i am very pleased with overall. but, i still need to often correct
wrong things they're taught, such as that we can "save the earth" via recycling (just to
name one example), or some other such nonsense that has nothing to do with actual
education.
and as far as home schooling and standards go...who sets those standards?
those same bureaucrats and politicians and so-called "experts" who have screwed up
education so far.
privatizing every school? yes...ABSOLUTELY. why not? competition breeds
quality and results in lower prices. if you haven't learned that from centuries of
capitalism, then you just haven't been paying attention. the only organization that
doesn't have to correct its mistakes is government, and their "solutions" are always
more of the same...increased spending for inferior results. the public school districts
that pay the most per student are ALWAYS the worst-performing...coincidence? i
think not.
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Chapter 18 - DEBATE: HERMAN CAIN WANTS TO KILL THE TAX CODE

A liberal claims that tax cuts would "hurt us" very much.

My friend Heather Jakes shared a link on her page on 16 October 2011:
Is Cain Able to Kill the Tax Code? | biggovernment.com
Herman Cain is the only GOP presidential candidate who wants to kill the tax
code. That's right. Put a knife in it. Junk the entire system. And people are cheering
as he rises in the polls in his quest for the nomination.
COMMENTS:
* Mary Lewiston: have you actually done math and figured out that his 999
system is radical and would hurt all of us very much!!! Yikes...I hope he doesn't get it.
Romney is so much better.
* ME: "999" wouldn't hurt anyone...except politicians who like to steal our
money and buy votes with it.
* Mary Lewiston: Oh Embrace...you obviously haven't done your math. But
wait...you will support anything some radical republican comes up with.
* ME: so then...show me the "math" that proves that 999 is "harmful" or
"radical". i'd love to see that. and i'd love to see how it's more harmful than the out of
control spending and unfair taxation that is currently burying our economy.
* Mary Lewiston: how is 9% sales tax helpful? This also takes away many of
the middle class tax reductions.
* ME: since when are you opposed to ANY taxes? or are you just opposed to
taxes paid by those who aren't considered "rich"? every citizen has a responsibility to
pay SOME taxes. even the sacred "middle class".
* Mary Lewiston: Are you a millionaire or something? Or would you like to
live in a cardboard box? I am just curious.
I am not opposed to taxes but why raise taxes on the poor or middle class? If I
were rich, I would be willing to pay my share. They pay the lowest ever in history. It
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has steadily gone down since 1971. Why is this fair? Trickle down is not working and
they are definitely not creating new jobs.
* ME: neither...why does it have to be either of those extremes? i don't
understand the point of the question. i am an individual american, who wants every
other citizen to be treated equally under the law. which includes tax law...47% of the
people in this country currently don't pay any income tax at all, while the top 50% pay
97% of all income taxes, and the top 1% pay 39%. what's fair about THAT? the poor
are granted the same amount of military protection as the rich...why shouldn't they pay
for it too? "trickle down" absolutely works...how many poor people hire employees?
and the reason rich people aren't hiring NOW is mostly because of uncertainty about
government regulations (most notably obamacare) and economic outlook in general.
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Chapter 19 - COLUMN: JOB ABORTIONS

I propose a new statistic – to go along with the "official" unemployment rate – to keep track
of the number of jobs being eliminated, which is the only reason the unemployment rate has
been decreasing under Obama.

(written on 12 March 2013)
Last week, Rush Limbaugh said of the recent "drop in unemployment that
"...the way the government does this, if you're not looking for a job you're not counted
as unemployed. You're just forgotten. That's how the unemployment rate can come
down. People who drop out of the system are treated by the liberals and the media as if
they never existed, much like unborn babies. Unborn babies, aborted babies, are
forgotten. They never existed. The same thing with people who drop out of the
employment system."
Which got me to thinking...maybe we should start a "job abortion" statistic, to
go along with the official unemployment rate. It would be the number of jobs that have
been destroyed, which is how the unemployment rate has been decreasing.
For instance, when the unemployment rate went down from 7.9 to 7.7% last
week, the main reason was that another 130,000 people dropped out of the labor force,
which means that the number of jobs that are available to be filled fell by 130,000. So,
there were 130,000 jobs "aborted" during that time period...like they'd had their skulls
crushed, their bodies sucked out, and they were thrown in the trash like simple garbage.
(And just watch...I'LL be the one said to be heartless/cruel/gross/inappropriate
for mentioning this, instead of the people who actually support doing this to human
babies!)
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Chapter 20 - DEBATE: OHIO UNIONS BEAT BACK EDUCATION REFORM

Once public employees are unionized, they are organizing against the taxpayers, not a
"greedy" CEO.

My friend Heather Jakes commented on a link on her page on 9 November
2011:
Yep.
Ohio Unions Out-spend, Out-spin to Beat Back Reform | biggovernment.com
Though the Wisconsin union circus produced widespread union-reform fatigue,
you might be wondering what went wrong with Issue 2 in Ohio. As an Ohio
conservative who happened to start researching government unions a few months
before the General Assembly tackled reform, here's my educated guess!
COMMENTS:
* Hannah Timmons: Speaking from people who have never had to ask
permission to go to the facilities and would have been denied the right. The old folks
used to have to use the scrap shoot! Until you work for a mean company, you have no
idea how the union protects your rights as a human being!
* ME: but we're talking about public sector unions here...totally different animal
than private sector ones. public sector unions aren't organized against an evil CEO,
they're organized against the taxpayers.
* Hannah Timmons: You ever heard of trickle down? First it's the teachers,
nurses, and firefighters, then onward to the factory workers.
* ME: but...it's the private sector workers (including those at factories) who
PAY for the teachers, etc. and in case you haven't noticed, it's ALREADY
HAPPENING to the factory workers! that's what brought this whole fiscal issue into
such sharp focus recently...the money's just not there anymore, due to unemployment,
underemployment, and the always reliable government over-spending.
* Mary Lewiston: let me tell you something Embrace....it's called greedy
corporations who suck most of the money from the top. Teachers do not take the
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money from the factory workers. Shame on you! By the way...I think Hannah would
know...she was a part of the UAW. Someone who doesn't know what they are talking
about should not speak. But you are so good at it!
So...how do you think teachers should get paid? Here is a good example to go
against the crap the politicians are trying to feed public. Some private sector employees
such as GM workers make more than "big bad public sector" teachers. Hmm....just
thinking out loud.
* Jed Lewiston: Embrace, you must have had a really bad teacher or something.
I don't get your animosity toward public-school teachers. Yes, taxpayers pay our
salaries to provide an extremely important service, educating the youth who will run
our country in the future. What is so wrong with that? I know you like to think we're so
overpaid, so I ask you this? What do you do for a living, and how much do you get
paid?
* Hannah Timmons: Children's education in a very important part of this
country's future. Why would anyone want to take away from a hard working teacher?
By the way, I am a UAW MEMBER RETIREE who would NEVER go against any
union!!!!!!!!
* ME: actually, teachers DO in fact take money from the factory workers,
indirectly of course...the factory workers pay their taxes to the government, and then
the government pays that money out to the teachers via the contracts set up with the
teachers unions. what money do "greedy" corporations "suck...from the top"?
i think teachers should get paid by their school systems, which should get paid
by the parents who choose to send their kids to those schools. but this is only possible
if education were privatized, and not government-run, as it is now...which, of course, is
anti-constitutional (and which none of you apparently agree with, despite the fact that
the constitution does not authorize the government to have anything to do with
education, as you are well aware but choose to ignore anyway).
if the current unconstitutional set-up is allowed to continue (as i assume it will),
then the teachers will continue to get paid by their school systems, which receive that
funding via taxes. however, the problem with this set-up occurs when the taxes dry up,
which is happening now as a result of unemployment, etc. and the states can't print
more money like the federal government can, so where's the money supposed to come
from in a budget crisis like the current one? those factory workers (and other private
sector employees who pay taxes) are losing their jobs, thus the tax dollars just aren't
there like they were before...hence the need to do something about it, a la wisconsin,
ohio, etc.
despite the fact that most of GM's problems are a direct result of union issues,
there is a HUGE difference between them and teachers unions...UAW members are
private sector employees, and teachers are public sector employees. GM's employees
are organized against GM...teachers unions are organized against the taxpayers.
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i have no animosity toward public school TEACHERS...just their unions which
are organized against the taxpayers, who pay for the teachers salaries and benefits,
which are typically about twice that of the private sector employees, in general.
i'm all for ANYONE making as much money as possible, but the problem here
is this...the current set-up isn't sustainable, as the money simply isn't there anymore!
yes, education is important, but so is having a home, food, a car, clothing...should the
government be in charge of all that too? actually, that's probably a bad question to ask
here...i'm afraid of what the answer will be.
and i'm not a member of a public sector union, so my job and pay is irrelevant
to this discussion. not that i'm afraid in any way to reveal that info, but since it's not
germane to this debate, i fail to see the point of even asking in the first place, except as
a diversionary tactic.
* Jed Lewiston: Embrace, I don't know why I bother debating with you. You're
so far to the right that you make Sarah Palin look like a bleeding-heart liberal.
I asked about your salary and job because you have made it a point to butt in
and criticize my profession and salary repeatedly. I didn't think you'd be man enough to
share your info, but I figured I'd ask anyway. I thought maybe we could have a debate
about whether you are overpaid and whether or not your job is vital to our nation since
you have done that to me.
You say that you have no animosity toward public-school teachers, just the
unions. Sorry, but when you attack the union that makes sure we teachers are treated
fairly, then you ARE attacking public-school teachers. My wife and I both have taught
in schools without unions, and the way we were treated was appalling. We're talking no
benefits, 20-minute lunches while supervising kids, mandatory staff meetings 2 hours
after the school day ends every other week, etc.
I'm sick of you saying that teachers are organized against the taxpayers.
No,we're organizing against management, which is not the taxpayers. We're organized
to protect us from superintendents and school boards (yes, I know, they are elected by
the taxpayers) who determine our salaries, benefits, and work conditions, and might
choose to take advantage of us if no checks were in place. Now, I'm not saying that all
superintendents and school boards are bad, or even the majority, but bad ones exist.
You keep bringing up the Constitution and education. I'm no constitutional
scholar, but if public education is so unconstitutional, why has no judge ruled it so over
all these years? Your idea of privatizing all education is so laughable that I dare you to
post it as your Facebook status and see what kind of comments it solicits. As I've said
before, you really think special-ed students, at-risk students, and impoverished students
will be well-served under a completely private system? Ask all those charter schools
that handpick their students.
* ME: i'm not criticizing your profession OR your salary...i'm just criticizing
your apparent viewpoint that it doesn't matter where the money comes from, or even if
the money exists to continue the status quo. governors walker, kasich, etc. didn't start
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this whole thing as a way to go after unions just for the fun of it...there's a REAL fiscal
crisis going on right now, and its their job as governor to address it.
i have no problem with anyone knowing what i do or how much i get paid for it,
but it's irrelevant to this discussion, as i'm not a member of a public sector union.
personally, i don't believe that my job is as vital to the nation as many others do
(probably most do), and i DO believe that i am overpaid. doesn't mean that i won't
accept the paycheck gladly...just as you do yours. the only difference, again, is that i'm
not a member of a union that is organized against the taxpayers (which it is, despite
your protestations). in fact, my employment is "at will", which means that i could be
let go by my employer at any time for any reason...or no reason at all. the only way i
keep my job is if they think i do it well. so, i rely on my performance to maintain my
employment, not collective bargaining.
i have posted much more "radical" things as my facebook status before, and i
never shy away from arguing that public education is unconstitutional. what is
laughable about that, by the way? can you show me where in the constitution it
addresses education? where it gives the government authority to have anything at all to
do with education? hint: it's not there. and if it's not there, then government isn't
allowed to do it...period. that's the purpose of the constitution – to limit government –
so if it's not there, then it's not allowed.
i believe that those students with special needs would be even BETTER served
under a private system...first of all, it should be each parent's responsibility to address
the educational and other needs of their own child. no one else should be forced to take
care of someone else's kid. however, i also believe that americans are among the most
generous, thoughtful, and caring people on earth, and gladly support the needs of others
who they believe deserve it. just imagine how much MORE we could each help our
fellow citizens if we were allowed to keep more of our own money, and do with it
whatever WE choose! but, if you really believed in individual liberty, then you would
have a problem with government forcing anyone to do anything, including supporting
other people's kids.
you don't think there would be any programs or private schools set up
specifically to address special needs students??? of course there would...there are many
now! in fact, there would be as many as the market dictated a need for...and, in
accordance with free market forces, the competition between them would increase
quality and decrease prices (as it always has, and always will).
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Chapter 21 - DEBATE: OBAMA'S PRESIDENCY "LONGEST 8 YEARS IN AMERICAN HISTORY"

Why would anyone oppose Obama? All he wants to do is undermine the constitution and
destroy the economy...how could anyone be opposed to THAT?!

My friend Kevin Anschutz posted on his page on 21 January 2012 (Obama's
second inauguration):
Today marks the half way point of the longest 8 years in American history.
COMMENTS:
* Allan Kent Holcomb: Nope already did longest 8 with GWB
* Helen Combs Lundsford: NO JOKE
* Kevin Anschutz: I was just reflecting on all the things Barack accomplished
in his first 4 years. It didn't take very long.
* Helen Combs Lundsford: I SERIOUSLY FEEL THE PAIN
* Allan Kent Holcomb: It would be nice if congress showed up to work more
than 126 days. Last session they worked 107 days.
* Kevin Anschutz: I'm with you on that one Allen
* Helen Combs Lundsford: I work more in three weeks than they do all year,
and we won't discuss the pay. Seriously very SAD
* Brandy Kemp Atkinson: Embrace's daughter barfed all over her bed today.
They think she might have accidentally caught coverage of the inauguration on tv...
* William Watson: You've forgotten the Great Depression? 1929 to
1941......plus a few other periods of US History.
* Dan Johnson: The Bush years were an eternity. Thank God for sending us
President Barack Obama!!!!
* Kevin Anschutz: He's great Dan, he's done so much!
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* Dan Johnson: Amen. And against so much opposition.
* Kevin Anschutz: Truly Amazing!!
* ME: yeah, and why would anyone oppose him? i mean, all he's trying to do is
undermine the constitution and destroy the economy...how could anyone be opposed to
THAT?!
* Maury Travis: I love how many of these people complained about Bush's
deficits, which were way too high, but now don't complain about Obama's annually $1
trillion + deficits! He said we don't have a spending problem! We are truly screwed!
* Dan Johnson: Embrace, you say he's undermining the constitution. How so?
Health care reform was upheld by the Supreme Court. You say he's destroying the
economy but his plans brought us out of recession and the country has had 40+ months
of job growth and unemployment is lower than when he took office.
* Maury Travis: Dan, you said "the Bush years were an eternity". I actually
thought his last four years were terrible myself, but curious what you didn't like. 1)
Bush – large deficits; Obama – even larger deficits, 2) Bush – Patriot Act; Obama –
kept Patriot Act in place, and added Defense Authorization Act, 3) Bush – open border
policy, pro-amnesty; Obama – open border policy, pro-amnesty and had an executive
order on immigration, 4) Bush – lowered income taxes on all Americans; Obama –
raised income taxes on the rich and many others with Obamacare, 5) Bush – grew
federal government with Medicare program, Part D; Obama – grew federal government
with Obamacare, 6) Bush – tried the economic stimulus of 2008; Obama – tried an
even larger economic stimulus in 2009. I could go on and on, but why did you not like
Bush, but think Obama is so great? From what I can see they are more similar than
different.
* ME: Dan – the supreme court also upheld slavery, "separate but equal", and
abortion, just to name a few...but that doesn't make them constitutional. and while i
disagree with Maury's assessment that bush and obama are "more similar than
different", he brings up good points...why do you like obama when you disliked bush
so much? and do you honestly believe the media when they tell you that we're out of
recession and have had 40+ months of job growth??? yes, the official unemployment
rate is lower than when obama took office, but that's ONLY because there are millions
LESS jobs available now than when he took office (and the unemployment rate doesn't
just count people not working, it's calculated using the total number of jobs available...
so, with millions less jobs to be had, the unemployment rate drops).
* Dan Johnson: Embrace, it's just ignorant to compare slavery to Obamacare. Its
intent is to make health care available to millions.
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I won't waste time arguing with you. Bottom line Barack Obama is the
President and our country is moving forward.
* Maury Travis: Dan, you never answered our question, what did you dislike
about Bush and what do you like about Obama? Just curious. Everyone can have their
own opinion, I just don't see what Obama has done to truly benefit the country.
* ME: how is that ignorant? you said that obamacare is constitutional because
the supreme court upheld it, and i simply listed other things (that i think you would
agree are unconstitutional) they've upheld, to prove that they don't always get it right.
where in the constitution does it say that the federal government is required/allowed "to
make health care available to millions"? and please define "moving forward" for
me...it might look good on a bumper sticker, but if it means that the government is
doing things it has no constitutional authority to do, then it's certainly NOT a good
thing.
and Maury's right...you didn't answer his question. but i think an even more
important, fundamental question is this: what is the purpose of the constitution? that's
the most crucial factor to consider when discussing any federal government action. (and
by the way, there might be different ways to phrase it, but there's only one correct
answer to that question.)
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Chapter 22 - COLUMN: PAUL RYAN ON "PEOPLE WHO NEED GOVERNMENT MOST"

The Constitution guarantees equal protection of rights for every citizen, regardless of
wealth or age.

(written on 13 March 2013)
When announcing his new budget this week, Congressman Paul Ryan said that
the people hurt most by our looming "debt crisis" are "the poor, the elderly...THE
PEOPLE WHO NEED GOVERNMENT THE MOST" (emphasis mine).
Why in the world do the poor and elderly "need government" any more than the
rich and the young? Does the Constitution provide greater protections for the rights of
those who have less money, or higher ages, than others?
Don't get me wrong, I'm all for Ryan's efforts to scale back government and get
spending under control, BUT...by singling out groups of citizens who "need
government" more than others implies that those other groups aren't entitled to the
same amount of government protection of their individual rights (since that's the sole
job of the federal government, per the Constitution).
Unfortunately, Ryan's words appear to me to be more of the same acceptance of
government continuing to engage in acts for which it has NO unconstitutional authority
(via its "enumerated powers"), which has directly led us to the mess we're in.
If we adhere to the purpose of the Constitution – which is to limit government,
in favor of individual liberty – then a "debt crisis" is a virtual impossibility.
IF IT'S NOT ENUMERATED, IT MUST BE ELIMINATED.
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Chapter 23 - DEBATE: MONSANTO GMO CORN AND FOOD LABELS

Why must we all be so reliant on government to tell us what's good and bad for us?
Whatever happened to independent thinking and informed consumers?

My friend Grace Dubois shared a link on her page on 30 January 2012:
Monsanto's GMO Corn Linked To Organ Failure, Study Reveals |
www.huffingtonpost.com
In a study released by the International Journal of Biological Sciences,
analyzing the effects of genetically modified foods on mammalian health, researchers
found that agricultural giant Monsanto's GM corn is linked to organ damage in rats.
COMMENTS:
* ME: The International Journal of Biological Sciences...one of my favorite
magazines...never miss an issue!
that's sarcasm, by the way.
* Holly Dubois: Liver and Kidney toxicity in rats fed this corn, only a 90 day
study. Not something I want on my table, but how do you know where your vegetables
came from (how the seeds for the plants were produced)?
* ME: is this anything like the studies long ago that said saccharine was going
to kill us, after rats were fed like 300 times their body weight of nothing but that and
had adverse effects?
* Grace Dubois: I think you're thinking of aspartame, saccharine is just sugar,
right? And yes, aspartame is still evil! Better a heart attack than cancer, I always say...
Holly, that's why food lobbying is important. There are groups that want GMO
foods labeled, and of course Monsanto with its BIG BUCKS is fighting hard to not
have to label their products...though I don't think it would cost them that much profit.
Most people that I know don't care about food like I do and would buy it anyway. And
yet again the solution comes around to...buy heirloom seeds, and grow your own.
* Patty Stearns Whitney: Grace, I am pretty sure it is saccharine, the pink
packet that was the rat killer. It is an artificial sweetener which was discovered in the
late 1800's.
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* Grace Dubois: You're right – with an 'e' it means "sugary", but without the
terminal 'e' it is an artificial sweetener that kills rats (but not humans apparently).
Bleargh. Still gross.
* Patty Stearns Whitney: I don't care which color the "packet" is as long as it is
zero calories and cheap.
* ME: you can label all you want, it still won't stop people from eating it. and
thus all the labeling ends up doing is just jacking up costs to the producer, which then
get passed along to the consumers. it's a shame that profit has become such a dirty
word nowadays.
* Grace Dubois: Embrace, the food industry used the same arguments back in
the day, when fighting against the move to put nutrition information and ingredient
labels on food products. I know most people will just buy stuff anyway, but I am a
label reader. I've put plenty of stuff back on the shelves because of what I read in the
ingredients (like Hershey's chocolate syrup). And I want the information on GMO there
too so I can make an educated choice.
* ME: so, you're only an educated consumer when the company prints nutrition
information on the label??? especially nowadays, when with the internet you can find
out pretty much anything you want about any ingredient, legally requiring these labels
really does nothing more than giving politicians more power over industry. which,
again, jacks up costs that get passed along to the consumers. and gives whack-job
outfits like the center for science in the public interest more ammunition for their
scaremongering about food producers wanting to kill off all their customers! and
they're the same kind of alarmists who whined for the food labels in the first place...but
did it stop there? of course not!
* Grace Dubois: How would you know what ingredients were in the products
without the labels on it? And yes, I think the ingredients labels contribute to being an
educated consumer. To take away information is to take away freedom of choice.
* ME: today, you can just go online and find out pretty much anything you want
about whatever ingredient is in something. and if you can't, then just don't eat it, if you
care that much about it. but, why would you care, really? do you really think that
these companies want to kill their customers?
and what about the freedom of choice for the companies to not provide that
information if they don't want to? granted, it might make more business sense to let
your customers know what you're feeding them, but let the market decide that, not
government.
* Mona Lawton Greeley: Here, Grace:
http://act.credoaction.com/campaign/fire_michael_taylor/?rc=fb_share2
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Why is a Monsanto lobbyist serving as the FDA's Food Safety Czar? |
act.credoaction.com
From resisting GMO labeling, to allowing major food safety violations, FDA
under Michael Taylor has its priorities wrong. President Obama should fire former
Monsanto lobbyist Michael Taylor from the FDA.
* Grace Dubois: Embrace, I think historical precedent will serve here. In the
past, the lack of legislation and enforcement has led to food and "medicine" companies
putting whatever poisonous crap they want to into their products – arsenic in makeup,
belladonna in eye drops, cocaine in coca cola, etc. In the Victorian age people would
make great profit off selling "medicine" made primarily of soap. Look at what
happened recently when the unregulated Chinese put melamine in baby formula to
boost the protein content and killed those infants – when you let pure economics drive
companies, the bottom line becomes profit at the expense of customer well being. I do
not put the "freedom of companies" (what? companies aren't citizens) above our right
to information that may influence our choices.
* Piper Errol Wetz: Well, Embrace, as a person with severe food allergies,
please let me inform you you cannot always find out what ingredients are in foods,
even when searching the internet. "If you can't then just don't eat it" REALLY! Do you
know how many foods that would leave out?!?!
* Mona Lawton Greeley: Piper, I feel your pain, as a Celiac who cannot eat
gluten. Nothing pisses me off like trying to pay to eat in a restaurant and being told
something like, "Um, I don't know, I guess you probably shouldn't eat it." Because I
LOVE eating plain salad leaves with no dressing.
* Piper Errol Wetz: Yes Mona I'm a Celiac too, but explaining an auto immune
disease vs food allergy, it's easier just to say "allergic" ;) Restaurants drive me nuts too!
I have found a nice local place that I really trust but they are a little $$.
* Holly Dubois: another factor in the genetically modified foods "fight" is that
those who buy the seeds (corn, for example) need to do so every year. I believe that
Monsanto has also made the GMO hybrid seeds sterile so as to create a constant
market. You can't save seeds from one year's crop and have new plants grow from them
for the next harvest year.
* Mona Lawton Greeley: Heidi, that's true, and they also make them so that
only their crops can survive their pesticides, etc. They have also been known to sue
nearby farms when their plants ended up "leaking" into their fields – and won the
lawsuits.
* Holly Dubois: Also, remember that for each hybrid, if that is all that is
planted, you lose biodiversity. A tragic example of this was the Irish Potato Famine in
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which a fungus wiped out the basic food of Ireland simply because only one variety of
potato was grown. "Food insufficiency" (famine by any other name) has already been
noted in places like Bangladesh where Monsanto grain needs to be bought new every
year due to the hybrid sterility factor.
* Holly Dubois: on another tack, and mostly what Grace's post is about:
Embrace, it is crucial to know what is in your food, your beauty product, anything you
use. If there is an ingredient on a label that you are sensitive (or allergic, not the same
thing) to, it may be the difference between your life and death to READ THAT
LABEL. To not have ingredients on a label can be like playing russian roulette with
people's lives (and maybe YOURS).
* ME: i'm not saying that labels aren't a good, useful thing...what i'm saying is
that forcing companies to include them is not a constitutional function of government.
it might make good business sense for a company to include them, and then we, as
educated and wanna-be educated consumers can pick and choose who we buy our food
from, and the free market will work it out.
and yes, companies do have freedom... they're just groups of people, after all,
and those people each have individual rights.
and if i'm not mistaken, didn't some of that tainted chinese baby food make it
here to the US anyway? so that would be a good example of how this falls short of the
intended goal anyway...when we rely too much on government, we will ALWAYS be
disappointed with the outcome!
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Chapter 24 - DEBATE: SANDRA FLUKE WANTS YOU TO PAY FOR HER TO HAVE SEX

Rush Limbaugh was vilified for calling Sandra Fluke a slut, when all she wanted was for
all of us taxpayers to pay for her to have as much sex as possible with whomever she
wanted. How could we possibly complain about that?

My friend Heather Jakes shared a link on 8 March 2012 from "Let's Make Fun
of Liberals – A Political Stomping Ground", which was a photo of Sandra Fluke's face,
with the caption "I AM NOT A SLUT...I just let Democrats exploit me like one."
COMMENTS:
* Courtney Franklin Barris: Or, you know, she's just not a slut.
* Heather Jakes: Don't miss the exploited part – I'm agreeing with the first part.
Who put her in the public eye – with her permission of course.
* Margo Mendelsson: Rush...
* Heather Jakes: And where was any outrage when Sarah Palin or Michelle
Bachmann or any conservative woman was called similar names? If you weren't upset
then, not sure why you should be now.
* Courtney Franklin Barris: I haven't ever called any of the candidates names.
* Heather Jakes: Good, I'm glad. But there was no moral outrage (at least not to
THIS degree) for anything Bill Maher, Letterman, or other entertainers said/say about
conservative women (RFK Jr called a Senator a prostitute just Tuesday and no one said
anything!). But Rush says one thing about a woman complaining about the cost of her
birth control (said in an effort to distract the country from real issues and problems) and
people call for his head! The double standard upsets me. I should be used to it – it's
been that way for so long. Doesn't make it right.
* Courtney Franklin Barris: It isn't right for any side to do that – or to continue
it.
* Heather Jakes: No it's not – but yet it continues. Maybe I shouldn't have
shared this, though I was focusing on her being used by the dems. Which they were
doing – with her permission entirely – but being used just the same.
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* ME: my only problem with rush calling her a slut is that it's not entirely
appropriate...a slut has sex with the people paying her to have sex...this chick wants all
of us who aren't having sex with her to pay for it!
* Steven Anworth: Apparently any complaint about health care automatically
carries the label "liberal", and this blinds today's neo-con Republicans to the fact that
the health care industry no longer even follows free market principles. If it did, you
would be still able to choose your health care provider, not have your employer choose
it for you (and negotiate all the costs without you, etc). More importantly, its costs
would not be increasing an order of magnitude faster than the nominal supply/demand
adjustments would dictate, per classical economic models. The effect of actuarial price
fixing by the insurance industry has done more to undermine health care affordability
than the total of government regulation so far. Conservative legislators can still keep
political capital by ignoring the problem and blaming their opponents, but for how
long? True Conservatism would dictate an end to actuarial price fixing as a form of
usury.
* Diane Mellow Anworth: I think it might be beneficial for America to get
some integrity back. Instead of discerning what is inappropriate based on who said it
and what political side they are on...maybe our compass should be on the actions
themselves. Then, when our "team" (so to speak) crosses a line we can be outraged
without betraying our loyalty to our politics. Wrong should be wrong no matter whose
mouth it comes out of. Instead what happens is a shouting match of who is "worse". I
think America in general needs to swallow its pride a little bit & admit when the
politics cross the line into the personal and not let that be an acceptable form of public
discourse.
* Steven Anworth: Well said, Diane. Loyalty to an ideological segment of the
nation is not patriotism. Endless prattle from the Right's punditry about an external
enemy ("the liberals") is a rhetorical tactic used to manipulate populaces for thousands
of years, and it's destroyed their credibility. One thing the founding fathers did VERY
well was debate and persuade in the classical tradition. That was the majority of the
effort toward national independence and is what gave their war moral certitude. This
rhetorical democracy that Fox, Rush, and the Republican super-PACs have been trying
to breed has warped conservatism into a complete sham.
* ME: yes, wrong is always wrong...except when it's factually correct. this
chick wants all of us to pay for her sex...how can anyone who heard her deny that? this
isn't a "healthcare issue" at all. it's just a purposeful distraction from the crappy
economy. and apparently, any complaint about overreaching, unconstitutional
government automatically carries the label "conservative", and this blinds today's
nanny state liberals to the fact that the health care industry is not a free market precisely
because of government interference, and not because of actuarial "usury".
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* Steven Anworth: Wow. Let's explore that, shall we? By that logic, every
woman in the country who has purchased birth control should be charged right now
with selling sex. Rush himself wasn't even sure whether his analogy made the
taxpayers the pimps or the johns. It's a poor analogy; merely inflammatory. All it
really means is that the Right has retreated so far in the healthcare debate that their
argument against universal federal subsidy is now limited to birth control only – an
argument in which the moral high ground has already been severely compromised.
(Thanks, Rush.)
* ME: no, you're not "selling sex" if you buy your OWN birth control...this
chick wants EVERYONE ELSE to buy it for her. and why buy birth control except to
have sex? therefore, she wants all of US to pay for her to have sex. and not even with
us! that would make her more like a porn star, except we don't even get to
watch...hence rush's follow-up suggestion that she film it and post the videos online. at
least that way we'd get SOMETHING for our money!
and there's no "retreat" in the healthcare debate, and the only ones focusing on
birth control only are those on the left, because they think that's their best chance to
distract from the real issue of the overall unconstitutionality of any mandates...don't
forget where this all started – the democrats tried to get fluke into the congressional
hearing about obama's illegal overreach which violated the 1st amendment...and that's
still the real issue, regardless of how much some want to feign offense at a couple of
almost-accurate words used to describe someone who wants to pick our pockets so she
can get in someone else's pants.
* Diane Mellow Anworth: You don't see a problem with the disparity in price
between the cost of condoms (primarily what men buy over-the-counter) and the cost of
birth control (primarily prescribed to women)? There are many solutions to this
problem. None of which include calling women who would like to be protected from
unwanted pregnancy (I'm assuming you are also against abortion? Or would you prefer
abortion for unwanted pregnancies instead a pill for prevention?) a slut. Ms. Fluke
does not want to pickpocket Americans, she (and millions of other women) want the
cost of their reproductive health to be covered by insurance. The insurance company is
what makes the cost of health care so expensive to begin with. Outside of insurance, I
don't get the option to balance bill or negotiate costs. I also do not require additional
staff to manage claims. Yet, I have to pay for all of that out-of-pocket for anything
insurance doesn't cover. I guess this response is going to fall on deaf ears. With the
opinion that women are sluts who should exploit themselves sexually to you and
anyone else that asks in order to have access to health care is ludicrous at best and
pathological at worst. Rush Limbaugh has repeatedly apologized for his comments on
this subject. If the originator of such vile commentary apologizes, why would others
just pick up where he left off?
* ME: condoms aren't medicine, pills are. and who's to say that women can't
buy condoms over-the-counter just like men do? and if this chick REALLY wanted to
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be "protected" from unwanted pregnancy (as if a baby is something from which anyone
needs to be "protected"!), there's one very simple solution...DON'T HAVE SEX. it is
simply amazing that people are more outraged by what they perceive as insulting words
than by the fact that someone is demanding that everyone else pay for her completely
voluntary activity.
and the insurance company is not what makes healthcare so expensive...it's
government interference in the market. she could get these pills for less than
$10/month at her local Target or Wal-Mart. and no one ever said that women are sluts
who should exploit themselves sexually to anyone...just the opposite, in fact. women
(and men) should embrace responsibility for their own actions, and not expect anyone
else to. i wouldn't purchase birth control for my own children...i certainly don't want to
pay for it for anyone i don't even know. i guess one person's "vile commentary" is
another's reality check!
* Shari Tammers: Embrace, if you'd actually done your research, you would
know that Ms. Fluke's testimony did not center on sex, nor was it centered on Ms.
Fluke herself; it was about women who have other medical issues which are treated
with oral contraceptives. So, let's see, then, you're defending Rush who called a
woman a slut and a prostitute, and said that she should post sexual videos online for
Rush to watch, because she discussed things like endometriosis and polycystic ovarian
syndrome. Yeah, stay classy. I shouldn't even waste my time pointing these facts out
to you, as it does no good. Diane and Steven, I'm sure you're discovering the same. I
hesitated to even post this, because I have no desire to get roped into a long back-andforth, but your lack of knowledge of her actual testimony was disturbing.
* ME: what's more disturbing is your lack of knowledge of how fluke came to
be at georgetown in the first place...she researched the health insurance plans available
to students, and chose to go to georgetown precisely because it didn't cover
contraception, so that she could wage war against it. if you think that her goal is truly
women's health, then you're deluding yourself...if that was truly her goal, then she
wouldn't have gone to georgetown in the first place, and she would encourage other
women not to go there either, if she was truly interested in "protecting" them. and you
are jumping on the bandwagon filled with people who choose to conveniently ignore
the fact that birth control pills are available for less than $10/month in pharmacies local
to georgetown.
and what's MOST disturbing is fluke's (and her sycophants') total disregard for
the 1st amendment's guarantee of freedom of religion, as well as your total disregard
for the fact that her "testimony" was a huge put-on by congressional democrats in a
fake hearing, which had absolutely nothing to do with the hearing she was barred from
testifying in, which dealt with the unconstitutionality of obama's mandate that all of
these health plans cover contraception.
the worst thing about rush's choice of words to describe her is that it provided
further ammo to those who choose to use this whole farce as a distraction from the real
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issue at hand (which is government overreach and violation of 1st amendment rights),
and those who so willfully choose to be distracted.
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Chapter 25 - COLUMN: SENATOR ROB PORTMAN "EVOLVES" ON "GAY MARRIAGE"

Portman can support his gay son all he wants...but that still doesn't empower government to
change the definition of marriage.

(written on 15 March 2013)
So, today Ohio Senator Rob Portman announced that he was reversing his
opinion on "gay marriage", and he's in support of it now that his son told him that he's
gay. However, a few facts need to be pointed out...
1) Just because his son is gay does not change the definition of marriage, which
is the same now as it's been for all of human history...one man, one woman.
2) There's no law against his son being gay...his son can have any kind of
relationship with whomever he wants...but if he wants to be married, it can only be to a
woman, by definition.
3) "Gay marriage" is as physically, biologically, and definitionally impossible
as a pregnant man. It just cannot happen – again, by definition. You can paint a polar
bear purple, but that doesn't change the fact that it's fur is still really white...it's just
coated in a temporary layer of paint that might make it look like something that it's not,
but doesn't change what it really is.
4) Whether he realizes it or not, Portman is indirectly accusing all of us who
don't have gay children as not having given this issue the proper level of scrutiny,
which is an insult to our intelligence. Whether or not any of my kids engage in
homosexual activity doesn't change what marriage is. And even if they did, I'd still
love my children, but I wouldn't automatically acquiesce to their misguidedness...I
would lovingly tell them why what they're doing is wrong, just as I try to do no matter
what misbehavior they engage in.
5) Portman is changing his position on this issue based on nothing more than
emotion...which is precisely the same sort of crap that leads to people willingly pushing
for violations of constitutional limits on government power, in the name of
"compassion" or other similar emotion-based nonsense. The Constitution is what it is,
for a reason...just as marriage is what it is, for a reason (many, actually).
Just because someone you love says that they're gay doesn't necessarily make it
right, and certainly doesn't change what marriage is...just as if someone believes that
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we should allow the government to do things that the Constitution doesn't specifically
require it to do, that doesn't mean that the government should be allowed to do anything
that's not an enumerated power.
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Chapter 26 - DEBATE: FIRST ON EDUCATION, THEN ON MODERATES

Dysfunction in public education is purposeful – the goal is not to educate, but to
indoctrinate. Plus, it's completely unconstitutional on the federal level anyway.

My friend Curtis Edwin posted on 13 March 2012:
Christopher Columbus, Boston Massacre, Marco Polo, Robin Hood, King
Arthur, Pope Joan, Greek Mythology, Santa Claus, Shakespeare...what do all of these
things have in common?
Well, two things really: (1) they are taught in school, and with the obvious
exceptions of the chubby guy from up North and the one with the word 'MYTH' in it,
they are all represented as facts. (2) they are at best...extremely embellished accounts
and at worst completely fabricated. Why did I waste my time learning factual
events/persons in school? In the case of Greek Mythology, I understand the relevance
of understanding how a belief system influenced a culture and how it left an indelible
mark in history, but when things are presented as factual – such as Columbus
discovering America or a female Pope ruling the highest church...I mean seriously! I
was in my late 20's, working in the intelligence community, still believing, ONE
HUNDRED PERCENT, that women had one extra rib and that humans used less than
50% of their brain. That's embarrassing! The United States educational system is
ranked 'average' globally. How long before that impacts our ranking as the number one
economy? The country needs to disband the dysfunctional Department of Education,
and in my opinion, education should become privatized, and its curriculum
standardized from state to state. The quality of teachers would in turn improve
dramatically and the benefit system for teachers would also increase. Education for
children in the U.S. would be worth something again and my tax money wouldn't be
wasted on teaching this nation's youth about a man in green tights and his merry men!
COMMENTS:
* Andrea Mankins: Curtis – great post, I couldn't agree with you more. It's for
reasons like this that I chose to quit teaching in the public schools and start
homeschooling. As teachers, our hands are tied as to what we can or cannot teach. I
knew the truth about Columbus but would've been in some major hot water with my
administrators had I shared my knowledge with the class. When we didn't "celebrate"
like the other classes, then the parents wanted to know why?!?! Basically a damned if
you do, damned if you don't!
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And obviously homeschooling doesn't solve our public education system and its
issues, but it sure gives a great alternative to parents who are fed up with the level of
education their children are receiving.
* Curtis Edwin: You're not the only one, Andrea. In the last couple of months,
I've heard of two former porn actors becoming teachers and two smart teachers (friends
of mine) planning to leave the classroom for something else. My own mom – who
loves teaching – rarely feels supported and often feels the aggravation of wanting to do
more but not being allowed to.
* Shawn Daniels: Let me preface everything by stating you're an idiot...JK. On
a more serious note, you bring up an interesting point, but I'm not sure I agree with
your logic. The public school and its curriculum is defined, regulated, and standardized
across the entire US by government. Now one could argue that as such, there shouldn't
be such a wide disparity in the quality of education...agreed, look at DC for example.
Unfortunately, teacher unions and lobbyists have far more influence than they should
as they promote tenure rather than competence. But to universally criticize public
schools as atrocious while proposing privatization as the solution is also flawed.
Remember, the private sector is largely driven by profit and marginalizing costs.
Private educational institutions could easily inflate standardized scoring such as to
appear elite. Thus increasing their marketability and profit margins. The bottom line
here is that our education system should be designed to prepare young minds with the
ability to learn, think, apply, and adapt. Since students share neither the same
propensity nor the same interests, what needs to be re-evaluated is the level of
education that provides students with the tools to successfully apply themselves in
society and in whatever tradecraft they choose...
* Curtis Edwin: Well Shawn, I suppose the benefit of a privatized education
system can be debated and certainly a matter of opinion, my comment on the lack of
standardized curriculum is NOT opinion, and is rather FACT! It differs from state to
state and I would even argue that really. Thank you for proving my point by being a
product of the failing system :-) lol j/k
* Shawn Daniels: Haha...I'm a product of the Jersey public school system...
* Vickie Waxman: One factor both of you are forgetting to mention is the
influence of parents – or in many cases, a lack thereof. I spend 7 hours a day trying to
"undo" the damage done by incompetent parents or parents who have the best of
intentions but the lack of resources or appropriate skills to parent. As Curtis
mentioned, people should have a license to get pregnant! I also think when a child is
failing, the parents should have to attend a parenting class as well as their child attend
tutoring. More than half of the problems I have relate to children who feel "entitled" to
whatever they want, whenever they want. Their parents are more interested in being
their friends than their parents. Or they somehow think that the school will provide
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everything their children need and support or guidance at home is not necessary.
"Fixing" the education system in the US needs to start with fixing the home and
people's expectations of parents.
* ME: there is no incentive to reform the system, because its dysfunction is
purposeful...public education is not intended to teach our kids, the goal is to
indoctrinate them. probably one of the many reasons that our forefathers had the
wisdom to draft a constitution that limited the federal government, and precluded it
from doing anything that wasn't specifically enumerated in that document, leaving the
rest up to the states and the people (tenth amendment).
Curtis, be careful...you're starting to sound like you know what you're talking
about. and this isn't the first time in recent memory...what's happening to you?! maybe
i'm finally rubbing off on you!
* Curtis Edwin: I agree Vickie on your point about the parents. I didn't directly
say that, but that's the direction I was heading when I mentioned a privatized system
with tougher regulations and more of a back-bone to support their teachers.
And as for you Embrace, lol – I think it's fair to say that a light bulb did not just
suddenly turn on. I have always taken enough interest in my surroundings to speak
from some sense of knowledge rather than pure emotion. You'll have to accept that my
views are in the middle of the road. I am a true Moderate. Which makes it tough
really...politically speaking, I don't get along with any of my friends lol.
* ME: there is no such thing as a "true moderate"...that's just code for either a
liberal who's afraid to admit it, or a conservative who doesn't have the balls to
completely embrace logic and reason, and instead depends on emotion or conventional
wisdom to formulate their stated "views". you're coming along though...i'm proud of
you, grasshopper.
* Curtis Edwin: Embrace, lol your BELIEFS are not facts. Quite often they
aren't even logical!
* ME: now you know that's nowhere near the truth. all of my "beliefs" are
based on the same fundamentals... limited government and individual liberty. i never
change that based on political correctness, or conventional wisdom, or emotion, or fear
of offending someone. i think maybe the best description of a "moderate" is not
someone with differing or flexible views, but rather someone who allows themselves to
be deceived into basing their various views on different fundamentals (for whatever
reason). if everyone took the time to concentrate on the fundamentals upon which they
base their views, and were brave/honest enough to accept the results of that research,
we would all realize that we're either conservative, or liberal. and then we could focus
more on convincing the liberals that their fundamental of "big government at the
expense of individual liberty" is wrong.
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* Curtis Edwin: Abortion and gun control are two liberal movements – agreed?
So if a person believes in one of those, but not in both, that doesn't make them
'deceived into basing their various views on different fundamentals', they simply see
things differently. And whereas one straying belief may not make you a moderate,
enough split beliefs will certainly push you OUT of one of the camps...and thus,
possibly both. Then what are you? Confused? Deceived? Flexible? What label you
choose to place on it is not going to change a person's beliefs. Couple this with the fact
that I look at neither Democratic nor Republican President and see the 'anti-Christ',
makes me quite different than die-hards like yourself. I see their mistakes, but I can
weigh that against their opponents and still see a lesser of two evils.
I once asked you simply to name me your preferred Republican candidate, and
you answered with 'as long as it's not Obama'. That wasn't my question, nor an
intelligent answer, and more importantly, doesn't give me the sense that the system is
working if our voters aren't paying attention to the man behind the ballot and rather the
competency behind the man. If you honestly think that all the Republican candidates
are competent, then I would challenge that YOU have been deceived!
* ME: man, if i didn't know better, i'd think that you were just trying to make
me look good.
support for abortion and gun control are both based on denying individual
rights, which is why they are both liberal. abortion denies the most basic right (life) to
the most innocent among us, and gun control denies the right of self-defense (among
other rights). so, if a person believes in just one of those, but not both, then they
absolutely ARE basing their views on varying fundamentals. just saying that they "see
things differently" doesn't cut it...there's an underlying root cause for why they see
things the way they do, and if they back individual liberty just SOMETIMES, then they
most certainly are confused, or deceived, or just not willing to face the truth about
WHY they believe what they profess to believe.
when did i ever say that any president or candidate was the anti-Christ? and of
course my "anyone but obama" answer is intelligent...and it's the most comprehensively
intelligent answer anyone who's paying attention can give. what's the point in wasting
time getting behind any republican candidate now, when the ultimate and necessary
goal this election HAS to be defeating obama in november? he is literally, and
purposefully, destroying america bit by bit, and i don't believe that any of the
republican candidates (or even most democrat ones!) could ever be as harmful as he is.
i am definitely paying attention to "the man behind the ballot and rather the
competency behind the man", which is why i know that ALL of the republican
candidates would be a vast improvement over our current president.
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Chapter 27 - DEBATE: CLAIM THAT ROMNEY'S MATH ON TAXES/REVENUES DOESN'T ADD UP

Only an ignorant liberal could think that cutting taxes would decrease government
revenues.

My friend Dean Johnson posted on my page on 16 October 2012 (the day after
a presidential debate between Obama and Romney):
Hey Embrace, need help with something... If the top 5% pay the same in total
taxes and we cut 20% across the board... How is that going to be revenue neutral? I'm
struggling with the basic math on this... Am I missing something?
COMMENTS:
* James Kristoff: If you were listening a couple weeks ago...it would come from
getting rid of the extra loopholes and deductions that they're able to claim on their taxes
now. This would generate more revenue from them because they're not deducting as
many items that just don't make any sense to deduct. Hope this clears things up. :o)
* Dean Johnson: That makes no sense... He said last night, the top 5% will pay
the same amount in taxes (HOW you come to that number – deductions or loopholes) is
irrelevant... Unless you are saying, there is NO real tax cut...
* ME: i believe that what he said last night was that the top earners would pay
the same percentage, not the same amount. and it actually won't be revenue
neutral...it'll increase revenue, by growing the economy and expanding the number of
taxpayers, as happened before with big tax cuts (under kennedy, reagan, bush 43).
* Dean Johnson: He said the top 5% will continue to pay 60% of the taxes,
same amount they currently do... Clinton expanded taxpayers as well... I'm serious, I'm
just trying to figure the basic math in my head on this one...
* ME: actually, the top 5% will probably end up paying a higher percentage
than they do now...when people (of any income level) are allowed to keep more of their
money, then that spurs economic activity, and grows the "pie"...and results in increased
revenue to the government. EVERYONE earns more, and thus pays more income
taxes, and EVERYONE buys more stuff, and thus pays more sales taxes, etc., etc., etc.
you also seem to be forgetting that the spending under clinton was WAY less than it is
now...and spending is the real problem now, not revenue. but revenue will absolutely
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continue to lessen if we continue on the path we are now, one of uncertainty, increased
regulation, and higher taxes (present and future).
* Dean Johnson: Any answer about math that starts with "probably" makes me
skeptical... Spending under Obama is between Ronald Reagan and GW Bush levels...
And that is during the worst economic crisis in over 80 years... All that aside, I'm just
trying to get my head around some of the numbers of Mitt's tax plan with using game
theory... It doesn't add up... Not even close...
* ME: well, the economy's not a static zero-sum game...the pie is not limited. if
people have more of their own money in their pockets to do with what they want, then
the economy WILL grow, and federal revenue WILL increase. and how can you
possibly say that spending under obama is less than under reagan or bush? obama's run
up more debt than ever before, and revenue is not increasing under him...how does that
math work?
dare i mention that "fixing" the economy is not one of the federal government's
duties anyway? the gov't should stick to the VERY few things it's allowed to do, per
the constitution. the founders understood this, which is why they gave us a system of
limited gov't and individual liberty, which is the best recipe for unbridled economic
growth. the economy should be allowed to succeed or fail WITHOUT gov't
interference.
* Dean Johnson: I said it is between Bush and Reagan... As in, less than Bush,
that includes giving 09 to Obama, which the CBO already concluded would be at 25%
GDP in 2008... Let's move to an Austrian system...
* Hank Malcolms: Govt spending is currently at 24% of GDP...highest it has
been since WWII. This includes utilizing "savings", I say, the redirection of funds from
the War in Iraq to the admins programs. Welfare programs, alone topped 1 Trillion this
past year. All the politics this year is bogus! 2/3rds of our spending is mandated each
year by federal law which means that either candidate will not be able to really make a
difference until we replace congress. Healthcare costs are ridiculous whether you have
Obamacare or not....medicare and Social Security need reform, the political
environment in DC (on both sides of the aisle) is preventing real action. Reducing the
taxrate for all (including the job creators) and trying to address the cost of
healthcare...not accessibility, is the only way to dig out of this mess. Obamacare
addressed accessibility, not affordability, which is why the estimates for the act's cost
continue to rise. Same issues surround medicare. The two of these alone bury us.
In other words, we need the economy to grow (more revenue), less spending
(social security reform, medicare, repeal obamacare and address the real
problem...costs), and less corruption by career politicians who have forgotten why the
were elected by their constituents in the first place.
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* ME: i know you said it's between bush and reagan...which means that it's less
than reagan OR bush (not both). but, of course, you're completely wrong on that, as
our current national debt/deficit shows, as well as the % of GDP as pointed out above.
and are you REALLY going to rely on the CBO...the same CBO who said that
obamacare would cost under a trillion dollars back before it passed, but NOW says it
will cost nearly double that?
again, we're missing the bigger, underlying, more important point...most of
what the government does (including its efforts to "fix" the economy) are things that it's
simply not allowed to do. this country didn't become the most successful ever due to
government interference in the economy and our daily lives, but DESPITE that, due to
our founding principles that foster incentive, reward risk-taking, and unleash individual
potential.
and when has austria ever been a superpower??? no thanks, i think i'll stick
with our founding principles that actually foster and reward success.
* Dean Johnson: Spending as % of GDP was slightly higher in 2009 (25.2%)
and has been trending down (slightly)... I agree the current budget is still too high, but
I'm tired of hearing about how a "Fiscally Conservative Republican" can fix the
problem, when there is no historical proof of that. Most of the spending over the past 4
years has been from automatic expenses due to the economy (unemployment,
foodstamps), stimulus (not automatic), and if I am correct this spending is under a
Republican congress? I agree, everyone in Washington needs to go to get any real
reform on the key issues: SS/Medicare/Healthcare/Defense spending. I find it ironic
that fiscal conservatives refuse to tackle Defense (largest expense increase since 2002)
and when someone mentions it, they are un-American. So yes, I agree spending is too
high (especially since revenues are lower)...but to say Obama is the only reason for that
is asinine.
I mentioned Austria because you mentioned the economy should be allowed to
succeed or fail without the government (aka – the Fed). The argument can be made that
the Fed helped the US become a superpower...but that is a new subject....
* Hank Malcolms: Those figures by Dean are correct, but it is not so simple.
Read: http://cnsnews.com/blog/terence-p-jeffrey/obama-fdr-set-modern-records-gdpspending
* Dean Johnson: Of course it's not that simple...It is politics and a bunch of BS
accounting at work... How does Mr. Fiscal Conservative (Ronald Reagan) get so much
credit for being fiscally conservative when he was only 2% (spending as % of GDP)
less than Obama and didn't have nearly the same economic environment, nor was he
handed 2 wars to pay for? I'm trying to understand the logic of this... I am all for
cutting expenses – need to start with MAJOR cuts to defense (no less than 20%)... I'm
still trying to understand the Romney tax plan (my initial thought) – do you have
anything (links, articles, etc...) that give some real math?
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* ME: why do you constantly harp on needing cuts to defense, when that's one
of the few things the government is even allowed/required to do??? and reagan
actually inherited a worse economy than obama did...the difference is, reagan made it
better, and obama hasn't. i'm not saying that we can't spend more wisely on defense,
but still, defense spending is ALLOWED/REQUIRED of the fed gov't by the
constitution...entitlement spending is absolutely NOT. the only way the wars were
"unfunded" was because the government wasted the money that SHOULD have gone
for defense on other unconstitutional things (by design, of course, as a way to grow
government and increase dependency).
as far as the "math"...i think you're still getting hung up on this "limited pie"
thing. you seem to be going along with the "experts" who believe that if you increase
tax rates, revenues will increase in direct proportion to the rate increase. but, this
completely ignores the fact that any such punitive policies discourage economic
activity, and therefore NEVER result in as much increased revenue as predicted. and it
holds true for reducing rates too...it never results in the feared revenue decrease that
we're always told to be scared of.
here's a link to something about the increased revenue from bush's tax cuts:
"After the Bush investment tax cuts of 2003, tax revenues were $786 billion higher in
2007 ($2.568 trillion) than they were in 2003 ($1.782 trillion), the biggest four-year
increase in U.S. history."
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304319804576389593090634256.htm
l
Review & Outlook: Obama's Real Revenue Problem | online.wsj.Com
The Wall Street Journal says tax receipts are low because of the mediocre
economic recovery.
* Dean Johnson: You really think Reagan inherited a worse economy??
Defense spending has become an entitlement program... People like to bitch about the
poor single mom getting $300 a month for food stamps... But the $4 billion in "profits"
that Lockheed sends to shareholders when 90% of its business is government contract
(taxpayer money) is just capitalism at work. Or the engineer making $200K a year with
a government contract building shit that is not needed...
If these tax cuts "create jobs" and we are still under the Bush tax plan... Where
are the jobs?
* ME: i just saw a chart today from the heritage foundation that showed that a
complete elimination of defense spending wouldn't balance the budget...that's how
dwarfed it is by entitlement spending (which, i'll repeat, is unconstitutional and
therefore not allowed for the fed govt to even do). i'm willing to argue about the
wisdom/amounts/methods of HOW we spend money on defense, but to equate it with
any other unconstitutional entitlement spending is an invalid argument.
the bush tax cuts DID cause growth and more jobs...but the dems took over
congress in 2006, and obama's been in office for 4 years...those have certainly had an
effect.
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* Dean Johnson: Where does it say entitlements are unconstitutional? Are you
referring to Article 1, Sect 8?? The same part that says that says the Army can ONLY
be funded for 2 years... Does that mean the army budget is unconstitutional? We need
to cut expenses across the board, I just think starting with your biggest expenses makes
more sense...
* ME: it says that entitlements are unconstitutional by NOT saying that they
ARE. i've got a new catchphrase..."if it's not enumerated, it must be eliminated!" yes,
article 1, section 8...as well as the tenth amendment. and section 8 says "To raise and
support Armies, but no Appropriation of Money to that Use shall be for a longer Term
than two Years;"...which doesn't mean that the army can only be funded for the first
two years after ratification, but for two years at a time. the defense budget is
constitutional, as section 8 starts off with "The Congress shall have Power To lay and
collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to pay the Debts and PROVIDE FOR THE
COMMON DEFENCE and general Welfare of the United States; but all Duties,
Imposts and Excises shall be uniform throughout the United States;" (also notice the
part about taxes being "uniform", NOT progressive).
our defense spending (constitutional) is absolutely dwarfed by entitlement
spending (unconstitutional). if we weren't spending on all of these unconstitutional
things, then we could definitely have a talk about how better to spend on the FEW
constitutional things.
see the chart at the bottom of this page:
http://blog.heritage.org/2012/10/21/chart-of-the-week-defense-budget-cutsgamble-with-national-security/
Chart of the Week: Defense Budget Cuts Gamble with National Security |
blog.heritage.org
The third and final presidential debate between President Obama and former
Governor Mitt Romney will feature several different questions on the role of America
abroad and other aspects of foreign policy.
* Dean Johnson: Unconstitutional is a stretch... They can fall under commerce
clause or general welfare... All about interpretation. With regards to military, if
attacking/invading countries that are across the sea thousands of miles away counts as
"defense"... Then providing a safety net is general welfare. I agree they all need to be
reduced...
* ME: how can a social "safety net" possibly be considered "general welfare"?
the only way that it can be "general" is if it applies to EVERYONE. the rich aren't
eligible for that. what about equal protection under the law?
there's no interpretation that needs to be done...the founders severely limited the
government in the constitution, and listed (enumerated) the VERY few things it's
allowed to do. there can be different ways to do those few things, but they're not
supposed to do anything but those few. and yes, preemptive military action can
definitely be defense...if it's done to counter a growing threat before it grows too much.
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Chapter 28 - COLUMN: GOP SHOULD FOCUS ON CONSTITUTION, NOT CRITICS

Republicans need to stop caring about what's said about them, and instead just preach
adherence to the enumerated powers...and election victories will follow.

(written on 19 March 2013)
Rush Limbaugh said today that "The Republican Party is gonna make a mistake
if they think that it is the substance of what they say that's causing the problem. It's
not. It's what people say about them that is the problem."
Not quite, Rush...it WAS indeed the substance of what the Republican Party
says that contributed to 4 million or so members of their base sitting home in
November 2012 and thus allowing Obama to win re-election. Yes, what liberals and
the media (but I'm being redundant) said about them didn't necessarily help, but it
wasn't enough to cause the GOP to lose the election. In fact, an argument could be
made that what liberals and the media say about Republicans actually DOES help them
sometimes...I know that I for one am more inclined to vote for whomever the media
tries to tell me not to.
And while I and many other Republicans/conservatives/libertarians/Tea Partiers
would never have considered NOT voting for Romney over Obama, the fact is that I
was simply choosing the lesser of two evils. I would have preferred MUCH more to
have had the chance to vote for someone who was unabashedly vocal about the purpose
of the Constitution (which is to limit government, in favor of individual liberty) and
pushed for the elimination of unconstitutional programs, instead of "saving" them (such
as we constantly hear said about Social Security, Medicare, etc.).
The GOP's problem is not what people say about them...it's that they CARE
what people say about them, and then are so quick to willingly abandon/violate the
Constitution in order to appear "compassionate" or "likable" or "electable". In our
constitutional republic, the default position of the federal government is an absence of
power, and it is ALLOWED to do only those few things the Constitution REQUIRES it
to do. The role of our government is to remove obstacles to individual freedom – with
government itself being the biggest obstacle of all.
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Chapter 29 - DEBATE: WE'RE TOLD TO BE ANGRY ABOUT WORDS, BUT NOT BENGHAZI

We must be upset by what people say, but not about the Obama administration letting four
Americans get murdered by terrorists and then lying about it afterward.

I commented on a link on my page on 26 October 2012:
But we're supposed to be all upset that Ann Coulter said "retard" or that Indiana
Senate candidate Mourdock said that all babies gifts from God...
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2012/10/26/cia-operators-were-deniedrequest-for-help-during-benghazi-attack-sources-say/
EXCLUSIVE: CIA operators were denied request for help during Benghazi
attack, sources say | www.foxnews.com
Fox News has learned from sources who were on the ground in Benghazi that
three urgent requests from the CIA annex for military back-up during the attack on the
U.S. Consulate and subsequent attack nearly seven hours later were denied by officials
– who also told the CIA operators to stand down...
COMMENTS:
* Heather Jakes: EXACTLY!
* Brandy Kemp Atkinson: Yeah...libs want you to think that words are so
harmful. Kinda hard to argue that name calling is worse than deliberately allowing 4
Americans to die. But by golly, they keep trying to make it out to be!
* Heather Jakes: UGGH!!! I'm so frustrated with idiots tonight my already low
tolerance for stupidity is non-existent! THIS is beyond politics and they don't get that!
And accuse us of making it political when we say HE KNEW AND DID NOTHING!!!
* ME: but he killed bin laden, so al-qaeda is all defeated and gone now, don't
you know that???
* Ted Paulson: I shared this. The actions and inaction of the current occupant of
the White House make me ill. He deserves to be tried for treason and murder!
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* Graham Watkins: I think it's strange how the decision to prevent an attack on
a consulate would make it to an executive level?
* ME: i don't know if it got all the way up to obama or not, but the attack went
on for 7 hours, so it definitely SHOULD have in that time. but even if it didn't, that
still doesn't explain all the white house's lying about it afterward for like 2 weeks,
saying it wasn't a terror attack, but just a protest over the youtube video.
and to think...bush got raked over the coals for not jumping up and running out
of that classroom in florida on 9/11/2001...and here we've got obama who won't call it a
terror attack, and who ordered possible help to "stand down" (or hasn't yet fired
whoever did make that order). the buck stops with him.
* Graham Watkins: I don't question political motives, but to make an
assumption that any president would not protect lives is not correct.
* Dean Johnson: Did you just compare 9/11 to Libya?
* Brandy Kemp Atkinson: No assumptions...the emails came in to the White
House Situation Room (the president makes decisions on reactions to conflicts right
there), Barack Obama WAS in the White House when the emails came in. There was
military help available right near Benghazi at the time of the attack. This would have to
be one colossally inept, uninformed president to NOT have known 'hey look, I just got
some emails right here on the computer in front of all of us...and they're from Libya,
huh...'. He knew and did not decide in favor of helping to save the lives of OUR fellow
Americans. TOTAL FAILURE as President...even WORSE failure as a human being.
How can people vote for this clown?
* ME: Graham – if it wasn't on purpose, then it's sheer, utter incompetence (and
def lying after the fact)...which is worse???
Dean – of course i did...why do you think those terrorists attacked us in libya on
9/11/2012? just a coincidence, i suppose?
* Dean Johnson: Fox Entertainment releases an article and suddenly
EVERYONE knows exactly what the President was doing and thinking during this
time... Really, people?? CIA chain of command would most likely go to Panetta. The
sad part is how political EVERYTHING has become...when people are killed, we now
find ways to make it a political issue and assume in some CRAZY IRRATIONAL way
that the President of the United States purposely decided to let these Americans die. Let
me guess the reason – he hates America and he is a Muslim? I have learned one thing
during this election so far...as a country, we are moving further and further away from
one another...I used to think it was just our politicians that were irrational, self-centered
and downright crazy...but I see they are just an extension of the people...scary! Is there
ANYTHING that people will not politicize or is there anything more sacred than
politics in this country?? Obviously, the life of a son, husband and father is much less
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important than politics in this country... The word "United" in United States has
become an oxymoron...
I must have missed something in this article... Where did it say Obama
personally ordered help to "stand down"?? Did I miss this or am I reading the wrong
article... As far as declaring this a "Terror Attack" the day after or 2 weeks after – what
does this change? If the President declares this a Terror Attack immediately, do the
Thunder Cats come running to help?
* Brandy Kemp Atkinson: Got the info off Reuters, Fox AND.......(drumroll)
MSNBC (who probably had to release the info while crying like a big liberal baby).
* Dean Johnson: Can you post where it says Obama personally gave any order
to stand down... I can't seem to find that... Thanks!
* ME: Dean – who made this political??? i think that NOT responding right
away to the attack was a political calculation, because we've been told that al-qaeda is
done since bin laden is dead, and the arab spring was all about democracy, so the world
just LOVES us again! and why is it so far out of the realm of possibility that obama
would have let those people die? have you heard of "fast & furious"? he obviously had
no problems watching hundreds of mexicans (and at least one american) die as a result
of that effort to undermine the 2nd amendment. i never said that obama was a
muslim...but you have to admit that he's much more worried about them than he is
about christians (the proof of that is obamacare's mandate to force catholic orgs to pay
for birth control – including abortion-causing drugs).
what does it change to label this as a terror attack instead of a protest to the
youtube video??? how do you not see the difference? and how do you not see that
lying about it is a TOTALLY political move? they knew that it was a terror attack AS
IT WAS HAPPENING...and yet still didn't allow responders to help out. the only ones
who did were the few who ignored the orders to stand down and went to help
anyway...and got killed doing what the administration should have ordered to happen,
with much more force and firepower.
http://pjmedia.com/tatler/2012/10/26/ac-130u-gunship-was-on-scene-inbenghazi-obama-admin-refused-to-let-it-fire/
AC-130U Gunship was On-Scene in Benghazi, Obama Admin Refused to Let It
Fire | pjmedia.com
If you don't get torches-and-pitchforks irate about this, you are not an
American: The security officer had a laser on the target that was firing and repeatedly
requested back-up support...
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: there's a cover up to save his image and it's
disgusting.
why won't they call the Ft. Hood shooting an act of terrorism?
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* ME: because..."As far as declaring this a "Terror Attack" the day after or 2
weeks after – what does this change? If the President declares this a Terror Attack
immediately, do the Thunder Cats come running to help?"
apparently, the term "terror attacks" is just an inconsequential label!
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Chapter 30 - COLUMN: DID BEN CARSON JUST RUIN HIS CHANCE TO BE PRESIDENT?

Funding the programs that Carson espoused is indeed a good idea, and a noble cause.
Using tax revenues to accomplish that funding is not.

(written on 28 August 2014)
On Tuesday of this week, Dr. Ben Carson had an article in the Washington
Times entitled "A problem bigger than Ferguson"
(http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/aug/26/carson-a-problem-bigger-thanferguson/). It was an almost flawless column, which delved wisely into the real reasons
behind why there are "so many young black men in the streets of America with defiant
attitudes that frequently lead to incarceration or death…Could it be that a large number
of them grow up without a father figure to teach them how to relate to authority and
teach them the meaning of personal responsibility?"
I said ALMOST flawless, because it all kind of fell apart in the very last
paragraph. If only he would have stopped before moving on to the part that will
certainly raise eyebrows among GOP base voters, who know and embrace the purpose
of the Constitution, which is to limit government in favor of individual liberty.
In that last paragraph, Carson writes that once we get our economy back on
track, "we should devote some of the tax revenues generated to child care facilities,
which will allow many of those unwed mothers to get their General Education
Development or higher degree and become self-supporting. There are also a number of
programs across the nation that offer free classes that teach social and job skills, which
will give many of the young men some different options. We must concentrate on these
kinds of programs, because we cannot afford to lose large segments of our society to
despair and underachievement in an increasingly competitive world."
Anyone familiar with the purpose of the Constitution recognizes immediately
what's wrong with the above. The enumerated powers list the very few things the
federal government is required to do – which are also the only things the federal
government is allowed to do. The default position of the government is an absence of
power, as it is not permitted to do anything at all that's not specifically enumerated.
Spending tax dollars on child care, education, teaching social/job skills, and the like are
not among the enumerated powers…so they are strictly prohibited, by virtue of that
omission.
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Never mind the fact that these programs Carson calls for spending tax revenues
on are simply more of the same nonsense that has led to the problem he rightly
recognized: too many young black men without fathers. It is just these sort of "wellintentioned" programs that metastasize into ever larger and more harmful budgetbusting entitlements. And anyone who dares to question the efficacy or efficiency of
any of those programs is demonized as cruel and heartless, uncompassionate and
uncaring.
But I ask you: What is compassionate about taking money BY FORCE from
one person who's earned it and giving it to someone else who hasn't? Funding these
types of programs that Carson espoused is indeed a good idea, and a noble cause.
Using tax revenues to accomplish that funding is not. It is a violation of personal
property rights and of the strict limits placed on government via the enumerated
powers. Any such funding is perfectly fine as long as it's done via completely
voluntary charity, and not through government confiscation and redistribution of
money.
Instead of looking for even more unconstitutional social programs on which to
spend collected tax dollars – which will only serve to exacerbate the very problems
Carson rightly identified – we should instead be exploring ways to get rid of the
already existing ones in place.
IF IT'S NOT ENUMERATED, IT MUST BE ELIMINATED!
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Chapter 31 - DEBATE: OBAMA'S RE-ELECTION, LIKE EVERY BABY, WAS IN GOD'S WILL

I'm accused of being ignorant, engaging in crazy talk, and sounding like al-Qa'ida...just
because I don't believe in murdering innocent babies.

I posted on my page on 6 November 2012:
Just like babies conceived via rape, EVERYTHING happens according to God's
will...it's all in His hands, and we'll still fight for what's right, even when faced with
rampant ignorance and socialism.
COMMENTS:
* Janice Peal Fredericks: Simmer down now. There will be no socialism and all
will be good.
* ME: there already is...what do you think is meant by "paying your fair share"
and "spreading the wealth around" and "you didn't build that"???
* Janice Peal Fredericks: Go travel abroad, get some exposure. We will be fine
and this country will prosper.
* Dean Johnson: I need clarification... Are you saying God elected Obama?? If
so, why fight it?
* ME: no, Dean, but it is part of God's will...maybe to spur us on to greater
resistance.
* ME: Janice, america's supposed to be different from the rest of the world...but
we just accepted being as unexceptional as them. but we won't give up.
* Janice Peal Fredericks: It is different. That's my whole point. Get exposure so
you understand that.
* Dean Johnson: Embrace, that sounds like something Al-Qaeda says... Spur to
a greater resistance...
* Janice Peal Fredericks: Eye roll to all that crazy talk. Take a Xanax. Peace
love and all that shit. I'm going to bed.
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* Graham Watkins: Sorry Embrace, signing off.
* Heather Jakes: Starting to see why this man was re-elected if your friends
think this way.
* MY WIFE: I'm sorry to you all but right now I'm so angry that there were so
many ignorant people voting today.
* Clara Aletto Watkins: I don't talk politics on fb but this is the most ignorant
thing I've heard during this entire election process, especially from a dad of 4 girls.
* MY WIFE: Clara, how does Obama in office help this country at all? It
doesn't. Period.
* Clara Aletto Watkins: I'm not arguing about who should be the president or if
there is a God (which are all opinions people are entitled to either way they believe) I'm
just saying plain and simple NO one was intended to be raped & who are we to say
what they should do if they are!
* Sandy Mazan: I am on your side, but I just can't stomach the thought of babies
created by rape being God's will. Ever. So then, the rapist did God's will. If that's true,
then he shouldn't go to jail but be worshiped as a saint? Is he allowed to use that
defense in court? I have strong feelings on abortion (stronger since having a child) but I
wish those words were never uttered. That's certainly not the God I was raised
knowing.
* Mike Sidwell: If rape is your god's will, your god sucks.
* ME: EVERYTHING that happens is part of God's will...that doesn't excuse
any of the sin or bad things that happen to anyone, but to say that God is not in control
is utter hopelessness. OF COURSE rape is wrong, and rapists should fry for it...but
EVERY LIFE is precious, and every baby – regardless of how they were conceived – is
a gift from God. i just can't conceive how anyone can misconstrue THAT into some
sort of a defense of rape...it's a defense of the protection of innocent life – nothing
more, nothing less.
i challenge all of you to read the book of Job...do you think it was easy for him
to accept that it was God's will that his entire family be wiped out, that he lose
everything, and that he be riddled with disease? there was a point to all of that, lessons
to be learned and glory to be given to God. i also challenge any of you who think that
any baby is NOT a gift from God to go tell that to people who were conceived via
rape...go tell them that their lives are less important or planned or sacred than yours.
why don't we just kill them now?
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* Sandy Mazan: There is no debate that every life is precious. It's just
dangerously worded and doesn't even sound nice to someone who agrees. I also think
that a beautiful child could be God's way of making the sin committed against a woman
right. I'm just not sure most would see it as a gift.
* ME: there's nothing dangerous about the wording...i don't see how anyone
thinks that that wording is in any way justifying and/or excusing rape. rape is wrong
and deserving of punishment/prevention...but it's never the baby's fault. and that baby,
regardless of how he/she was conceived, is just as deserving of life as anyone else.
LIFE is the gift...not the method in which it's made.
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Chapter 32 - COLUMN: WITH "GAY MARRIAGE", MORALITY IS IRRELEVANT

The strict limitations on government mean that it has no constitutional authority
whatsoever to redefine marriage...nor to pass laws to provide benefits for it either.

(written on 2 April 2013)
In the current debate about "gay marriage", much has been said about morality.
Opponents of "gay marriage" claim the moral high ground largely for religious reasons,
as the Bible clearly lays out that God has labeled homosexuality as a sin. But what
about those who don't believe in God, or who couldn't care less about what the Bible
says about ANYTHING, much less homosexuality? Are their opinions any less
valuable than those they disagree with? Are their rights any less worthy of protection?
On the other hand, proponents of redefining marriage to include same-sex
couples also often claim to be acting in accordance with morality, as they seek to stop
the discriminatory practice of denying homosexuals the "right" to marry each other.
Individuals having their rights denied is indeed an important issue – an issue of
fairness, equality, and yes, even morality. But what about history, and traditions, and
the very definition of marriage? What about the fact that marriage has never before –
in the history of mankind – ever included the union of two people of the same sex?
I've heard arguments based on God's view of homosexuality as an unnatural
abomination...countered by talk about "separation of church and state" dictating that
government not impose policies based upon particular religious beliefs...countered in
turn by questions about whether those who support redefining marriage to include
same-sex couples would also support it including polygamy, incest, or bestiality (and if
you think those are any more "immoral" than homosexuality and thus less deserving of
legal recognition, try telling that to the supporters of those arrangements, who view
them as no less moral than any other lifestyles).
What many opponents of "gay marriage" don't seem to get is that morality is
subjective – each person defines it differently, based upon their own core beliefs (or
lack thereof). You can try to persuade people to agree with your definition of morality,
but you can't force them to.
And what many "gay marriage" supporters don't seem to get is that marriage is
not a RIGHT, but rather an INSTITUTION – a "fundamental pillar of society", as Dr.
Ben Carson recently described it. And the institution of marriage doesn't draw its
definition from Merriam-Webster, but it comes from its natural evolution based upon
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the natural, physical differences between men and women, and the fact that one of each
is needed to bring forth children. The dictionary simply lists for us the word chosen to
represent this ancient institution (this is why I choose to always refer to "gay marriage"
in quotation marks, so as to not allow the definition to be misappropriated).
So, where do we go from here? Who is right, and who is wrong? Whose
morality trumps whose? Is there any common ground? Is there any overarching
authority that both sides are subject to, regardless of their own personal versions of
morality?
There is indeed. There is one constant, one thing to which we are all subject,
and which every elected official takes a sworn oath to uphold and defend – the
Constitution of the United States. And do you know what the purpose of the
Constitution is? Ask any elected official, and I'll bet that the vast majority of them will
get it wrong.
The purpose of the Constitution is to LIMIT the federal government, in favor of
individual liberty. In order to guarantee our most basic rights – life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness, as laid out in the Declaration of Independence – our founders
devised a system in which the government was limited, as government itself is always
the most pressing danger to freedom. The Constitution lists several enumerated powers
for the federal government – duties which the government is REQUIRED to do, and
the only things it is ALLOWED to do...no more, no less.
Yes, our system of government is based upon a certain morality, but it is
fundamentally one of support for individual liberty. Each person's freedom is only
limited by the boundaries of the freedom of others. As far as the government is
SUPPOSED to be concerned, the only problem exists when the exercise of your
freedom infringes upon the ability of others to exercise theirs.
Contrary to the beliefs of some, the job of government is not to "preserve"
traditions and institutions that have made America great, not even one as fundamentally
important as marriage. The job of government is to remove obstacles to individual
liberty – with government itself being the largest obstacle of all.
This means that government does NOT get to make judgment calls on what is
"fair" or to side with one group's definition of morality over another. It simply means
that government is to stick to those VERY FEW duties with which it is tasked –
basically to protect us from force and fraud – and otherwise stay out of our lives.
These strict limitations on government mean that it has no constitutional
authority whatsoever to redefine a "fundamental pillar of society" such as marriage.
But they also mean that it is not to pass laws to further bestow any special treatment
upon marriage either.
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People talk constantly about the tax benefits of being married; indeed, many of
the arguments in favor of "gay marriage" center on that very issue. However, just like
focusing on the national debt/deficit, this argument blows right on by the more
fundamental issue of what government spends tax dollars ON.
It is a fact that most of what the federal government does is beyond its
constitutionally enumerated powers. Fix THAT problem – and force the government to
not only live within its MEANS, but within its LIMITS – and you will go a long way
toward fixing any resultant issues of the federal government taxing unequally, or
"granting" rights, or making up new ones altogether, or redefining institutions, or
imposing one strain of morality over any others.
The Constitution takes the guesswork out of it...there's no need to argue
morality/fairness/equality from either side of the issue, at least not on the federal level
(of course, the states have much more leeway in this regard; but if they impose bad
policies, citizens retain the right to relocate to another state). Instead, we simply need
to focus on how our founders set up a system for us based solely on limiting
government. And within that system, they made sure to include mechanisms for
amending the Constitution, if it was later decided that it needed to be changed.
In the meantime, short of that amendment process, the federal government is
simply not allowed to do anything that the Constitution doesn't specifically task it to
do. And short of a situation in which a majority of the people vote for government to
do things it's not constitutionally required to do, the federal government is simply not
allowed to overrule the will of the people. But as it stands now, we've grown used to
the judiciary giving the government new powers, with no constitutional basis, that
increase its level of control over all of our lives.
In the case of "gay marriage", morality is irrelevant...it has already been taken
care of by the limits placed upon the federal government – all three branches – by the
Constitution. If anyone has a problem with the Constitution, there is a process in place
to change it. But until then, the purpose of the Constitution is DEFINED (there's that
word again!) as being to limit the federal government in favor of individual liberty...not
to impose new ideas upon us, regardless of their "morality".
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Chapter 33 - DEBATE: ONCE YOU REDEFINE MARRIAGE, ALL BETS ARE OFF

Now even pedophilia is being presented as potentially "normal" activity that might not
really be harmful after all...and a friend predicted just that to me several years earlier,
before he became a brain-dead liberal.

I tagged my friend Carl Adams in a post on 7 January 2013 with a link to an
article about pedophilia now moving toward being accepted as "normal" behavior (Carl
had mentioned years earlier to me that some people might one day argue that
pedophilia is just as "natural" as homosexuality, because who can ever say that any
type of sexual orientation is any more or less valid than another?):
Carl Adams – this reminds me of a conversation we had years ago in Texas.
you were prophetic, dude...once you redefine marriage, all bets are off:
http://m.guardian.co.uk/society/2013/jan/03/paedophilia-bringing-dark-desireslight
"The Savile scandal caused public revulsion, but experts disagree about what
causes paedophilia – and even how much harm it causes."
COMMENTS:
* Janice Peal Fredericks: Sounds like this argument has been around a lot
longer than since "marriage was redefined."
* ME: well, marriage hasn't actually been redefined – yet – despite the efforts of
many misguided souls.
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: MY marriage is as safe as I make it. No one else can
change it.
* ME: who said anything about safety??? i'm talking about definition. just
saying that a polar bear is purple doesn't make it so.
* Ted Paulson: Paedophilia is sick and has long-term horrific effects. It impacts
the children not only psychologically but also physically. The suppression of guilt, loss
of self worth and loss of identity, coalesce in health issues later. Paedophilia also
results in malformation of the brain. Due to stress and identity issues the child brain
does not develop normally or correctly.
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* Tricia Andrews Bourne: definition? it is what I make it – how I define it.
you're concerned how others will view your marriage??
* ME: nope, i couldn't care less how others view my marriage...only that they
recognize it as one, since it it actually IS one, as it's between one man and one woman.
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: I know people who have HORRIBLE relationships
with their spouses – doesn't reflect in any way on mine and it also doesn't give me the
right to tell them they have no right to be married.
* ME: "Gay marriage" is as possible as a pregnant man...or a purple polar bear.
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: marriage is not a physical state.
* ME: who's telling anyone they can't be married??? people can marry
whomever they want...but not someone of the same sex, because that's not marriage, by
definition.
* Ted Paulson: Homosexuality is abhorrent in and of itself. Homosexual
marriage should never even have been a consideration.
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: disagree completely on this issue – and I voted so as
well.
* ME: whether it's considered or not, it's definitionally, physically, and
historically impossible.
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: disagree
* ME: but with nothing to support your argument besides emotion...how can
you possibly justify that?
* Mike Sidwell: Intolerance is abhorrent.
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: I'm not basing my argument on emotion – I'm basing
it on the fact that I don't have the right to tell a gay couple they are not equal to me.
My husband and I, I should say. I don't care about the argument –
* Ted Paulson: So then, you support my saying that homosexuality is abhorrent
because of your vast tolerance and acceptance of others including me and my beliefs?
You can put your personal beliefs aside and respect my religious beliefs that tells me
that homosexuality is abhorrent? I will continue to read and study the Word of God
and defend my Lord and Savior until my death.
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* Tricia Andrews Bourne: Ted – I am tolerant of other people. You can say
whatever you want. I don't agree with you though.
* Mike Sidwell: And your intolerance of homosexuals is offensive to me, Ted.
We're even. You might even say, "An eye for an eye."
* Ted Paulson: But I didn't profess to be tolerant, you do. Yet, you condemn
my intolerance with your own intolerance of me and my beliefs. Double standard?
Typical of those professing tolerance. I am very intolerant and extremely conservative
and profess nothing else.
* Mike Sidwell: You're absolutely right. What can I say, I'm flawed. I am
intolerant of intolerance. And I completely understand the absurdity of that. Just like I
understand the absurdity of some of the laws laid out in the OT (see: An eye for an
eye). Again, I'm flawed, not unlike your book. Of course, those are just my beliefs.
* Carl Adams: By focusing on the term marriage we are forced to attempt to
define it...you can have your beliefs and I am very sure the intolerant Taliban and other
extremist groups feel entirely justified in those as well. My point to Embrace years ago
is that when you mess with a definition then everyone gets a vote regardless of how
anyone else feels about their "views." In regards to marriage for governmental
purposes or for the purposes of equal rights within the government a union of two
people should not dictate filing status, visiting rights, inheritance, health insurance, or a
plethora of other items that hinge on a legal "union" currently called marriage.
* Mike Sidwell: I agree with you, Carl. Why do we even have a government
definition of marriage? It's a religious sacrament. The government should recognize
civil unions, nothing more.
* ME: i'm not intolerant of homosexuals, just of the attempted redefinition of
marriage. Carl and even Mike are almost absolutely right when they say that
government shouldn't be involved in marriage; however, there has to be a legal
expectation of rights for a spouse (unless otherwise arranged by a married individual
for someone else to be their heir/executor/etc.), and not to mention the necessity for
recognition of marriage (again, as traditionally defined) as the basis of family/
civilization/society/perpetuation of mankind. the biggest problem i see with the stance
of Tricia and others on this subject is that it assumes that our rights somehow come
from government, and completely ignores the true source of our rights. government
doesn't give us our rights, it's only set up to protect them.
do people not have a right to be gay in this country??? yes, of course they do,
regardless of what the bible says about it (it's against it, by the way...see Romans 1:27 –
"In the same way the men also abandoned natural relations with women and were
inflamed with lust for one another. Men committed shameful acts with other men, and
received in themselves the due penalty for their error.") But Mike, why would you
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even be seeking biblical justification for opposition to homosexuality if you think that
book is "flawed" anyway?
the problem is, once you redefine marriage to include two people of the same
gender, but don't entertain an even more expanded definition to also include polygamy,
pedophilia, or even bestiality, then it is you who are truly intolerant...not to mention
Ted's point about your intolerance of his opposition to homosexuality...whether it be
for religious reasons or due to the basic science that men and women are made
differently.
and Tricia, you're not telling a gay couple they are not equal to you...as
individuals, of course they are. but their "marriage" is not, because it's not a marriage,
by definition.
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: of course it is – we disagree.
* ME: my stance is based upon thousands of years of history/facts/tradition...on
what are you basing your disagreement with me?
* Carl Adams: thousands of years?
* ME: of recorded human history, yes.
* Mike Sidwell: Didn't we think the world was flat and the center of the
universe for thousands of years of recorded human history?
* ME: yep...and now some equally ignorant people believe in the hoax of "manmade global warming"...so what's your point? water has always been water, trees have
always been trees, hands have always been hands, the moon has always been the
moon...and marriage has always been marriage.
* Mike Sidwell: Hahaha. My point was simply that thousands of years of "fact"
doesn't actually make something fact. I think I see your point, though. Marriage has
always been defined as a union between man and woman, just as water has always been
H2O. If you replace the O in the molecular formula, it ceases to be water, and is
something else. Just like if you replace the man or the woman in the equation, the
union ceases to be marriage, and needs to be defined as something else. It's a bit of a
stretch, considering the word marriage is used figuratively in language to describe
many other types of unions, but I think I see your point. I honestly don't care what you
call it, provided equal rights are given to gay couples. It seems goddamn silly to argue
over a word, if we agree in the equality of the union.
* Carl Adams: Mike has a valid point. Oh and some guy named Webster says
this is the definition of MARRY:
transitive verb
a: to join in marriage according to law or custom
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b: to give in marriage <married his daughter to his partner's son>
c: to take as spouse : wed <married the girl next door>
d: to perform the ceremony of marriage for <a priest will marry them>
e: to obtain by marriage <marry wealth>
: to unite in close and usually permanent relation
intransitive verb
: to take a spouse : wed
: combine, unite <seafood marries with other flavors>
— marry into
: to become a member of by marriage <married into a prominent family>
Webster goes on to say "Middle English marien, from Anglo-French marier,
from Latin maritare, from maritus married First Known Use: 14th century"
let me check, 14th century and it is now the 21st century... Century means hmm
100 I think. 21-14 is 7 so add the zeros and i get 700. Now let me check my
zeros...nope doesn't equal thousands so the word "marriage" is not part of thousands of
years of recorded history. Hmmm strange maybe it was in a different language? Oh
wait Webster covered that. This "BOOK" must be wrong. Is there another book more
factual?
* ME: i never said anything about a dictionary, but all of those subsequent
figurative dictionary definitions are based upon the literal meaning of a union between
one man and one woman. and like i said earlier, how do gays not have "equal rights"?
people have a right to be gay in this country, and anyone can marry whomever they
want...but if it's to someone of the same sex, then it's not marriage, by definition.
and the first known use of the latin WORD which might be the basis for
"marriage" might very well have been in the 14th century, but the institution of
marriage has been around WAY longer than that, regardless of what WORDS were
used to describe it...thousands of years, in fact. do you really think that latin was the
first language ever used in the history of mankind?
the word for "marriage" in arabic is pronounced "zoo-WAJ"...doesn't sound a
thing like the english word "marriage", does it? arabic is older than latin, and hebrew
and aramaic probably even older than that, and i'm sure there are languages even older
than those. and regardless of the words used in those ancient languages, none of them
have EVER defined (or even considered) the institution of marriage as being between
two people of the same sex.
* Carl Adams: Oh I must have missed it, I thought you were talking about the
meaning of a word, or in other words the definition, which means I must turn to a
dictionary. If by concept of the union then there must be another reference and that
other reference should be a definitive source. Give me that definitive source and I will
talk. As far as bringing arabic or arabs into this conversation one of their religious
leaders has on his website in the FAQ reference to gay sex, and i paraphrase, that for
them it is okay even with young boys if only it is for practice for later. Well that is one
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interpretation from a book...you want to use that one because I think their book is older
than yours and he is a religious leader so he must be right as they all are. So back to
the institution – well apparently there is some debate from different groups and as far
as rights go – walk into a hospital and find some room with a guy in it – state you are
his lover and see if you can visit before he dies – or claim him on your tax form.
* ME: wow, you are so lucky to know me, and thus have someone to do your
thinking for you. marriage was a thing long before we had any dictionaries at all...just
like water was. and how the hell do you jump to the islamic religious leader from what
i said about arabic??? i was simply pointing out that the institution of marriage has
been around longer than any ancestral version of the word was. is this really that hard
to understand?
and whether or not you can visit someone in the hospital has nothing to do with
gay rights...two people of opposite sex would run into the same legal problems as two
gay people would...that problem is simply one of government overreach, which
interferes with individual liberty. that's not to say that there shouldn't be a legal
expectation of certain privileges/access/etc. for a spouse, but if either married person
wanted to make someone other than his/her spouse their heir/executor/whatever, there's
no reason the government should interfere with them doing that. but that has nothing to
do with homosexuality, specifically.
and i'm not commenting on the definition of the WORD, but the
INSTITUTION of marriage (from which the dictionary definition is derived, of
course).
i used to work with a guy whose sister is gay, and she always wanted to argue
about all political issues with him, but he just said "why would i waste my time arguing
with someone who doesn't even know what her parts are for?" i guess that approach
could work just as well as arguing over the traditional definition of marriage!
* Janice Peal Fredericks: You work with some very ignorant people. Simple
minds. Can't argue with simple minds. And you see the world in very simple ways.
* Carl Adams: Oh, so not the word itself but now the institution, and in your
previous post you indicated that there should be rights for gay couples to claim on their
taxes, visit in the hospital, etc., so you would support the government getting out of the
"marriage" business which is probably unconstitutional in your mind as well and just
embrace civil unions, which may or may not be a marriage? So a justice of the peace
unionizing two people would give them rights, and if you get a priest to "marry you"
that is like baptizing or something so you can have your cake and eat it too.
* ME: Janice – well, it is pretty simple...the purpose of the constitution is to
limit government...that's pretty much the basis of everything i believe. regardless of
religion/science/anatomy/physiology/sexual orientation/definitions/whatever else, i err
on the side of individual liberty always (as did the founders of our country). but when
you try to PRETEND to be in favor of individual liberty simply as a pretext for
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invalidating the traditional definition of something as important and fundamental to
civilization/society as marriage itself, solely for the attempted validation of something
that is so contrary to history/tradition/anatomy as homosexuality, then i will certainly
call you out on it.
Carl – i said from the beginning of this (well, at least when you started focusing
on the word itself, particularly the roots of the english word) that i was talking about
the institution of marriage, as it's always been known and defined throughout human
history. i have no problem with less government in the marriage business (particularly
the federal government, as nowhere in the constitution does it specify being involved in
marriage as one of congress' enumerated powers), but it's not that simple...there are
legal expectations that go along with marriage, and that is based upon its importance as
THE foundation for the family and thus civilization/society as a whole.
it's only fairly recently in human history that people have attempted to redefine
marriage as something that it's not, and to be honest, it's largely caught many people
off-guard. some of them have reacted with sheer disbelief that anyone would even try,
and some have reacted with jumping on board the bandwagon of ignorance that says
this is simply the next stage in the civil rights movement...kind of like they did with
abortion (and now, 53 million + babies killed since roe v. wade...why do the people
we're always told are the most informed, most enlightened, least ignorant among us
always tout things that are contrary to the propagation of the species???).
yes, a WEDDING is a religious ceremony...that signifies the larger and more
important institution of MARRIAGE, which, again, is the basis for the family/
civilization/society, and thus deserves to be recognized as such.
* Carl Adams: Sometimes those enlightened ones point out that what we
thought was fact is not. And sometimes those enlightened ones hold on to the past
despite increased knowledge. You didn't choose with whom you fell in love. The
biology and chemistry of the brain is much like our understanding of space. Could that
thing you have faith in be potentially wrong with its view of science?
"When Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) attempted to promote the heliocentric
theory (that the earth moves around the sun) in the seventeenth century, he was tried by
the Inquisition in Rome and found 'vehemently suspect of heresy'. The sentence
imposed did not include excommunication, but he was required to 'abjure, curse and
detest' those opinions and was placed under house arrest for the term of his life.
Only in 1965 did the Catholic Church revoke its condemnation of Galileo."
Well, just maybe.
* ME: there was nothing biblical about the catholic church's persecution of
galileo...but God is definitely not okay with homosexuality (as proof of this, see the
Bible verse i cited above). your example is a bit like apples & oranges though...there is
no way to conceive children besides with one man & one woman...hence, marriage
being the basis for the family, civilization, society, and the survival/propagation of the
species.
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* Carl Adams: So those that get married who don't have kids should not be
allowed to call it a marriage?
* ME: man, i seriously do not understand how you make the baseless leaps that
you do...but, in order to humor your ignorance...no, i never said anything even remotely
close to that. just because marriage is the basis of family/civilization/society, does not
mean that EVERY marriage will produce children. again...is this REALLY that hard to
understand??? just as conception is impossible without sexual intercourse, not every
instance of it will result in conception. just give it up, dude...you know you can never
win this, despite the nonsensical avenues you try to take this debate down.
* Carl Adams: Actually, it is your ignorance that amazes me. I often wonder
what cave you will eventually crawl into. Your point was that there is "no way to
conceive children" and "hence, marriage is the basis for family" and the next step
would be that if there was no way to conceive children and marriage was a "basis for a
family" even if there was adoption, then it couldn't be a family and thus a marriage.
Maybe if you actually read something you wrote you might realize the absurdity of
what you say. Maybe if you possibly thought more about the hypocrisy you live you
might understand that the others who posted were not attacking your way of life albeit
you might as well have your wife don a burkha or habit or whatever the amish might
wear and get back to your roots. The extremity of your views is what divides so many
cultures. Embrace modernity stop fearing it.
* ME: i never said ANYTHING about adoption, which is perfectly fine, and a
great way for kids who otherwise wouldn't have a family to become part of one...and
also a great way for married couples who can't otherwise have kids for whatever reason
to grow their families. but would you honestly recommend that any child be adopted
by other than a man/woman couple? what better basis for a family is there than a mom
and dad? men and women are made differently, no matter what "modernity" wants us
to believe. and by the way...do you know of another way to conceive children than
with one man and one woman? if so, you're the first person in the history of the world
to discover that...that would be quite newsworthy.
i don't think that anyone's "attacking" my way of life...i just think that some
people are trying to force their own versions of ignorance upon everyone, based on
their own misguided interpretations of "progressivism" or "modernity", and ignoring
history/anatomy/physiology/tradition/etc. in the process. such as in the article above,
which is trying to normalize pedophilia as just another "sexual orientation"...and makes
the case for accepting pedophilia as such, just like has been done with homosexuality.
so, when enough people start saying that pedophilia is now to be accepted as perfectly
natural and harmless, just like homosexuality, are you going to jump on board with that
"modernity" as well? if not, then – by your own definition – your views would be
"extreme" and "divisive".
isn't it amazing how those who want to preserve the traditions/institutions that
have benefited mankind the most are always accused of being extreme and divisive,
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and are baselessly accused of being in some way equivalent to cultures/groups who
support killing those they disagree with??? which, of course, i've never supported and
never will. i don't agree with homosexuality, but i do and will continue to support the
rights of anyone to engage in it if they so choose, because i support individual liberty
unequivocally. but that doesn't include the redefinition of marriage...which, if you
support in favor of "gay marriage", then you MUST support in favor of those who want
to further redefine it to support polygamy or bestiality or whatever else as well.
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Chapter 34 - DEBATE: THE LIE THAT HIGHER TAX RATES INCREASE REVENUES

Raising tax rates – especially on the rich – not only doesn't raise revenues, but it also drives
away the rich.

I commented on a link on my page on 7 January 2013:
For all of you who believe the lie that raising tax rates – especially on the rich –
will increase revenues:
http://dailycaller.com/2012/11/28/as-uk-millionaires-flee-country-over-taxhikes-british-treasury-loses-billions/
Shortly after the United Kingdom's latest big tax hike, Great Britain's
millionaires started voting with their feet. And the result hasn't been pretty for the
British treasury.
COMMENTS:
* Cory Coughlin: For some reason liberals think that the rich are stupid, and
that they will gladly hand over their money. Most people got rich by either being smart
with their money themselves, and/or they hire really smart people to manage their
money.
* Janice Peal Fredericks: Is the US proposing that the top earners pay 50% in
taxes?
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: "New York, New Jersey, Connecticut and Illinois –
states that are the most heavily reliant on the taxes of the wealthy – are now among
those with the biggest budget holes. "
interesting – can't rely on taxing the rich
The Price of Taxing the Rich | online.wsj.com
The top 1% of earners have incomes so volatile that they whipsaw the budgets
of states like California and New York.
* ME: actually, some prominent democrats are already proposing that we return
to the pre-reagan tax rates, which was 70% at the top. but it's not the % that matters,
it's the principle...we've cut taxes several times in the past, and it's led to increased
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revenue...and we've raised them, and that's led to decreased revenue. this ain't rocket
surgery...stores don't raise their prices when they want to sell more stuff!
* Carl Adams: http://www.fool.com/investing/general/2012/09/04/3-hugeeconomic-misconceptions-from-election-seas.aspx
Embrace, some simple advice that might make at least one of your arguments
hold water: quote someone other than yourself. This article shows a nice chart for those
challenged with numbers to reference showing that there is no trend.
3 Huge Economic Misconceptions From Election Season | www.fool.com
The Motley Fool – Rhetoric meets reality.
* ME: wow, Carl, that site could not be more aptly named. how do you not see
the glaring hole in their argument? should i even bother pointing it out to you, or could
you find it on your own? oh, what the hell, i'll tell you...it completely ignores
spending! which NEVER decreases. and government revenue DOES increase due to
tax cuts...it works every time it's tried...from kennedy to reagan to bush. reagan's tax
rate cuts led to about 25 years of unprecedented growth...bush's led to the single largest
increase in revenue over any 4-year span in this country's history. but apparently
facts/history don't matter...you'd much rather rely on a half-assed chart put out by some
self-appointed arbiter of reality.
and i didn't "quote myself"...my original post was an article that was based on
one from a UK paper, and Tricia posted a link from the WSJ (by the way, i don't write
for either of those papers, so the authors of those articles are not me...so i'm not quoting
myself).
and don't even get me started on the fact that the constitution in no way even
requires congress to be concerned at all about the performance of the economy (good or
bad), but with a very few enumerated powers intended to protect us from force and
fraud only. government's main job is to remove obstacles to individual liberty...the
biggest obstacle being government itself. we are supposed to succeed or fail as free
individuals based on our own merit, initiative, and work. but now i've mentioned the
constitution, so i probably just lost your interest. yes, it's the only thing that should
matter in terms of government, but i'm sure that "the motley fool" would disagree with
that, so it MUST be moot...right?
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Chapter 35 - COLUMN: NOT "ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS"...BUT "INVADERS"

I wouldn't call someone who broke into my house an "illegal guest"!

(written on 6 May 2013)
I've heard talk recently about some people wanting to stop using the word
"illegal" when referring to foreigners who are in the U.S. in violation of our laws.
I actually agree...I also think we SHOULD stop using the word "illegal" to refer
to them. After all, I wouldn't call someone who broke into my house an "illegal guest"!
I think we should start referring to illegal immigrants as simply "invaders".
The government doesn't have the right to tell us who we are to allow into our
home...and in this case, America is our home. WE THE PEOPLE are the owners of
this "home", not the government.
In fact, the government is supposed to be the security system that we owners
use to protect ourselves from all potential threats, including any invaders. Government
is simply the proverbial gun we stick in the face of anyone who tries to break in, and
force them back out, either backpedaling under their own power or carried out in a
body bag.
No, of course I don't want to have to use that gun (or any gun) to protect
myself/my family/my possessions/my home, but it's the invader who forces that action,
not the homeowner.
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Chapter 36 - DEBATE: STARTS ON ECONOMY, TURNS TO GLOBAL WARMING

Government sucking money out of the private sector is economically harmful, whether it's
for entitlement spending or combating "man-made global warming" – both of which are
unconstitutional.

I posted a link on my page on 31 January 2013 to an article about the horrible
economy under Obama:
And yet when Bush was president, we were told constantly how horrible the
economy was, despite the fact that it was growing and unemployment was under 5%...
http://www.cnbc.com/id/100419252
GDP Shows Surprise Drop in Fourth Quarter
"The US economy posted a stunning drop of 0.1 percent in the fourth quarter,
defying expectations for slow growth and possibly providing incentive for more Fed
stimulus."
COMMENTS:
* Heather Jakes: "surprise drop"? Really who is surprised? Nothing is ever "as
expected" the last 4 years.
* ME: exactly...and notice the AP's suggestion for how to address it...more
stimulus! so much for obama's mantra about "not repeating the same policies that got
us into this mess in the first place"!
* Ron Harrison: http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSBRE90T07520130130?
irpc=932
GDP unexpectedly shrinks, decline seen temporary
"The economy unexpectedly contracted in the fourth quarter, but analysts said
there was no reason for panic given that consumer spending and business investment
picked up."
* Dean Johnson: Wait...are you for spending cuts, or not? If not for government
spending cuts, this number would have been 2%+ positive growth... You can't go
around screaming reduce spending and then point the finger when GDP slows down...
You have to pick a side of the fence, can't stand on top of it... If you want bigger
spending cuts, you will get more GDP contraction (at least in short term)...
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* Bernard Davisson: 200,000 $10.00 an hour jobs don't grow the economy
* ME: Dean – do you actually believe that there were spending cuts??? there
haven't been any cuts in government in, well...forever! i'm actually ALL FOR
increased spending...but only in the private sector. government sucking money out of
the private sector is what harms GDP (which is not based on the size of government,
but on the private sector economy). you are still falling prey to the keynesian nonsense
that government spending can help the economy, when it can ONLY have a detrimental
effect...government can't spend money it doesn't have, and in order to have it to spend,
it must first siphon it out of the economy. and not only does the economy lose $ then,
but also the citizenry loses incentive to produce more, when they are punished more as
a result, by having more of their money taken from them as they grow/succeed.
* Ron Harrison: "Government spending cuts and slower inventory growth
subtracted a total of 2.6 percentage points from growth." – from the article you posted
"If it were not for the hit from slower inventory growth and the deepest plunge
in defense spending in 40 years, the economy would have grown at a respectable 2.5
percent rate." – from the article I posted
* ME: i don't agree with the assertions of the article i posted, i only posted it for
the fact that the media finally can't get away with lying anymore about us being in a
"recovery". i mean, come on...look at the intro to the article i posted: "possibly
providing incentive for more Fed stimulus". that is absolutely ludicrous...again, it's the
fed sucking money out of the economy that is the biggest drain on growth! and not that
i buy their assertion that the economy would have grown anyway, but...since when is a
2.5% growth rate "respectable"??? if government would just get out of the way, even a
little bit, we'd easily blow past that. anyone, including the dolts who wrote these
articles, who believes that the economy shrunk because government didn't spend
enough is either ignorant or just lying...first of all, gov't spending hasn't slowed...AT
ALL...as our debt and deficit continue racing skyward (i'm sure you've already heard
talk about raising the debt limit again). despite the race to gut our military (again, one
of the very few things the gov't is required/allowed to do per the constitution), gov't
overall is absolutely NOT shrinking...and its growth is directly responsible for this
economic shrinkage. just imagine what the media would be saying right now if a
republican was president with such a dismal economy. oh wait, we don't have to
imagine...as i'm sure you remember how they made it sound worse than this when bush
was president, with a growing economy and unemployment under 5% (with a couple
million more jobs available to boot).
* Ron Harrison: Funny how govt is unimportant to the economy, but the
president is singlehandedly responsible for ruining it. And yes, military spending has
been cut, and has led to a (temporary) decline in GDP.
Also, the stock market is booming. Must be a temporary Keynesian effect of
something-something, plus the liberal media.
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* Carl Adams: Charts are sometimes easier...follow the lines and read the
words.
http://wapo.st/XpwQXK
What if Obama spent like Reagan?
* Mike Sidwell: Am I supposed to turn that chart upside down, Carl? It looks
wrong.
* ME: Ron – i never said that obama is singlehandedly responsible...gov't has
been spending too much (unconstitutionally, i might add) for decades upon
decades...but never at the level we've seen under obama. how else do you explain the
record debt and deficit? the only effect government can have upon the economy is
destructive, because, by definition, gov't has no money of its own, only that which it
takes out of the private economy via taxes/borrowing/printing. so, while some of that
is absolutely required in order to fund the constitutionally mandated duties of gov't, it's
always, unavoidably, a drain on the free market economy. this is one reason why no
one has ever defined government as well as thomas paine did: "a necessary evil." yes,
it's necessary, in order to guarantee our God-given rights, but it's also evil...which is
precisely why the constitution places strict limits upon it. but we see the results every
day of the success of government management of our education system, which serves
to indoctrinate people to the belief that government intervention in the economy is a
good thing, and that individual liberty is somewhat harmful and to be avoided at all
costs.
your sarcastic comment about the stock market is actually more true than you
know...just like the official unemployment numbers are blatantly deceptive – since
they're partly calculated based upon the number of jobs available (instead of just the
number of people not working) – so too is current stock market growth largely
artificial, due to federal spending which is done for the sole purpose of convincing
media slaves that the economy is improving...much like the "stimulus" money, which,
instead of being spent on infrastructure, was spent to shore up public sector union jobs
(and then that money is funneled right back to democratic politicians via union dues).
Carl – your article/chart makes one giant, glaring, deceptive omission (which is
not at all surprising, considering that it was done by ezra klein, useful idiot
extraordinaire)...first of all, it's a blatant lie that gov't spending dropped under obama
(see my question above about record debt/deficit). but the real deception in this
article/chart is that it only considers gov't spending in relation to GDP...which is a
measurement of the PRIVATE SECTOR economy. but all the media slaves see here is
"government spending decreased under obama"...while ignoring that it's being
measured against the growth of the overall economy. reagan and bush both cut taxes
drastically, which (despite what the ezra kleins and fareed zakarias and barack obamas
would have you believe) resulted in private sector economic growth, which then led to
record increases in revenue to the federal government. yes, gov't spending increased
under both bush and reagan (much of it unconstitutional, yes), but not at the levels to
which it has increased under obama. also, i find it ironically amusing when liberals
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feign condemnation of increased spending when it happens under republican rule, but
are perfectly okay with it – fully supportive of it, in fact – when it happens under
democrats.
and while all of this is crucially important to the fiscal health of this country,
we're STILL just glossing over the most important fundamental issue: where in the
constitution does it say that the government is required/allowed to have anything to do
with most of what it spends money on??? if it's not enumerated, it must be eliminated.
but, like i said above, due to purposeful miseducation, people think gov't is the only
solution...when in fact, gov't is supposed to be a dispassionate observer of whether
people succeed or fail, and only guarantee their freedom of OPPORTUNITY to pursue
their own definition of happiness, regardless of the outcome.
* Ron Harrison: You're conveniently forgetting about the financial crisis, a
combination of both govt and private sector incompetence, but which occurred on
Greenspan and Bush's watch, two market die-hards like yourself.
* ME: i'm more similar to bush and greenspan than i am to obama, but i will
never claim to be a "compassionate conservative" like bush did, in order to try to
excuse just a "little bit" of capitulation to liberalism. conservatism IS compassion.
and i'm not forgetting about the financial crisis at all...in fact, i'm completely
aware of its main root cause: gov't forcing banks to make loans to people who were
unable to pay them back, all in the name of "fairness" and "compassion", via the
Community Reinvestment Act (and then not providing regulation/oversight of the main
culprits, fannie mae/freddie mac). the private sector wouldn't have engaged in that
fiscal nonsense if not forced to by gov't...what bank wants to make loans that they're
guaranteed to lose money on??? they were forced to make those bad loans, and then
tried to find a way to not drown under them...and came up with the idea to package
them together as secondary securities and pass the buck on to investors.
you know, i heard that the 3rd quarter of 2012 had a reported GDP growth rate
of over 3%, but then the 4th quarter had a contraction...wonder what could have
happened in the last 3 months of the year to have caused that? couldn't have been
obama's re-election, could it???
* Ron Harrison: That's a nice right-wing myth you're perpetuating...nobody
"forced" the banks to make bad loans. They did it because they saw money to be made.
But the govt did get over-involved in the housing market, and Greenspan kept
monetary policy too loose post-'03 recession and helped inflate the bubble, so we're in a
rare point of agreement.
No, as your article stated, it's from unexpectedly heavy defense cuts. The
market is doing fine. We'll see in a few years who was right – focusing on every bad
quarter is pointless. We are in a long, slow recovery from the worst economic crisis in
80 years, and if McCain or Romney was president we'd be in the same boat or worse.
http://www.frumforum.com/did-washington-push-banks-to-make-bad-loans/
Did Washington Push Banks to Make Bad Loans?
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"Let's face it: You won't read every page of the Financial Crisis Inquiry
Commission report. But FrumForum will, over the next days. So let's proceed
together, page by page, identifying the key points."
* Carl Adams: Embrace, didn't you buy a house under those loose lending
rules? Or is it just okay for you to take advantage? And the article did make a point of
talking about your issues with how they ran the numbers...you have to finish the entire
article.
Oh there are some good points in this book as well –
http://www.amazon.com/dp/159420411X
The Signal and the Noise: Why So Many Predictions Fail but Some Don't
"Nate Silver's The Signal and the Noise is The Soul of a New Machine for the
21st century." – Rachel Maddow, author of Drift
a nice piece on housing in there that might help as well as a nice piece about
how close-minded we become with more "information" because we choose only to
hear/read/listen to those pieces that support our existing ideas.
* Dean Johnson: 4th quarter 2012...what could have happened to help reduce
GDP growth?? Well, the military industrial complex was a little worried they might
actually get taken off of the teat (tax payers)...so they slowed down spending and
became a little more conservative with their balance sheets... Oh yeah, and we had one
of the most expensive natural disasters to hit this county. This storm called Sandy shut
down the most populated area of our country... Many businesses in NYC were closed
for over a week, people are still being impacted by her. Oh yeah, and people were a
little scared that we might actually let some scum bag named Mittens run this country...
With regards to the debt ceiling...Were you screaming the 7 times that the
aforementioned George W raised it? My only point is that government spending is a
big part of the CURRENT GDP number. I don't agree with how much or where they
spend it...MOST of that money is spent on decisions that were made many
administrations ago (democrat and republican)... If you are serious about reducing
government spending...you can't point to a reduction in GDP as being a bad thing.
Private spending will not replace government spending fast enough and quite honestly
private money won't invest (spend) without government support (ex. Sports Stadiums)
– how many are paid for with only private money? My point being, if spending is
reduced, there will be a contraction in GDP in the short term...
* ME: Dean – you know who WAS screaming back in 2006 about raising the
debt limit under bush? obama himself. he said it showed a "lack of leadership and
fiscal discipline". and i know that gov't spending is a big part of the economy...and
that's the real problem. gov't spending should be a fraction of what it is, in line with the
constitution's proscriptions, and then the effect of an increase/decrease in it would be
next to nothing.
Carl – i posted the above article, so i obviously don't have a problem with
exposing myself to sources of info that don't support my existing ideas. and what does
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it matter how i bought a house? i'm paying my mortgage, so mine isn't one of those
bad loans anyway. and even if i use, for example, unemployment compensation, it
doesn't mean that i think the program should exist at all in the first place.
Ron – it's no myth, and the banks were absolutely forced to make those loans.
have you ever heard of banks being slammed for "redlining"? that's when they were
supposedly refusing loans to people because of their race or whatever, so in order to
make the american dream of home ownership available to more people, gov't morons
came up with the community reinvestment act...and then janet reno threatened those
banks with investigation if they didn't make those high-risk loans that they never would
have on their own. if they would have made those loans without gov't forcing them to,
then they never would have been blasted for "redlining", now would they?
* Ron Harrison: http://m.washingtonpost.com/business/what-caused-thefinancial-crisis-the-big-lie-goes-viral/2011/10/31/gIQAXlSOqM_story.html?
tid=pm_business_pop
"Rather than admit the error of their ways, those who helped cause the financial
crisis are engaged in an active campaign to rewrite history."
* Carl Adams: So you used a program that was a lessening of regulations which
you support to buy a house but then lament that it was the government that forced the
banks to make the loans which you benefited from and took advantage of. But because
you made the payments without some drastic shock to your financials (health care
crisis) or unemployment (oh wait you got compensation for that) you are not part of the
problem. So the milk off the teat is fine as long as what – you don't swallow? So the
safety nets are all fine to use, it is the principal of the thing that makes you mad? Take
a stand – don't use them. Start small – stop blaming others, set the example for what
you preach, unless you want to change that book to whatever you want to believe at the
moment.
* ME: i will never begrudge someone for taking advantage of an available
program...but i will definitely criticize the existence of the program if it's
unconstitutional. unlike you, i don't prefer to attack individuals personally who find
themselves in unfortunate situations and use programs they see as sometimes their only
hope or help...but more often than not, it's these programs and other wasteful,
destructive gov't policies that lead to people having their economic opportunities
limited/hindered/destroyed in the first place.
* Carl Adams: But if it is unconstitutional why did you use it? I am saying
stand up for what you believe in...I am not attacking individuals but rather trying to
show that individuals make choices and make use of programs to attempt to better
themselves. Those programs were put in place to help and sometimes they
do...sometimes they don't. When you use them you say they helped – when others
want to use them, you say it is unconstitutional and shouldn't be allowed.
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* ME: Ron – nowhere in that article above (about the "big lie") does the author
actually provide ANY evidence whatsoever to refute the fact that the government
forced banks to make those loans! he talks about a lot of other related issues/laws/
actions, but does not refute what he calls the "big lie". do you even read these articles
before you post them, especially if you're going to use it as the basis for your
argument??? this moron also indicated that he believes that the climate is warming (no,
it's actually cooling...but man can't affect it either way anyway), and that evolution is a
fact (so, i guess there's no God after all). wow.
* Carl Adams: Now are we going to spin this that humans were alive with
dinosaurs and before adam/eve all dinosaurs were herbivores? The climate is changing.
Men did evolve and you have a higher probability of supporting the wrong religion
than atheists have for being wrong. And by calling someone a moron you hearken back
to how "you" don't attack individuals.
* Ron Harrison: Yes, that "moron" is a successful investor who has written a
respected book about the crisis ("Bailout Nation") and believes in things backed up by
data and facts, such as global warming and evolution. I suppose you're right that he
didn't try to prove that banks weren't coerced (how exactly would he do that?), but he
provided lots of data points to support that it was a negligible factor, at best. Can you
show evidence that it happened, or that it was a critical factor? If it was so important,
why did other nations not subject to the CRA or Fannie & Freddie go through similar
boom/bust cycles? The entire developed world engaged in real estate speculation and
risky financial trading during the 'Aughts. We just led the way. It wasn't all Barney
Frank pimping NINJA loans to poor folks.
Here, this one more directly addresses the role of CRA:
http://www.ritholtz.com/blog/2011/11/examining-the-big-lie-how-the-facts-ofthe-economic-crisis-stack-up/
And yes, I read these.
* ME: there are lots of successful morons...just look at al gore. he's made
millions off the perpetuation of the hoax of "man-made global warming" (and no Carl,
there is no data to support that, despite what the media want you to believe). yes, the
climate is changing...as it always has. and Ron – that particular successful investor
moron did nothing to prove that the gov't forcing banks to make those loans was "a
negligible factor"...the fact that it occurred is THE factor! (for more on this, see the
Community Reinvestment Act, which was introduced to address the "issue" of
"redlining", which was said to be based upon discrimination against minorities/poor
people.) and are you really going to say that the rest of the world isn't going thru a
fiscal crisis too???
* Ron Harrison: No, I said that other nations DID have a real estate bubble,
without the malign influence of the CRA and Fannie/Freddie, as Ritholtz points out –
assuming you read it. He also points out that most of the U.S. banks making subprime
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loans were privately owned and not subject to the CRA. Believe it or don't, but I'll take
the word of a well-regarded investor and economic journalist over your unproven
assertions.
C'mon, at least link to some Austrian School economists. They are always good
for a laugh.
* ME: i find it simply amazing that you think that all of your "well regarded"
experts/investors/journalists/economists are completely free of any ideological
influence whatsoever. just like all of the UN climatologists who keep touting manmade global warming!
* Ron Harrison: When did I say they are free of ideology? No one is. That
doesn't mean they are wrong. 98% scientific consensus is pretty convincing, man. But
like I said, you can believe what you want.
* ME: THERE IS NO CONSENSUS IN SCIENCE. otherwise, it ain't science,
it's a majority rules popularity contest. why they are wrong is because they IGNORE
actual science in favor of their ideology, or in favor of their desire for more grant
money from ideologists who control the purse strings. how many times do they have to
be revealed to be fabricating their "evidence" or overestimating their dire predictions
before you believe that their analysis might actually be wrong???
* Ron Harrison: I really question your ability to correctly judge the validity of
atmospheric science. I question my own too, which is why a 98% confidence level is
compelling to me.
* ME: even if those "98%" (it's not nearly that high, but whatever) later admit to
just making stuff up??? which has happened, of course, with the leaked emails out of
east anglia, and the more recent news about the overblown projections from the UN's
IPCC, just to name a few of the biggest examples.
* Ron Harrison: 97-98%, and very few "made stuff up." But, as you say,
"Whatever." We are not likely to agree on this.
* ME: you're right, it was very few who made stuff up...but it was only the most
fundamentally important data to the whole "man-made global warming" argument. but
who cares about that, as long as the ideology is advanced???
* Ron Harrison: http://www.politifact.com/truth-ometer/statements/2011/aug/14/tim-pawlenty/do-scientists-disagree-about-globalwarming/
"Climate change has become a touchy subject in the Republican primary.
Though some candidates once supported plans to reduce carbon emissions, such
strategies have fallen out of favor with Republicans in recent years."
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http://www.factcheck.org/2009/12/climategate/
"In late November 2009, more than 1,000 e-mails between scientists at the
Climate Research Unit of the U.K.'s University of East Anglia were stolen and made
public by an as-yet-unnamed hacker. Climate skeptics are claiming that they show
scientific misconduct that amounts to the complete fabrication..."
* ME: i cannot tell you how many times factcheck.org has been wrong...just
their first few bullet points in this link are glaring examples.
"The messages, which span 13 years, show a few scientists in a bad light, being
rude or dismissive. An investigation is underway, but there's still plenty of evidence
that the earth is getting warmer and that humans are largely responsible." – this is false,
as recent evidence actually proves that the earth has been COOLING over the last few
decades. and there's NO WAY to prove that humans are responsible for either heating
or cooling. i've said it before, but i guess all those prehistoric SUVs and factories must
have been pretty powerful to have brought us out of the ice age, huh?
"Some critics say the e-mails negate the conclusions of a 2007 report by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, but the IPCC report relied on data from a
large number of sources, of which CRU was only one." – it was the largest and most
heavily relied upon source...nice how they tout it as the holy grail BEFORE it's proven
to have been falsified, and then afterwards, it's just one inconsequential source of many.
"E-mails being cited as 'smoking guns' have been misrepresented. For instance,
one e-mail that refers to 'hiding the decline' isn't talking about a decline in actual
temperatures as measured at weather stations. These have continued to rise, and 2009
may turn out to be the fifth warmest year ever recorded. The 'decline' actually refers to
a problem with recent data from tree rings." – this is complete hogwash, and ignores
the fact that we were told for years that tree ring measurements were an accurate source
of data that PROVED global warming existed. but when these emails were leaked, it's
just cast aside. plus, i love how they just ASSUME that the dude who wrote the email
was referring to tree rings, when there's no evidence of that whatsoever, and how they
try to define "trick" to mean something totally innocuous, instead of the deception it
clearly was.
and in your other link about pawlenty, they say that "To check the first claim,
we turned to the most recent report by the U.N. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), a scientific body considered the leading international organization on
climate science." never mind that the IPCC was recently discovered to have overstated
the rise in temperature that earth actually experienced, per one of their leaked reports,
which hadn't yet been scrubbed to coincide with the goals of the narrative:
http://www.foxnews.com/science/2013/01/28/un-climate-report-modelsoverestimated-global-warming/?test=latestnews#ixzz2jkhwlq9w
"A preliminary draft of a report by the UN's Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) was leaked to the public earlier this month, and climate
skeptics say it contains new evidence that IPCC models have overestimated global
warming from 1990 to 2011."
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Chapter 37 - DEBATE: 8.5 MILLION LEFT LABOR FORCE IN OBAMA'S FIRST TERM

Whether people choose not to work or can't find a job, the simple fact that they're not in the
labor force means that there is no "economic recovery". And this might very well be the
best, most comprehensive argument for constitutionally limited government in this whole
book (and that you've ever been exposed to in your entire life, actually).

I commented on a link on my page on 2 February 2013, and tagged a few
friends in it as well:
Since Barack Obama took office in January of 2009, 8.5 million Americans
have left the labor force, including 169,000 in January 2013, who just gave up looking
for work. And we're supposed to be all excited about 157,000 jobs being created in
January. It'll be interesting to see how libs try to sell this as a good thing (I'm looking
at you, Dean Johnson and Ron Harrison and Carl Adams).
8.5 Million Americans Left Labor Force In Obama's First Term |
www.newsbusters.org
COMMENTS:
*Ron Harrison: There's a reason why I brought up the financial crisis. That is
why the economy crashed, not Obama. A long, slow recovery (typical after a balancesheet recession) is better than no recovery at all. And like I said, I fail to see what
McCain or Romney would have done differently.
* Hank Malcolms: But that is a net of 12K liberal voters in 2016.
* Carl Adams: And of those 8.5 million how many are choosing not to work?
My wife chooses to stay home while I go off to do whatever Uncle Sam wants – or
some are just leaving traditional work to do other things. That number is large and are
we underproductive, yes. Do we have a crisis – yes. Did Obama and the stimulus
miscalculate the unemployment range given the stimulus – yes. Did they want nearly
100% more stimulus than what was given – yes. Would that have made a difference –
unknown. The high range of unemployment, 10%, was 2% higher than their estimate.
It could have been just as easily 6% according to "signals and noise" by nate silver but
there was an error in their sample. Is this excusable – no. Should we learn to realize
that what people plan and what occurs is not typically the same – yes. This isn't how
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"liberals" – which I I am not – spin something. This is looking at it rationally without
the bias.
* Hank Malcolms: They would have not done Obamacare which is an epic
failure before it even gets going.
*Ron Harrison: Is Obamacare holding back the recovery? Maybe, but probably
not. It is private sector debt, especially mortgage debt, which is likely restraining
consumer spending and corporate investment. And that is what needs to be addressed,
if Congress could stop generating artificial crises over the federal debt.
Notice I say "probably" and "likely," because there are a lot of complex factors
when it comes to the economy, and unlike conservatives, I do not think I am infallible.
* Hank Malcolms: Ron, you need to watch this video...wasn't on NBC or CNN
so you probably missed it. Obamacare most definitely is stopping progress:
Confirmed: Obamacare Is Already Killing Jobs – Thank You Democrats
(Video) | www.humanevents.com
* Ron Harrison: http://www.businessinsider.com/how-debt-and-deleveraging...
A Pathbreaking New Study Shows What's REALLY Causing Sky-High
Unemployment | www.businessinsider.com
Mystery solved.
I don't watch T.V. news.
* Carl Adams: Without even seeing either – I will say that businessinsider over
"humanevents" will rate higher as a source.
* ME: then you are most definitely misguided, to put it kindly. i will comment
further on the other nonsense above later when i have more time.
* Carl Adams: again with the personal attacks – I thought you said you didn't do
that.
* Hank Malcolms: Haha! We will see.
* Ron Harrison: http://www.bloomberg.com/.../household-debt-is-at-heart...
Household Debt Is at Heart of Weak U.S. Economy: Business Class |
www.bloomberg.com
http://www.csmonitor.com/.../Obamacare-countdown-How-will...
Obamacare countdown: How will reform affect the economy? |
www.csmonitor.com
The health-care law could strain household budgets, but drastic impacts on the
US economy over the coming decade are unlikely, experts say.
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* Dean Johnson: At it's core, this is not a political issue...I know everyone wants
to score points and make it a political issue. I see 3 major issues with employment
rates. 1) Technology – the advancements in technology over the past 8-10 years
(Moore's Law) have not only eliminated jobs, but have eliminated the need for them
ever again. 2) Education – our education system over the past 50 years has not adapted
to the service based economy that we are... We don't have enough qualified people for
the jobs that need to be filled. 3) our economy is still very young and in the past 20
years we have seen more women enter the workforce and baby boomers are not retiring
(see economy)... If you honestly believe that a president can just pass a few laws or get
rid of some existing ones to overcome these problems, then you are not thinking
rationally. I know you want to make this a political issue and I'm sure I can take some
numbers and spin them to make Obama or anyone look good...but that is not the
point...So blaming this president or the republican house really doesn't address the real
issues with our economy...
* Ron Harrison: Dean, you make a fundamentally conservative argument, and
do not deserve to be lumped in with the likes of me!
* Carl Adams: Well said, Dean.
* ME: no offense intended, of course, but despite how well that was said, it's
also completely misguided (and no, that's not a "personal attack", just an observation of
fact). how many business owners need to point out the destructiveness of obamacare
before you believe it? the technology thing is a myth...just because technological
advancements reduce the need for some jobs doesn't mean that it doesn't lead to other
jobs. the invention of the automobile also led to people no longer needing buggy
whips...so they just migrated to other jobs related to the newer technology.
on education...yes, the education system has not adapted properly, but that was
purely intentional, by those who want to dumb down the populace to make them
unaware of the proper role of gov't and the purpose of the constitution, in order to push
through more harmful policies that only serve to inhibit personal liberty. the president
and congress DO have much ability to affect the economy...how much more evidence
do you need than the economy-boosting tax cuts of kennedy/reagan/bush, as well as the
harmful economic policies of wilson/FDR/LBJ/obama, which only served to prolong
periods of economic stagnation/recession?
but Dean was right about one thing...this is bigger than just an economic
problem, and is more of a political one...and is precisely one of the biggest reasons that
the founders limited the power/scope/reach of the federal government, to prevent them
from having such an impact over things that directly affect our lives, such as the
economy.
sorry, i misread Dean's comment...he said that it's NOT a political issue...which
is of course wrong (unless you think that politics has nothing to do with the
constitution). gov't does things it's not required/allowed to do, and we all suffer as a
result – economically and otherwise. just because you WANT gov't to do certain
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things is irrelevant, if the constitution doesn't specifically require/allow it to...and the
only way to expand its power is to amend the constitution. otherwise, any expansion of
gov't power at the expense of the liberty of EVEN ONE individual is illegal, regardless
of any former "legal precedent", if it runs contrary to the constitution.
and Carl – on your earlier comment about those who choose not to work, people
like your wife and my wife who choose to be homemakers are not the same as those
who would work if there were jobs available...or if we didn't make it so easy for them
not to have to work by providing for all their needs/wants via gov't. many of those
people still have their cell phones/flat screen TVs/cars/food/shelter/clothing without
having to do any real work for it on their own (for a good microcosmic example of this,
see the video from right before the election with the "obamaphone" lady).
* Ron Harrison: Lots of unproven assertions here...the CBO and others have
estimated that Obamacare is not likely to be a net drag on the economy, and should
actually lower the deficit by reducing Medicare payments to providers. MEDICARE
CUTS. You know, what conservatives are always clamoring for. If you're going to
question economic experts, at least cite some conservative economists – I'm not really
interested in what amateurs say about the economy. I'm thinking of Kenneth Rogoff,
Martin Feldstein, and others who have some legit gripes about Obama's version of
Keynesianism.
But most of them would dismiss your positions as supply-side nonsense. Art
Laffer was a crank, and so is Grover Norquist – the sooner we can agree that the
economy needs sensible stimulus followed by sensible cuts (when we are closer to full
employment), the better.
And it hardly goes without saying that a strict Constitutionalist view is not
helpful. The Constitution is not a suicide pact.
* Dean Johnson: The Safelink (obamaphone) was created under GW Bush...
Ugh...some people you can't reason with. Embrace, if you are comparing the
current technological advancement to that of the automobile (more of a manufacturing
advancement), you are very misguided. The automobile or assembly line created the
need for actual human beings to be present and work. The current advancements in
technology take away that need. It does create a need for people with a certain skills
set – however, that number required is a small fraction of the amount of work it
replaces. Think about stock brokers, bank tellers, manufacturing, research analysts,
secretaries (voice mail) & travel agents. I work for IBM – we go into businesses and
create ways (using technology) to eliminate the need for people (we do other stuff too).
You are in Vegas now – did you book that trip (flight, hotel) online or did you work
with a travel agent (small business)? The list goes on and on...It is creative destruction
– however, less is created than destroyed. These are jobs that are not only gone, but
will never come back – no matter what kind of laws are passed or "tax breaks" are
given. At its core – it is not a political issue. I could point to research, analysis and
theories that counter your financial heroics of Bush & Reagan – then you will point to
some other research that counters that. You need/want this to be a political issue –
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because that feeds ideological hatred and blame to the half of government you disagree
with. This technological advancement leads to my next point...our broken education
system (let me guess, Democrats' fault). People need to blame someone and while you
blame the Democrats for the world's problems and someone else points the finger at the
Republicans, nothing gets done. Not all of the world's problems are Republican or
Democrat...but to think otherwise requires reasoning, rationalizing and the thought that
you might actually have to agree with someone that prefers a different political party
than you.
* Carl Adams: It is just good to see others point this out to Embrace but alas I
feel it will not work.
* ME: Dean, how many thousands of people assemble iPhones in china?
regardless of the technological/manufacturing advancements, people are still needed for
jobs. but anyway, this circle jerk obviously isn't going anywhere, since the three of you
are oblivious to facts and history that consistently prove you wrong. to think that the
art laffers of the world are "cranks" and that the constitutional limits on government
represent a "suicide pact" and that you only see the "intolerance" of conservatives who
refuse to agree with you proves that what i like to refer to as "media slavery" is alive
and well...and that the transformation of the education system to one of indoctrination
has been very successful.
so, let me just ask two simple questions: 1. when has the government ever done
anything to actually help/strengthen the economy, and 2. where in the constitution does
it say that it's allowed to? (by the way, if you're opposed to the constitution, and are
aware of its purpose, then you are, by extension, opposed to the founding of this
country.)
* Ron Harrison: Art Laffer is for a carbon tax now, so I may have judged him
unfairly...
1. Rural electrification and the national highway system; 2. I don't care.
Oh, and the Internet.
* ME: yeah, because none of those things would have happened without
government, right??? and i didn't ask what the government did that was able to be used
long-term, i asked what they did to help/strengthen the economy...none of those things
technically did that, as they siphoned money out of the economy to pay for them, which
arguably could have been better spent/used by the private sector to do them (or even
other alternatives) even better. just because the economy grew in the long-term while
USING the electrical grid and highways and the internet, does not mean that they were
economically good investments by the government, specifically.
i'd also recommend other economists to you, but i'm sure you'd also think that
thomas sowell, milton friedman, and walter williams are "cranks" too. i'd challenge
you to read "basic economics" by sowell, but i'm sure that would go right over your
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head too, if it dared challenge the "experts" you rely on so heavily now to do your
thinking for you.
but your answer to question #2 is the most important one. if you don't care
about what the constitution has to say about gov't, then you have invalidated all of your
other responses on all other issues that have anything to do with gov't/politics/etc.
subordinating individual liberty to an ever-growing government is a recipe for
disaster...and is precisely why the people running the media and education are so happy
to have you on board with their purposeful destruction, even if you're unaware of the
dire costs of your complete disregard for the founding principles of this country.
anyone who wonders why this country is in the sorry state it's in now has to look no
further than your "i don't care" above, and the microcosmic catastrophe that represents,
as millions of voters share your unfortunate view of america's foundation.
* Ron Harrison: That doesn't make sense. If they helped the economy "longterm," then they helped the economy. What are you quibbling about?
I'm not that familiar with Sowell and Williams. I dare say that I grasp
Friedman's position on monetary policy better than you do.
Whatever, dude. Your absolutist position on a 200-year-old document is naive
and reductionist. Lincoln and FDR were our best presidents because they knew when
to look past the letter of the law and do what was best for The People. The
Constitution is a living document, not the Immutable Word of God transcribed by holy
saints. I respect the Founders, but times have changed. You haven't.
* Dean Johnson: Embrace, are Republicans exempt from your disdain for
government? You are in the heart of government spending... Look at the amount of
money that is spent on military contractors and other defense crap in your area. How
has it impacted your local community? Positive or negative?
* Carl Adams: You are saying the internet was not good for the economy and
not a good investment? And if you think the teachers are joining together in a
conspiracy to undermine the US you haven't met too many teachers...you need to put
the tinfoil hat back on. Stop watching Bill O'Reilly and read something other than selfvalidating arguments – fuse that information and analyze the situation. You do work in
this business where you are supposed to be unbiased and approach the facts from all
angles right? Or are you the reason I keep running off to poorly conceived crisis
moments?
* Ron Harrison: http://www.forbes.com/.../milton-friedman-on-the-case.../
Milton Friedman On The Case For QE3 – Forbes | www.forbes.com
* Blaine Atkins: Terrible abuse of statistics there. Taking the labor force
estimate and subtracting the working age population estimate does not equate to people
leaving the labor force. This number is always negative because the labor force is only
2/3 of the working age population. 3.7 million "left" during the second Bush II
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administration, 6.7 million "left" during the first Bush II, 3.2 million left under
Clinton's second, 1.2 million left during his first, 3.3 million left under Bush I...there
are plenty of good reasons to bash Obama that won't make you look silly.
* ME: Ron – i didn't say that they HELPED the economy long-term, i said that
the economy GREW long-term while using them. big difference there...which i'm not
surprised you missed. and friedman's comments may very well be accurate for japan,
but not for america, which, unlike japan, has constitutional limitations upon gov't to
prevent it from having that type of control over the economy.
your disdain for the constitution is not surprising, but is disappointing. aren't/
weren't you in the military? didn't you take an oath to uphold that document and what
it stands for? did that oath mean nothing to you? america (not americans) is
exceptional because of the ideals enshrined in that document (and the declaration of
independence, which is the foundation for the constitution)...limited gov't in favor of
individual liberty. despite any changing times, those principles remain the same. and
if you want to change it, then you amend it. at least lincoln's anti-slavery motives were
in line with individual liberty, but to compare him to FDR shows a complete lack of
understanding of FDR's nanny-statism.
Dean – gov't is allowed by the constitution (required, actually) to do national
defense. we can argue all day about the best ways for them to do that, but the fact
remains that they're supposed to do that, and NOT supposed to do all of the social
programs that you love.
Carl – I don't watch bill o'reilly. and regardless of the economic benefit of
anything or whether or not it's a good investment, it still doesn't mean that it's the
government's job. and if you think that today's public education system is up to snuff,
then you are walking proof that it's not.
Blaine – are you really going to dispute the fact that over 8 million people are
not working today who were working before obama took office? how exactly does
pointing that out make me look silly? not that i'm saying that any of this is the
government's job anyway (see my above comments about constitutional limits on
gov't), but we're told constantly that we're in a "recovery", and i am simply posting
information disproving that. ALL government is harmful to economic growth...and
obama has set that bar higher than maybe ever before in our country's history.
* Ron Harrison: You're splitting hairs between "growing" and "helping" the
economy is confusing. I don't think most economists would make a distinction.
Yes, Friedman was talking about Japan, but we are in basically the same
situation as Japan was (and still is), with long-term stagnant growth after a financial
crash. If the Fed can help, it should. Bernanke thinks it can, and he is no Socialist,
despite what idiots like Ron Paul and Rick Perry might say.
I was not in the military, but I did take an oath to protect the Constitution. I
simply differ from you as to what is "Constitutional." To you, anything not explicitly
authorized by the Constitution is verboten. To me, it is not. So if deficit spending or
the government purchasing assets will help the economy, then we should do it. If not,
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we shouldn't. I do not accept your using the Constitution as an argumentative weapon
against any policy you happen to dislike. If the Supreme Court strikes down stimulus
or Obamacare (which it almost did, but did not), then we can revisit this position. Until
then, I simply "don't care" about this line of argument. It's not that I don't care about
the Constitution, and I apologize if I conveyed that impression, but you do get on my
nerves occasionally.
I'm glad you like Lincoln...for once we agree. I think that FDR too did what he
thought was right for the country, and helped usher us through both the Depression and
most of WWII, often without the help of conservatives who sought to tie his hands at
every turn for political reasons. I strongly oppose cutting spending while the economy
is still recovering, and I also think raising taxes, esp. the payroll tax, was a mistake. I
am pro-recovery, not pro-government, per se'. We can fight about the proper role of
government in healthcare (most of the long-run debt problem) after the recovery is
complete. Unfortunately, we are having all of the arguments at once, and killing the
recovery.
* ME: FDR's policies actually helped prolong the depression by about 7 years.
but what does that matter, as long as we eventually came out of it, right? if you differ
from me as to what is constitutional, then you differ from the constitution. there are
reasons why this country was founded the way it was, and the founders were very
specifically clear about those reasons when they founded it. if you think that anything
not explicitly authorized by the constitution is not unconstitutional, then you are
absolutely wrong. the worst part is, you know you're wrong, but you think that
whatever you FEEL the government should do is reason enough to violate the
constitution. and relying solely upon the judgment of the supreme court as to what is
constitutional is not very wise, as you well know...they also ruled slavery constitutional
before, so...it was okay then too???
the fed, by definition, cannot "help" the economy...since in order to provide that
"help" it must take money from those who have earned it and redistribute it to others
who haven't earned it. there's a word for that...theft. but if you feel that that kind of
theft is okay, then the constitution be damned, right?
* Ron Harrison: FDR's policies helped prolong the Depression by 7 years?
Please link to a study which says that. Please also try to make it a fairly unbiased
source, i.e. not Human Events, Heritage, etc., but frankly at this point I'll settle for what
I can get over your unsourced assertions.
I don't think I'm wrong, but it's kind of you to explain to me what my true
motives are (the destruction of the Republic via World Socialism, apparently). Since
you think I'm wrong, again, please provide some evidence that the Founders meant to
prevent any broad interpretation of the Constitution. I'm sure some of them did, but
since they were not all of one accord, some likely did not. You have a point about the
Supreme Court not always being right, but that is why the branches exist – to provide
checks on the others. Good people can disagree, as differing opinions among the
justices are frequent, but your ideology apparently does not allow for such nuances. I
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am happy to provide evidence to back up my assertions – strange that you do not often
do the same, and when you do they are to right-wing outlets like newsbusters which
don't claim to a hint of objectivity.
The Fed doesn't take money from the economy, it creates money and uses it to
purchase assets, leaving it open to charges of "printing money" and risking
hyperinflation, which would be more likely if the economy was not still so sluggish.
Your hero Art Laffer has made similar statements, but he is incorrect: borrowing
money or printing money does not take money out of the economy, it shifts future
spending into the present and obviously creates the problem of debt, but it is not taking
money out of the private sector now. If the private sector now was actually functioning
properly we would not be having this conversation, we would be bickering about
something else; abortion, maybe. It is not always wise to have the Fed run too loose a
ship (as it did in the run-up to the '08 Crash), but it is also unhelpful for the Fed to keep
monetary policy too tight, as it did through most of the Depression and arguably as it is
doing now. Milton Friedman and others argued that this is what prolonged the
Depression, not the New Deal. So tight money is the last thing we need, and it would
be nice if conservatives recognized this instead of attacking the Fed and Bernanke.
These discussions would be more productive if you could actually get your facts
straight before attacking people and their motives. It's also hilarious for YOU to accuse
ME of promoting a political agenda, as you are by far the most ideological person I
have ever come across.
* Dean Johnson: Since I believe in a safety net, I love social programs? The
fact is I agree with some of them and disagree with others (corporate welfare)... Why
would I "love" something I don't benefit from? I have never relied on a government
handout or government contract to pay any of my bills or debts. I do believe in
creating an environment where our poor and those that cannot take care of themselves
should be given a chance at a decent life...I do think we go to far and allow too many to
take advantage. The constitution says nothing about an Air Force, yet we have one – is
that unconstitutional? You can extrapolate a few clauses in the constitution to justify
anything military related or world-domination related (not in constitution), but you
can't use that same basic logic in any other areas (social programs)? There are 2 types
of people, those who need to be told what to believe (through religion or other
historical documents) and those that can use common sense and rational thoughts and
understand that our world is not the same as it was 1000 years ago or 200 years ago...
Government does have an important role in any organized civilization... What social
programs do you despise so much?
I always appreciate a good economic theory argument especially when people
quote famous economists... Our economy is VERY young... So looking for concrete
answers is impossible... They are all theories (aka, educated guesses) and they are all
biased...
* ME: Dean – lots of libs "love" things they don't receive direct benefits from...
but the benefit you derive from them is feeling good about being "compassionate" for
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supporting those programs. as for your question, i despise the existence of any federal
social program that is not specifically listed in the constitution as being a duty of
government...so, that would be any and all of them. if it's not required (enumerated),
then it's not permitted. as for your nonsensical comment about the air force, that is just
an extension/evolution of national defense, which IS an enumerated power of the
federal government.
Ron – seriously, will you believe anything that doesn't come from one of your
"well-respected" or "expert" economic journalists? now that paul krugman (one of the
most "well-respected" economic journalists out there...he won the nobel prize after
all...can't get much more "respect" than that!) is saying that raising taxes on the middle
class is necessary, as well as death panels, how does that jibe with all of that
"expertise" we've heard up till now that told us that these things wouldn't happen?
i could write a book here about how the founders wanted strict adherence to the
constitution and its limits on federal gov't power, but would you read it? you've chosen
up till now to ignore the voluminous writings explaining this (the federalist papers
being one of the most in-depth), wherein even the inclusion of a bill of rights was
argued against, as the default position of government is to be an ABSENCE OF
POWER. thus, anything that the federal government does MUST be specifically
required/allowed in the constitution...and if it isn't there already, but the people decide
that they want it included, then we have a process in place whereby we can amend the
constitution and add it. otherwise, as the tenth amendment points out (or more
precisely, further clarifies): "The powers not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively,
or to the people."
as it turns out, the anti-federalists were more correct in their pessimistic view of
how people would misuse the constitution as a pretext for an INCREASE of
government power, while ignoring its basic purpose of LIMITING government...and
they wisely pushed for the inclusion of a bill of rights. although, as alexander hamilton
spelled out in Federalist 84, since the government was not to have any powers beyond
those specifically enumerated, a bill of rights should not have been necessary, as "They
would contain various exceptions to powers which are not granted; and on this very
account, would afford a colorable pretext to claim more than were granted. For why
declare that things shall not be done which there is no power to do? Why for instance,
should it be said, that the liberty of the press shall not be restrained, when no power is
given by which restrictions may be imposed? I will not contend that such a provision
would confer a regulating power; but it is evident that it would furnish, to men disposed
to usurp, a plausible pretense for claiming that power."
and here's your "non-biased" study about FDR's policies prolonging the
depression...i wouldn't expect you to have heard of this before, because it's the type of
info that the media wouldn't want people to know about:
http://newsroom.ucla.edu/releases/FDR-s-Policies-Prolonged-Depression-5409
FDR's policies prolonged Depression by 7 years, UCLA economists calculate
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* Ron Harrison: Ok, so you're a Tenther. Got it. You could have just said so
months ago and saved us both a lot of aggravation and possible carpal tunnel
syndrome...I'd have more luck arguing with a devout Muslim about the divinity of
Jesus.
Tell you what, in my ample spare time I'll check out The Federalist Papers and
maybe The Road to Serfdom and get back to you.
* Carl Adams: Dang I need to catch up...I am still trying to figure out what US
company was going to build roads throughout the US and wire it for the uninvented
internet without some unconstitutional help from the USG...And you can reason with a
muslim about religion?
* ME: Ron – okay, so let me get this straight...we just get to pick and choose
which parts of the constitution we like, and ignore the parts that we don't? i'm also a
firster, a seconder, a thirder, a fourther, a fifther...and on and on. i'm simply a
constitutionalist. why do you choose to deride support for the tenth amendment, as if
it's some aberration to the rest of the constitution? why is it any less important than the
ones before it, or those after it, like the 13th (abolished slavery) or the 19th (women's
suffrage) or even the 16th (established income tax), to name a few?
and by the way, i'd have no problem arguing with a devout muslim (or anyone
else) about the divinity of Jesus, because i believe it. and since i know WHY i believe
it, i'm perfectly willing and able to explain it to others. i can't control if others accept
the truth, i can only do my job of imparting it to them. "I planted the seed, Apollos
watered it, but God made it grow." – 1 Corinthians 3:6
Carl – you're absolutely right...NO private company has ever accomplished
anything in this country or ever done or created anything of any significance...it's ALL
been via government.
* Carl Adams: No, I never said that but you can take the absolutist view...but
you know we all like to pick and choose what part of something we like...that is natural
– look at religion. As far as your statement on private companies you said they would
have built the internet and the roads. I am trying to figure out which ones...I do know
that companies do great things and better when not burdened with regulation, however
sometimes they need regulation because they will sacrifice people over profits...look at
the rivers in the 80s or...oh never mind, you wouldn't look at anything other than what
you "believe" regardless of the accuracy.
* ME: i never said there shouldn't be ANY regulations, but they need to be
commensurate with the few limited constitutional duties of the federal government.
and do you really think that there were NO regulations in place BEFORE those rivers
got polluted in the 80s? the EPA was established under nixon (who was president
before the 80s)...shouldn't all of those regulations already in place have prevented such
a disaster? how many times does government have to fail miserably before you start to
realize that it's incapable of succeeding at all of these things it takes upon itself to
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manage/solve? that is one of the MANY reasons the founders set up our system of
limited government in the first place.
as far as which specific private companies would have built the internet and the
roads...that's irrelevant. who cares? the fact remains that an unfettered free market is
the best recipe for innovation and progress, and the constitution PROHIBITS
government from being involved in most of what it does...by not specifically
REQUIRING it to do those things.
* Dean Johnson: "Unfettered free market..." has to be one of my favorite tag
lines. Can you explain this to me? Is it like the Superbowl without refs? I used to play
a lot of pick up basketball games, and every once in a while you get the group that likes
to argue and complain. Eventually, the ball goes out and nobody can agree whose ball
it is... It leads to yelling and arguing, and the game just stops while everyone argues
and complains – eventually I just leave while people continue arguing... This is what I
picture when I hear the THEORY of unfettered free markets. Do you have ANY
empirical evidence proving this is the "BEST recipe"? Just b/c you say something
doesn't make it true... The fact remains that the US economy is the strongest that has
ever existed (it's resilient)... It does have many flaws, however I would not risk
completely changing it based on your "theory" of unfettered free market...the risk could
be a complete disaster. So again, 1) what exactly is this unfettered free market you
speak of (other than a catch line by some tv guy on CNBC)? 2) What empirical
evidence exists to support this idea (not some well-written research paper with only
assumptions)?
* Carl Adams: Unfettered Free Market = CDOs....I get it!
* ME: i want to warn you that your football analogy, which admittedly at first i
thought was bogus, is actually much more applicable than even you realize, and i plan
to appropriate it fully to advance my point...which i'm sure will frustrate you
mightily...but when has that ever stopped me before? in the meantime, i think it's
worth highlighting how you libs wig out whenever someone mentions anything about
limiting government control over our lives in any way...simply amazing.
also, i just wanted to also point out how i find it curious that only conservatives/
republicans are demanded to provide "empirical evidence" or studies or other proof of
what they say...all while liberals/democrats are never challenged (except by a few
people like me) when they make crazy comments or just say outright stupid things. the
hypocritical double-standard is glaring. i'll bet you can tell me that dan quayle
misspelled "potato" years ago, but obama pronounces "corpsman" as "corpseman" (on
two different occasions!) and says that there are 57 states...and not a peep. there are
desktop calendars devoted to GWB's "bushisms", but the above and more inane
comments from obama, pelosi, harry reid, etc. are completely ignored. and have we
EVER had such a walking gaffe machine as joe biden??? romney's said to be a flipflopper...and i think that around the election you even said something like he hasn't yet
"figured out what he stands for"...and yet during the state of the union, obama derided
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the sequester as a horrible, harmful thing...when it was his idea in the first place! these
are just a very few of the countless examples of liberals/democrats getting away with
being idiots, all because the media ignores them, and would rather work to protect them
from scrutiny in favor of harming conservatives/republicans...all for the sake of
advancing liberalism.
an unfettered free market is just that – an economy unburdened by limitations or
restrictions that prevent individuals/companies from engaging in trade with one
another. that's not to say that there shouldn't be RULES, but that's also not to say that
those rules have to interfere with the game as well. as far as your analogy about the
super bowl and/or pickup basketball games, the fact remains that there are ALREADY
rules in place for how those games are to be played. the refs don't get to change the
rules in the middle of the super bowl, do they? the kind of interference you want to
occur in the market would be like the refs stepping in and unfairly saying that because
they view team A as being at some kind of disadvantage to team B, then team A gets to
start all of their drives at their opponent's 20 yard line, while team B has to start on
their own 5. or that team B's receivers have to only catch the ball with one hand, in
order to give team A's defensive backs a "fair shot" at winning.
and as for your pickup basketball games, that's actually the way it's supposed to
work...if the rules are agreed upon beforehand, and then you realize that one side is not
going to play fair, then you walk away having learned your lesson, and you spread the
word to other potential players that they might not want to get involved with those
players who will try to cheat and take advantage of them at the first opportunity. the
reason we have refs for these types of games is not to change the rules mid-game, but
to make sure that everyone abides by the rules, and to provide recourse for anyone who
suffers as a result of their opponent NOT abiding by the rules (such as taking someone
to court for violating a contract).
refs, and government, are supposed to be dispassionate observers of the game,
who are there only to make sure that everyone abides by the SAME rules, applied
EQUALLY to ALL players. but this is violated with our progressive income tax
system, where those who earn more are punished for that success, while those who earn
less are sometimes not required to pay any income tax at all (and even sometimes get
money BACK from the government), all while getting at least equal protection from
government as those evil rich people do, and usually more benefits. if the income tax is
allowed to continue to exist, then it MUST be universally applied to all citizens, either
as the same percentage or the same dollar amount. any other application of it is in
direct violation of the very constitutional amendment that authorized the income tax in
the first place.
you're right that the US economy is the strongest that has ever existed and is
resilient, but that's precisely BECAUSE it's based on a system of an unfettered free
market! the only changes that have occurred to it to test its resiliency are those
unnecessary restrictions and overbearing regulations that hamper liberty, and thus
economic growth.
and why would i have to provide "empirical evidence" that limiting government
in favor of individual liberty is the best recipe for economic growth? first of all, it's
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been proven time and time again (just look at the best, most recent examples of tax cuts
under GWB, reagan, kennedy leading to economic expansion and resultant increased
gov't revenue)...and expanded gov't control over the economy has been proven time and
time again to be harmful (obamacare leading to increased costs to companies/
individuals and job loss, FDR's policies extending the depression for 7 years, etc.). just
because there happen to be more articles or research papers written by the paul
krugmans of the world saying that increased gov't spending is the best economic policy
to pursue does not make it true.
and, to return to the always most important, fundamental point...regardless of
which approach is better at fostering economic growth...IT'S NOT THE
GOVERNMENT'S JOB. where in the constitution does it say that the government is
allowed to play ANY active role whatsoever in the direction of the economy? the
preamble to the constitution lays out the general requirements of government, and
article 1, section 8 lays out the specific duties/powers that congress is required/allowed
to execute ("enumerated powers") in fulfillment of those general requirements. if it's
not enumerated as a required power, then it's NOT allowed. it's that simple. and if we
want to expand government's reach and influence in the economy, then we have a
process whereby we can amend the constitution to include those additional
requirements. however, any such expansion of government power via such an
amendment would of course be unconstitutional, since it would violate the purpose of
the constitution, which is to limit government in favor of individual liberty.
and this leads back to how and why the founders set up the system they did, of
limited government, not just because the individual is supreme, but also because
recognizing that and implementing a system based upon it is THE VERY BEST recipe
for unlimited opportunity for everyone...and then those free individuals are free to
succeed – or fail – based upon their OWN initiative, desire, passion, work, effort, etc.
and along the way, if anyone doesn't live up to their end of any deals/contracts/
"games" they have agreed to engage in with anyone else, then the slighted party has
legal recourse to seek justice for being cheated. the refs just ensure that the rules
agreed upon by both teams are followed, not that one team gets an unfair advantage
over the other, or that one team has to chip in whatever the refs define as a "fair share"
in order to "level the playing field."
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Chapter 38 - COLUMN: ROMNEY JUST WASN'T CONSERVATIVE ENOUGH

There are differences between Romney and Obama, but not enough to satisfy disenchanted
constitutionalist voters after seeing the GOP cave to liberalism for decades.

(written on 6 May 2013)
Rush Limbaugh said recently: "Now, there are some who believe that the white
voters that didn't vote for Romney stayed home because of me and talk radio during the
primary. They believe that people like me during the Republican primaries were so
insistent that Romney just be a full-fledged card-carrying conservative, that's when he
wasn't, that we inspired the white vote to stay home. I think that is a crock. I'll tell you
what is going on, in my humble opinion. I think the white voters that did vote in '08,
didn't vote in 2012, are middle class voters who are listening to all the rhetoric coming
out of Washington and they're convinced that nobody gives a rat's rear end about them.
We gotta do this for that group. We gotta do that for that group."
But Rush is only half right here...he's right that he and others like him weren't
responsible for those voters staying home, but they did indeed stay home because they
thought Romney wasn't conservative enough. Many of them actually think there's no
difference at all between Romney and Obama (which is, of course, ludicrous, but that
sentiment does exist).
But Romney didn't do any favors for himself with his talk of maintaining
"progressivity" in the tax code, or "saving" unconstitutional programs like Social
Security and Medicare. He DID energize right-wingers a few times – with his pick of
Paul Ryan as VP, his accurate-but-infamous "47%" comment, his passionate first
debate performance, and his statement during the second debate that "government does
not produce jobs!"
But all of that just wasn't enough to overcome the bad taste that the GOP has
left in the mouths of constitutionalist voters after decades of succumbing to liberal
policies under the misguided notion of "compassionate conservatism".
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Chapter 39 - DEBATE: OBAMA SAYS NO TAX BREAKS FOR CORPORATE JET BUYERS

Only complete morons can believe and support a president who says he wants to reduce the
deficit, and yet works so hard to eliminate many of the jobs that provide the tax dollars to
fund the government.

I posted the following on my page on 25 February 2013:
When asked about his plans to end tax breaks for corporate jet buyers, and thus
endangering many middle class jobs, Obama said: "What we don't want to do is to give
somebody who's buyin' a corporate jet an extra tax break that ordinary people can't get.
Because they don't need it, and that's not the reason that they buy a corporate jet, I
promise ya. I haven't gone through an airport in a long time, and the reason people buy
corporate jets is it's extremely convenient and they can afford it, and they don't need an
extra tax break, especially at a time when we're trying to reduce the deficit.
Something's gotta give."
Well, those "ordinary people" also aren't paying those taxes...and if you want to
reduce the deficit, why work so hard to eliminate many of the jobs that pay taxes to
fund government?! How can this moron EVER be perceived as winning ANY debate?
I guess only when it's other morons doing the perceiving.
COMMENTS:
* Riley James: He's such a JACKASS!
* Grace Dubois: Guess I'm a moron then...
* ME: you said it, not me! but seriously, you buy his crap about these people
not NEEDING a tax break? and why in the world would "ordinary people" get a break
on taxes that they don't pay???
* Cory Coughlin: You can't fix stupid!
* Brandy Kemp Atkinson: Unfortunately, the morons that voted him in aren't
the ONLY ones who have to deal with the consequences of having an Idiot In Chief.
* DeeDee Katchen: How does it benefit me to give tax breaks to the wealthy?
Call me any name you'd like, I really don't understand the logic in this argument.
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* Brandy Kemp Atkinson: Those wealthy who employ us peons can give more
jobs to us peons when they don't have to keep feeding the Big Government machine.
When the government stops giving them tax breaks, the wealthy people have less
money to pay employees so...less employees. No name calling. Just logic.
* DeeDee Katchen: This peon worked for a non-profit before staying home with
kids, and my peon husband is in the military. So wealthy folks getting tax breaks still
doesn't help us much. But while we can agree to disagree I can see why this is
important to some. Maybe it's the Okie blood in me screaming out that wealthy folks
are not wealthy so they can be a benefit to mankind. They are wealthy so they can
benefit themselves. Employing the poor benefits them, but if the poor ask for too
much, watch those jobs fly overseas. So even logic differs based on perspective.
* Bernard Davisson: His jet cost us taxpayers 180,000 dollars an hour when he
flies.
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: the word "fair" is thrown around WAY too much
Obama was FOR it before he was against it – it's a game, and now he's going
against the "evil rich". I don't know why people give him so much credit...
http://blog.heritage.org/.../obama-blasts-private-jet.../
Obama Blasts Private Jet Tax Breaks Included in His Own Stimulus |
blog.heritage.org
* MY WIFE: because people just believe what they hear instead of researching
it for themselves. They believe a lot of the time whatever the media feeds them,
because why would the media lie?.....lol
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: so anyone who supports taking this credit away
please tell me – does it bother you to think that people who work for these jet
manufacturers may lose their jobs because sales went down? You honestly don't see
how tax breaks like this benefit employees?
* ME: DeeDee – i won't get started on non-profits here...but the wealthy paying
less in taxes benefits everyone, whether they work in private industry, for a non-profit,
in the military, own their own business, or are even on government benefits. the more
of their own money that anyone has, the more control they have over what to do with it.
and the wealthy in particular don't typically like to just sit on their money, they like to
spend it, invest it, and watch it grow. they employ people, hire more as their businesses
grow, and they like to buy expensive stuff, which serves to further benefit us peons
who work for companies that produce that stuff. and they even benefit the moochers,
by spending more money and hiring more people, which grows the economy, increases
the tax base, and thus increases revenues to government...which funds all of these
welfare programs (which are unconstitutional, by the way, but that's a separate
argument).
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and those jobs don't disappear overseas just because the "poor" ask for too
much...that happens as a result of too much government taxation and over-regulation.
and EVERYONE should be working to benefit themselves...that's the best way to
ensure that everyone benefits. do you think the telephone and automobile were
invented just to "benefit mankind"? or do you think that their inventors were motivated
by the possibility of gaining profit, based upon sales of these products that they
believed everyone would want to buy???
* Bernard Davisson: Last election more people voted that are receiving benefits
from the government than people that don't.
* DeeDee Katchen: Case well stated, Embrace. Although I do contest the usage
of "peon" as it means the following: "person held in compulsory servitude to a master
for the working out of an indebtedness". (I used it ironically.) What I really disagree
with is not the political views that we all have a right to, but the endless name calling.
Just because someone holds different views makes them neither a moron, nor an idiot.
An eloquently stated perspective always carries more weight than a slew of derogatory
names that accomplish nothing. But that's just my opinion. I tend to expect a lot from
my fellow beings, which I hold in the highest regard.
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: When I'm President (or one of my kids are) Thomas
Sowell will be required reading in high school.
* MY WIFE: DeeDee, the problem is when people start caring about being
called names they shut down to the reality of situations...who gives a crap if someone
calls you a name? If you don't care about them just consider the source and move on....
* DeeDee Katchen: We'll have to respectfully disagree on that one. I think your
"get over it" mentality is refreshing in many ways and has frequently knocked me out
of some cyclical thinking. But words are very powerful. They are our main form of
communication. Words allow us to give others a glimpse inside so they can see how
we think. And after almost a decade working in a call-center, where words and tone
must carry all the communication, I learned many tools to break through to a noncommunicative, angry person. Making sure they feel respected is very high on the list.
If your listener does not feel respected, they will not listen to anything you are saying.
If anyone wants to change anything about all of the problems in the world, I strongly
feel it will start with mutual respect. And that includes putting the names away. I've
enjoyed sharing my views and reading those of others. I found the piece Tricia shared
helpful, and I think Embrace did share his opinions well. And before I cause more hubbub than I intended, because I do hold you all in high regard, I'll go back to my side of
the yard, and wish you all a lovely night and a productive continuance of your
conversation.
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* MY WIFE: Yup, I definitely disagree...and I HAVE worked extensively with
the public as well as having been a manager of a business with over 20 employees...and
you have to develop a thick skin and not really take things to heart when people say
them. The only people I care about their opinions of me are those whom I love. For
many years I pandered to irrational clients and now at this point in my life I no longer
feel I need to handle people with kid gloves. If you don't like me, don't be around me
or friends with me...that is everyone's decision and I respect that.
* ME: DeeDee – i was also using the word peon ironically, as you were, and
simply because of its prior use in earlier comments. however, its use in this context is
much more than ironic, and if you'll notice, the first person to use the word above was
using it in a self-descriptive way. i know for a fact that Brandy doesn't view HERSELF
as a peon though...but she was succinctly and metaphorically describing how we all are
viewed by the "elite" in this country. they all think they know better than we do, and
we're all here just to serve their interests. we ARE in fact "held in compulsory
servitude" to our political "masters"...but for the working out of the indebtedness that
they have racked up ostensibly in our name!
i agree with you that words are very powerful...and Brandy's original use of that
word was even more powerful and deep than you gave her credit for. but like my wife
said, we should never allow words to have power OVER us or our emotions...then you
are simply allowing others to have control over you. personally, i tend to enjoy it when
someone i'm debating with resorts to name-calling (which, again, Brandy did not
do)...it just proves that i'm winning the argument, and they're feebly grasping for a way
out, thinking that insults will distract me...no such luck, i'm afraid!
* Brandy Kemp Atkinson: Yep – I was using the word 'peon' just as Embrace
states. I don't view MYSELF as a 'peon' and I didn't call anyone specific (other than
myself included in the 'us' part) a peon. I couldn't care less what word someone may
call me. My feelings rarely get hurt because I have an enormous ego. So THAT word
was not used to call anyone a 'name'. I am guilty of calling Obama voters 'morons',
using the same word from Embrace's original post. But I just couldn't think of a more
positive term to use for them.
* ME: i also find it amazing – even amusing – when the same people who get
the most worked up about name-calling (real or perceived) have no problem with some
people having money they've earned taken from them by force and given to others who
haven't earned it...which is definitely a much more destructive and harmful action.
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Chapter 40 - DEBATE: JOE BIDEN SAYS TO "BUY A SHOTGUN"

Biden is just stupid. Enough said.

I posted a link to a video with part of an interview with Joe Biden, wherein he
said that people don't need an AR-15 or thirty rounds to protect themselves, but should
instead just "buy a shotgun"...followed by footage of a woman trying to shoot a shotgun
and being unable to control its recoil, and another woman shooting an AR-15 with no
problem whatsoever (video and transcript at http://lybio.net/tag/joe-biden-buy-ashotgun-gun-fail-transcript/). And then I commented thusly:
"This is awesome...and SO sad considering that this guy is next in line to the
presidency (not that he'd be any worse than the jackass in there now)"
COMMENTS:
* Brandy Kemp Atkinson: Yep...I'll keep the AR, thanks Joe!
* ME: when they DO come to take our weapons, i'll be happy to oblige...i just
hope they're prepared to get the ammo first!
* Grace Dubois: So... this seems to be mostly a video making fun of women? I
fail to see your point.
* ME: only a lib would think that! no, quite the contrary...it's making fun of
biden for being such an idiot...he says that women should get a shotgun instead of an
AR, when an AR is much easier to control/shoot than a shotgun, and therefore safer for
the shooter.
whether the shooter is a man OR a woman...but biden was specifically talking
about women in this interview.
* MY WIFE: I've fired a shotgun and it hurt! But if someone's coming after me
and my kids, no kickback is going to scare me off putting a hole in them!
* Janice Peal Fredericks: Anyone who can't fire a shotgun – either a 12 gauge or
20 – isn't doing it correctly or they're a pussy. I prefer a 20, but I'm fine with a 12.
* ME: i prefer that people own/shoot whatever kind of gun they WANT to,
regardless of whatever some moron politician says they do or don't NEED.
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* Tricia Andrews Bourne: It's just proof, once AGAIN, that he has no idea what
he's talking about.
* Carl Adams: That is why I own a fighter jet and am M-1 Tank...oh wait those
are restricted as well...ha and I support gun ownership...just with appropriate
background checks and adherence to the laws on the books. Of course this intelligent
video really enhances the argument...did it come from Fox?
* Brandy Kemp Atkinson: The video was obviously of many women shooting
for the first time. I admit that I'm not NEARLY physically as strong as my husband. A
shotgun kicks and it does hurt my shoulder. I HAVE fired one and know how if the
need arises. But even though I've fired one, I don't fire one very often. So it's not the
weapon I'd choose in a situation where I needed to be 100% confident in my weapon.
THAT would be either my .40 cal Walther (handgun, for those with no gun knowledge)
or the AR. And I'd take the AR FIRST because it's simply more accurate – no matter
WHO is shooting it.
* ME: yeah, my favorite parts of the 2nd amendment are where it mentions
background checks and places limits on what kind of weaponry individuals are allowed
to own. oh wait, no it doesn't...it says that "the right of the people to keep and bear
Arms, shall not be infringed."
and why does it matter at all where this video comes from? the point is clear
and true...biden's a moron, who doesn't know what he's talking about. he's more
concerned with usurping individual rights and controlling our lives than he is with
getting his facts right. but since when do liberals in general ever let facts get in the way
of a little oppression and demagoguery???
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: urban populations have fewer guns, but higher
murder with guns rates – as compared to rural populations with MORE guns and fewer
murders....
* ME: for more on this last point by Tricia, read MORE GUNS, LESS CRIME
by John Lott.
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Chapter 41 - COLUMN: CONSTITUTION "MADE ONLY FOR A MORAL AND RELIGIOUS PEOPLE"

The only "morality" the Constitution mandates is limiting the power of the federal
government, in favor of individual liberty.

(written on 4 June 2013)
I often hear and see the below quote from John Adams, usually by right-wingers
such as myself, who try to use it as ammunition against the various types of immorality
that plague our culture:
"Our Constitution was made only for a moral and religious people. It is wholly
inadequate to the government of any other."
(from a Letter to the Officers of the First Brigade of the Third Division of the
Militia of Massachusetts, 11 October 1798)
This quote is often used as not just a reminder of how/why our Constitution was
written the way it was, but also of what type of people we should be, and what
standards we should try to live up to. However, what does one person's idea of
morality mean when weighed against anyone else's?
One person might think that it's perfectly moral (even religious!) for the
government to take money, by law, from the wealthy and redistribute it to the "needy".
In fact, I have even seen where people proclaim that Jesus himself was in support of
this type of activity, since he was in favor of caring for the poor...so our government is
thus entitled to confiscate and redistribute property accordingly.
Another person might be completely, honestly selfish, and proudly proclaim
that he does not wish to share any of his money with anyone else, ever, for any reason
whatsoever.
Those two examples are on opposite ends of the spectrum...what makes one
person's idea of "morality" any more valid than another's?
The genius of the Constitution is this: the level of morality is built-in from the
get-go. By limiting the power of the federal government, the Founders guaranteed that
people are allowed to live their lives according to their OWN idea of morality and
religious duty. The rights to "life, liberty, and pursuit of happiness" mentioned in the
Declaration of Independence are guaranteed protection in the Constitution via the very
basic, few, limited, required functions of the federal government.
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Those "enumerated powers" are the very few things that government is
REQUIRED to do, and are also the only things that government is ALLOWED to do.
Yes, our founding documents were based upon historical ideas of morality based upon
Judeo-Christian religious traditions, but the Founders were very careful to not allow
any particular religious definitions or beliefs – besides individual liberty and free will –
to have legal primacy over any other.
We're allowed to be completely giving or completely selfish if we so choose –
as individuals. The only limit to our individual liberty is the liberty of other
individuals.
I've heard it said that we also need to have in place official "moral boundaries"
to individual liberty, that everyone can't just do "whatever they want" without
consequence. Well, there ARE consequences to doing whatever you want...it's up to
each of us to CHOOSE to do things that result in favorable consequences.
If the consequences are negative, well then...along with individual liberty comes
individual responsibility, and it's up to each of us to weather our way through without
anyone else being FORCED to help out. If anyone wants to VOLUNTARILY help
out, that's their free choice...but they can also choose NOT to help out, and then deal
with any consequences of that decision (positive or negative) for themselves.
Bottom line: the purpose of the Constitution is to limit government, in favor of
individual liberty, and the default position of the federal government is an absence of
power...meaning that government is only allowed to do those few things that it's
required to do, via the enumerated powers.
THAT is the morality of the Constitution, wherein we the people are left alone
to live our lives as we see fit, and succeed – or fail – based on our own merit/effort/
ability/passion, and treat others the way we want to be treated ourselves, with the only
limit to our individual liberty being the equally important and guaranteed individual
liberty of others.
The only violation of that Constitutional morality is encroaching upon the
individual liberty of ANY citizen...which, in the end, is only possible via an expansion
of government power.
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Chapter 42 - DEBATE: THE FOUNDERS WOULD SUPPORT "GAY MARRIAGE"???

Embracing progress does not equate to giving government unconstitutional power to
redefine marriage.

My friend Grace Dubois tagged me in a post on her page on 27 March 2013,
after my defense of "traditional" marriage as a defined INSTITUTION, vice just a
defined word:
Embrace, something else linking institutions and the constitution...from the
mouths of the Founding Fathers.
(She posted a link link with a photo of an inscription on The Jefferson
Memorial, followed by a monologue on the Defense of Marriage Act, or DOMA):
INSCRIPTION: "I am not an advocate for frequent changes in laws and
constitutions, but laws and institutions must go hand in hand with the progress of the
human mind. As that becomes more developed, more enlightened, as new discoveries
are made, new truths discovered and manners and opinions change, with the change of
circumstances, institutions must advance also to keep pace with the times. We might as
well require a man to wear still the coat which fitted him when a boy as civilized
society to remain ever under the regimen of their barbarous ancestors."
MONOLOGUE: This is the Jefferson Memorial, if any were wondering what
the Founding Fathers might say today as the Supreme Court considers the "Defense of
Marriage Act." Under DOMA, passed 17 years ago, same-sex couples who are legally
married in their home states are denied federal benefits offered to opposite-sex married
couples. There are over 1,000 such benefits, such as tax savings, Social Security
payments and medical and family leave.
COMMENTS:
* ME: i find it ironic that the above monologue about DOMA after the
inscription completely ignores the purpose of the constitution, which is to limit
government. how it ignores it is in its inherent support of all of those "federal
benefits", which are completely unconstitutional, as the federal government is not
ALLOWED to do them, since the constitution does not specifically REQUIRE the
government to do them.
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but, aside from that, i haven't looked up what jefferson was specifically
referring to when he wrote this, but i can guarantee you that he NEVER imagined in his
wildest dreams that it would be used to redefine marriage as anything other than a
relationship between one man and one woman. i'm also confident that he was referring
to institutions set up by man, specifically for some to maintain control over others (as
indicated by his closing phrase: "...as civilized society to remain ever under the regimen
of their barbarous ancestors." marriage is not one of those oppressive institutions, and
was not even "set up" by man...it's more a natural outgrowth of the fact that it is
absolutely impossible to produce children in any way other than the union of one man
with one woman. marriage is not some part of a "barbarous regimen" imposed by our
ancestors...it's the result of the unavoidable facts of nature.
i imagine that if i looked up specifically what jefferson was referring to when he
wrote this, i'd be even more justified in my above response.
also, the "regimen of their barbarous ancestors" that jefferson was most
involved with (and probably referring to here) was the tyranny of english royal rule
which usurped individual freedom...which WAS voted on by the american people as an
institution worthy of being cast aside. the american people have YET to vote in favor
of "gay marriage", even in a state as liberal as california.
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: We voted and passed it in MD – what do you mean?
and WA, and ME....it has gone to vote and passed.
* ME: okay, maybe we did in MD and a few others...which is just one more of
the many reasons I want to flee this liberal state! but that doesn't change the fact that
the supreme court shouldn't be ruling on this...nor the fact that no matter what's voted
on, marriage STILL has a specific definition, regardless of what the misguided among
us want to redefine it as.
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: I lean more toward Libertarian...def. not liberal, nor
misguided.
* ME: as do i, but many libertarians are certainly misguided...such as the ones
who think that government shouldn't even do the few things it's required to do by the
constitution. ron paul comes to mind, who is on record as saying things like, for
example, that countries like iran should be allowed to have a nuke if they want. this of
course is completely contrary to american interests and security...which is precisely
why we have a government, to protect us from such dangers.
and then some of those same libertarians want to hypocritically disregard the
actual constitutional limits on government power, and fall into the trap of assigning
government the ability to GRANT rights, instead of just GUARANTEEING them.
another example of this is pro-choice libertarians, who magically find some right to kill
unborn babies in the constitution, all the while ignoring the scientific fact that life
begins at conception, and that our first, most basic right is life (for more on this, see the
declaration of independence, which is the basis for our constitution).
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many libertarians also get wrapped up in emotion and/or ignorance, and lose
sight of the fact that the federal government should be strong and fully empowered to
do those very few things that it's required to do...and no more – or less – than that.
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: maybe you're the misguided one... maybe we all are.
NONE of the political parties have it 100% correct.
* ME: who said anything about political parties??? i'm a republican, but that
doesn't mean that i agree with everything the party does...quite the contrary, in fact.
what IS 100% correct is the constitution, which is SUPPOSED TO BE the basis for
everything that government does. regardless of party affiliation, we should just stick to
that...require gov't to do what it says it should, and not allow it to do any more (or less).
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Chapter 43 - DEBATE: "WASTEFUL" DEFENSE SPENDING VS. ENTITLEMENTS

Any attempts to equate constitutional defense spending with unconstitutional entitlement
spending are ludicrous.

My friend Dean Johnson shared a link on my page on 29 April 2013:
This must have you irate, this wasteful spending...
http://news.yahoo.com/army-says-no-more-tanks-congress-insists115422396.html
Army says no to more tanks, but Congress insists | news.yahoo.com
"Built to dominate the enemy in combat, the Army's hulking Abrams tank is
proving equally hard to beat in a budget battle."
COMMENTS:
* ME: no, not really. this article only hints at, but largely ignores several key
points (some of them it ignores altogether):
1 – defense spending and entitlement spending are two completely different
things...one is constitutional, the other is not at all (i'll let you figure out which is
which). to try to equate them via sequestration is ludicrous.
2 – the spending plan for the military wasn't just come up with last week...years
of budget planning go into these things (contracts, etc.). this article implies that this
spending is brand new, and that the army is telling congress that they don't need this
new expense that was just sprung on them out of nowhere.
3 – for the army to even have to choose between upgrading one system/program
over another, in order to fulfill the mandates of sequestration, is ridiculous. i don't
blame the army for saying that they'd rather choose to spend their newly-limited funds
on some things over others...the biggest problem here is that they're forced to make
those choices at all, when defense spending is one of the very few things that the
federal gov't is even allowed to spend money on (see point #1 above).
4 – how ironic that those who now say that congress should listen to the army
experts are the same ones who always clamor for politicians to force the military to be
a playground for social experimentation (allowing openly gay soldiers, women in
combat, etc.). if the military brass are to be listened to now on these tanks, then why
not on those other important issues?
5 – i'm fine with cutting military/defense spending if warranted, but that's a
COMPLETELY separate issue than this...these cuts are being forced on the military
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because we haven't had a budget in OVER FOUR YEARS! and the "fix" for this is an
effort to lump this constitutionally permissible spending in with unconstitutional
spending. and don't forget...despite his blatant lies during the presidential debates and
his attempts to blame it on republicans, sequestration was obama's idea.
* Dean Johnson: So, as long as items are categorized as "Defense Spending",
you don't care where or how the money is spent?? In that case why don't we itemize
roads as national defense (if our military can't transport domestically that is a national
defense issue – right?) Food stamps – if people can't afford to feed themselves then we
won't have enough people to join the army – national defense issue...put food stamps
under defense budget. These tanks have NOTHING to do with national defense – they
have to do with jobs and politics.... I'm really not sure how "gay" soldiers have
anything to do with wasted defense spending... You can see why we will never get
anywhere on the spending issue in this country... It is hard to take you seriously about
reducing spending when you can't even accept that this is a problem... I'm fine with
sequestration – I think it should also impact some social programs too....
* ME: nope, didn't say that at all...read my point #5...i'm fine with cutting
defense spending if/when warranted, but that's a COMPLETELY different thing than
lumping constitutional spending (military/defense) in with unconstitutional spending
(entitlements), which is what sequestration does. tanks "have NOTHING to do with
national defense"? even the army isn't saying anything that crazy here...they're just
saying that they'd rather spend the newly limited dollars somewhere else.
this also points out another problem not addressed by this article...the fact that
we allow gov't to grow so big and to have such a huge influence over our
lives/economy that a little reduction in gov't spending can have such directly harmful
effects on people's lives. we need to ween ourselves off the gov't teat and succeed or
fail based upon our OWN merits/work.
the gay soldiers thing has to do with politicians forcing the military to do things
it's opposed to, and/or wouldn't do on its own...liberals seem to be fine with that in
every other situation, but for some reason, not in this case with the tanks?
i'm perfectly fine with reducing spending, even on national defense, if it's
warranted. but national defense is a REQUIRED duty of government, while social
programs are not. and if it's not REQUIRED, then it's not ALLOWED. the AMOUNT
of money spent is an issue, but it's not the main problem by a long shot...the main
problem is WHAT the money is spent on. when we rein that back within the limits set
by the constitution (enumerated powers), then the "spending issue" will take care of
itself as a direct result.
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Chapter 44 - COLUMN: RON PAUL WANTS TO CUT ENUMERATED SPENDING...FIRST?

When cutting government spending, why start with one of the few areas in which the
government is constitutionally mandated to have a role?

(written on 11 June 2013)
I'm all for getting rid of the IRS, or for severely curtailing it to simply counting
the revenues that come in. But Ron Paul went a little further than that, and I think lost
sight of what the government is SUPPOSED to do. He wrote in favor of abolishing the
IRS in his weekly column, "Texas Straight Talk"
(http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2013/may/20/ron-paul-fix-irs-shutting-itonce-and-all/):
"The federal government will get along just fine without its immoral claim on
the fruits of our labor, particularly if the elimination of federal income taxes are
accompanied by serious reduction in all areas of spending, starting with the military
spending beloved by so many who claim to be opponents of high taxes and big
government."
Why start with military spending? I'll not disagree that military spending can
be done better than it is now, in order to combat fraud/waste/abuse that is inherent to
any government spending, but why START with one of the few areas in which the
government is constitutionally mandated to have a role? Why not start with completely
unconstitutional spending, such as entitlements/welfare/Social Security/Medicare/
Medicaid/Obamacare/food stamps/etc.?
This conflation of constitutional military spending with unconstitutional
entitlement spending is completely disingenuous, and ignores the fact that the
Constitution does in fact require the federal government to do a few certain things
(enumerated powers).
If you want to discuss reforming/streamlining military spending to make it more
efficient, that's one thing...but to say that it needs to be cut FIRST, before cutting
spending on other things for which the government has absolutely no authority
whatsoever, is a constitutional non-starter.
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Chapter 45 - DEBATE: MISINTERPRETING THE BIBLE TO JUSTIFY SOCIALISM

Christianity is an individual relationship with God...who never said to take care of the poor
via government!

My friend Grace Dubois shared a link from "The Christian Left" on 3 June
2013, with the following quote over a photo of a cute, smiling little girl:
"The test of our progress is not whether we add more to the abundance of those
who have much; it is whether we provide enough for those who have too little." –
Franklin D. Roosevelt
COMMENTS:
* ME: "the christian left"...an oxymoron if i've ever heard one!
and what's so wrong with those "who have much" adding to their "abundance"?
where else would FDR get what he wants to "provide...for those who have too little" if
he couldn't steal it from the rich?
* Grace Dubois: Well, not to quote Christianity at you, but the rich getting
richer while others starve doesn't really hold with those tenets. I don't think the rich
should be penalized for their success; but I do think that everyone should pay the same
percentage of taxes and right now they pay less, which makes no sense to me. And
taxes aren't "stealing".
See Matthew 25:31-46 for one or the reasons that I don't understand why right
Christians so strongly oppose programs like welfare (though I ain't saying it's perfect)
& socialized medicine while they defend the rich's right to amass more wealth.
* ME: i absolutely agree with you that "everyone should pay the same
percentage of taxes", but that's certainly not the case right now, nor has it been for a
LONG time...but it's not imbalanced the way you think it is. the highest earners pay a
higher percentage of their income in taxes than the lower earners...actually, 47% of all
americans pay no income tax at all now...some actually MAKE money at tax time! and
under our progressive tax rates, the top 50% pay 97% of all income taxes, and the top
1% pay 39% (based on the latest IRS data).
and taxes most certainly ARE "stealing" if the money is taken to pay for things
that the government has no authority to do or spend money on (i.e., welfare and
socialized medicine, which are not mentioned anywhere in the constitution).
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great passage of scripture you cited...unfortunately it's no defense for
government-mandated collectivism of any kind...just the opposite, in fact. Christianity
is an INDIVIDUAL relationship with God, not a group thing, and especially not a
government-directed thing. under your interpretation, every taxpayer into a welfare
system will be rewarded by God for it, simply by virtue of being involved in it. you
don't think that, do you? we don't get into heaven as a group. we have to stop thinking
that the Bible proscribes rules for GOVERNMENT, and stop using it as an excuse to
take money from some people by force and give it to others who have done nothing to
earn it. FORCED charity is not charity at all. and when anyone (including the rich)
have their money confiscated from them, then they have less with which to perform
REAL charity of their own choice, individually, in accordance with God's instructions.
here's another Bible verse that undercuts the socialized misinterpretation of the
passage you cited (or any other scripture used by the left similarly incorrectly): "Don't I
have the right to do what I want with my own money?" – Jesus (Matthew 20:15a)
* Grace Dubois: Well I'm not really any good at these debates, but let me just
mention a couple points: I don't support welfare because of Christianity, I support it
because helping those less fortunate is man's duty to man. Ideally, everyone would tithe
a large amount – to religious charities or secular – and that would be enough to support
those in need. However, that is obviously not the case, and there I'm as guilty as every
other slacker. The way I see it, the problem is so systemic and widespread that the only
solution is a systemic one, and the system we have in place is the government. I hate
paying for moochers as much as the next guy – but I also know people who are
honestly struggling to do their best and couldn't make it and needed a hand up for a
while.
I was not advocating welfare as a nation's way of getting into heaven, like some
trickle-down Christianity. But if you extrapolate that verse from the individual level on
which it is articulated into a larger scheme, we must judge ourselves as a collective
whole based on how we treat the least among us. Think of, oh, some third-world
country, maybe India. There are extremely wealthy persons among the populace, but do
we judge that country as a whole based on their value, or based on the living conditions
of their poor?
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: not to be argumentative, but the government
imposing taxes to pay for things that they decide we "need" is not my idea of "sharing".
I don't need the government to tell me I "need" to give when I see government
programs being blatantly abused.
* Grace Dubois: As for taxes and rates, I'm trying to look up hard facts and
numbers but haven't found anything yet, can you give me your source? We could
maybe talk in another conversation about how taxes should be used...but if you
disagree with taxes being used to pay for welfare, I disagree with taxes being used to
keep gays out of the military or from getting married, etc. I didn't like funding the war
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in Iraq. There are lots of hot issues on both sides that are not mentioned in the
constitution, but you just pay your dues and deal with it. :/
* Mona Lawton Greeley: I can see why people would end up in different places
in terms of who they think "should" take care of the poor, but I am absolutely liberal
because I am following Jesus. Jesus couldn't have been more liberal. He did not
advocate conservative living, saving at others' expense, or creating laws to force people
to change their behavior. He advocated love, taking care of those whom society was
leaving behind, and paying taxes to the government.
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: The issue is how much in taxes – seeing the wealthy
as a source of income is what gets me. Cut your spending first.
* Mona Lawton Greeley: And that's where we differ (always). I agree that
spending should be cut – for instance, someone I know is a "gambling commissioner"
and makes 130K while we are cutting 30K teachers – but many people in this country
who are even working hard or who did work hard will literally starve or end up on the
streets if we cut social aid to their families. And regardless of what judgments I could
make, I don't want to see any children anywhere starve.
* Tricia Andrews Bourne: Thomas Sowell – he writes some great books.
* ME: how does anyone "save at others' expense"? what does that even mean?
and there was nothing collectivist in anything Jesus said or did or taught. salvation is
not a group thing. why is it only government who is able to take care of the less
fortunate? and how many decades of government failure at that do we need before we
realize that that is the worst possible avenue to deal with these problems? how many
more trillions of dollars have to be wasted before we say enough is enough? it's all
well and good to think that you're doing good deeds by riding on the government's
coattails of "redistributive justice", but all you're doing is avoiding addressing the
problem yourself, all the while endorsing taking property by force from those who have
earned it and handing it over to those who haven't. what's fair or just – or biblical –
about that?
my source for the tax rates was the latest data from the IRS. and taxes aren't
used "to keep gays out of the military or from getting married"...taxes are used to fund
the military. the federal government has a constitutional duty to provide for the
national defense, and they do that with our tax dollars...we can disagree with the
policies under which the military operates, but to say that taxes "support" those policies
is a stretch.
"There are lots of hot issues on both sides that are not mentioned in the
constitution"...that's just my point – if it's not mentioned in the constitution, then the
federal government is SPECIFICALLY PROHIBITED from doing it, period: "The
powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to
the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people." – 10th Amendment
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"But if you extrapolate that verse from the individual level on which it is
articulated into a larger scheme, we must judge ourselves...as a collective whole based
on how we treat the least among us"...well, if you do that, then you're completely
bastardizing the scripture. where in the Bible does it say that we're supposed to
"extrapolate" anything beyond an individual level? once you do that, then you've
completely missed the point. i compare Christianity to wrestling (as a Christian and a
former wrestler)...sure, there are plenty of teammates, sparring partners, coaches,
cheerleaders, fans, etc. that you can lean on, learn from, and who help you along the
way, but once you get on the mat, it's JUST YOU. there's no "extrapolation"...no
tagging someone else to handle your salvation for you.
and by the way, india is a socialist country, so thanks for helping to prove my
point against collectivism! america is the most prosperous country in the world
because of freedom, not because our government spends our money more wisely than
we do as individuals.
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Chapter 46 - DEBATE: "CLIMATE-SCIENCE DENYING" OR CALLING A HOAX...A HOAX?

Texas Governor Rick Perry doesn't deny ACTUAL climate science...just the hoax of "manmade global warming".

My friend Ron Harrison shared a link on 23 June 2013:
Climate-Science Denying Governor Perry Renews Declaration Of Drought
Disaster Throughout Texas | www.thinkprogress.org
COMMENTS:
* ME: he doesn't deny ACTUAL climate science...just the hoax of "man-made
global warming"
* Ron Harrison: *facepalm*
* Louis Mann: 97 percent of scientific studies agree on manmade global
warming, so what now? | www.washingtonpost.com
While scientific consensus about the global warming serves as a nice talking
point for cocktail party conversations, it's less clear it will have a meaningful effect on
the public's level of concern about the issue.
* ME: science is not dependent upon consensus...it's not up for a vote, or
majority rule. science is science, regardless of how much money is funneled to biggovernment ideologues who pretend to be interested in the truth. notice how their
"solutions" are identical to all of the other historical leftist groups who want to grow
government at the expense of individual liberty? think that's just a coincidence???
and actually, global temps haven't risen in the last 15 years (at least that's as
much as we're able to get the mainstream media to admit...i doubt they'll ever own up
to the truth that man has no effect at all on the overall climate/temps, but i guess we'll
just have to settle for this for now): "The rise in the surface temperature of earth has
been markedly slower over the last 15 years than in the 20 years before that. And that
lull in warming has occurred even as greenhouse gases have accumulated in the
atmosphere at a record pace."
What to Make of a Climate-Change Plateau | www.nytimes.com
* Ron Harrison: "So, if past is prologue, this current plateau will end at some
point, too, and a new era of rapid global warming will begin. That will put extra
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energy and moisture into the atmosphere that can fuel weather extremes, like heat
waves and torrential rains.
We might one day find ourselves looking back on the crazy weather of the
2010s with a deep yearning for those halcyon days."
* ME: well, of course that's the liberal BS spin that the NYT can't do
without...which is why i said that this is as much as we'll get the MSM to admit, and
we'll just have to settle for this much from them for now. doesn't change the fact that
man couldn't affect global temps even if we wanted to.
* Ron Harrison: Sadly, you're wrong.
* ME: well, when you put it that way, how could i possibly argue with THAT?!
never mind all of the ACTUAL evidence that i'm right: "climate-gate" from east anglia
university, this current 15-year-long non-warming trend "even as greenhouse gases
have accumulated in the atmosphere at a record pace", warming out of ice ages before
industrialization, the "global cooling" scare of the 1970s, the fact that one volcano can
spew more pollution into the atmosphere than all of mankind's industrial activity
EVER.....but you've got a "consensus" of ideologues who keep the grant money rolling
in just by saying that "man-made global warming" is real, so I guess it must be.
* Louis Mann: So lemme get this straight...we're perfectly capable of wiping
out all life on Earth with nukes, and this is an accepted fact, but it's a stretch to think
that we're capable of affecting our environment after two centuries of industrial
development? And the volcano factoid is just straight up wrong, FYI.
Which produces more CO2, volcanic or human activity? | hvo.wr.usgs.gov
Description of the lava-flow hazards on Mauna Loa Volcano, Hawai'i based on
historical eruptions, topography, and the recent eruption history.
I really don't know where you're getting your info, but it sounds like an echo
chamber.
* Ron Harrison: Embrace, I could drown you in links and argue for 100
comments, but we both know that nothing changes your mind. So I think "you're
wrong" is more efficient and equally (in)effective. I will continue posting articles on
the threat of global warming and you will continue spewing fossil fuel industry-funded
false talking points at them. I realize you think you are countering some kind of vast
liberal conspiracy against free enterprise, but really you are just helping to delay action
against the greatest threat to our way of life, greater than terrorism or Communism ever
were. And that's unfortunate, because you're a good guy. Just wrong.
* Anthony Niletta: To believe climate change doesn't affect business must come
from someone who has no knowledge of modern business. Capitalism doesn't enjoy
disruption, makes the creditors and insurers nervous.
Warming oceans make parts of world 'uninsurable', say insurers | www.ft.com
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Insurers have issued a rare warning that the speed at which the oceans are
warming is threatening their ability to sell affordable policies in a growing number of
places around the world.
* ME: who ever said that changes in climate don't affect business??? OF
COURSE the climate changes...but it's totally outside of man's control or ability to
have any effect on it whatsoever, ESPECIALLY any kind of purposeful effect.
Louis – from your USGS link: "The changes in global CO2 concentration
during the past 600,000 years have mimicked the changes in global temperature." so,
who's been keeping those measurements for the past HALF A MILLION + years???
absolutely ridiculous.
also, it says: "Thus, not only does volcanic CO2 not dwarf that of human
activity, it actually comprises less than 1 percent of that value." so, a minimal
percentage of contribution to the overall amount signifies a negligent effect...but for
some reason, man's minimal contribution to the overall amount of CO2 in the
atmosphere is catastrophically significant???
Man's Contribution to Global Warming | blog.heritage.org
Out of the entire atmospheric makeup, only one to two percent is made up of
greenhouse gases with the majority being nitrogen (about 78 percent) and oxygen
(about 21 percent). Of that two percent, "planet-killing" carbon dioxide comprises only
3.62 percent while water vapor encompasses 95 percent.
and here's info on how JUST ONE volcanic eruption (and there have been more
than one, obviously) has more of an effect on global climate/temperatures than ALL of
mankind's industrial activity...the eruption of mount pinatubo in the philippines was
"the world's most violent and destructive volcanic event of the 20th century" which
"caused the world's temperature to fall by an average of 1 degree Celsius" because "the
ejected volcanic materials remained suspended in the atmosphere where the winds
dispersed them to envelope the earth, reaching as far as Russia and North America".
and yet the global warming kooks tell us that it'll take 50 years of us living our lives the
way we do to maybe raise the temperature half a degree or whatever.
PINATUBO VOLCANO "The Sleeping Giant Awakens" |
http://park.org/Philippines/pinatubo/
In its wake 847 people lay dead, 184 injured, 23 missing, and more than 1
millon people displaced. Hundreds of millions of dollars in private properties and
infrastructure lay in ruins which would require tens of billions of pesos and several
years to rebuild.
Ron – the greatest threat to our way of life is not "man-made global warming"
but rather what we're told is the solution to it (and to every other "problem" we face):
growing government at the expense of individual liberty (i.e., liberalism).
* Ron Harrison: "Conservatives do not have to agree that humans are causing
climate change to recognize a sensible energy solution. All we need to assume is that
burning less fossil fuels would be a good thing. Based on the current scientific
consensus and the potential environmental benefits, it's prudent to do what we can to
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reduce global carbon emissions. When you add the national security concerns,
reducing our reliance on fossil fuels becomes a no-brainer.
Yet the costs of reducing carbon emissions are not trivial. Climate change may
be a serious problem, but a higher overall tax rate would devastate the long-term
growth of America and the world.
It is essential, therefore, that any taxes on carbon emissions be accompanied by
equal, pro-growth tax cuts. A carbon tax that isn't accompanied by a reduction in other
taxes is a nonstarter. Fiscal conservatives would gladly trade a carbon tax for a
reduction in payroll or income taxes, but we can't go along with an overall tax
increase."
Art Laffer, speaking in favor of a carbon tax
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/09/16/business/16view.html?R=0
* Louis Mann: Embrace, while it is true that volcanoes can temporarily change
the temperature, this is due to the ash clouds they emit – not to their contributions to
greenhouse gasses. These ash clouds are comparatively short-term events, and
eventually fall to earth or are precipitated. Greenhouse gasses, on the other hand,
remain in the atmosphere until they are processed by some form of flora or fauna.
Therefore, if this rate of re-absorption is outstripped by the production of greenhouse
gasses (as it has been for quite some time), it is only a matter of time until a noticeable
effect occurs. Given the magnitude of man's contribution to greenhouse gasses
(seriously, did you read the part about how many million metric tons of CO2 were
released annually – and this was several years ago, the numbers have gone up) it is
therefore unsurprising that almost the entire scientific community has sat up to take
notice. And despite your previous assertion, scientific fact is established by testable,
repeatable consensus. Which is what we have with global warming.
And secondly, we have a long way to go until our government grows again.
The opposite trend is in full effect right now, recent revelations of surveillance
notwithstanding.
* ME: art laffer has said lots of good things...that ain't one of them. although he
might be right about some conservatives' willingness to go along with some carbon
taxes if they're offset by other tax cuts, that doesn't mean that "man-made global
warming" isn't a complete hoax. i don't buy his assertion that "burning less fossil fuels
would be a good thing" (why? because we're told that that's "destroying the
environment"?), nor that reducing reliance on fossil fuels is a national security benefit
(reducing our dependence on other countries for our SUPPLY of those fossil fuels
would benefit our national security though...which is why we should drill more here for
them). and when he says that "climate change may be a serious problem", whether he's
right on that or not is not the point...the main point is that either way, man couldn't
affect it if we wanted to. and his mention of "scientific consensus" pretty much
undercuts that entire quote...as i've already pointed out, science is NOT dependent upon
"consensus". a consensus very well might tell scientists where to focus their research,
but it does not change facts of nature.
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Louis – "scientific fact is established by testable, repeatable consensus"? tell
that to galileo.
you honestly think that government ISN'T growing right now??? are you aware
at all of the growing national debt, obamacare, and the other multitude of increased
government spending and programs, in addition to the increased surveillance you've
mentioned?
most of what the federal government does is absolutely NOT allowed by the
constitution (as it is not REQUIRED by the constitution)...that's been the case for
decades upon decades, but it's worse than ever before under obama.
and how do you square up your assertion that "if this rate of re-absorption is
outstripped by the production of greenhouse gasses (as it has been for quite some
time)" with the mention in the first link i posted above from the NYT that the current
15-year lull in "global warming" has occurred "even as greenhouse gases have
accumulated in the atmosphere at a record pace"? AND with the fact that man's
contribution (even if it is millions of metric tons) to the overall amount of CO2 in the
atmosphere is miniscule?
* Ron Harrison: Well, my second link goes to a piece by Greg Mankiw,
Harvard professor, Bush 2's chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors, and
Romney's top economic advisor.
But I'm sure you're smarter than him too.
* ME: i guess that depends on your definition of "smart"...if it means ignoring
the constitution's limits on government in favor of the popular economic consensus of
the day, then no, i'm not smarter than him.
i wonder if this was the same guy who advised romney to say that he wanted to
keep the progressivism in the tax code? of course, knowing that progressive tax rates
are completely unconstitutional, as they violate equal protection rights, must make me
less smart than him too.
* Ron Harrison: Galileo didn't overthrow "scientific consensus," he overthrew
church dogma...with science. You are more like the clergy who refused to believe that
the Earth goes around the sun, because you think "it should not be that way."
"knowing that progressive tax rates are completely unconstitutional, as they
violate equal protection rights, must make me less smart than him too."
You said it.
But I think you're thinking of Douglas Holtz-Eakin, fwiw.
And stick to the argument. We're talking about global warming; stop trying to
turn everything into a dissertation on Constitutional conservatism. The government has
the authority to tax and regulate commerce until the Supreme Court says otherwise.
* ME: EVERYTHING that has to do with the federal government is centered
on the constitution. government's authority to collect taxes is virtually unlimited, but
the things it's allowed to spend that money on are very few. the fact that all of the
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solutions for this "greatest threat to our way of life, greater than terrorism or
Communism ever were" are nothing more than ever-increasing government control
over our lives (and thus ever-decreasing individual freedom) make it clear that i'm not
abandoning the argument, but driving straight to its heart. anyone who can't see that
must be one of those "smart" people i would never want to be accused of being.
how fitting that you would mention dogma vs. science...since that's precisely
what this global warming debate is all about: you have ACTUAL science debunking
the hoax of "man-made global warming" on one side, and on the other you have
science deniers blinded by their faith in the "consensus" of ideologues funded by other
ideologues, whose goal is to grow government at the expense of individual liberty.
thanks for improving upon my argument!
* Louis Mann: Yeah... Embrace, I'm pretty sure you've lost the thread of what
science actually is. It's very easy for you to say that the other side are the ideologues,
and I'm sure it gives you a warm and fuzzy feeling; it just happens to be wrong.
Science really, honestly is about consensus building through repeated experimentation.
Emphasis on repeated and validatable experimentation. If you don't have that, you
don't have science. For the past twenty years scientists from all political leanings and
countries around the world have been publishing studies that support the theory of
man-made global warming. If it were just one group, I might agree with you. It's not.
It's everyone EXCEPT a small group of, as you say, ideologues funded by ideologues.
Secondly, and I know I'm getting off subject, but if you want to stop
government growth in terms of dollars, you're going to have to talk to the Pentagon,
since they account for better than half of federal expenditures. Medicare and Medicaid
are the other two biggies, and you can't honestly tell me you want to turn those off
cold-turkey. EVERYTHING else in the federal government is shrinking right now.
And you know what? It's hurting America, because the federal government is
RESPONSIBLE for things, and it's being asked to do jobs that require more resources
and trained personnel than are being provided. You want to see that fail, fine. Just be
prepared to watch planes fall out of the sky, bridges crack, roads crumble, food
standards slip, building codes backslide, power plants get dirtier, rivers run with
pollution, criminals run free, and the disadvantaged become even more disadvantaged.
And those are just the things I can think of off the top of my head. You have a narrow
reading of the Constitution, and that's fine, as long as you realize that view is as
outdated as the musket.
* Ron Harrison: Ok, I apologize (to Embrace) for lowering the tone...it's been a
hectic week.
But seriously dude, Louis is right. For you to accuse other people of being
ideologues is rich; you are the ideologue in this conversation. And AGW
(anthropogenic global warming) denial is in the minority in the world scientific
community, and likely wrong. We're past the time to take drastic action, and no one is
talking about centralizing all of the means of production, Soviet-style. Pricing carbon
appropriately, as with a carbon tax, would be a good start.
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I realize I will never convince you, so I'm done with this conversation, at least
for now.
* Connor Dovinski: I-95 was naturally formed by God, because he hates us.
Science Fact.
* Louis Mann: Actually I'm prepared to agree with Connor on that one.
* Ron Harrison: One more link on the carbon tax, from that liberal rag, the Wall
Street Journal:
Carbon Tax Idea Gains Wonkish Energy | blogs.wsj.com
The idea of taxing carbon is gaining steam – but mainly among an ideologically
diverse set of academics and think tanks.
* ME: not sure how many times i can say this, before it sinks in, but THERE IS
NO CONSENSUS IN SCIENCE. and why do you conveniently ignore the fact that
most of your beloved "scientific consensus" is based on ADMITTEDLY FALSIFIED
data? (for the "smart" people, that means it's not "validatable".)
and while i agree that the pentagon can always spend more wisely, national
defense is absolutely dwarfed by entitlement spending. and besides, national defense is
a constitutionally enumerated power...Medicare/Medicaid/etc. are NOT. and OF
COURSE i'd turn them off cold turkey...in fact, i'd return all the uncollected money
people paid into it, let them do with it what they want, and you'd see an economic
explosion that would quickly eliminate any increase to the federal deficit. plus, cutting
all of the other unconstitutional spending/programs would save literally TRILLIONS of
dollars. but economic growth should not be an active goal of govt anyway...limited
govt in favor of individual liberty should, which inevitably leads to overall economic
growth. my new motto: if it's not enumerated, it must be eliminated!
if we're "past the time to take drastic action" on "AGW", then what's up with
this 15-year lull in temperature increases? and even though no one is BLATANTLY
talking about Soviet-style centralization (YET), DC certainly is doing all it can to
control every aspect of our lives (obamacare, carbon taxes, tax increases, more
regulations, etc.). and the ONLY way to price ANYTHING appropriately is via a free
market...not via govt picking winners and losers via taxes/regulations/grants.
Connor – I-95 is a perfect example of just how little overall effect man has on
the overall environment, no matter how hard we try.
* Louis Mann: Ok, I see why Ron walked away from this one. I'm gonna do the
same.
* ME: as per usual...i cite various sound arguments and specific points, and
they're summarily ignored. i don't take it personally though (as if you would care if i
did...which you shouldn't!). i imagine that if my beliefs were based on false premises
and demonstrably (and admitted) falsified information and pseudo-science, i'd probably
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find it difficult to defend them as well. it probably also doesn't help that so few people
know the PURPOSE of the constitution, and that many of those who do (obama comes
to mind) are completely opposed to it.
Louis, your comment you deleted still showed up in my email: "0_0 oh, ok I get
it. You're insane. Well, nice talking to you." no need to have deleted it...i'm
impossible to offend, so it's cool. and it just goes to further prove my previous
comment. so, thanks for that!
* Ron Harrison: You're unfailingly polite, Embrace. I'll give you that.
* Louis Mann: Well, this is awkward. Silly me, I should have remembered that
the internet knows all, even the things you would prefer to reword. With that being
said – Embrace, you are completely and totally living in an isolated intellectual space
right now, and that does not change simply because you try to flip that statement on its
ear and say "no, YOU are living in your own world." Yes, there was one falsified
study on the pro-global warming side. And then there were the other 12,000 which
were not. That's where the 97% number comes from. If you don't think that's a
validated consensus, I don't know what I can do for you.
You try to get out, and they suck you back in...
* ME: i don't disagree with you that i'm in the definite minority on this issue...
that's what you get after decades of indoctrination and dumbing down via public
education, so that people so blindly accept whatever politicians and the media tell them
to believe...and completely close their minds to any dissenting opinions. and instead of
actually trying to CONVINCE those who disagree with them, they instead resort to
FORCING compliance, in the name of averting one crisis or another.
the fact that you're willing to admit that at least one falsified study exists
actually is to your credit, and puts you far ahead of many of your co-believers in "manmade global warming", who refuse to even admit that much. so, kudos...maybe there's
hope for you yet!
on that note, i feel compelled to point out that many of those 12,000 other
studies you rely on as proof of your "scientific consensus" (again, an oxymoron if there
ever was one) are based upon the discredited "hockey stick" data. but these pseudoscientists just plod along on their paths of misleading and deception (just keep that
grant money rolling in!) and hope that we'll forget all about the falsified basis for their
research.
i'm currently reading "Signature in the Cell: DNA and the Evidence for
Intelligent Design" by Stephen C. Meyer...i'm more than halfway through the book, and
he has yet to actually present intelligent design as a theory for the origin of life...so far
it's just been his analysis/critique of the other most prominent theories. well, i just read
today a quote he provides, from one of his former supervisors at Cambridge after
attending a scientific conference on the origin of life in 1989, that i think applies nicely
to our debate here: "The field is becoming increasingly populated with cranks.
Everyone knows everybody else's theory doesn't work, but no one is willing to admit it
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about his own." it's all about how scientists adopt a close-minded premise, and THEN
go about trying to prove it, all the while ignoring any scientific facts that destroy that
premise. on the origin of life, they accept the premise that intelligent design just
CANNOT be an option...on climate change, they accept the premise that man is
responsible for it and can do something about it. and despite all of the scientific
evidence that undercuts that premise, they just ignore that evidence and blindly stick
with that premise anyway, and just perhaps change their approach to prove that it
MUST be true.
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Chapter 47 - COLUMN: RACHEL JEANTEL EXPOSES THE TRUE RACISTS

The real discriminators are those who believe that minorities need extra help from the
government in order to succeed.

(written on 1 July 2013)
I was inspired to write a short response to two separate columns about Rachel
Jeantel, one of the witnesses who testified at the trial of George Zimmerman, who was
found not guilty of murdering Trayvon Martin. Jeantel was on the phone with Martin
just prior to his altercation with Zimmerman, who was forced to shoot Martin in selfdefense when Martin attacked him, apparently, according to Jeantel, because Martin
thought Zimmerman was potentially a gay man who wanted to rape him.
First, to give you a flavor of what I'm responding to, I'll start with a few key
lines from the initial column, entitled "What White People Don't Understand About
Rachel Jeantel" by Rachel Samara (http://globalgrind.com/news/what-white-peopledont-understand-about-rachel-jeantel-trayvon-martin-blog):
"A predominantly white jury is not going to like Rachel Jeantel. Let's just be
real here.
The 19-year-old Miami native is an easy target for obvious, yet shallow
reasons. But let's not forget why she's actually on the stand in George Zimmerman's
second degree murder trial. Rachel was the last person to speak to a living, breathing
Trayvon Martin.
Rachel was raw, emotional, aggressive and hostile, and she was
unapologetically herself.
And if the 5 white jurors (excluding the 1 Latina) are like most white people I
know, they are unfortunately not going to like Rachel. They won't understand her,
especially not her defensive nature, and this will unfortunately work against her. Even
though it shouldn't."
Now for a few key lines from "Why Black People Understand Rachel Jeantel"
by Christina Coleman (http://globalgrind.com/news/what-black-people-understandabout-rachel-jeantel-christina-coleman-blog):
"If ever I thought myself objective and unbiased, the George Zimmerman trial
is definitely not that moment.
So let's cut to the chase. Any attorney, jury member, judge or white person in
that courtroom is not going to understand Rachel Jeantel. And I don't expect them to.
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In fact, I certainly, like my fellow writer Rachel Samara, understand why white
people wouldn't like Rachel.
She's hard. She's black. And your assumptions about her background and lack
of education make you feel like you are better, somehow. That her testimony, no
matter how powerful and impactful it may be to this trial, is implausible. Weak,
maybe? Let's impeach her.
But maybe the reason white people don't understand Rachel Jeantel has
something more to do with white privilege then, [sic] what they would call, Rachel's
capricious nature.
Let's for one second try to understand why Rachel is "angry" (read emotional),
"hood" (read blunt), and "unintelligent" (read multilingual).
The thing is, what white people see in Rachel has little to do about her own
issues, and more to say about the America that white people are blind to."
The first thing I thought of when I heard of the existence of these columns is
that this belief that whites don't "understand" blacks is based on the same foundation as
the recent Supreme Court ruling on "gay marriage". Stick with me here. Both
instances are simply ignorant projections of discriminatory views BY the
discriminators upon others, coupled with a belief that political correctness based on
adherence to victimization equals tolerance. The truly intolerant are those who seek to
punish those with whom they disagree, by assuming that their opponents' actions are
based upon bias, when in fact the TRULY biased are those who believe that minorities
need extra help from the government in order to succeed.
This is evidenced by the way that black people who don't believe themselves to
be societal victims, and who seek success on their own without handouts, are viewed as
"Uncle Toms" or are told that their "whiteness is showing". This is commensurate with
the recent Supreme Court ruling on "gay marriage", wherein the majority of justices
stated plainly that they based their decision to overturn the Defense of Marriage Act
(DOMA) on the SUPPOSED homophobia of those who are opposed to redefining
marriage, instead of ruling on the legal facts of the case.
This is nothing more than simple projection...those who are truly intolerant of
opposing viewpoints are the ones who cry about intolerance the loudest, and seek to
demonize their ideological opponents instead of persuading them to change their minds
(or, God forbid, even seeking to try to understand why their opponents think the way
they do). Since they are so intolerant themselves, they automatically assume that
EVERYONE is equally intolerant, and refuse to acknowledge that anyone's opinions
can be based on anything more than a simple desire to discriminate against those of
whom they are intolerant, since that is how THEY approach every issue. And then,
after demonizing their opponents as intolerant discriminators, they seek to use
government to impose their idea of tolerance upon society as a whole, so that in the
future, any dissent from their desired policies can be labeled immediately as
discriminatory, intolerant, divisive, uncompassionate, unfair...and even illegal.
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Chapter 48 - DEBATE: MARRIAGE IS NOT A RIGHT, IT'S AN INSTITUTION

And even if it were a right, rights aren't granted by government, which has no enumerated
constitutional power to overturn the decision of voters to retain the legal definition of
marriage.

I posted this status update on my page on 27 June 2013:
Marriage is not a RIGHT, it's an INSTITUTION. Even if it WERE a right,
rights aren't granted by government. And since the purpose of the Constitution is to
limit government, the only way any court can overturn the will of the people (as
expressed by their votes) is if the people desire to give government powers that it is not
specifically allowed per the Constitution. So, since the people have voted AGAINST
destroying the institution of marriage (by redefining it as including same-sex
relationships), and the government has no enumerated constitutional power to overturn
that decision of the people, then the will of the people must be allowed to stand as law.
COMMENTS:
* Gabe Mathison: The Constitution was put in place to protect the federal
government from discriminating against the minority in the name of the majority. The
fact that "the people" voted for Prop 8 or that Congress passed DOMA is irrelevant.
Like you said, marriage is not a right and therefore the government should not be
legislating it.
* ME: i agree ALMOST completely with you...marriage is not a right, and
government can't grant rights anyway. the purpose of DOMA was all about federal
benefits, which are completely unconstitutional...we should be focused on THAT
instead of being reactionary and trying to just slow down the growth of
unconstitutionality instead of stopping it completely. but the states are not as limited as
the federal government is, and ARE allowed to confer benefits (it's bad policy, but it's
not constitutionally impermissible). so, if the voters of california decide that they don't
want to recognize "gay marriage" or confer any benefits on same-sex couples, no court
has the right to overturn that.
also, marriage is what it's always been – by definition – a union between one
man and one woman. government didn't create marriage, but just legally recognized
the already existing institution for purposes of generational continuity. now, that
doesn't mean that there should be any federal benefits for married couples, or that any
married person can't legally authorize someone other than his/her spouse to have
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typical spousal authorities/responsibilities...but in lieu of such a contract, any spouse
does indeed have an expectation of legal protection of their own possession of those
authorities/responsibilities, simply by virtue of being married.
what we should do is propose getting rid of ALL federal benefits (since they're
completely unconstitutional anyway), and see how worked up people still would be to
redefine marriage. it's ALL ABOUT the benefits...we should abandon the politics of it
and just focus on the purpose of the constitution: to limit the federal government (in
favor of individual liberty).
* Dean Johnson: So, marriage is an institution that only people that agree with
your religious views are able to participate in?? Again, as Gabe said above, the
Constitution was put in place to help protect the minority from the voting majority,
especially in case of religious prejudice...
* Gabe Mathison: This is a pitfall into which many social conservatives fall. A
social conservative goes into hysteria when government suppresses liberty, unless it is
the type of liberty for which they don't approve...like gay marriage. If your argument is
against federal benefits, I am with you as long as it is applied equally. This whole
argument about "marriage" vs. "civil union" is semantic, who really cares. Your, my,
or Elton John's definition of 'marriage' is irrelevant to this argument. It's not for
government to decide how anyone pursues happiness. Whether it is a traditional
Christian marriage or the stiff one-eye on a Saturday evening...it's really none of John
Q. Law's business.
* ME: you are correct...random various definitions of marriage ARE irrelevant,
as there is ONLY ONE definition of marriage...always has been, always will be. you
don't get to just make up random definitions of whatever you want...which is why i
often compare "gay marriage" to a "pregnant man"...both are equally physically/
definitionally impossible.
if you we're a true constitutionalist, you would be opposed to the government
assuming power it doesn't have to redefine marriage (which predates government).
* Dean Johnson: The Etymology of the word marriage may refer to one man
and one woman, however the definition does not. Definition refers to how words are
used in current culture and most people in society today are open to the idea of same
sex marriages. So, technically the definition of marriage has changed – except in the
minds of those that paraphrase the bible when it agrees with their point of view...
* Gabe Mathison: I am a libertarian, but nonetheless, I AM opposed to the
government assuming power it doesn't have: like defining marriage, invading our
privacy, using drones to kill people who haven't been found guilty of a crime, etc. The
argument isn't about what marriage is, it is about whether or not the government has the
power to define it. In my view, it does not and therefore should not defend nor support
it...i.e. DOMA.
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BTW, words get new definitions all the time. Check out urban dictionary for
"rusty trombone". The definition will not be a musical instrument covered with iron
oxide.
* ME: the definition of the institution of marriage most certainly DOES refer to
one man and one woman. sure, the WORD marriage is used to apply to other things
("the marriage of peanut butter and chocolate in a reese's cup"), but that's irrelevant to
this whole debate, and you know it. what "most people in society today are open to" is
irrelevant, if it goes against the constitution...and giving the government power to
REDEFINE marriage (not to DEFINE it, Gabe...the definition predates government) is
unconstitutional.
just because a majority want to say the sky is green instead of blue doesn't make
it so...just because a majority of people want men to become pregnant doesn't make it
possible... and IF a majority of people are open to the idea of "same-sex marriage", that
doesn't change the definition of marriage. and by the way, i say IF because that is
certainly not the case...prop 8 in CA confirmed that, as do laws in 37 other states where
the voters have decided likewise. if you're going to rely on the "majority rules"
argument, at least be willing to recognize what the majority actually wants. but again,
majority rule does NOT justify granting government powers it doesn't have (and that
includes the courts).
* Dean Johnson: We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights,
that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness... Does this statement in
the declaration of independence not apply to gays???
* ME: of course it does...who doesn't have the right to be gay? who doesn't
have the right to get married? NO ONE is legally prevented from doing either. the
declaration AND the constitution apply equally to ALL americans – gay, straight, or
whatever else there may be nowadays – in accordance with the singular PURPOSE of
those documents, which is to limit government, in favor of individual liberty. and
government is specifically limited to its very few enumerated powers, which don't
include redistributing money in the form of federal "benefits" to ANYONE. the federal
government is only ALLOWED to do those few things the constitution REQUIRES it
to do...and redefining marriage ain't one of them, nor is handing out benefits.
* Dean Johnson: When was marriage defined for the purpose of federal
benefits? I know congress tried during early 2000's, but fell short of 2/3 required....
* ME: what do you think this whole push for legalizing "gay marriage" is all
about??? the "equality" being sought is nothing more than access to benefits/tax
breaks/etc.
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* Dean Johnson: Is that why you got married? Are you saying the only reason
gays want to get married is for monetary benefits and heterosexuals only get married
for love? What is so crazy about 2 people that are in a committed relationship (like you
are) wanting the same benefits as you?
* ME: no, of course it's not...but i actually got MARRIED, which, by definition,
is to someone of the opposite sex. and why does this not sink in...gays CAN get
married now...as long as it's to someone of the opposite sex...otherwise it's NOT
marriage – BY DEFINITION. and where in the constitution does it say that
government is allowed to dole out benefits to anyone (married or not)??? if you really
think that this whole "gay marriage" push ISN'T about getting benefits, try suggesting
that we get rid of ALL marriage benefits, and see how many supporters of "gay
marriage" go along with that. go on, try it...i'll wait.
* Dean Johnson: I see your point – makes some sense, however, except for your
argument that government needs to be REQUIRED to define marriage. Receiving
federal benefits is an agreement between the government and the citizen that requires a
contract or terms and conditions. Read any contract and the first part is usually terms
or definitions. I have not found a government definition of marriage (please send me a
link if you have one) anywhere. This has nothing to do with the constitutionality of
federal benefits (different debate there), they exist and I don't see them going anywhere
too soon. To avoid continued discrimination of same sex couples that live like happily
married heterosexual ones the government has to define marriage. Remember the
whole separation of church and state? This would be a government definition (or term)
and has no impact on your church or your religion. Your religion, faith and god do not
have to accept it – there were plenty of people that didn't accept blacks having rights
(some still exist).
* ME: you might have a point, if there weren't ALREADY a contract in place
that trumps any of what you said. as far as the federal government goes, the ONLY
contract that matters is the constitution. and since the purpose of the constitution is to
limit government in favor of individual liberty, government has NO authority to take
property by force from anyone who's earned it and redistribute it to anyone else who
hasn't. no "agreement" about benefits trumps that. contrary to your claim, this has
EVERYTHING to do with federal benefits.
but, despite the fact that we've blown WAY past that already, there isn't (and
can't be) a definition of marriage from government, as marriage already HAS a
definition that predates government. and the constitution precludes the government
from having the authority to redefine it. if the government tells you that a dog is a
horse, does that make it so? there's no discrimination against same sex couples...that's
only possible if you believe that the government grants rights (which it doesn't).
and by the way, the words "separation of church and state" don't appear in the
constitution...it simply guarantees that government can't institute a state religion, or
prohibit anyone from practicing whatever religion they choose. that's it.
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Chapter 49 - DEBATE: OBAMACARE'S REAL PURPOSE, ACCORDING TO BARACK

Obama himself all but admits that the purpose of Obamacare is to increase dependency on
government.

I shared a link on my page on 26 September 2013:
"In fact, one of the major opponents, when asked, well, why is it that you'd
potentially shut down the government at this point just to block Obamacare, he
basically 'fessed up. He said, well, once consumers get hooked on having health
insurance and subsidies, then they won't want to give it up. I mean, that's – you can
look at the transcript. This is one of the major opponents of health care reform. It is an
odd logic. Essentially they're saying people will like this thing too much and then it
will be really hard to roll back." – Barack Obama this week
Read more: http://www.businessinsider.com/obama-ted-cruz-obamacare-cgibill-clinton-hillary-2013-9#ixzz2g2PEUcxNSee More
Obama Takes A Swipe At Ted Cruz Right In The Middle Of His Big Speech
Against Obamacare | www.businessinsider.com
He made his comments at the Clinton Global Initiative.
i challenge anyone at all to continue to try to argue that the purpose of
obamacare is NOT to increase dependency on government. go ahead, try it.
COMMENTS:
* Dean Johnson: So, Cruz wants to "shut down" the government over a bill that
passed The House, The Senate, and was upheld by The Supreme Court... Can you say
someone is just looking for attention??
* Sam Denning: Obamacare passed the house and senate back when the
democrats held the majority in both, and passed without a single Republican vote.
Upheld by the supreme court, only by defining it as a tax, but the President said during
his campaign that it was not a tax. This was shoved down the throats of Americans
while the majority of Americans didn't want it, which is why Republicans did so well in
the last midterm elections. Unfortunately there were still enough "low information
voters" out there, and republicans dropping the "voting ball", and Obama was reelected. Sad state we are in!
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* ME: no, cruz doesn't want to shut down the government, he just wants to
defund obamacare. but democrats are so committed to obamacare that THEY are
willing to shut down the government instead of defunding that crappy law. and are you
somehow implying that what i said about the purpose of the law is incorrect?
* Dean Johnson: Ok... So it was still passed by the house, senate, and confirmed
by Supreme Court, correct? Do I think the main purpose of this bill was to increase the
dependency of government – no. That's ridiculous. Could the bill be better – yes. But
we have all or nothing politicians that all suck and won't compromise to make good
common sense laws... This is both sides.
* Sam Denning: Correct, however it was done in the dark of night
(congressional portion) and under misleading definitions (supreme court, I mean they
had to redefine the wording of the law to actually make it pseudo-constitutional). We
could argue the purpose behind the law, however it would be hard to argue that it will
in fact increase government dependency. I agree that there should have been and
should be more discussions, but that certainly didn't happen here and it is directly the
fault of democrats. They didn't have to have a discussion because they held the
majority in every department. This bill was pushed through to "help" Obama's agenda,
up to that point he had accomplished nothing and this is what he had run on. They
knew their power would be up at the midterms so they pushed up a crappy bill filled
with flaws and unforeseen costs. Pelosi said it best: "we have to pass this law to find
out what is in it". That's democrats' policy making? That's ridiculous!
* ME: slavery laws were passed by congress and upheld by the supreme court
too...does that make them constitutional? and how can you say that it's ridiculous that
this bill was intended to increase dependency on gov't? what do you think obama was
referring to above when he talked about "consumers get hooked on having health
insurance and subsidies"...where do you think those subsidies will come from, if not the
gov't? and as private health insurance companies go out of business, people will have
nowhere else to go for their insurance besides the gov't.
and private health insurance companies WILL most certainly be driven out of
business if obamacare is allowed to stand, and obama absolutely wants that to happen,
as he has literally voiced his desire for nationalized healthcare in a 2003 speech to the
AFL-CIO: "I HAPPEN TO BE A PROPONENT OF A SINGLE-PAYER,
UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE PLAN...BUT...WE MAY NOT GET THERE
IMMEDIATELY, BECAUSE FIRST WE'VE GOTTA TAKE BACK THE WHITE
HOUSE, AND WE'VE GOTTA TAKE BACK THE SENATE, AND WE'VE GOTTA
TAKE BACK THE HOUSE." (http://www.youtube.com/watch?V=fpAyan1fXCE)
IF ONLY we had some "all or nothing" politicians who actually adhered to the
purpose of the constitution, which is to LIMIT government! if the government's not
specifically REQUIRED to do something per the powers enumerated in the
constitution, then it's not ALLOWED to do it. until we have some elected leaders
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preaching THAT and who are willing to NOT compromise just so they won't be
slammed by the media, then yes, you're right...all we have are politicians who suck.
but, just look at what happens to ted cruz for simply doing what he was elected
for and trying to stop ONE instance of further expansion of government (which a
HUGE majority of the american people are opposed to)...imagine what would happen
to someone who ran on actually SHRINKING government. and yet, that's precisely
what's needed.
"compromise" does not equal "common sense"...and even if it did, the federal
government is simply not allowed to do anything it's not specifically required to do.
ANY expansion of the federal government at the expense of the liberty of EVEN ONE
individual is, by definition, unconstitutional...regardless of whatever ridiculous hoops
john roberts jumps through just to save an act of congress.
* Dean Johnson: Sam – that process sounds a lot like GW's 2003 Medicare
bill :) It's unfortunate that this is how our elected leaders work, obviously there is
something wrong with our governmental system. The question was, do I think the
main purpose of this bill was to increase dependency on gov't? No, I don't think that is
the main purpose – doesn't mean it won't do it. The main purpose was to do something
to help out of control rising health care costs. Is this bill perfect, no – has there ever
been one of those? I personally think we have more of a wellness problem in this
county – but god forbid if we truly attempt to "regulate" the food industry and what is
allowed to be put into the food in this country. Do you not agree that rising health care
costs were/are hurting our economy? If Ted Cruz or anyone else wants to get
anywhere...state what you are for, not what you are against. It is easy to walk around
and point out the faults in everything you don't agree with...show me his plan for
helping to control healthcare.
I believe slavery laws were constitutional (at least not unconstitutional) until the
13th amendment was passed...
* ME: no, slavery laws were NEVER constitutional. just because a law exists
does not mean it's constitutional (even if the supreme court says it is). and this is one
example of the utter brilliance of the framers...the constitution (and the document that
gives it its power, the declaration of independence) put into place a system whereby
even those few infringements upon personal liberty that existed at the time it was
ratified could not survive under its proscriptions. the 13th amendment didn't add
anything of substance to the constitution, it merely spelled out specifically what was
already guaranteed in general: individual liberty and equal protection under the law.
and are you trying to say that no democrats voted for the medicare prescription
drug bill???
yes, the MAIN purpose of obamacare is to increase dependency on gov't...how
can you read obama's quotes above and not get that? and how it accomplishes that
main purpose is by driving private health insurance companies out of business, by
making it too expensive for anyone to stay with them. that's why obama suspended the
employer mandate, so that employers no longer are required to provide their employees
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health insurance (which obamacare requires, but which obama just illegally amended
out of it because he wanted to), but the individual mandate still exists...so employers
can drop that huge expense, and not get in trouble for it, but individuals still have to
obtain healthcare or pay the fine/penalty/tax...both of which will be MUCH cheaper
and thus more attractive. and as private health insurance costs go up and up, less of
those companies will be able to afford to keep their doors open. and that's the point.
i agree with you that rising health care costs are hurting our economy, but
you're ignoring two very important, fundamental points:
1) the reason those costs are so high is precisely because of gov't interference in
the market. there is no relationship between the costs and people's ability to pay,
because the gov't is there to foot the bill, thus there is no incentive to keep costs down.
2) gov't has no constitutional authority whatsoever to have anything to do with
health care in the first place. they can pretty much collect all the taxes they want, but
they MUST be spent on ONLY their enumerated powers (and health care ain't one of
them).
allowing gov't to step in and try to fix the problem that they caused in the first
place is akin to a gunshot victim asking his shooter to put the barrel of his gun up
against his wound and fire another bullet into him to try to drive the first bullet out.
and ted cruz states pretty often what he's for...LIBERTY. he doesn't need a plan
to "control healthcare", just to keep government under control.
"The federal government was given the power of protection, not the power of
action within the economy." (http://www.burtfolsom.com/?p=2513)
Which Vision for America Will Our New College Graduates Embrace? |
www.burtfolsom.com
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Chapter 50 - COLUMN: OBAMACARE IS NOT JUST "BAD FOR THE AMERICAN PEOPLE"

Whether a policy is helpful or harmful is irrelevant, if the federal government is not
empowered specifically to do it in the first place.

(written on 1 August 2013)
Utah Republican Senator Mike Lee this week on Rush Limbaugh's radio
program accurately described Obamacare as "bad for the American people", and said
that's the reason to oppose it. While that is true, and is a valid reason to oppose it, it's
not the MAIN reason to oppose it. Whether something is "bad for the American
people" or not is largely an irrelevant side issue, if the federal government is not
empowered specifically to do it. Even if Obamacare COULD be shown to be
economically beneficial to – or "good for" – the country (which of course is a laughable
absurdity), it is still simply not allowed, since it's not a constitutionally required
function/duty of the federal government.
Ignoring this constitutional reality is why we've reached the point now where,
as Lee said, "entitlements...once they're in place, they're almost impossible to get rid of.
You got death, you got taxes, and you've got entitlements." While this statement is
absolutely correct, Lee completely blows by the most fundamental problem...any and
all federal government entitlements are COMPLETELY unconstitutional. We should
oppose Obamacare NOT just because it's "bad for the country", but because it's
completely unconstitutional. The enumerated powers do not REQUIRE Congress to
have anything at all to do with health insurance/care, so it's not ALLOWED to.
In that interview with Lee, Limbaugh said the following: "...that this country's
in the midst of a purposeful transformation that makes government not just the center
of everybody's life, but essential, and people do not want that to happen. They've
always thought the Republican Party stood against that, so why not just stand up, even
if you're afraid people might end up liking it, the fact that it's not good for the country
to make even more people totally dependent on government for another aspect of their
lives. It simply is not good for the country or for them. Why can't that be said and
have it said aggressively and compassionately and use that to attract voters and grow
the party?"
Another good point, but this also blows right by the same fundamental point of
unconstitutionality that Lee missed. I understand that politics is involved here, and I
understand how that often (usually...always, it seems anymore) entails taking into
consideration what public opinion is as reflected in polling data. However, the only
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difference about America's continued "transformation" under Obama is the blatancy of
its purposefulness. This transformation – expanding government power at the expense
of individual liberty – has been going on for decades upon decades. Obamacare just
represents the latest (and yes, most egregious) example of violating the constitution's
purposeful limits on government in favor of enacting programs/laws that someone can
say is "good for the country".
It all just depends on how you define "good for the country"...Bill Ayers would
describe that very differently than Bill Clinton, who would describe it very differently
than John McCain, who would describe it very differently than Glenn Beck. This is
why the founders did not leave us with a constitution that's open to this kind of
interpretation, but which very specifically lists the very few things that the federal
government is required to do...no more, no less. And as stated earlier, if the federal
government is not REQUIRED to do something via these specifically enumerated
powers, then it's not ALLOWED to do it. Period.
Like I said, I understand that politics is involved here...I just take a totally
different approach to what constitutes a "winning" political strategy. Instead of solely
focusing on whether or not something can be described as "good for the country"
because of reasons of economics or government dependency (which are valid
secondary reasons, to be sure) why can't we "aggressively and compassionately" say
that the purpose of the constitution is to limit government, in favor of individual
liberty? I think the best way to "attract voters and grow the party" is to state boldly and
unapologetically that any expansion of government power at the expense of the liberty
of EVEN ONE individual is – by definition – unconstitutional. And, in accordance
with the purpose of our constitution, the job of government is to eliminate obstacles to
individual liberty...with the biggest obstacle being government itself.
Thomas Paine most accurately described government as "a necessary evil"...yes,
it's necessary, but it's still an evil. This is why the founders set up a system for us in
which government's power over our lives is purposefully and strictly limited to as few
required duties as possible...because even those few incursions are still fundamentally
EVIL, as they represent intrusions upon individual liberty, even for NECESSARY
purposes in accordance with the government's few required duties.
This "necessary evil" stuff is why a government shutdown (while not necessary,
of course, and is just another example of political gamesmanship) is a non-issue. Since
the purpose of the constitution is to LIMIT government anyway, why would a
temporary shutdown of it even matter? Is there any better way to limit government
than shutting it down? But, of course, a complete shutdown is not necessary, and
would only be forced by those who want to continue the practice of government doing
things for which it has no constitutional authority whatsoever, and to lie about and play
politics with the issue in order to try to eliminate their ideological opponents.
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One more bone to pick with Senator Lee, while I'm at it...he said that
Republicans "were put into power in the House of Representatives after the 2010
election because of Obamacare. We were put into power to stop Obamacare." Not to
be nitpicky here, but this is a VERY crucial point...no, Senator Lee, Republicans were
not "put into POWER", but rather were elected as representatives of the American
people. And as such, if you were "put into" anything, it was SERVITUDE. Elected
representatives are NOT leaders, but servants...ignoring the reality of this purposeful
relationship between the public and its government is yet another reason why we've
reached the point we are at today. Publicly pointing that out "aggressively and
compassionately" is yet one more example of how we can "attract voters and grow the
party".
I believe that there are still enough Americans who believe in the purpose of the
constitution and the proper role of government and our elected leaders, and that a
campaign based upon those truths would resonate like no other, and could lead to
electoral victories with a much more solid foundation than what we've become
accustomed to: sound bytes, media spin, and teleprompter speeches touting false
notions of "compassion" and "charity" and "fairness". There's nothing compassionate
or charitable or fair about taking property by force from one person who's earned it and
giving it to someone else who hasn't.
I think we should say screw politics as usual, screw the media, and screw this
idea that government can "help"...and instead focus on this simple inarguable mantra
and ride the wave of support it will produce: IF IT'S NOT ENUMERATED, IT MUST
BE ELIMINATED!
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Chapter 51 - DEBATE: CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS WAS "AWFUL"

We don't celebrate Columbus for his goodness as a person, but simply for discovering the
New World. No amount of "white guilt"-based whining will change that.

My friend Grace Dubois shared a link from someone else's page on 11 October
2013 (and made the fortunate mistake of tagging me in a follow-up comment):
Friends, PLEASE read this! Having studied and researched most of the primary
sources myself, I can swear that this is all true. "Columbus 'discovered' the New World
much like a meteorite 'discovered' the dinosaurs."
http://theoatmeal.com/comics/columbus_day
COMMENTS:
* Grace Dubois: Kind of wondering how Embrace The Debate will find a way
to make this contentious.
* Bill Davidson: Thank you Grace for sharing. I knew that Columbus was not a
good man but I had not known of Bartolome. My calendar has been edited for this
info.
* Rory Jamison: huh, interesting. a lot of that is really horrible, but it's
somewhat unfair to judge someone in the 1500s by today's moral standards.
* Malcolm Michaels: Is it unfair? Should we judge someone who tortured and
enslaved an entire nation of people as a "man of his time?" I submit that this was evil
by much older moral standards than Columbus, some of which he (as an Italian
Catholic) should have been living by. Golden rule, anyone?
* Grace Dubois: Bartolome existed in the same time frame and he knew
genocide was evil.
* Rory Jamison: Ah, I would just be careful about judging people from over
500 years ago by today's moral code. I wonder what people of the year 2500 will say
about us...
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* ME: oh no, i'm sure this is ALL true...there's NO WAY that any of it's
incorrect, i'm just POSITIVE of that! but whether it's true or not, we don't celebrate
columbus for his goodness as a person.
and speaking of "primary sources"...try reading the Constitution and the
Declaration of Independence!
* Malcolm Michaels: So...what DO we celebrate Columbus for...?
* ME: umm...for discovering the new world. the natives may have been here
first, but they didn't do much with that discovery. nor did the vikings or amerigo
vespucci or whoever else may have beaten him here.
* Betty Keyman: Grace, my husband gets the day off paid...his first break with
this stupid shutdown...my daughter has no school...at this point, who cares...I'll take it!!
* Malcolm Michaels: (1) The native Americans did a lot with the land. They
had agriculture, large cities, etc. (2) Columbus was an idiot as an explorer. Everyone
knew the earth was round. Columbus thought it was much smaller than it really was.
He took his idea of sailing west to reach India to the Portuguese, the greatest navigators
in the world. They knew very well how big the world was, and blew him off. Isabella
and Ferdinand of Spain, however, needed money to finance their Inquisition, and took a
chance. The moral: it doesn't seem to matter whether you're right or wrong, brilliant or
stupid, as long as you're lucky.
I don't see celebrating an awful man because he was lucky and willing to use
the natives for his own enrichment.
* ME: (1) yeah, we're still celebrating the incredible technological and
civilizational advancements of the primitive natives who, according to the above link,
couldn't prevail with their rocks and sticks against columbus and his men.
(2) how did "everyone" know the earth was round, if no one had ever explored
all of it? the portuguese may have been great navigators...but had they ever sailed
across the atlantic? how could they have known how big the world was, without
actually circumnavigating it? did they launch some pre-industrial revolution satellites
into orbit to take pictures of the globe??? they blew columbus off because they thought
what he wanted to do was impossible, and that he was an idiot for even wanting to try
it. and then he did it, and proved them all wrong, and then all of europe eventually
followed, once they saw what was available in the new world and how easy it was to
come and take it.
we don't celebrate columbus for what he did once he got here, but simply for
blazing a trail TO here. what we do with that legacy/inheritance NOW is what's
important...regardless of how "awful" of a man the trailblazer may or may not have
been.
thomas jefferson owned slaves...and yet he wrote the Declaration of
Independence which stated that "all men are created equal" and thus set the ball rolling
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for the eventual recognition and acceptance of the inherent God-given basic rights of
ALL people, regardless of their skin color. you could hold a grudge against him today
for owning slaves...or instead choose to be grateful for the part he played in getting that
ball rolling toward equality. i choose the latter...because the former is a pointless
exercise in petulance, ingratitude, and victimhood.
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Chapter 52 - COLUMN: PREBUTTAL - WHAT THE GOP RESPONSE TO THE STATE OF THE UNION
SHOULD BE

When it comes to the federal government, the Constitution is ALL that matters.

(written on 20 January 2015)
There have been lots of leaks and previewing of Obama's 2015 State of the
Union speech tomorrow night, where his proposals are expected to include free
community college, more stringent methane emissions standards, and tax hikes for the
wealthy. And I'm sure the official response from the GOP afterwards, through newlyelected Senator Joni Ernst, will be robust and full of valid criticism for the president's
plans.
But I'm also sure that the GOP response will, as always, be sorely lacking. For,
while it will surely focus on the damaging nature of Obama's proposals on America and
her economy, it will stop there and not progress to where it should.
You see, higher taxes aren't the problem, they're just a symptom of the main
problem: allowing the federal government to do anything that it's not specifically
required to do via the enumerated powers.
Taxes should be as absolutely high as they need to be to pay for the required
duties of government. But that taxation should be proportionate among the citizens, in
accordance with equal rights, and the collected tax dollars should ONLY be spent on
the government's VERY FEW required duties.
Whether or not you believe in or support the Constitution, it remains the sole
basis for our system of government – THE legal precedent. And the purpose of that
document is to limit the federal government, in favor of individual liberty. Thus, the
default position of government is an ABSENCE of power, and it's only ALLOWED to
do what it's REQUIRED to do via the Constitution's enumerated powers…no more, no
less.
Talking about the harmful economic effects of Obama's policies/spending/
proposals is all valid and necessary, no question about it. But focusing SOLELY on
that misses the most important issue…that the federal government is not authorized to
have a role of ACTION in the economy, but simply one of PROTECTION.
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And, unfortunately, most of what the government currently does is absolutely
prohibited by virtue of not being included among the strictly limited, specifically
enumerated powers. Obamacare, for instance, is not just an economically harmful law,
it's also completely illegal, as nowhere in the Constitution is the federal government
granted the power to have anything whatsoever to do with health care/insurance.
Of course, the same goes for other long-standing federal programs, such as
Medicare, Medicaid, Social Security, etc. If the Constitution's enumerated powers
don't specifically require the government to do something, then that thing is specifically
PROHIBITED by virtue of that omission.
As Alexander Hamilton explained clearly in Federalist 84 when arguing against
the inclusion of the Bill of Rights: "For why declare that things shall not be done which
there is no power to do?" If the power isn't specifically granted by the Constitution,
then it does not exist…period.
And don't fall prey to those who would tell you that these extra-constitutional
powers exist as a result of the "general welfare" clause or some other such nonsense.
First of all, it's "general" – so anything the federal government does must apply to ALL
citizens equally. Secondly, that clause is NOT an enumerated power, but simply a
REASON for the enumerated powers – an overall responsibility to be fulfilled via their
execution.
So, while Obama's promises of more "free" stuff and the unequal application of
tax hikes to pay for it sound appealing to some, the simple fact remains that these are
just the most recent examples of government activities that are strictly prohibited…
constitutionally speaking.
And when it comes to the federal government, the Constitution is ALL that
matters.
IF IT'S NOT ENUMERATED, IT MUST BE ELIMINATED!
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Chapter 53 - DEBATE: GOP CHANGES TO HOUSE RULES

For any Democrat to complain about any rule changes is pretty hypocritical...these are the
same people who were just going to "deem" Obamacare passed before they were able to
bribe enough lawmakers to sneak it through.

Dean Johnson tagged me on his page along with a link to a video on 14 October
2013:
Embrace The Debate – How do you feel about this?
The GOP's little rule change they hoped you wouldn't notice
M.YOUTUBE.COM
Late in the evening of September 30, 2013, the House Rules Committee
Republicans secretly changed the rules of the House...
COMMENTS:
* ME: well, that looks like douchey chris van hollen who's talking about it, so
it's probably nothing...but i'll watch it when i get a chance. but for ANY democrat to
complain about any rule changes is pretty hypocritical...these are the same dems who
were just going to "deem" obamacare passed before they were able to bribe enough
lawmakers to sneak it through.
i finally watched it...and like i thought: utter hypocrisy. van hollen asked "why
were the rules changed to keep the government shut down"...when it's SOLELY the
democrats' fault that we have the shutdown in the first place, because they refuse to
defund/delay obamacare, or even just agree to live under it themselves. what's so funny
about this is that when the dems institute any such rules changes (or just completely
violate existing rules without valid changes), they're usually lauded as brave heroes
who are standing up to the evil GOP.
* Laura Nicholls: Like or dislike Van Hollen, his point is when did it become
ok in a supposed democratic government to allow one person to hold hostage the ability
to bring a vote to the floor? I am not going to argue the pettiness that exists amongst the
parties or claim that the Dems sit on some moral high pedestal, but this flies in the face
of EVERYTHING this country is built on. I have never felt more powerless as a citizen
as I do right now.
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* ME: you mean like when harry reid "holds hostage the ability to bring a vote
to the floor" in the senate? i don't hear any democrats complaining about that. or when
he strips amendments out of a bill after a vote to end cloture.
and of course i dislike van hollen...he supports growing government at the
expense of individual liberty, which is why he is in favor of implementing obamacare.
you know what's more important than any house rules? THE
CONSTITUTION. and it doesn't say anything in there about the federal government
being allowed to have anything to do with health care/insurance, or about congress
being allowed to force people to buy ANYTHING at all.
* Dean Johnson: The reason I asked, I was just curious if these types of things
were wrong when Democrats do them or when any politician does?
* ME: i find it curious that you never ask these types of questions when
democrats do this kind of thing...or when they just blatantly ignore/violate standing
rules, instead of just passing new ones, as apparently happened here. the biggest
"wrong" is when the constitution is ignored...admittedly, both parties do it, but it's
always in the name of "compassion" or "fairness" or some other such liberal, politically
correct, media approved nonsense.
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Chapter 54 - COLUMN: MEDIA AND THE FIRST "POP CULTURE PRESIDENT"

Instead of just trying to convert "low-information voters", why not focus on the
disenfranchised conservative voters who revere the Constitution and want government to
stick to its enumerated powers?

(written on 17 September 2013)
From the Rush Limbaugh show on 10 September, 2013 (hour 2):
CALLER: Hi, Rush. Thanks so much. You've said it before: Obama is our first
true pop culture president. He is nourished, supported, fed by the pop culture of this
country. It really is gonna have to be the pop culture that takes him down. So the
question –
RUSH: I agree with that, by the way. I agree with that and have tried to make
that point. It isn't gonna be a massive political event like this that does it.
I don't disagree that Obama is our first true pop culture president, but waiting
for "pop culture" to wake up and realize how harmful he is (specifically, as well as
liberals in general are) to the country is just as pointless as waiting on the mainstream
media to start being equally fair in their reporting about liberals and conservatives...it
ain't gonna happen.
Trying to convince "pop culture" (or "low-information voters", as Rush refers to
them) to wake up to their folly and see the light is akin to seeking validation from the
media...the truth is the truth whether or not it appears in the New York Times or on
CNN. And on the few occasions when it DOES appear there, that doesn't make it any
more valid.
Instead of focusing on convincing the content-to-be-ignorant disciples of pop
culture, why not focus on the vastly underserved and ignored segment of the population
that reveres the Constitution, and wants government to stick to its enumerated powers?
It is these Constitutionalists – who know that the purpose of the Constitution is to limit
government, and that the federal government is not allowed to do anything that it's not
specifically required to do via its enumerated powers – who are tired of seeing decades
of government expansion at the expense of individual liberty, regardless of which
political party is in control in Washington.
And that is a big reason why millions of them – who voted Republican in 2008
– sat home in the 2012 election, which allowed Obama to win re-election, despite
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Romney's securing the votes of the overwhelming majority of independents. (Well,
that and the IRS targeting of the Tea Party, which led to voter suppression as intended.)
If we had a candidate who would espouse limiting government to its few
REQUIRED duties – which also happen to be the only few things the government is
ALLOWED to do – that would resonate with voters like nothing has in recent memory.
Instead of just giving people someone to vote AGAINST, and thus forcing them to
choose between the lesser of two evils, why not give them something to vote FOR:
truly limited government in accordance with the Constitution?
If we had a candidate pledging to not only limit government growth, but also
promising to SHRINK government by getting rid of all spending/policies/laws/agencies
for which the federal government has no constitutional authority, then not even the full
weight and influence of the "pop culture" could prevail against the groundswell of
support that message would receive. Politically speaking, that message would BE the
winning strategy...maybe not right away, but eventually others of the "silent majority"
who believe in it would step up and make their voices heard as well.
The Constitution wasn't shredded overnight, and it won't be restored overnight...
and it might take several elections of having to choose between the lesser of two evils
before we right this ship. But that's no excuse for just accepting that the power of the
"pop culture" will always win over the truth.
RIGHT MAKES MIGHT. Fearless devotion to that belief will eventually win
the day, and will give voice to millions of like-minded individuals who are sick of
seeing their country destroyed. People are tired of politics, and just want the
Constitution to be followed. If a candidate boldly and credibly pledged to actually
restrict the federal government to its very few required duties, frustrated voters would
rally to that message...and you wouldn't be able to stop them from showing up on
Election Day.
IF IT'S NOT ENUMERATED, IT MUST BE ELIMINATED!
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Chapter 55 - DEBATE: HUMANS CAN'T OVERPOWER NATURE, DESPITE SHANGHAI POLLUTION

First of all, China is a Communist country, so calling for more government regulation there
is simply stupid. Secondly, Shanghai is not the entire world.

My friend Carl Adams tagged me in this post on his page on 19 December
2013:
Let's see if I get this right – humans can't do this to nature. Government should
not implement policies to regulate things that might cause this. Corporations will make
this right through free market influences. Did I sum it up right, Embrace The Debate?
If you can't fix it, you might as well try to avoid responsibility for it, the
thinking about China's smog seems to go.
If You Can't Beat the Shanghai Smog, Change the System |
www.bloomberg.com
COMMENTS:
* ME: i just discussed this with someone else who was trying to cite china as an
example of where we're headed, or as some proof of "man-made global warming".
you, like he did, are forgetting one very important fact...most industry in china is
owned/controlled by the GOVERNMENT. and communists are all about
regulation...just on their subjects, but not on themselves (kind of like democrats here
with obamacare, gun control, taxes, etc.). for you to attempt to use pollution in
COMMUNIST shanghai to criticize the FREE MARKET is just ignorant and asinine.
and localized pollution is not proof of mankind affecting GLOBAL
temps/climate anyway. the only thing you've summed up here is that you're a media
slave who has forgotten how to implement any critical thinking whatsoever.
* Carl Adams: lets take this in single bites:
1. The pollution is evidence of the impact man can have on the environment –
very simple, much like evolution – you can follow the line.
2. Regulation can be changed to benefit whomever – and less regulation (i.e.
changing standards so as to lessen the negatives) can be counterproductive – lowering
air standards to avoid warnings.
3. Do you remember the US in the 80s where rivers were nothing but polluted
waste lands? That was done by corporations without enforcement – do you think they
just stopped on their own free will?
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As far as asinine goes – your continued rants and inability to see beyond your
narrow mindedness is not only asinine but scary. You like all the Fox News denizens
will be the ruin of this country. If you honestly think you know more than SCOTUS
etc. then maybe you should do something more meaningful. Instead you will not
because you would have to prove it outside of the facebook world. When you do that
let me know.
**********************************************************************
BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU WISH FOR, CARL...YOU JUST MIGHT GET IT!
**********************************************************************
* ME: there you go with the typical "straw man" idiocy that i'm used to...who
said that i'm a fan of fox news? ANYWAY...yes, pollution is evident, but that does not
translate to effects on the GLOBAL environment. and evolution is simple? despite all
of the evidence to the contrary that we and every other living thing did NOT descend
from the same primordial soup? (for more on this, please read "Signature in the Cell"
by Stephen C. Meyer...it's even outside of facebook!
http://www.signatureinthecell.com/
FEDERAL regulations are not ALLOWED if they're not in line with the few
specifically REQUIRED duties of the national government. simple as that. all the rest
is left up to "the States respectively, or to the people" (for more on that, see the tenth
amendment).
do you honestly believe that there were no regulations in place when "rivers
were nothing but polluted waste lands"? (btw...exaggerate much?) hell, the EPA itself
was created during the nixon administration (which was well before 1980, in case you
weren't aware of that).
i didn't say i "know better" than SCOTUS, but that i'd do a better job, since they
quite consistently make rulings in direct violation of the constitution's purpose of
limiting government.
is that too much? did i lose you there? i know it's a lot to digest, especially for
someone who willfully chooses to wallow in ignorance...and is arrogant and
condescending about it to boot! but it's okay, it doesn't bother me, and i'm literally
impossible to offend. and I know i'm right.
* Carl Adams: no, I can follow and without resulting to name calling etc...I
unfortunately lack the bandwidth to sit around endlessly debating you but yes, EPA
existed before, however not enforcing or lacking in tougher regulations to protect –
regardless, those precious corporations did in fact pollute and they did it without regard
to people – China does it without regard to their people – point being sometimes you
need someone to step up immediately to take action to protect people – I am glad our
government does that. Do they overreach on occasion – yes and we get the opportunity
to correct via a vote. Luckily we don't have to have a government full of people like
you – we would not be much better than Shanghai.
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Consumers in America allow this practice to continue...must be acceptable then
to exploit others for our benefit and wonder if they pollute from those factories because
China doesn't enforce those standards?
Wal-Mart Campaign | International Labor Rights Forum | www.laborrights.org
* ME: "your continued rants and inability to see beyond your narrow
mindedness is not only asinine but scary. You like all the Fox News denizens will be
the ruin of this country. If you honestly think you know more than SCOTUS etc. then
maybe you should do something more meaningful. Instead you will not because you
would have to prove it outside of the facebook world. When you do that let me know."
yep, you're right...no name-calling there. you're the perfect gentleman!
the regulations we get result in crony capitalism wherein our government
"protectors" flush BILLIONS of dollars down the toilet on companies like solyndra and
"green" automakers. the only people they're protecting are their ideological
compatriots. and yeah, if we had a government full of people like me, we'd not only be
much better off than shanghai, but we'd be much better off than current america...
because we wouldn't have a government that RULED the people, but the other way
around – you know, the way our system is SUPPOSED to operate.
laborrights.org? REALLY? seriously dude, i'm worried about you. wal-mart
has only gained such economic power precisely because of fulfilling the needs and
wants of its customers...THAT is social responsibility in a nutshell. pursuing profit is
THE single greatest factor leading to the improvement of the human condition
throughout the history of mankind...too much government has done just the opposite.
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Chapter 56 - DEBATE: MENTAL HEALTH LAWS VS. GUN CONTROL LAWS

All gun control laws are unconstitutional...but forcing psychotics to take their medication
isn't.

I shared a link on my page on 23 December 2013:
"There's absolutely no point in making it more difficult to buy firearms at gun
shows – unless gun dealers have no trouble getting files on the mentally ill. Until we
do that, we're wasting our time."
Ann Coulter – December 18, 2013 – Mental Health Laws Are Trouble For
Democrats | www.anncoulter.com
COMMENTS:
* Carl Adams: So the government should be in the business of regulating
mental illness? "Republicans should say, 'We owe it to the memory of these kids to
unclog the regulations that prevent us from forcing psychotics to take their
medication.'" I would think you would want the government out of the business of
determining who is crazy or not? To have the government force you to take meds –
sheesh – you didn't like light bulbs or catalytic converters on cars, or whatever else they
regulate for "safety." And if we need a driver's license to drive a car, or the
Republicans want a national voter ID because of all the fraud, then having someone
wait a day or two to make sure they are not on any meds for being "batshit" crazy, then
so be it.
* ME: i know you copied that sentence above, but did you even READ it? you
obviously didn't understand it. she said that we need government to UNCLOG (i.e.,
REMOVE) the regulations that PREVENT us from forcing psychotics to take THEIR
medication. this has nothing to do with the government "determining" who is
crazy...she's simply saying that the government should stop interfering with making
sure that those who are already determined to be crazy take their meds.
and drivers licenses aren't a FEDERAL law (nor is auto insurance, which many
morons tried to use as proof of why obamacare should be allowed on the federal level),
but are rather done on the STATE level. and republicans don't want a NATIONAL
voter ID...where'd you ever hear that? a simple STATE ID is just fine, just to make
sure that someone's legally allowed to vote in their own state, and only votes once.
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and finally, who ever said anything about "having someone wait a day or two to
make sure they are not on any meds"? are you talking about a waiting period for
buying a gun? because if so, that's not clear from the above. if that IS what you're
referring to, then i'd just say that aside from any local laws about meds for crazy
people, there's an even simpler answer for that, which allows EVERYONE to protect
themselves and their fellow citizens from the random crazy person who wants to go on
a shooting spree...and i quote, from the 2nd amendment: "...the right of the people to
keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed."
* Martin Adamson: All I want for Christmas is a Smith & Wesson M&P Sport
rifle and a Ruger LCP.
* Carl Adams: "...prevent us from forcing psychotics to take their medication"
* ME: why did you just repeat that? was there a point you were striving for
there? a little context, please!
* Carl Adams: oh just that she – and by your liking of the article, you – support
"forcing psychotics to take their meds" which means government is gonna force not
only diagnoses but also treatment. I didn't realize you all supported the ACA in such a
way. Bravo you are opening your mind.
* Ronald Jenkins: I could build a bomb. Most people can't. Control fire arms.
* Brandy Kemp Atkinson: That control of firearms worked pretty well for
places like Chicago. And Nazi Germany.
* Carl Adams: that argument is weak and I support owning firearms but I do not
fool myself into thinking they would stop modern armies. Having measures to check –
not prevent – law-abiding, mentally-capable individuals does not mean you can't have
your firearms, it means to reduce them from those who would do something if easily
acquired. I am sure you lock your doors – do you really think that stops a real
criminal? It is merely a preventive measure. A preventive measure to control firearms
is prudent given the state of some purchasers.
* ME: who ever said that government was going to force diagnoses? and what
part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand???
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Chapter 57 - COLUMN: FACT-CHECKING THE FACT-CHECKER

I logically eviscerate an attempt to debunk Ted Cruz's various criticisms of Obamacare.

(written on 21 October 2013)
On 21 October 2013, Meghan Foley, a writer and editor for the website "Wall
St. Cheat Sheet", posted the below column entitled "This Is What Fact-Checking Ted
Cruz Reveals" (http://wallstcheatsheet.com/stocks/this-is-what-fact-checking-ted-cruzreveals.html/?a=viewall). The purpose of this column was largely to debunk Cruz's
various criticisms of Obamacare and its harmful effects, prior to it being fully
implemented and proving him totally correct.
As you might have guessed, I was inspired to post a rebuttal to Ms. Foley's
misguided attempt "to look at the facts". In the interests of total fairness, and so that
you know specifically what I was responding to, I've copied her entire column below,
followed immediately by my rebuttal posted online the same day:
"This Is What Fact-Checking Ted Cruz Reveals" by Meghan Foley
Republican Senator Ted Cruz of Texas, who was the public face of the Tea
Party-backed campaign to stop the implementation of the Affordable Care Act,
popularly known as Obamacare, has taken a great deal of criticism for the manner in
which he opposed the health care reform and insulted his own party. However, the
bigger problem may be that his numerous public tirades against the law employed
some dubious facts.
"Well, if you don't believe ObamaCare is the biggest job killer in the country,
look to the facts. This year report after report has rolled in about employers
restricting work hours to less than 30 hours per week – the point where the mandate
kicks in. The data also points to record-low workweeks in low-wage industries.
"It is low-wage industries in particular because the people who get hammered
by this are not the CEOs. It is not the rich. The rich have done just fine under
President Obama. It is hard-working American families, the people who are
struggling. It is young people, Hispanics, African Americans, and single moms. They
are the ones who are losing their jobs and being forced to work 29 hours a week."
Cruz, speaking on the Senate floor, September 24, 2013.
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"The U.S. Senate is not concerned about all of the people who are out of job, all
the people with part-time work, all the people whose health insurance premiums are
skyrocketing, all the people who are losing their health insurance. And that's
happening because of Obamacare." Cruz, interview with ABC News, Oct. 17, 2013.
"The deal that has been cut provides no relief to the millions of Americans who
are hurting because of Obamacare. People all over this country are losing their health
insurance. 15,000 UPS employees got a notification in the mail that they were losing
spousal coverage, that their husbands and wives were all losing the health insurance
that they wanted and they liked. That is happening all over the country." Cruz,
speaking to reporters, Oct. 16, 2013.
Cruz does highlight some important points – the rollout of Obamacare is not
progressing smoothly. Some Americans who have enrolled in the health care law's
online marketplaces have seen their health insurance premiums skyrocket, while others
were unable to keep their current health insurance plan as President Barack Obama
had promised. But the issue is that the Senator continually describes these problems in
hyperbolic terms, making it necessary to analyze his claims that "millions of Americans
are hurting" and Obamacare is "the biggest job killer in the country" in order to make
sense of his assessment. Just as Cruz suggested in his speech on the Senate floor, it is
time to look at the facts.
1. "Millions of people are hurting because of Obamacare"
First, it is important to remember that less than three weeks of the six month
enrollment period for the online marketplaces have elapsed, and while anecdotal
information has trickled in about increasing premiums, a full scale assessment of how
the health care reform has changed the individual market is months, if not years, away.
In the absence of that full scale assessment, projections made by the Congressional
Budget Office will have to suffice.
In May 2013, the nonpartisan federal agency calculated that by 2018, at which
time the law will be fully implemented, about 7 million people will be dropped from
their employer health plans, 5 million people will shift out of private plans, and 24
million people will join the insurance exchanges. In terms of percentages, those
numbers work out to coverage changes for 4 percent of all individuals with employerbased insurance and 19 percent of all individuals with private insurance.
Comparatively, the CBO estimates that the number of Americans without coverage will
fall by 25 million, a decrease of more than 45 percent. For reference, the population
of the United States stands at 315 million.
The fact that more Americans will be helped by the implementation of the
Affordable Care Act is an important detail for any argument, even if it is ultimately
found that the law was poorly designed and implemented, especially because a
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majority of those who receive insurance from their employers will likely see little
change in their coverage. The specific example cited by Cruz — the "15,000 UPS
employees got a notification in the mail that they were losing spousal coverage" — left
out an important detail as well. According to the company memorandum, the policy
change will only affect spouses who are eligible for insurance provided by their own
employers.
2. Obamacare is "the biggest job killer in the country"
Again, there is not enough data to argue for or against that statement. Cruz's
argument is that the employer mandate, the Obamacare provision that requires
businesses with 50 or more full-time employees to provide those workers with a
minimum level of health insurance coverage or face tax penalties, will cause employers
to shift employees' schedules so that they will no longer be considered full time or
layoff workers entirely. There is also the concern that employers will choose to hire
more part-time workers rather than full-time workers.
While there is evidence to support the claim that the Affordable Care [Act] will
modestly affect employment in the United States, the claim that the reform is a "job
killer" is overblown. It is true that a few nonpartisan economic analyses have
estimated that a small number of primarily low-wage positions will be cut as employers
prepare for the additional labor costs added by Obamacare's employer mandate to
business' balance sheets. But economists expect the impact will be minimal.
The original source of the concern for job loss was a 2010 report from the
nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office, which said the Affordable Care Act would
have a small effect on employment, "primarily by reducing the amount of labor that
workers choose to supply." That fact, which the Republican party translated into a loss
of actual jobs, was actually meant to imply that individuals may choose to work fewer
hours if they receive subsidies to help buy insurance or retire early if close to
retirement because insurance will be less of a financial burden. This decrease in the
amount of labor in the economy would amount to one-half of 1 percent, according to
the report.
CBO also said that the employer requirements "will probably cause some
employers to respond by hiring fewer low-wage workers," but companies may hire
more part-time or seasonal workers instead. Hard evidence shows that employers are
turning to part-time workers because of the economic situation, not necessarily
Obamacare.
Duke University/CFO Magazine Global Business Outlook Survey polled 530
chief financial officers of United States-based companies last month, and found that 59
percent of the respondents said that they have increased the proportion of their
workforce made up by temporary and part-time workers or shifted toward outside
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advisors and consultants. Of those, 38 percent attributed the shift to the
implementation of the Affordable Care Act, while another 44 percent said it was
because of extreme economic uncertainty.
But it is important to remember that companies that do not now provide
insurance, but will soon be required to, probably employ around one percent of
American workers. "You've got 5.7 million firms in the U.S.," Mark Duggan, who
served as the top health economist at White House's Council of Economic Advisers
from 2009 to 2010, told the Washington Post. "Only 210,000 have more than 50
employees. So 96 percent of firms aren't affected. Then if you look among those firms
with 50 or more employees, something on the order of 95 percent offer health
insurance. So it's basically 10,000 or so employers who have more than 50 employees
and don't offer coverage."
3. "Health insurance premiums are skyrocketing"
Similarly, Republican Senator Rand Paul of Kentucky during his brief cameo in
Cruz's Senate Speech: "We went through this whole debacle of giving people
Obamacare and it is going to be expensive. Everybody is going to pay more. Many
people still will not have insurance. The ones who do have insurance are going to pay
more." How much an individual's insurance costs will change because of Obamacare
depends on a whole host of factors. It depends on age, current health status, state of
residence, and of course, whether the individual (or family) was insured before
purchasing a policy via the Obamacare-mandated insurance exchanges.
For example, those who are uninsured and have a preexisting condition will
likely pay less for coverage than they would in the current private market. Without
accounting for subsidies, those who are uninsured but young and healthy will likely
pay more; those who are insured through their employers will likely experience few
changes; and some 13 million Americans who are currently uninsured will pay little to
nothing because they will become eligible for Medicaid. Plus, a vast majority of those
buying plans on the individual exchange — 80 percent, according to the Congressional
Budget Office, will receive subsidies of varying amounts to make insurance more
affordable.
In general, exchange premiums also reflect insurers' estimates of the cost of
offering the new benefits to people: the plans offered on the exchanges must meet
certain regulatory requirements, surcharges based on health status will be eliminated,
premium variations based on age will be limited, and the three-year long, $10-billion
reinsurance pool will theoretically insulate insurance costs from the shock of offering
coverage to those previously uninsured customers or those who were enrolled in high
risk plans.
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As for states, premium increases can vary not only because each exchange has
attracted a different number of insurers, but because states have regulated the
insurance market for more than one hundred years and have developed different
standards. For example, insurers operating in New York were not allowed to sell socalled bare bones plans, meaning that to adjust these plans to comply with Obamacare
standards, which require insurance to cover a minimum set of benefits like maternity
leave and mental health, insurers had fewer changes and fewer costs to add.
Plans are no longer able to charge more based on health status or gender, but
they can vary based on geography, tobacco use, and age. Still, Obamacare regulations
prohibit insurers from charging an adult 64 or older more than three times the
premium charged a 21-year-old for the same coverage. Younger adults, who are less
risky to insure, will likely see the greatest increases because their premiums are meant
to balance out the medical costs of those older and sicker insurance consumers who
are more likely to use their benefits.
An August 2013 RAND study, sponsored by the Department of Health and
Human Services and the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, calculated that
there would be "no widespread trend toward sharply higher prices in the individual
market." Rather, rates would likely vary from state to state and based on individual
circumstances.
MY REBUTTAL:
"This Is What Fact-Checking Writer and Editor for Wall St. Cheat Sheet
Meghan Foley Reveals" by Embrace The Debate
@MFoley_WSCS Have you ever fact-checked @BarackObama? And why do
you ignore THE most important, fundamental issue here? First, a review of your
pointed critique of the recent comments of @SenTedCruz on #Obamacare is needed,
and then the most basic and crucial issue you so blatantly missed:
1. "Millions of people are hurting because of Obamacare"
Yes, a full-scale assessment of Obamacare's economic destruction is still years
away, but that doesn't mean that we can't see any harmful effects yet, such as full-time
jobs being converted to part-time to evade the law's punishing mandates, and people
just simply losing their jobs altogether.
And you're really going to rely on the projections of the CBO? The same CBO
that told us Obamacare was going to come in under $1 trillion, only to revise their
projection upward after it passed?
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And on the UPS employee issue, that the policy change will only affect spouses
who are eligible for insurance provided by their own employers is not the "important
detail" you think it is...the fact remains that UPS employees cannot keep their existing
insurance that they want to keep. If they wanted to move their spouses to other
policies, they would have already.
2. Obamacare is "the biggest job killer in the country"
There is not enough data to argue for or against that statement? Really? Can
you name a bigger job killer? And if you honestly think that Obamacare will only
"modestly affect employment" and will just have "minimal" economic impact, then
might I suggest that the economists you're relying on are – to be blunt – partisan, lying
hacks? Either that, or they're totally incompetent.
In the Duke University/CFO Magazine survey of 530 CFOs that you cited, the
majority of them "said that they have increased the proportion of their workforce made
up by temporary and part-time workers or shifted toward outside advisors and
consultants"...that actually bolsters Cruz's argument, not your "fact-checking", as those
temp/part-time positions are IN LIEU OF full-time jobs. And even though only 38
percent of the CFOs directly blamed that on Obamacare, what do you think is
responsible for the "extreme economic uncertainty" the other 44 percent cited? Do you
imagine it MIGHT possibly have something to do with what amounts to basically a
government takeover of 1/6th of the economy???
And whether it's true or not that the companies that do not now provide
insurance, but will soon be required to, employ only around one percent of American
workers is irrelevant...every individual is now required to purchase health insurance,
and that – along with all of the law's other mandates – is already jacking up the cost of
both health insurance AND health care. That's not good for anyone, and is going to
cause EVERYONE – business owners and employees alike – to have to tighten their
belts, which is not a recipe for job growth.
3. "Health insurance premiums are skyrocketing"
All insurance costs – not just premiums – are already skyrocketing. My
personal insurance plan through my employer has already gone up twice since
Obamacare was passed, and I know I'm not alone in that regard. And you talk about
subsidies and Medicaid as if they're just completely free...but those have to be paid for
too, and that money has to come from somewhere. And those increased costs related to
insuring up to 30 million additional people (the popular estimate) are going to increase
costs of MUCH more than just insurance premiums for everyone, and will affect
overall job availability as well, as there will simply be less money in the private market
for people to spend as they choose.
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"Younger adults...will likely see the greatest increases...to balance out the
medical costs of those older and sicker"...so, you don't think that it's going to be
economically harmful for young people who are not yet established in their careers, and
thus don't have commensurate steady incomes, to be on the hook for paying for the
ever-increasing health care costs of older and sicker people? And then you cite a study
sponsored by the Department of Health and Human Services and the Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services...as if that's a credible, unbiased source. What made
you think that you could be a "fact-checker", if you employ such illogical reasoning?
And now for the most important issue...
Obamacare is without a doubt economically harmful, but even if it weren't –
even if it could be shown to be economically helpful – that's beside the main point.
Can you please indicate to me where in the Constitution it states that the federal
government is allowed to have ANYTHING at all to do with health care/insurance?
Because in all of Article 1, Section 8, I can't find even one enumerated power that says
anything about Congress being empowered to do that at all. And here's the
thing...regardless of what you or anyone else WANTS the government to do, if it's not
listed among the specifically few REQUIRED duties of government – the enumerated
powers – then the government's not ALLOWED to do it.
You see, the purpose of the Constitution is to LIMIT government, in favor of
individual liberty, and how it does that is simple and straightforward: it specifically
lists the very few things that the government is required to do. Therefore, the default
position of the federal government is an ABSENCE of power, and it must – and is only
authorized to – execute those very few mandatory duties that are enumerated...no more,
no less.
So, instead of getting side-tracked by secondary debates about costs, economic
benefit/harm, etc., we really should focus ONLY on whether or not the government is
even allowed to engage in this activity at all. And the Constitution is very clear about
this – it's not an enumerated power, so the answer is an emphatic "NO"...regardless of
what the Supreme Court says.
Obviously, Obamacare is not the only example of an unconstitutional federal
program, it's just the most recent and most egregious. But nowhere in the Constitution
is the government authorized to enact ANY entitlement/benefit/welfare programs at all,
or to force ANYONE to buy ANYTHING, or to redistribute the property of any
individual to any other, or to even have anything whatsoever to do with our health
care/insurance or retirement. Simply put...it's just not the government's job.
IF IT'S NOT ENUMERATED, IT MUST BE ELIMINATED.
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Chapter 58 - DEBATE: THE DUCK DYNASTY HOMOSEXUALITY "SCANDAL"

Just pointing out that the Bible says something is a sin does not preclude anyone's RIGHT
to engage in that sin if they so choose. And government shouldn't have anything to do with
marriage in the first place.

I shared a link on my page on 24 December 2013:
http://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2013/12/the-genuine-conflictbeing-ignored-in-the-i-duck-dynasty-i-debate/282587/
The Genuine Conflict Being Ignored in the Duck Dynasty Debate
An evangelical Christian points out that there is, in fact, a tension between
orthodox Christianity and homosexuality.
COMMENTS:
* Dean Johnson: A&E is wrong, but I don't feel like it is their responsibility or
in their best interest to hold a national debate on religion and homosexuality... It's
obvious that our country is very divided on this issue.
* ME: yes, we're divided on this issue, but i think we're finding out pretty
quickly which side of the scale is heavier with support...despite how much the media
and wussy politicians try to label Christianity as bigotry, while actually promoting
bigotry AGAINST it.
* Dean Johnson: I think you are confusing support for freedom of speech and
personal thought for support of biblical views... This is a tiring debate with bible
thumpers that are so rooted in their beliefs (which they pick and choose from the bible
to support their personal beliefs), that people who embrace common sense and equality
just can't debate about... I can tell my 2 year olds that the number 3 comes after 2, but
they refuse to accept that... The only thing I can do is hope that in time and with proper
guidance they will learn and accept it...
* MY WIFE: for "bible thumpers" like myself...there is no debate. What God
says is the law for myself...I don't agree with the sin, but I am not going to hate
someone nor judge them for it. It is not our place to do so. We all sin, everyday...and
no one sin is bigger than another in God's eyes. We all need to live our lives according
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to our own beliefs and you, by your post above, may support one side, but you don't the
other...how is that equality?
* Dean Johnson: I agree, we all need to live our lives according to our own
beliefs, or gods for others... I'm being pretty equal. I just draw the line at saying my
beliefs are more important than someone else's, therefore they should be excluded from
the reindeer games... Equal rights for everyone makes sense to me
* Barney Dinkins: This is comical. He shoots ducks....
* MY WIFE: Barney, this is so much more than that....
* ME: who is being denied equal rights here? i assume that you're inferring that
homosexuals are somehow excluded from "the reindeer games"? how so, exactly? just
pointing out that a sin is a sin does not preclude anyone's RIGHT to engage in that sin
if they so choose.
* Dean Johnson: Ummm... How about marriage? People can call it whatever
they want, "sin" – that is their belief. The problem is the physical action of preventing
that same opportunity... P.S. – Merry Christmas all!!
* ME: ummm...what about marriage? there is no state in this country where
gay people are barred from getting married. in all 50 states, gays are allowed to marry
whomever they want, as long as the intended spouse is of legal age.
however, what some states DO prohibit is the RE-DEFINITION of marriage to
include unions between two people of the same sex, which of course is
COMPLETELY different than not allowing people to get married. and, of course, the
federal government is not empowered to change the definition of marriage, which
predates government.
* Dean Johnson: Up to about 5 years ago, there were not many states that would
allow them to get married. This has been a 30-40 year long debate/fight for this equal
right. The only reason it has taken that long, is that one side did not want to let them
participate due to their own beliefs... I was using gay marriage as an example.
* ME: well, that's completely untrue...gay people have NEVER been prevented
from getting married in this country. i don't know why a gay person would WANT to
get married though, since marriage – BY DEFINITION – is a union between one
man/one woman...if you really prefer being with someone of your own sex, why would
you choose to be with someone of the opposite sex (i.e., get married)???
* Dean Johnson: We can go in circles about this all day – it's been happening
for 40 years. Obviously you know I am referring to Same-sex marriage, which has
only been allowed recently and still is not allowed in some states. Does Same-sex
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marriage pass the semantics test or are you going to tell me that is not allowed, b/c the
word marriage means 1 man and 1 woman?
* ME: this isn't simply a matter of semantics...but the DEFINITION of marriage
– what it is and always has been and always will be – a union between 1 man and 1
woman. and our government is not empowered to change that. "same-sex marriage" is
as physically and definitionally impossible as a "pregnant man".
* Carl Adams: http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/marriage – seems
the dictionary which defines words might disagree...if your church defines words then I
guess you can't get married by them so maybe, like so many do, pick and choose what
you believe/change churches.
* Gabe Mathison: Embrace, I've been watching this post and I have to take
issue with your position. I agree that there is a lack of tolerance against anyone who
doesn't support the gay-rights agenda. Even though you and I stand on the opposite
side of this issue, I respect and support your right to dissent. What I don't understand is
how you can rage about government intrusion in most of your posts and yet you are ok
with government intrusion in this case. The fact that the government is interjecting into
two people's pursuit of happiness is much more troubling than any government or
church's definition of the word "marriage". The conclusion I reach from reading your
posts is that you are completely against government intrusion, unless it is your kind of
government intrusion. There's an inconsistency there I don't quite understand. My two
cents FWIW.
* ME: Carl – the dictionary does NOT define words, it simply LISTS
definitions for them. and it is easily and often edited to "update" definitions for
socially acceptable (ie, PC) changes.
Gabe – i appreciate your comment, but i have to point out that you are falling
into the same trap that many (most?) people do on this. the government is not
interjecting here into two people's pursuit of happiness...on the contrary, no one is
saying that two consenting gay adults can't be together, or that gay people can't get
married. but those are two COMPLETELY separate and distinct things, since marriage
is, always has been, and always will be a certain defined thing: a union between one
man/one woman. what i'm opposed to is giving government the extra-constitutional
power to CHANGE the definition of this institution that predates government.
now if you want to discuss FURTHER limiting government to eliminate its
current practice of bestowing legal "benefits" on married couples, then i'm all for that
discussion, since nowhere in the constitution is the federal government given the power
to encourage any type of behavior/activity (despite what john roberts said in his
obamacare ruling).
* Gabe Mathison: If your objection is to using the word "marriage" to define
what is a civil union, that's fair. English is English, I suppose. Where it breaks down is
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that the mob will advance that by insinuating that those who meet the according-toHoyle definition of the word "married" somehow have more (or different) rights than
those who are a "civil union". If the government wasn't in the business of legislating
"marriage", we would not be having this debate. This polarization is yet another
unintentional consequence of government getting involved where it doesn't belong.
* ME: Gabe – i completely agree with you there...nowhere in the constitution
does it say that the federal government should have anything to do with marriage...or
healthcare...or retirement...or jobs...or most of what it currently does. but this isn't just
about the definition of a WORD, but the institution of marriage.
government didn't legislate marriage as much as pass laws which recognized the
already existing institution of marriage, for the "protection of generational continuity,
meaning that you had the propensity in your marriage union to bring forth children"
(that's quoted from someone else i saw once, it's not mine...but it's the best and most
succinct explanation i've heard so far). again, it's not an excuse for the federal
government to do something that the constitution doesn't specifically require it to do,
but it's a reason why it happened. long story short: government didn't create marriage,
but just recognized it, and doesn't have the right to redefine it. you don't correct the
first wrong by expanding upon it.
* Dean Johnson: Just to confirm – your ONLY problem is use of the word
marriage? You are OK with them having the same exact rights as "married" people...
just don't use the word marriage?
* ME: Dean – no, my problem is with government being given the
unconstitutional power to redefine what the INSTITUTION of marriage is (which,
again, predates government). this is about way more than just the meaning of a
WORD.
and what rights do gay people NOT have now? gay people can marry
whomever they want...or they can choose to NOT get married and be with whomever
they choose of the same sex. what "right" is being denied here?
the real root problem here is what Gabe alluded to earlier, that we allowed
government to give itself the unconstitutional power to be involved in something for
which it has no authority via any enumerated powers.
* Dean Johnson: Who defines words or who changes the meaning of words
over time? It appears you are using the church's definition of marriage, which is your
choice. Other people, myself included, choose to use a more inclusive and progressive
meaning... If government can't change the meaning, can a society in which most accept
same sex "marriage"?
* ME: sure...just like they can change other facts to allow other things that don't
exist, like...men can't get pregnant. if enough people feel that should happen, then i
guess they can just change that too, right? the definition is not up to a vote, IT IS
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WHAT IT IS. a dog doesn't stop BEING a dog just because society wants to start
CALLING it a cat.
and you're falling prey to a lie that the media wants you to believe, that a
majority of people accept "same sex marriage"...it's simply not true, which is why it's
been shot down by voters in the majority of states where it's been on the ballot. and
then, sometimes – in CA for instance – some judges stomp all over the voters' choice
and just illegally overrule them.
* Dean Johnson: You are losing me with your pregnant man analogy... A man
getting pregnant is a biological/scientific issue controlled by nature. Marriage is
something created by humans... It's irrelevant if it predates government, it's still an idea
created by humans and can/should reflect the current society.
* Gabe Mathison: http://abcnews.go.com/health/story?id=5302756
'Pregnant Man' Has Baby Girl | abcnews.go.com
Thomas Beatie, the transgender man who made headlines as the so-called
"pregnant man," gave birth Sunday to a healthy baby girl, ABC News has learned.
* ME: i was hoping someone would mention the "so-called 'pregnant man'",
who is really just a woman who WANTS to be a man and changed much of her
outward appearance to simply look like one...still can't change her DNA or her "lady
parts"!
Dean – absolutely wrong...LEGAL RECOGNITION of marriage was created
by humans, but the union of one man/one woman as the only possible way to procreate
is most certainly just as much of "a biological/scientific issue controlled by nature" as
the fact that only a woman can get pregnant...or that polar bears aren't purple...or that
cows don't bark...or that frozen water takes up more volume than liquid water.
you're confusing government involvement with something with the natural facts
of what that something actually IS...and unfortunately, the government involvement
with it is what's MORE important to you, as if THAT is what gives it legitimacy.
* Dean Johnson: Ok – so procreation is the only reason for marriage. Is this
where I get into the argument of – should older people or women/men who have
conditions preventing them from procreating be allowed to marry?
* ME: i didn't say that procreation is the only reason for marriage...thanks for
putting words in my mouth. but procreation most certainly IS the basis for the
existence of the institution of marriage, which by definition is a union of one man/one
woman (regardless of their actual ability to procreate). you've got to disabuse yourself
of this notion that nothing is important or valid until government blesses/sanctions it.
* Gabe Mathison: Embrace, you are falling into the same trap on this one.
Humans enter into the so-called 'institution of marriage' because religious authoritarians
imposed a man-made standard to align human behavior with what they believed their
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god deemed appropriate. These religious groups gained influence over society such
that you were considered a pariah (and in some cases, executed) if you acted upon your
instinctual urges to procreate without seeking their blessing. The Church WAS the
nastiest form of state back in the day. They societally bullied people into this contract
in order to permit them to exercise their most natural genetic impulse. This is further
evidenced by the fact that as American society becomes more secular, this so-called
'institution of marriage' is breaking down.
It lends itself to the theory that humans as a species are not predisposed to mate
for life. I wonder if penguins have a spiritual leader that forces them into this too, a
penguin pope if you will. If so, does that mean they would be whoring it up all over
the arctic without this societal pressure? I'll ponder that later.
And the other thing that counter-argues the "one man/one woman" definition of
marriage is that prior to the Church in middle and far eastern cultures a man had many
wives to which he was MARRIED.
* ME: i don't dispute your point about the previous practice of a man having
more than one wife...but that does not preclude the reality that even in that
arrangement, it's STILL just one man/one woman that produces a child, and that is
what the institution of marriage is based upon. even with a polygamist, it's still just
multiple instances of one man/one woman.
i don't think that american society is necessarily becoming more secular, but
government is FORCING upon us what amounts to increased acceptance of
"secularity", as defined by a vocal minority. and even what you describe as an
imposition by "religious authoritarians" still predates government...and regardless of
any prior church actions/history, that doesn't change the fact that our constitution, while
guaranteeing religious freedom, does not allow the federal government to have
anything whatsoever to do with marriage at all.
and you KNOW this whole argument has nothing at all to do with equality, but
is all about "benefits"...let's restrict government back to its enumerated powers and
eliminate that as an issue, and see how long this argument keeps going on then.
* Dean Johnson: So if government should have nothing to do with marriage –
you must agree with getting rid of DOMA, correct?
* ME: i agree that DOMA should never have been necessary, because the
federal gov't should not be in the business of regulating marriage in the first place, and
should be prohibited from doing ANYTHING to incentivize or dis-incentivize any type
of behavior...including offering "benefits" to ANY groups of people.
the same goes with "no child left behind"...the federal gov't is also not
authorized to have anything to do with education, but since it currently DOES, then
there has to be SOME type of accountability.
most people have the same myopic view of all of this, and blow right by the
CORE issue of limiting the federal government in accordance with its enumerated
powers...no more, no less.
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* Dean Johnson: Embrace, where do you get your definition of marriage from?
Biblical references? I understand it pre-dates government and government shouldn't
have anything to do with marriage – for or against. Isn't marriage a cultural issue that
can differ among different groups?
* ME: i get "my" definition of marriage from, um...marriage itself. what it is
and has always been. it's irrelevant whether it came from the mouth of God to Adam
and Eve in the Garden of Eden, or whether someone later just started using that word to
describe it.
and if you REALLY believed that government shouldn't have anything to do
with marriage, then you wouldn't be pushing so hard for legal recognition of "same sex
marriage", now would you???
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Chapter 59 - DEBATE: I'M ACCUSED OF NOT BEING A "CRITICAL THINKER"

Ever notice that the "solutions" proposed by liberals to combat crises turn out to be
EXACTLY the same as leftists have been selling for decades upon decades as cures for all
of our societal and economic ills?

My friend Ron Harrison posted a link on his page on 9 February 2014. I might
not have gotten involved at all in this one, if he hadn't invoked me personally as
someone who simply parrots talking points that I've heard from others...an obviously
ignorant belief he based on prior debates we've engaged in:
How to Train Your Mind to Think Critically and Form Your Own Opinions |
lifehacker.com
"Critical Thinking" may sound like an obnoxious buzzword from liberal arts
schools, but it's actually a useful skill.
COMMENTS:
* Carter Jayliss: see: foxnews.com
* Max Turner: foxnews? WTF...do you ever fact check any of this shit? NBC
is in a class by itself for mendacity. There's no level of dishonesty the liberal vanguard
won't stoop to in order to fabricate a story. As someone who pretty much hates
everybody, I am in a unique position to be able to judge the veracity of each of these
"news" outlets. NBC, especially MSNBC, takes the fuckin cake.
* Carter Jayliss: yea I don't dispute MSNBC is waaaay slanted. But I also think
that the whole "lamestream media is garbage" didn't become a mantra until the early to
mid nineties
BTWs, what is your most respected news outlet Max?
and "my gut" doesn't count....
* Max Turner: For tv? RT or al jazeera
* Carter Jayliss: I agree al Jazeera is pretty good, but a liiitttle biased. RT is
cool, but again, there's a huge bias there. I know plenty of newshounds who feel that
way as well. To be honest, I watch cnn and fox, but not so much to be "informed of
what really happened", but more so that I know where 90% of people are coming from
when I have political convos outside of people who follow it professionally. These
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sources are literally opinion making machines, and it's staggering to see how many
people will literally repeat the headlines and talking points from these sources, and they
don't even know that they are doing it.
* Ron Harrison: A certain climate change-denying friend of ours, for example.
* Carter Jayliss: Ya know I wonder, if I had a family and a lot more "to lose", I
wonder if I would (if I was a scientist at least), carry out "experiments" at the behest of
monied interests. In other words, it's easy to say I wouldn't compromise my
professional integrity and reputation in exchange for a couple million bucks, but the
health and vitality of your family may sway some in the end. The climate change
debate is just that:
A: The climate is getting hotter!
B: You're just saying that because Al Gore is paying you to say that so he can
sell more books and get more paid speeches! Oh look, here's a scientific study that
shows that liberals are wrong and climate change isn't happening or has nothing to do
with my monied industrialist backers!
Whoever is right, I'm pretty sure the climate could give a fuck about Al Gore
and the Koch brothers, yet that's what this "debate" has been boiled down to. Whatevs.
* ME: i find it hilarious when people think that i'm just parroting fox news
headlines and talking points when i argue against "man-made global warming"...
wonder if your friend does too. oh, wait...is THAT why my ears were tingling???
* Ron Harrison: To be fair, Embrace, it's difficult not to parrot one's sources.
* Max Turner: Jayliss, CNN is atrocious but you're correct; they make opinion.
People parrot the MiniTruth line and never question anything. AJ and RT are actually
not that biased; you only think them to be because of the severe bias of our MSM. It
stuns people to see the world from outside of this fishbowl which is so distorted that
people get used to the distortion. I don't watch Fox or CNN because I prefer not to
waste my time listening to lies. Watching CNN pimp Syria as a risk...it's stunning.
Watching slam piece after slam piece on Russia and their Olympics is even worse. I
don't think Embrace parrots Fox, I think he parrots a chimp.
* Ron Harrison: That's not nice.
* Carter Jayliss: Thank god Embrace is white
* Ron Harrison: *FACEPALM*
* ME: ok, let me rephrase to address the severity of your obvious confusion...i
find it hilarious when people think that fox news is my source of information.
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and i don't deny climate change (it changes constantly, every day...always has,
always will)...what i deny is mankind's ability to overpower nature.
also, al-jazeera is NOT that biased? i think that even they would be surprised to
hear that.
* Ron Harrison: Al Jazeera is more like BBC now.
* Carter Jayliss: I don't think Embrace is a posterboy for Fox. But I disagree
with him as I believe that it is actually possible for humans to have an effect on our
climate. Phrase it however you want, "man-made", or "man affected", or "yes mankind
can change the course of events on a global magnitude". I believe it's possible.
* Ron Harrison: I'm not saying you parrot Fox, Embrace...I'm saying there is
near-unanimity of opinion on the Right with regards to this issue (and many, many
others). So I'm guessing that most of your friends and family, and most of the things
you watch and read, agree that man-made global warming is a liberal hoax. It's
difficult to buck that. What other people believe affects our beliefs. I'm not saying you
don't try to think for yourself, but if you never consider the opposing viewpoint you
will always come to the same conclusion.
* ME: i ALWAYS consider the opposing viewpoint...but i immediately knew
that AGW was utterly impossible from the moment i first heard of it. it takes just a
smidgen of common sense and logic to realize that it is utterly impossible for mankind
to overpower nature on a global scale. i'm just amazed that any rational person could
ever fall for such utter nonsense in the first place. i guess that's what public school
indoctrination and media-slavery get you.
and then when the "solutions" to combat AGW turn out to be EXACTLY the
same as leftists have been selling for decades upon decades as cures for all of our
societal/economic ills...well, that just provided further confirmation for me. AND
THEN...most if not all of the studies/research/models said to "prove" that AGW is real
turn out to be guesses, hunches, unreliable, and even often outright falsified...what
more could anyone need to finally recognize the truth?
and i haven't even yet mentioned all of the countless taxpayer $ shoveled out as
grants to propagate this hoax, and all of the demonization of anyone who doesn't fall
into lockstep and suggests actually questioning any of this. but that's nothing new...
same has happened for years with intelligent design, cigarettes, welfare, food choices,
private education, health care/insurance... and the list goes on and on and on.
* Ron Harrison: "utterly impossible from the first moment I heard of it."
You could have stopped typing there.
* ME: yes, i could have, but the rest discussed all of the further evidence that
later proved me correct beyond a shadow of a doubt. but perhaps you're right...if
someone told me today that men can give birth, i'd also immediately know that it's
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utterly impossible...but i'm sure plenty of people would still buy into it if politicians
and the media and enough "experts" told us that it's true! (notice that subtle segue i
made toward "gay marriage"? see what i did there???)
* Ron Harrison: Yes, very subtle.
My point was that making up your mind and THEN looking at the evidence is a
fundamental error. Skepticism is fine. For social issues like gay marriage there isn't
going to be a lot of common ground, as the issues are inherently subjective. Health
care is in-between.
* ME: what's subjective about "gay marriage"? marriage is, always has been,
and always will be the union of one man/one woman...any other relationship simply
isn't marriage, by definition. no one's saying that gay people can't be gay, or be in a
relationship with whomever they choose.
so, are you saying that your mind's not made up on men giving birth? you don't
employ common sense/experience/logic/knowledge to make up your mind on that
before "looking at the evidence"? based on the little i know about you, i doubt you've
done much actual research or reading of in-depth studies on human anatomy/
physiology/obstetrics/gynecology/etc. and yet you still KNOW – beyond simple
skepticism – that something like that is simply not possible. just like mankind being
able to overpower nature on a global scale. whether you believe in God or not, it's
asinine to think that we are not completely at the mercy of "mother nature".
the REAL crux of ALL of these issues – from AGW to "gay marriage" to health
care and everything else – is the extra-constitutional authority many people want to
grant the government to address them. THAT is the most fundamentally important
starting point.
* Ron Harrison: For you it is. I am more concerned with what best serves the
public interest, as determined by the public. Obviously, there will be competing views.
Which is why we have elections. Perhaps in the future we will have more direct
democracy; for now, an elected republic appears to be acceptable to most.
Who is arguing that men can have babies? I'm confused. You clearly have
made no effort to understand the science behind global warming – you even said so.
What's subjective is the proper role of religion in determining society's
definition of what is "allowable." What's somewhat less subjective is whether the
government should provide health care as a "public good" like defense or roads. I
mean from a utilitarian point of view, not from a strict constitutionalist perspective
(which you obviously prefer).
* Max Turner: Ron...the public??!?! The public is full of idiots. The average
IQ is less than 100 in this country...wtf do they know about what they want!? They
choose frickin drugs and parties. You liberals keep expecting to "educate" everyone to
think just like YOU do and steadfastly refusing to admit why they cannot and will not
EVER. It's like science and reality is an anathema.
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* Ron Harrison: I don't expect to educate anyone. Until I buy my own private
island, I expect to abide by the will of the electorate, however moronic.
* Max Turner: that's a recipe for disaster...democracy is a failure and always has
been.
* Ron Harrison: Probably...but reminds me of the Churchill quote.
* Max Turner: Churchill was a self-serving butcher. The Law has doctrines
such as "informed consent" because it recognizes that laypeople simply cannot be
expected to understand certain complex things
* Louis Mann: "Democracy is the worst form of government – aside from all
the others"
* Max Turner: yes, Mann, we ALL KNOW the quote...thanks for the captain
obvious contribution
* Louis Mann: I also like the Ben Franklin one – "Democracy is two wolves
and a lamb voting on what to have for lunch."
* Max Turner: We now have an entrenched free shit army and a Stasi-style
government. Thanks democracy!!
* Melody Destin: umm I don't think I have any problem forming my own
opinions – in fact there are more than a few people who wish i would stop!
* Max Turner: Nobody has any trouble forming their opinions...however, they
seem to mistakenly believe that their opinions, by virtue of existing, are the same as
everyone else's. There's a recent article posted around on the death of expertise and
how social media has leveled the opinion space. You can see this happen in real life
every day on here.
* Ron Harrison: Melody – I think the "think critically" part is what folks find
challenging.
* Max Turner: The "think" part is actually what is challenging.
* Louis Mann: And some of us confuse holding a strong opinion that other
people also hold with being correct. Would that life were so simple.
* Max Turner: Well, people defer their opinions to outlets like CNN or NBC
among others. They parrot paid liars and when those lies are exposed, go right back
and parrot the same sources the next day. It's really amazing sometimes to watch.
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* Ron Harrison: That's why I avoid television news.
* ME: elections or public will or subjective definitions of "what best serves the
public interest" don't trump the specific constitutional limits on government. and i used
the "pregnant man" analogy as a simple example of the ludicrousness of believing
something as obviously impossible as AGW. and until the constitution is replaced,
we're ALL subject to a "strict constitutionalist perspective"...or should be.
and what's most important about the "science" behind AGW is that it's largely
falsified, contrary facts are summarily ignored, and skeptics are labeled as "deniers".
Louis – you left off the last (and most important) part of that quote from Ben
Franklin: "Democracy is two wolves and a lamb voting on what to have for lunch,
liberty is a well-armed lamb contesting the vote."
* Ron Harrison: "should be" is a value judgment.
* ME: not when i use it..."should be" means "according to the constitution"
* Ron Harrison: Ok, and that is your opinion (and that of a small minority), not
an established fact.
* Max Turner: Ron, block this guy...what is the point of having an idiot like this
posting on your threads? As "obviously impossible" as AGW? I mean something there
is REAL DATA that shows is actually occurring? And this idiot fkin says it's not
real...people like this should have FEWER opportunities to ever voice their bullshit.
Embrace, you are just fkin STUPID. The sheer idiocy of what you write, about how
AGW science is falsified...gfd. Is it possible for you to be more of a caricature? I've
never encountered someone as stupid as you. You don't understand science nor are you
even CAPABLE of it.
* ME: yeah, you're right...climategate didn't happen. not to mention Sammy
Monsou's previous link on another thread about 95% of climate models being bogus.
i'd love to be a fly on the wall if you ever had the chance to debate REAL
experts on this stuff who have been labeled "deniers", such as roy spencer or anthony
watts or richard lindzen. that would just be funny to watch...especially if you started
blabbing about how we all need to be told how to live – or just killed off – by our
intellectual superiors.
* Ron Harrison: Max Turner: I don't block Embrace (or you) because I'm
interested in what people believe, why they believe it, and what they have to say. The
exact opposite of what both of you believe about liberals, ironically enough.
This thread has degenerated into the usual cluster, but I'm leaving it up. It's
illustrative.
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* ME: you ALMOST had it there, Ron...until you said that's the opposite of
what liberals do. why else describe your opponents as "deniers" or "teabaggers" or
"nazis" or "racists" or whatever other disparaging label you can think of to silence your
critics? YOU might be the exception to the norm as far as DIRECTLY using those
terms, but you apply them in general principle.
and the existence of the constitution isn't an established fact???
* Ron Harrison: Embrace, I think you're in denial of reality, but I've never tried
to silence you.
Yes, its existence is a fact. The correct interpretation of it is not. It's subjective.
* ME: the correct interpretation is EXACTLY WHAT IT SAYS...ain't nothing
subjective about the enumerated powers, especially when viewed through the lens of
the precisely explained purpose of the constitution.
and no, you have never directly tried to silence me...but you blindly follow all
of the BS of those who do/would, and refuse to acknowledge the possible veracity of
opposing opinions/facts (such as with AGW).
* Ron Harrison: I don't blindly follow anyone, or try not to. If I did I would
link you to HuffPo, NPR, or Mother Jones more often. I try to avoid sources I already
mostly agree with.
* ME: how about once in a while NOT avoiding ones you don't agree with?
(besides me, of course!)
* Ron Harrison: I will admit that there are times I feel like a hypocrite or a sellout for working for and defending a government that at times seems hopelessly inept
and/or corrupt. But I am still naive enough to think that public service is an honorable
endeavor. When I change my mind, I'll quit. Maybe become a teabagger.
* ME: government should be empowered amply to fulfill it's VERY FEW
required duties...but no more, no less. i'm all for a STRONG government, which is
MUCH different than a big government...that's what the tea party is all about, my
friend.
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Chapter 60 - COLUMN: OBAMACARE IS WORSE THAN JUST "BAD ARITHMETIC"

If the government is not REQUIRED to do something via the enumerated powers, then it's
not ALLOWED to do it...this goes not just for Obamacare specifically, but all federal
entitlement programs.

(written on 23 October 2013)
In an article entitled "The Tea Party's coming vindication" in The Washington
Times on 18 October (http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2013/oct/18/kuhner-thetea-partys-coming-vindication/), Jeffrey Kuhner discussed basically how the Tea Party
actually won the Obamacare battle, the mainstream media and conventional wisdom is
wrong about Obama winning that fight, and Obamacare represents the most egregious
example of the reckless spending and record deficits that will eventually cause the
United States to go bankrupt.
Kuhner summed up his overall point thusly: "The question is no longer
ideological – small government versus big government, free-market-based health care
versus nationalized health care, or capitalism versus socialism. Rather, it is about
something more simple – and profound: basic arithmetic."
Actually, it's about something even more simple – and profound – than that: the
enumerated powers. Nowhere in the Constitution does it say that the federal
government is authorized to have anything at all to do with health care/insurance. And
if the government is not specifically REQUIRED to do something via the enumerated
powers, then it's not ALLOWED to do it. And this goes not just for Obamacare
specifically, but ALL federal entitlement programs.
Those nearly 4 million 2008 GOP base voters who sat home in 2012 did so
precisely because they are tired of voting for people who are seemingly okay with the
continued unconstitutional growth of government. It's not enough to simply push for
just slowing the growth of government...that growth needs to be stopped, and then
reversed – and the government itself needs to be shrunk. Senator Ted Cruz is fantastic,
but he is limited to operating within the confines of current policy and law (even IF
most of that allows the government to do things it's not constitutionally permitted to
do).
If you want to REALLY energize that disenfranchised GOP base to turn out for
the next election, then give them candidates to vote for who are willing to ignore the
certain media treatment they will receive, and preach this simple message (and then
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govern in accordance with it): IF IT'S NOT ENUMERATED, IT MUST BE
ELIMINATED.
And then get out of the way of the landslide of support that will ensue.
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Chapter 61 - DEBATE: IF SARAH PALIN IS DUMB, WHAT IS HILLARY CLINTON?

No one can tell me even one stupid thing Sarah Palin has ever said, nor even one smart
thing that Hillary Clinton has ever said.

I shared a link on my page (via Sarah Palin's page) on 1 March 2014:
I'd like to repeat a question I've often asked before of people who say that she's
dumb, but never had actually answered: Can anyone tell me EVEN ONE stupid thing
Sarah Palin has ever said? (And "refudiate" doesn't count...that's just a simple verbal
miscue that involved accidentally combining two words that both applied.)
And on the flip-side of that, given what we're told about who's going to run
in/win the next election...can anyone tell me even one SMART thing that Hillary
Clinton has ever said?
Palin Mocked in 2008 for Warning Putin May Invade Ukraine if Obama Elected
| www.breitbart.com
COMMENTS:
* Cory Coughlin: I remember listening to Glenn Beck interview her and she
said that we were allied with North Korea.
* Ted Paulson: I don't know when she said it, but "Chelsea is enough. Bill, let's
not have anymore children" had to be said at some point and it was brilliant!
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: She usually rocks it!
* ME: Cory – that doesn't sound like something she'd say at all, she's just
simply not that ignorant. unless it was just a simple mistake of saying "north" instead
of "south"? i'll have to look that up. do you have a good link for it?
found it...yes, it was simply a matter of accidentally saying "north" instead of
"south"...that's it: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=6oEylpSsOsQhttp://abcnews.go.com/politics/sarah-palin-north-korea-gaffe-glennbeck
and here's the youtube link of the audio (http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_2cfOcP606k)...just a simple verbal accident. as if she doesn't know we're allied
with south korea.
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so, once again, I ask...can anyone tell me one ACTUAL dumb thing she's ever
said, or even one SMART thing that Hillary Clinton has ever said?
* Martin Adamson: I heard her say that she had foreign policy experience based
on being the governor of a state that bordered Russia.
* ME: yep, i remember that...what's dumb about that? so do governors of other
border states, as they often need to deal with that foreign neighbor directly...especially
in alaska, when that foreign neighbor is russia, which often tests that maritime border
with military planes/boats/subs.
* Dean Johnson: I remember her saying something about the Iraq war being
"God's mission"... That's really far off the deep end and frightening!
* ME: i have no problem with classifying fighting against terrorism as "God's
mission". and what she actually said was "Our national leaders are sending them out
on a task that is from God...That's what we have to make sure that we're praying for,
that there is a plan and that plan is God's plan."
* Martin Adamson: Well, I guess if you don't WANT to find anything
unintelligent about her, then you won't.
* ME: well, i have yet to hear one cited here...if there is one, then by all means,
please post it.
COURIC: You've cited Alaska's proximity to Russia as part of your foreignpolicy experience. What did you mean by that?
PALIN: That Alaska has a very narrow maritime border between a foreign
country, Russia, and on our other side, the land boundary that we have with Canada.
again...how is that unintelligent? i guess if you WANT to believe that she's
unintelligent, then you'll find a way to turn everything she says into something "dumb".
the thing is, I've been hearing for several years now how stupid she is, but every
instance of it is easily explained as NOT being dumb (or else completely made up, such
as "i can see russia from my house").
* Dean Johnson: I don't want my president starting wars or fighting any wars
based on his/her religion... If she was Muslim, would you still be ok with that
statement?
Now that I think about it – that might have been a very smart thing for her to
say (God). We live in a country where she will get 40% of the vote just for mentioning
the bible and god...
I guess I confused unintelligent with irrational...my mistake.
* ME: that's the kind of response i'd expect from someone who doesn't even
believe in God at all. they did not start/fight those wars based on religion, and that's
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not what she was saying at all. but, to answer your specific question, if she were a
muslim (but wouldn't that alone preclude her from running for/being president anyway,
according to islam?) and said that fighting terrorism was a mission from God, then yes,
i'd be okay with it.
* Dean Johnson: I'm certain she is very intelligent... So were many irrational
people throughout history. I'm certain Hillary is very intelligent as well.
* Mark Eads: "He who warned, uh, the British that they weren't gonna be takin'
away our arms, uh, by ringing those bells, and um, makin' sure as he's riding his horse
through town to send those warning shots and bells that we were going to be sure and
we were going to be free, and we were going to be armed." – Sarah Palin, botching the
history of Paul Revere's midnight ride, June 3, 2011
* ME: c'mon Mark...you can do better than that. this is what happens when you
believe what the media wants you to believe, and then just stop there. even her
detractors had to grudgingly admit that she didn't actually "botch" the history of paul
revere's ride:
http://www.npr.org/2011/06/06/137011636/how-accurate-were-palinscomments-on-paul-revere
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/washington/2011/06/sarah-palin-says-paulrevere-warned-the-british.html
You know how Sarah Palin said Paul Revere warned the British? Well, he did.
Now, who looks stupid?
and what's "irrational" about believing that God wants terrorism defeated? i
guess if you don't believe in God at all, then ANY mention of him would be irrational
to you, huh?
* Dean Johnson: A president or elected leader of this country, is just that. They
are not running to lead the local church. Fighting "Terrorism" (I love that catch phrase)
is an American war, not God's. If it's God's war then use the money collected at
Church to pay for it and let's make him the commander in chief of the military. I can
respect people's religion... I don't want the most important decisions made based on
someone else's religion.
Here is my thought on God... Similar to yours on man made global warming.
I'm waiting for real concrete factual evidence, until then I will bury my head in the
sand...
* ME: those decisions are not made based on religion. and no one (besides you)
ever claimed that they were.
and you're free to do just that...as that's one of the unalienable rights you're
endowed with by your CREATOR.
see what i did there?
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* Dean Johnson: LOL
my mom is pretty awesome
* ME: yeah, and old too, if she was around at the time the declaration of
independence was written!
and btw, yes, i absolutely used "terrorism" as a catch-all to include going into
iraq to confront/stop that growing threat (regardless of what we know now about its
veracity/WMDs/etc.).
but here's the difference between your belief on God and mine on global
warming...no one's FORCING you to pay more taxes or otherwise comply with
"solutions" like is happening with "man-made global warming".
* Dean Johnson: here is why it is irrational... I have not seen God's speech (just
checked you tube again) or his op ed to the NY Post declaring war on Terrorism... You
have politicians putting words in God's mouth and using other people's faith (which I
have a lot of respect for) to garner their support... You are a man of faith – when and
where did god declare war on Terrorism?
* ME: no one ever said that, or even phrased it that way...why do you have this
hang-up? are you going to say that there's no evidence ever of God calling on people to
oppose evil???
and it should still be (because it was under bush) only opposition/war against
those forces that directly threaten america's national interests (AQ/Taliban after 9/11,
Iraq's amply-reported development of WMDs)...not situations in which america has no
national interest whatsoever or – more accurately – in which it's directly AGAINST
american interests to intervene (libya, egypt, syria, tunisia, etc.).
* Dean Johnson: On a side note, I love the term "American interests"... Isn't this
really just another word for another country's natural resources and/or labor force?
So when we are fighting terrorism (against those "direct threats") and they are
fighting terrorist (USA)...when does the cycle stop? I'd rather just drop a few nukes
and end the entire thing instead of this horrible cycle of terrorism vs. terrorism fight...
* ME: wait...the USA is terrorist? what???
as far as American interests...going into afghanistan was in our national interest,
since we were attacked on 9/11. going into iraq was also in our national interest, in
order to prevent a developing threat from growing beyond our ability to deal with it.
yes, sometimes dropping a few nukes actually works best (such as WWII), but that
doesn't mean you just jump right to that...that's not the only way to fight a war
effectively to win. and we most certainly have not fought the global war on terror
effectively, as we continuously tie our soldiers' hands and prevent them from being able
to do their jobs properly. we're too worried about bad publicity.
not to mention that after qaddafi saw what we did in iraq, he voluntarily agreed
to cooperate with us on his WMDs...not that he was an angel then or anything, but he
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was preventing terrorist groups from operating freely there, and that whole situation
was definitely moving more in the direction of america's best interests. and now it's a
terrorist hotspot, where we had 4 americans murdered and our "leaders" got away with
lying about it. not to mention the less favorable situations also in other arab spring
countries, such as egypt, tunisia, and especially syria.
* Dean Johnson: You don't think families in the Middle East who are losing
children see us as terrorists??
Every innocent person that died in their own country as a result of the US
dropping a bomb in the wrong area or not caring about collateral damage creates
generations of pissed off people that would like revenge... I guess you can call them
terrorists.
* ME: i think you're underestimating the intelligence of the people in those
countries...they know the difference between true terrorists and a country engaging in
valid military/defensive actions. and yes, some of them will get pissed off and want
revenge, but many of those will already be at least sympathetic to the cause of true
terrorist groups. we need to make them see that the wiser choice is in going along with
us instead of with the local terrorists who threaten them...by fighting war like an
ACTUAL war and not tying our own hands unnecessarily. and that goes for not just on
the battlefield, but overall, such as this completely ridiculous idiocy – foreign terrorists
have NO valid legal access to our court system, but should be subjected to military
tribunals:
Osama bin Laden son-in-law goes on trial in NYC | www.cbsnews.com
Sulaiman Abu Ghaith faces charges that he conspired to kill Americans as al
Qaeda's spokesman after 9/11 terrorist attacks
not to mention this recent nonsense...guess i'm right there with palin as one of
the many who accurately predicted how harmful obama would be for america:
Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel to recommend deep budget cuts targeting pay,
benefits | www.cbsnews.com
With midterm elections just around the corner, needed cost-cutting at the
Pentagon is likely to be struck down in Congress
* Ted Paulson: I have unique insight on this terrorist thing. One of my students
was born in Iraq just before Desert Storm. She grew up under the Saddam Hussein
regime and had a very difficult childhood due to international sanctions on Iraq because
of Saddam. She and her family left Iraq in 2008 to come to the US. Her father had
been helping the US military and was receiving death threats from insurgents. My
student is very bright and is very active in our chapter of the American Society of Civil
Engineers. She is going to graduate with her BS in Civil Engineering. She is well
adjusted and very happy in the US and loves America. I guarantee she doesn't see us as
terrorists. And she speaks English so well you would never guess that she wasn't born
here.
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* ME: not to mention the MANY people i've met from these countries who
LOVE America and are very grateful for what we've done to liberate their fellow
countrymen. i remember one iraqi man I met who was thrown in prison there for 7
years simply because he was walking to work past a big anti-saddam protest and got
wrapped up with the protesters by the police. he definitely doesn't consider us
terrorists.
* Dean Johnson: Really isn't a discussion worth having... There is TOO much
money and too many jobs in the business of war (renamed terrorism) that benefit too
many. You will always have people that will justify and defend war and the occupation
of other countries...but hey, we need to justify that $700B + expense every year... peace
is not nearly as profitable as war – never has been and never will be.
* ME: not the business of WAR, but the business of DEFENSE. national
security. you know, one of those VERY FEW things that the federal government is
actually required/allowed to do per the constitution.
* Dean Johnson: Afghanistan and Iraq were both wars, which is a business. It
is definitely a business... A way of funneling HUGE amounts of taxpayer money to the
well connected. Why does it cost our country SOOOO much more in national defense
than it does any other country? Why does it cost our county more than the next 20
something countries combined? The answer is money... and the use of fear to justify
that spending... East and West Germany are not at war anymore...why are we paying
for so many military bases there? Why do we continually build equipment people don't
want or need? Money, Money, Money...
Ted – are you referring to these sanctions?? http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=x4PgpbQfxgo
Madeleine Albright Defends Mass-Murder of Iraqi Children (500,000 Children
dead) | www.youtube.com
* Ted Paulson: Yes, Dean. She specifically mentioned the lack of food and
other necessities.
* ME: Dean, it costs our country SOOOO much more money in national
defense than anyone else because we're the BEST at it, and we don't rely on other
countries to do it for us (like many of them rely on us). the answer isn't just
"money"...the spending of which on unconstitutional things i have yet to hear you
complain about as much as you do about national defense (which IS constitutional).
thanks to Ted for highlighting this related link:
Watch DNC Attendees Struggle to Name Just One Hillary Clinton
Accomplishment | www.theblaze.com
Multiple attendees at a Democratic National Committee meeting appear in a
new video seemingly unable to "think of a single Hillary achievement."
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Chapter 62 - DEBATE: ILLEGAL ALIENS GET COVERED BY OBAMACARE, AND IT KILLS JOBS TOO

South Carolina Congressman Joe Wilson was correct when he shouted "You lie!" during
Obama's State of the Union speech a few years ago, when he was very blatantly lying about
illegal aliens not being covered by Obamacare.

I shared a link on my page on 5 March 2014:
"...nearly 4,000 illegal alien applications with 'inaccurate' data somehow passed
through government hands and somehow ended up getting routed through as new
enrollees with Obamacare-approved full-service health care."
I think I remember someone on a discussion on Ron Harrison's page recently
criticizing SC Congressman Joe Wilson for shouting "You lie!" during Obama's State
of the Union speech a few years ago, when he was very blatantly lying about illegal
aliens not being covered by Obamacare. And this is just what we know of so far. But
I'm sure if asked about it, Obama will say it "troubles" him and he's "looking into it" or
some other such nonsensical BS.
http://news.yahoo.com/inevitability-obamacare-illegal-aliens-080000900.html
The Inevitability of Obamacare for Illegal Aliens
COMMENTS:
* Ron Harrison: Michelle Malkin loves al-Qa'ida. Or so I heard.
Illegal immigrants are covered under the health care law, chain email says |
www.politifact.com
There are no graveyards for ridiculous, oft-debunked chain emails. A lengthy,
widespread email keeps resurfacing with dire warnings about Obamacare as determined
by Judge David Kithil of Marble Falls, Texas. "Please for the sake of many good
people, please pass this on," the email begs...
Obamacare Just Made Americans Richer Without Anyone Noticing |
www.huffingtonpost.com
Glenn Beck once said Obamacare would mean "the end of prosperity in
America forever." But so far, it turns out President Obama's 2010 health law is actually
putting money in Americans' wallets.
* Louise Block-Destin: And yet my sister-in-law has been waiting on a visa for
8 months already...and can't get any word whatsoever to obtain a legal visa.
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* ME: yeah, i already saw that huffington post piece of steaming crap today
(what? he reads stuff he doesn't agree with?!). the author (and you, apparently) seem
to conveniently be forgetting/ignoring that all of that money being "put in people's
wallets" has to come from somewhere. contrary to popular belief, obama does not just
have a "stash" sitting around to divvy out to people.
* Ron Harrison: Chart of the day: CBO's Obamacare projections, then and now |
theincidentaleconomist.com
The CBO published a new chart that illustrates how year-by-year projections of
the ACA's budget impact have deviated in the last four years. In two words: not much.
* ME: wow, the author of that piece is a complete idiot...as is anyone who falls
for it. think about this for just a second...how do you reduce the deficit by insuring 30
million MORE people via gov't?
COB: ObamaCare Will Kill 2.5-Million Jobs | www.breitbart.com
On Tuesday, the CBO confirmed what conservatives warned about during the
first debates on the law – ObamaCare is bad for the economy. The non-partisan office
estimated that, in just a decade, there will be 2.5 million fewer workers in the labor
market than otherwise would be without the health care overhaul.
but that's okay, because now we're told that losing your job is "liberating":
Freeing Workers From the Insurance Trap | www.nytimes.com
A new report found that by reducing the number of full-time workers over a
decade, the health care law will have a liberating impact for millions.
and lest you think this is simply the random, meaningless opinion of one
inconsequential person:
White House: It's A Good Thing That Obamacare Will Drive 2.5 Million
Americans Out Of The Workforce | www.forbes.com
Yesterday, Washington's official non-partisan bean-counter, the Congressional
Budget Office, dropped a bomb. By 2024, says the CBO, Obamacare will reduce the
size of the U.S. labor force by 2.5 million full-time-equivalent workers.
* Ron Harrison: CBO Obamacare job-loss distortion continues on Fox News |
www.washingtonpost.com
CBO: Guys, We Didn't Say Obamacare Would Cost 2.5 Million Jobs |
talkingpointsmemo.com
The Congressional Budget Office issued its official rebuttal Monday to the
Republican talking point that Obamacare would cost 2.5 million American jobs.
What the CBO report on Obamacare actually says about jobs |
www.cbsnews.com
Many have jumped on one sentence, which taken out of context sounds like 2.5
million jobs will be lost.
* ME: how about what the CBO director actually says about what the CBO
report actually says:
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"ELMENDORF: By providing heavily subsidized health insurance to people
with very low income, and then withdrawing those subsidies as income rises, the act
creates a disincentive for people to work, relative to what would have been the case in
the absence of that act. Now, these subsidies, of course, make those lower income
people better off. This is an implicit tax, not the sort of tax we normally think about
where if the government raises our taxes, we are worse off and face a disincentive to
work more. By providing a subsidy these people are better off but they do have less of
an incentive to work."
CBO Director: Obamacare 'Creates a Disincentive for People to Work' |
m.weeklystandard.com
Testifying before the House Budget Committee yesterday, Congressional
Budget Office director Douglas Elmendorf said of Obamacare, "[T]he act creates a
disincentive for people to work."
* Ron Harrison: CBO director: Obamacare will reduce unemployment |
www.washingtonpost.com
Douglas Emendorf undercuts a key Republican argument against the law.
The Media Is Blowing It on Obamacare and Jobs | www.slate.com
Imagine Bill Gates decided to do something very eccentric and give $1 million
to every man, woman, and child living in Hancock County, Maine. That wouldn't be a
particularly savvy use of his charitable dollars, but he could afford it if he wanted to
and still have billions to spare.
* ME: "The CBO report found that Obamacare – through subsidizing health
coverage – would reduce the amount of hours workers CHOOSE to work, to the
equivalent of 2.5 million full-time workers over 10 years."
man, these people really think we're really stupid.
* Ron Harrison: 'Lost Jobs' from Obamacare | www.factcheck.org
Republicans have distorted a Congressional Budget Office report, wrongly
claiming that it said the Affordable Care Act would cause more than 2 million people
to "lose their jobs."
* ME: like i said.....
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Chapter 63 - COLUMN: MARCO RUBIO WRONG ON COMPROMISE, SOLUTIONS VIA GOVERNMENT

Not only can government not solve our problems...it shouldn't even be allowed to try.

(written on 20 December 2013)
Florida Senator Marco Rubio was on CBS This Morning on 13 December 2013
(https://www.cbspressexpress.com/cbs-news/releases/view?id=37604), and he said
many good things to co-hosts Charlie Rose and Norah O'Donnell, but I need to nitpick
with one thing he said in particular. While he appropriately railed against out-ofcontrol government spending, he also said this:
"Compromise is a good thing, especially if it arrives at a solution. Our ultimate
goal here is to solve problems and to make progress on issues that confront our
country."
Do you see the problem with this statement? If not, part of his answer to the
next question he was asked, on the immigration bill he presented in the Senate, might
help:
"I'm trying to be realistic here. We're trying to make progress on that issue. So
that is an example of where I'm saying well the House is willing to do a lot of things on
immigration, so let's begin to work on the things we can find agreement on, that we can
make progress on, that actually begin to solve some of our problems. And I believe
that if we did that, we could actually create a situation where we could end up solving
the entire problem. The issue on immigration is not so much an issue of what needs to
be done, but how it needs to be done. Whether it needs to be done in one big piece of
legislation or in a series of steps, but it's still the right thing for the country. I believe
that as much today as I did on the day I joined the effort."
If you haven't yet figured out what the main problem here is, perhaps knowing
that his immigration bill was basically de facto amnesty for illegal aliens (more
properly referred to as "invaders") might help even more.
The problem here is simply that Rubio has fallen into the trap of thinking that
government can solve our problems – or should even be allowed to try. That same
government which has created all of the problems facing us now – from excessive
spending to our unsecured borders and everything in between – is thought by far too
many people as being the cure for all that ails us.
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The purpose of the constitution is to limit government, in favor of individual
liberty. Thus, the job of government is to remove obstacles to individual liberty...with
the biggest of those obstacles being GOVERNMENT ITSELF.
The federal government is REQUIRED to do only a very few specific things
(the enumerated powers), and those are the only things the government is ALLOWED
to do – no more, no less. This means that the government is only allowed to spend our
tax dollars on those very few required duties – if that had been the case, we would not
be in the current crisis of exorbitant debt in which we currently find ourselves...nor in
our current crisis of restricted liberty.
Enough is enough. I do like Rubio, but just being "conservative" is not good
enough anymore, if you're still willing to have the government do things it's just not
permitted to do. We need to start sending people to Washington who, when asked to
do things for which the government has no constitutional authority (which is most of
what government does today), will answer with a simple and firm "It's not the
government's job."
IF IT'S NOT ENUMERATED, IT MUST BE ELIMINATED!
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Chapter 64 - DEBATE: WE SHOULD ALL UNDERSTAND THE PURPOSE OF THE CONSTITUTION

And no, it wasn't just for white people!

My friend Ron Harrison shared a link on his page on 25 March 2014 (and made
the fortunate mistake of tagging me in one of his ensuing comments):
"As a writer you should not judge. You should understand." Ernest Hemingway
How to Be a Writer: Hemingway's Advice to Aspiring Authors
http://www.brainpickings.org/index.php/2013/11/13/hemingway-on-writing-2/
COMMENTS:
* Sammy Monsou: soon nobody will be able to read the constitution, its a
travesty...
* Ron Harrison: EmbraceTheDebate would say that no one reads it anyway... ;)
* ME: and as a reader, you should not JUST read...you should understand. that
applies especially when reading the constitution.
* Rich Mondin: I think "understanding" the Constitution is what led us to the
Civil War and pretty much every argument on the floor of Congress, ever.
* ME: on the contrary, NOT understanding the purpose of the constitution led
us to those disagreements. quick question, Rich – do you know the purpose of the
constitution?
* Rich Mondin: If I remember correctly, it was written with the explicit purpose
of preventing a zombie apocalypse. Secondary purpose was to promote freedom fries as
the official term for fried potato sticks.
* ME: those are SECONDARY positive effects, not the PURPOSE :)
seriously though...do you know the purpose of the constitution? it's not a trick
question. and i'm pretty confident you'll be in the majority if you don't know the
answer.
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* Sammy Monsou: The purpose of the Constitution of the United States is to set
up guidelines for the government. It is set up so that we could have a balance in our
government so that one branch would not be more powerful than another.
* ME: nice try Sammy, but...no. it DOES that, but that's not it's purpose.
* Max Turner: no it was to establish and preserve for the forefathers and their
posterity a whole bunch of things. It wasn't for "everyone," they said right in the
preamble why and for whom.
* Sammy Monsou: Meaning it was only for the white people. Which means I
probably would not be here in the USA getting to know such great people. Probably
would be living on a farm in the mountains, maybe married with kids right about
now.... missing out on the bachelor lifestyle.
* Max Turner: What's wrong with it having been only for them and their
posterity? It was something THEY built. Nobody accepts that they have to pass on their
inheritance to share with the world; everyone tries to help their kids primarily, their
clan, their people. In fact, this is an evolutionary mandate. I don't see any problem with
it. Besides, it wasn't for white people. After the 3 kingdoms war in Ireland (which the
Irish lost), they were completely conquered, 50,000 were sold into slavery in the W.
Indies, and part of their territory was eventually annexed. They weren't part of this
"posterity" either. I have no idea where people come up with this infantile pretense that
there are but white and black in this world.
* Sammy Monsou: Sorry for leaving out the Irish. If you are on the short end of
the stick it does matter. Africans also have history of slavery, slavery is still thriving
today. It's like you said, not a white people thing. People should stop blaming white
people for what every other human is naturally inclined to do and has done. However,
we as human beings have a choice. We don't have to live by the evolutionary mandate.
Evolution does not care either way, even though we may be inclined to think one way it
was not by design...I think.
* ME: Max, you're vastly over-simplifying what "posterity" means...the framers
weren't referring solely to their own personal descendants, but to ALL future
generations of americans (regardless of their skin color, ethnicity, ancestors, etc.).
remember what they said in the declaration of independence (which is the basis for the
constitution): "all men are created equal...with certain unalienable rights"...meaning
ALL men, not just their direct descendants.
and sorry, but no one's answered the question correctly yet (and the person i
originally asked, Rich, is strangely quiet). here are a couple of hints (that you may
recall from some of my comments in earlier threads):
"Government, even in its best state, is but a necessary evil; in its worst state, an
intolerable one." – Thomas Paine
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"For why declare that things shall not be done which there is no power to do?" –
Alexander Hamilton in Federalist 84 (arguing against inclusion of a Bill of Rights in
the Constitution)
* Rich Mondin: Despite rumors to the contrary, I am not *always* looking to
engage in an argument. I chose to remove myself from the conversation. :P
* Max Turner: Embrace, you idiot...the founders kept slaves. Blacks and other
races were not defined as "men." They NEVER intended this contract to apply to third
world trash and immigrants. It's abundantly clear by what they SAID that this is the
case. The DoI was written by ONE MAN, the Constitution was written by consensus.
The DoI is effing irrelevant and it isn't a rorschach test for you to insert your own idea
of the real meaning.
* Sammy Monsou: your ancestors were also immigrants were they not?
* Max Turner: yeah, and the founders didn't intend for that contract to apply to
me either. Just because there was a vote within the system that it should is irrelevant to
whether the founders meant it.
* ME: yes, the founders kept slaves...and yet put into place a system whereby
slavery could not LEGALLY (read: constitutionally) continue indefinitely. to say they
didn't think it should apply to immigrants is moronic...they WERE immigrants
themselves. and many of them actually wanted to ban slavery outright, but they knew
that the constitution would not get ratified that way, so they introduced the 3/5 rule to
grant SOME legal "personhood" status to slaves, while still not giving the southern
states too much representative authority in government.
and btw...STILL no correct answer to my question about the purpose of the
constitution. since Rich wussed out, anyone else wanna take a stab at it?
* Max Turner: your statements are, as usual, categorically incorrect. The 3/5
compromise came MUCH later and was used by the NORTH to limit political power of
the south.
* Sammy Monsou: The purpose of the constitution is to provide the framework
which establishes the proper function of government, and as a design document
indicating how each section of government is to work (as well as the division of
responsibilities amongst the parts of government). It is a "blueprint" document, which
is less concerned with ideals (although it touches on some) and more with functionality.
I so did not copy and paste from wiki, I swear it.
No, I typed it out, because I am a patriot... and also because it wouldn't allow
me to copy and paste, but I digress.
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* ME: yeah, the 3/5 compromise came later...so what? and what's the
difference between "used by the NORTH to limit political power of the south" and "not
giving the southern states too much representative authority in government" (besides
the actual words we each used to describe EXACTLY the same thing)?
Sammy – well, if that is what wikipedia says, then it's wrong (which isn't a
surprise, since it's edited by users). i'm not saying that the constitution doesn't actually
DO all of that, but i'm asking about WHY it does what it does, in the manner it in
which it does it.
for a simple analogy...a business creates/sells a product, and hires people to do
that, and provides benefits to attract employees...but none of that is the PURPOSE of
the business. the purpose of the business is profit...to make money. that's WHY the
business exists. so, WHY does the constitution provide that framework/design/
blueprint in the way it does? what's the underlying purpose (in concert with the
principles laid out in the declaration of independence, which, despite Max's ignorant
ranting, is most certainly NOT "effing irrelevant" but is crucially vital, as those same
principles form the actual BASIS for WHY the constitution exists as it does).
* Ron Harrison: Profit?
* Max Turner: Embrace, the problem with your statements is that they were
WRONG. I know you struggle to grasp this sort of thing very well.
* Sammy Monsou: Liberty?
The suspense is killing me.
* ME: you're getting closer with "liberty"...but gotta be a bit more specific.
what about liberty? and whose liberty?
Max, which of my statements were wrong? the one that said exactly what yours
did, only with different words?
* Sammy Monsou: Well. everyone but the slaves.
More precisely, a few white men?
* Max Turner: Embrace is a garden variety moron. He acts like the almighty
constitution somehow meant blacks when it took a fuckin bloody war to impose that
northern position. Even the north didn't care about slaves, they just wanted to fuck over
and economically dominate the south. Was a family feud like the 100 years war. The
preamble says exactly why and for what purpose. Ignore any idiocy out of Embrace and
go with ACTUAL statements IN the document itself.
* ME: i don't deny for a second that the north didn't care about the slaves as
much as we've been led to believe, and that slavery wasn't the main cause for the civil
war. but if the constitution didn't include EVERYONE (including blacks), then they
still wouldn't be equal. oh wait, i forgot...Max doesn't think everyone is equal anyway.
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and here are the ACTUAL statements IN the preamble: "We the People of the
United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic
Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure
the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this
Constitution for the United States of America."
nothing in there about excluding anyone at all..."our posterity" does NOT mean
"our direct descendants", but "successive generations of Americans".
anyway, back to the subject at hand...Sammy, i'm seriously not just stringing
you along, but i would rather you come to this on your own...it IS the most crucially
important basic fact to know about everything dealing with what the constitution
requires/allows the federal govt to do.
* Max Turner: You cannot twist words into something you wish they meant,
Embrace. Posterity has a very specific meaning and was a very precise word. You
dumfuk pseudo conservative revisionists are nearly as bad as the DWLs.
* ME: posterity[ po-ster-i-tee ] noun 1. succeeding or future generations
collectively: Judgment of this age must be left to posterity. 2. all descendants of one
person: His fortune was gradually dissipated by his posterity.
and if you'd read ANY other writings of the framers, you'd know that the first
definition above is the correct one for the preamble.
ANYWAY...enough of Max's distractive whining...back to the purpose of the
constitution. any more ideas? check out the hints i posted above again.
* Max Turner: You understand where future generations come from, right,
idiot? They are your offspring. They meant themselves and their people. They never
ever meant blacks nor even women.
* Sammy Monsou: Embrace, if you can explain where you are getting your
information from like a direct quote that would be helpful.
* Max Turner: He's getting it from his ass...his line of reasoning is, besides
specious, somewhat common from his kind. He fancies himself a conservative. So his
response when people INEVITABLY pull the race card on the Constitution is to invent
a claim that the compact was for "everyone" somehow, even if that meant universal
suffrage something like 150 years later. Somehow the Founders meant by ourselves
and "our posterity" a bunch of non-related people from 3rd world countries who had no
legal rights, weren't supposed to have legal rights, and weren't regarded as equals
(which given the behavior of and societies of these classes, isn't a hugely perplexing
conclusion) by the Founders. Because, well otherwise, the Founders had the rayciss and
therefore because of the Ultimate (tm) Sin of the rayciss, everything they ever did is
null and void and illegitimate. Because De Slabery trumps all...except THE (tm)
Holocaust. Which can never be trumped. Got it?
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* Sammy Monsou: Ok, so don't throw away the baby with the bathwater?
* Max Turner: Yeah...people like Embrace are so afraid of the rayciss that they
invent fictions which can't stand up to a stiff breeze, much less carry a serious debate.
Try arguing that Hitler ever had a good idea, you'll see how this goes. I suppose
he means well; the Marxists really are trying to tear the Constitution down as it's an
obstacle.
His opponents here are similarly clueless; "oh we need regulation!" LOL your
regulators drink on the job, surf for porn, take bribes, and skip work. You GOT
regulation, bitches...that's what regulation actually LOOKS LIKE in this space called
"reality" as opposed to the liberal delusion imaginary-land. Yeah, let's give more power
to government so we can have even more of this "regulation."
* ME: i'm not sure if Max will ever be done arguing with HIMSELF, but
Sammy, which quotes are you talking about sourcing? the first was Thomas Paine,
then Alexander Hamilton, then some definitions from dictionary.com
* Sammy Monsou: So, you and Max were talking about the meaning of
posterity. You were saying that the founders had intended to include everyone from the
beginning, and Max was saying that was not the case, it came much later and was only
meant to serve a small group and their posterity. Like Max said, posterity is a very
precise word and in the Permeable it says "ourselves and our Posterity". The words
"We the People" identify by whom the constitution was established (British AngloSaxon Protestant male). Considering also the fact that slavery was practiced, not only
of blacks but also whites, so it obviously did not include everybody. So, in order to
disprove that, you need to provide a quote which clearly shows that was not intended
from its origin. That is why I asked for direct quotes applicable to the time (not
something that came much later).
* Max Turner: He doesn't just need a quote, he needs a consensus of quotes.
The Constitution was designed at a convention. It wasn't a high-minded spiel from one
man like the DoI, which frankly has permitted people to contort and twist the words
into some post-modern Marxist or neo-liberal meaning. To understand what the
founders were doing, they were establishing a system to be run by RESPONSIBLE
MEN. Not people on the gd dole, not illiterates, not broke drunkards. At that time, this
population of responsibles was almost exclusively white men and the children they
raised to be like their fathers. That said, at the same time, there were landowning
blacks, slave owning blacks (the case that established chattel slavery in the Colonies
was to appease a black owner of indentured black servants). It's clear that the Founders
subscribed to a policy of BEHAVIOR-oriented enfranchisement. So it's clear if we fast
forward to now, they would not have been fans of the free shit army or groups that do
not graduate high school or who frequently shoot each other over petty disputes. In
other words, they'd have the same outlook as they did back then and for the same
reasons.
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The reality is that all the "scientific rayciss" that the Marxists have tried to
abolish, that which demonstrated differences in averages between different groups was
actually, well...science justified by real empirical data. The 1920s cranial measurements
were, for example, recently backed up by MRI on the same topic. The system was NOT
set up for Marxist utopia nor "one man, one vote." Such a system was and is absurd. It
was for those who demonstrated responsibility requisite TO vote and TO have
standing. In the modern context, that could be ANYONE of any creed or color but not
EVERYONE. It would depend on who you were and how you conducted yourself.
Everyone had rights but not everyone had privileges. Groups of whites that behaved
like cretins, such as Irish, were neither welcomed nor severally entitled to wield power.
This is why there were poll taxes and land ownership voting requirements, why the
Senate has per stirpes and the House per capita, etc. The system was not supposed to
enfranchise everyone equally.
* ME: yes, one man is recognized as the author of the DoI, but he didn't prepare
the document in a vacuum. after collaboration with others, and a draft being presented
to congress, the final draft ended up not including some of his initial wording,
including some arguing against slavery (i included a link below from a children's
resource website, so that maybe even Max can grasp it). wait...WHAAAAAAT? but
jefferson had slaves! how is this possible?!
Learning Resources from Monticello: Jefferson and the Declaration of
Independence | classroom.monticello.org
* Max Turner: You don't seem to understand consensus, Embrace.
IRRESPECTIVE of slavery, blacks (nor "natives" nor East Indians nor orientals nor
Irish nor Polish) WERE ABSOLUTELY NOT intended to be part of "ourselves and
our posterity." This is just a gd'd fact. NOBODY recognized them as equal in the
aggregate (because of observation). At the same time, as I said earlier, individual
blacks were entitled to own land and slaves. The same was true of other groups,
subsequent immigrants and whatnot, who were also NOT part of "ourselves and our
posterity" even if individuals from the groups were able to be enfranchised. I don't
know how much clearer ANYONE can be on this. Do we need to resurrect Jefferson so
he can stamp what he meant by "men" on your idiot forehead? Jefferson may have
thought slavery was immoral but he didn't think blacks were equal.
* ME: Max is the worst of both worlds: he believes (ignorantly and incorrectly)
that the founders were all intent on institutionalizing racism and other such
exclusionary tactics, and he also believes that they were justified in doing that.
now, he is right when he says that the founders didn't set up a system to be run
by people on the dole, but he conveniently ignores the fact that the system they set up
EXPRESSLY PROHIBITS THE EXISTENCE OF THE DOLE, by not specifically
authorizing it. again i quote Hamilton from Federalist 84 (arguing against the inclusion
of a Bill of Rights): "For why declare that things shall not be done which there is no
power to do?"
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and that doesn't necessarily refute any "demonstrated differences in averages
between different groups" and/or "science justified by real empirical data"...it just
renders that meaningless and irrelevant, when viewed through the prism of a system of
strictly limited government. it's when we get away from THAT that leads to issues of
people confusing rights and privileges, or thinking that our government should be one
in which elected officials "wield power" over the people, or creating an environment in
which it's possible for people to easily get by in life being in "the free shit army or
groups that do not graduate high school or who frequently shoot each other over petty
disputes".
unfortunately, too many people no longer have any idea of the TRUE purpose
of the constitution (hence, why i asked above several times) and are content with
allowing it to be bastardized into something that allows ever-increasing gov't power –
in the name of completely misguided notions of "compassion" or "fairness" – at the
expense of individual liberty.
Hamilton touched on this further in Federalist 84 when arguing AGAINST a
Bill of Rights, as it would "contain various exceptions to powers not granted; and, on
this very account, would afford a colorable pretext to claim more than were granted...I
will not contend that such a provision would confer a regulating power; but it is evident
that it would furnish, to men disposed to usurp, a plausible pretense for claiming that
power."
indeed it has done just that. and instead of arguing in favor of the purposeful,
specific limitations of gov't enshrined in our constitution (wherein the federal gov't is
only ALLOWED to do those few things it's REQUIRED to do – the enumerated
powers), Max would rather argue against the people who blindly serve as mere pawns
for those "disposed to usurp" extra-constitutional power for themselves, instead of
those constitutional violators who initiate and propagate the bastardized system of
wealth redistribution in the first place.
* Max Turner: Don't use meaningless words like "racism," you idiot. There
cannot be any argument that the Founders set up a system for themselves and THEIR
PEOPLE. Moron. Wanna know how we know that? BECAUSE THAT'S WHAT
HAPPENED. You argue that somehow they intended it NOT to be the very exact thing
that it WAS. How'd this transpire, Embrace? Accident? Oversight? Incompetence? The
Founders were that stupid that they intended all of your post-liberal Marxist "equality"
bullshit and yet somehow the minute they stepped out of the Convention, it all
evaporated?
I had your argument pegged, now just stfu. You're so scared of the rayciss that
you are forced to contort reality to save your precious Constitution, which was
INVENTED BY FOUNDERS who had the RAYCISS. Rather than just accept that,
you try to pretend that despite their own words on the subject and the actual outcome of
their effort, they really secretly were the same neo-Marxist "egalitarians" that we ALL
KNOW are the only right, true, virtuous people on the planet. This is what happens
when you cede the definition of morality to Marxists. I ENCOURAGE people who
bleat about the rayciss to by all means go move to Detroit or Haiti or Liberia and live
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your bullshit instead of hiding from it. After someone chops your arm off for your Gshock for trying to oppress them with electricity or something, you can revisit your
opinion of the Founders.
* ME: Max, you're absolutely right: "There cannot be any argument that the
Founders set up a system for themselves and THEIR PEOPLE"...because they didn't.
unless by "THEIR PEOPLE" you mean "americans".
what is this RAYCISS crap? is that what the wannabe cool kids are saying
nowadays? i'm not scared of any accusations of racism, directed against me or against
the founders. i guess that kids' link was still a bit above your head, huh? perhaps you
just missed the part where it said that jefferson described slavery as against the "most
sacred rights of life and liberty"?
no, Maxlemoron (you have a new nickname now, by the way), the founders did
not at all intend the system to be a welfare nanny-state. on the contrary, the specific
purpose of the constitution is TO LIMIT GOVERNMENT...in favor of individual
liberty, of course. and that's the liberty of ALL individual americans, not just the rich
white ones. and i wouldn't expect you to grasp this, but by citing detroit/haiti/liberia,
you're actually (yet again) arguing my point for me...those liberal bastions of
redistributive nanny-statism are exactly the opposite of what our system of LIMITED
government mandates.
* Ron Harrison: This is like white-on-white violence. Sad.
* ME: interesting that everything is about skin color with some people.
* Max Turner: Damn, Embrace, you went and made one HELL of a field of
strawmen to knock down. You went full retard. I mean, really there's no amount of
facts, direct quotes, or any other evidence you will accept as superior to the nonsense
you spout. You really are a first-class joke lol.
* ME: well, Maxlemoron, i'll take JUST ONE fact or direct quote from
you...really, go ahead. i mean, after all of this bloviating, it's about time you actually
tried saying something "superior". so go ahead...we're all ears.
* Max Turner: Jebus Christmas, you've been beaten about the head and neck
with facts – you fuckin ignored EVERY DAMNED ONE of them. You're so fking
stupid that you think you're smart – it's the damnedest thing most of us have ever seen,
bar none.
* ME: hey pot, meet kettle! and i love how you tend to speak for everyone, even
though so few people agree with you on, well...anything.
and here's something else you're conveniently ignoring, probably because i
haven't specifically spelled it out for you yet...EVEN IF what you said about the
framers wanting to set up a system SOLELY for them and their direct descendants (to
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the exclusion of blacks, women, immigrants, etc.) WERE true (which, of course, it's
not, but just for the sake of argument...), that still wouldn't change the fact that the
constitution specifically enumerates the powers of the federal government, to the
exclusion of all other activities anyone might want it to undertake. the federal
government is only ALLOWED to do the few things it's REQUIRED to do by the
constitution...no more, no less.
i won't deny for a second that the reality we live with is most certainly not in
accordance with that, but that's not a criticism of the system our founders established,
just of those "disposed to usurp" who have convinced people to ignore the actual
requirements of the constitution (in accordance with its purpose...which, Rich and
Sammy may have noticed, was specifically mentioned above).
* Max Turner: Nice try to change the subject. There's no kettle or pot here, bud
– you just really are frickin stupid.
* ME: CHANGE the subject??? man, you are either just plain dumb, or have
serious memory loss. Sammy posted right at the top of this thread: "soon nobody will
be able to read the constitution, its a travesty..." and Ron replied by tagging me:
"EmbraceTheDebate would say that no one reads it anyway..." which is what first
brought me to this thread, and was followed by a back-and-forth between Rich and me
about the purpose of the constitution, before your first completely ignorant comment
about how the framers said right in the preamble that the constitution wasn't for
"everyone".
it's absolutely ridiculous that i have to rehash this so specifically for you,
Maxlemoron, when it's all right there up above for you to follow along...but i guess
that's about what i should expect when it comes to someone who can't even understand
what's on a simple history link for children. you should actually thank God above that
you have access to someone like me who is willing to patiently take the time to hold
your hand through all of this. you're welcome.
* Ron Harrison: Yeah, I'm kind of beating myself up for that one... ;)
* Max Turner: Wow Embrace, your stupidity never ceases to amaze! Keep
reading children's books, maybe one day you will learn how to read the ACTUAL
Constitution and learn the meaning of posterity and other big words!
* ME: yet again...empty insults instead of actual substance. not that i care
though, since that says more about you than i ever could. i linked to the kids' page for
YOUR benefit...apparently i overestimated your comprehensive abilities. i'll try to aim
lower for you next time.
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Chapter 65 - DEBATE: ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS ARE GOOD FOR THE ECONOMY???

Illegal labor doesn't keep prices low...that comes from less government and increased
competition.

I shared a link on my page on 4 April 2014:
"I care more about my fellow Americans who can't get well-paying jobs than I
do about multimillionaire farmers, demanding that the rest of us pay to support an
industry that claims it can't compete without taxpayer-subsidized illegal alien labor."
http://www.anncoulter.com/columns/2014-04-02.html#read_more
COMMENTS:
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: She is always excellent...and virtually always spoton. In addition to her fine points, I will add that Americans don't want to do those jobs
because we are paying our fellow Americans NOT to work. Argh.
* Grace Dubois: Farming cannot keep prices as low as they are without illegal
labor. You choose: sky high food prices, or illegal labor. And I don't see any Americans
rushing to take those jobs.
* ME: wrong, Grace...farming most certainly can keep prices low, even
LOWER than they are now, in fact, if govt just gets out of the way. the things that
keep prices low – in any industry – are less govt and increased competition. and at this
point, americans will take ANY jobs, if we stop paying them NOT to work, as Dawn
said.
* Gabe Mathison: Where's the Cato Institute on immigration policy? Oh, I don't
know, how about: http://www.cato.org/research/immigration
The overriding impact of immigrants is to strengthen and enrich American
culture, increase the total output of the economy, and raise the standard of living of
American citizens. Immigrants are advantageous to the United States for several
reasons...
* ME: that's fine from cato on LEGAL immigration, but we're discussing
ILLEGAL immigration here. night and day. apples and oranges.
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* Gabe Mathison: There are plenty of studies about the cost and social impact
of illegal immigration too. Neo-cons' obsession with deporting illegals is one of the
main reasons they won't win the WH again in the next decade. This fugazi uproar is
blaming illegal immigrants for a situation that citizen politicians created. Get rid of the
twisted web of entitlements in this country and the outrage at immigrants will disappear
almost overnight.
* ME: again, there is no outrage about immigrants, just ILLEGAL ones. and
that outrage is not directed AT the illegal immigrants, but at the politicians you so
adequately described as the real problem, who created and continuously expand the
entitlement culture that attracts many of those illegal immigrants. there's no need to not
do deportations of people who have no legal right to be here ALONG WITH reining in
the welfare state.
and i have to point out the inconsistency of you blaming politicians for creating
the "twisted web of entitlements" that's the real issue, while the cato link you posted
implies that immigrants are self-sufficient, hard-working entrepreneurs who would
never rely upon such an entitlement system.
i also like how the cato link discusses how immigrants "make huge net
contributions to old-age entitlement programs, primarily Social Security"...while
conveniently ignoring that social security is absolutely unconstitutional.
* Gabe Mathison: Immigrants are self-sufficient, hard working entrepreneurs...
even the illegal ones. Neocons like Ann Coulter are like the 'Know Nothing Party' of
the 19th century building up a misinformation campaign in the media which portrays
these people as lazy live-off-the-government types, that are here to 'steal our jobs'.
Which on its face is contradictory. How can you be lazy AND steal a difficult manual
labor job like farm-hand? Moreover, the stereotype is proportionally not the case.
These people work their asses off to earn a shit wage so they can survive and build
some type of a life for their families. Lastly, whether or not Social Security is
constitutional (which I agree, it isn't), it is the law. Until you pick up your pitchfork and
storm city hall, Uncle Sam is going to take a portion of your, my, and every
immigrant's paycheck to pay for it. The bad news for them is that they'll pay as much as
us, but never see a benefit. Then again, it will be bankrupt before I retire so I probably
wont see a dime either. I guess it's a wash.
* ME: who said they're lazy? no one's denying that illegal immigrants come
here to work...in fact, that's why many of these crony capitalists want them here,
because they can pay them those crap wages (and avoid all of the other associated
taxes/requirements/laws). but to say that they're NOT a burden on the system is
asinine...did you miss the part in her column about "Eighty-four hospitals across
California have already been forced to close because of unpaid bills by illegal aliens"?
or that "According to the California Hospital Association, health care for illegal aliens
is costing state taxpayers well over $1 billion a year"? she even provided a link for
that.
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Illegal aliens cost California hospitals more than $1 billion annually |
www.examiner.com
According to the California Hospital Association (CHA), illegal aliens cost
hospitals across the state about $1.25 billion a year in unpaid medical care.
just because they work hard doesn't mean they're not burdening the system, or
stealing jobs, or – most importantly – criminals right off the bat, since they're here
ILLEGALLY. and no, a portion of illegal immigrants' paychecks is most certainly
NOT taken by uncle sam to pay for social security, since their pay is off the books,
because they're illegal. that's one of those things the crony capitalists want to continue
avoiding. and if their pay is somehow NOT hidden from the government, then i
imagine that must be due to probably some type of fraud/forgery/identity theft to make
them look like legal citizens/immigrants.
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: Illegal hispanics that come to this country have
changed their culture and values to maximize their ability to collect entitlements in the
US. For example, while the male may be working for cash, they are not committing to
their once-Catholic values of marriage. The female in the home can obtain a whole host
of benefits for their children remaining unmarried. One of the most significant costs is
the huge uptick in the subsidy of publicly educating unlawful immigrants. The list of
costly expenditures goes on and on. No matter the opinion of some, what does it say
about our intellectual honesty that we are willing to overlook and bend laws for
political purposes?
* Gabe Mathison: Again, this study is talking about symptoms, not causes.
Illegals get their health care (for the most part) in the emergency room of hospitals
where it costs SIGNIFICANTLY more than in a traditional doctor's office. Why? To
become part of this hyper-regulated health insurance farce we have in America, you
have to provide credentials which illegals don't have. If instead they could go to an
immigration office and get a worker's permit without spending a small fortune in
attorney's fees, they would buy health insurance and these numbers would mirror health
care costs of citizens. Keep in mind, I am not excusing their breaking the law, but if I
was living in Guadalajara and my girls were starving or having to deal with drug war
violence, you can believe I would be finding a coyote to smuggle my family over the
border too.
* ME: you might not be excusing their breaking the law, but you appear to be
ignoring it. yes, our legal immigration system is a mess too, and needs to be fixed, but
not by granting amnesty to illegals. and i also empathize with their decision to flee
their homelands and come to the U.S., but that doesn't change the fact that they're
basically invading our country.
do you also empathize with a homeowner who would shoot someone breaking
into his home? well, that's in essence what these illegals are doing, breaking into our
home without permission. if they really need to get inside, they can knock on the door
and ask, and wait to be invited in...otherwise they're just invaders.
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we need to fix those welfare programs that attract them here – and encourage
them to change their home countries to be more like america that they badly want to
sneak into – and not just make it easier for them to get away with breaking the law.
* Gabe Mathison: 'Give us your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning
to breathe free' as long as the arbitrary quota some bureaucrat has set for 'those' people
hasn't been filled, they wait in line for close to 10 years and pay a few thousand in
attorney fees to apply for a green card and in the interim don't steal crappy farming jobs
that Americans don't want or tech jobs for which there aren't enough Americans with
the skills to fill.
I never said anything about amnesty. Amnesty is a ruse that Democrat pols
dreamed up to create more Democrat voters out of those they've hooked on the
government entitlement crack. I believe in reform that allows a foreign national to
EASILY register for work permits, but which also keeps them excluded from access to
public benefits. This allows them to work in the economy with dignity, purchase
necessary services (like health care) on the open market and, provided they continue to
be productive members of society, stay without the constant threat of deportation.
I don't remember your name being Kicking Bird at one time, so if the same
standards we have today were applied to your ancestors, you would coming to us from
some English/Irish slum right now. Immigrants today should get the same chance yours
and mine got when they came here. Sign the book, get the permit and you are on your
own to make it here. The majority of illegals would jump at the chance to get the same
opportunity. Hell, I have probably 30 Indian and Chinese co-workers who are LEGAL
immigrants who would jump at that chance. The bullshit and exploitation they go
through as legal immigrants is a disincentive to follow the process in the first place.
* ME: i completely agree with you that our legal immigration system is broken
too, and needs to be streamlined to make it easier for immigrants to come here legally
(especially ones who are beneficial to our country). it is absolutely ridiculous the
hoops we make legal immigrants jump through who actually want to be americans,
while rolling out the red carpet for illegals who have no interest in assimilating here at
all.
if you're at all arguing in favor of granting any kind of legal status to ILLEGAL
immigrants, or allowing them to stay here, or forgiving their criminality, then you most
certainly ARE talking about amnesty.
and i don't buy this crap about "jobs americans don't want"...it's jobs that many
employers don't want to pay enough for americans to do...or that we make it too easy
for americans not to have to take by paying them NOT to work.
and what's this nonsense about "public benefits"? are you talking about federal
benefits? because if you are, i'd love to see that part of the constitution that allows the
federal gov't to engage in that...for ANYONE.
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* Gabe Mathison: "It's jobs that many employers don't want to pay enough for
americans to do"...are you joining the AFL-CIO soon with that protectionist nonsense?
Or are you a proponent of the minimum wage?
In the context of immigration, the term amnesty refers to granting a path to
citizenship to folks who are already here. I am not an advocate of a path to citizenship.
I am talking about a worker's visa, plain and simple.
Public benefits are entitlements you get on the federal or state level. While I
agree there is no legal basis in the Constitution, oddly enough I go to healthcare.gov
and there is a 6-trillion-dollar-deficit-creating federal entitlement staring me in the face.
* ME: there's nothing protectionist about simply pointing out that many
employers – like the farmer ann coulter discussed in her column – want to hire illegal
immigrants so that they can pay wages that are way below average. and no, i'm
certainly not a proponent of the minimum wage – especially on the federal level –
however, just like entitlements, it exists. should it? absolutely not. but it does
nonetheless. (and the federal minimum wage, along with all other federal "benefits",
should be eliminated completely.) but their existence is no reason to open the
floodgates to millions more immigrants who will overburden our system,
ESPECIALLY illegal ones.
and amnesty, in ANY context, refers to forgiving lawlessness. YOU might be
talking about a worker's visa, but the farmer in coulter's above article and other such
crony capitalists – and even the cato institute – definitely are not.
* Gabe Mathison: Cato and many libertarians support open borders. I follow
Cato and the Mises Institute, and many of the arguments they make for open borders
are based in sound economics, but my opinion differs slightly. I happen to believe in
the traditional US immigration policy that was applied to my mother when she came
here in 1958. She signed the book at Ellis Island, she got a job as a seamstress and she
made her living until she was naturalized as a citizen. No quotas, no government
bullshit, no screaming lunatics on the left or the right of the political spectrum involved
in her business.
* ME: i agree with your belief in the traditional immigration policy. i disagree
with your assertion that the arguments for open borders are based in sound economics...
what's economically sound about flooding a country with foreign invaders who have no
desire/incentive to assimilate into our distinct culture and actually BE americans?
* Gabe Mathison: We spend $5.6B a year to just run INS and Customs alone,
not to mention the wasted billions put into that stupid border fence. Sounds like good
economic sense to not pour billions into a department that clearly doesn't do what it is
supposed to do.
* ME: what sounds like even better economic sense is to follow the law, and to
make those departments do what they're supposed to do, and eliminate those for which
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the federal government has no constitutional authority whatsoever. $5.6B per year is a
drop in the bucket compared to overall entitlement spending (which, again, is
COMPLETELY unconstitutional).
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Chapter 66 - COLUMN: CONSTITUTIONAL VIOLATIONS ARE NOTHING NEW

The only thing novel about Obama's lawlessness is that this time, the executive branch is
acting alone, and not in concert with the legislative and judicial branches.

(written on 20 February 2014)
"We've never encountered a president who just makes the law up as he goes,
and specifically for his own political benefit, ignoring Congress, ignoring the
Constitution. Nobody knows what to do. I mean, we haven't been confronted with
this. ... The inside-the-Beltway intelligentsia seems to be more upset at the motivation
than the actual commission of the act. To me, the president arbitrarily delaying
portions of a law is all I need to know it's not right. And it's not only not right, it's
seriously wrong. It's institutionally threatening. I mean, it's really serious." – Rush
Limbaugh, 14 February 2014
Rush is referring here to Obama's recent arbitrary and unilateral delaying of the
Obamacare employer mandate, which does violate the law itself as well as the
Constitution's separation of powers. Obama is simply bypassing Congress, and at least
some Democrats in Congress are perfectly fine with it.
Rush is absolutely right to complain about Obama violating the Constitution in
this case, but the only thing novel about it is that this time, the executive branch is
acting alone, and not in concert with the legislative and judicial branches. Prior
unconstitutional laws/programs were put into place – and allowed to stand – by all
three branches working together to ignore the Constitution.
The most recently egregious example is Obamacare itself: passed by Congress,
signed by the president, and upheld by the Supreme Court...despite there being no
enumerated power requiring the federal government to have anything to do with health
care/insurance or to force people to buy anything.
The purpose of the Constitution is to limit government, in favor of individual
liberty. In accordance with that purpose, the federal government has a very few
specifically required duties – the enumerated powers – which also serve as the very few
things that the government is ALLOWED to do...no more, no less. Ours is the first and
only system of government set up this way in the history of the world...that's what
American exceptionalism is all about.
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As Alexander Hamilton clearly explained in Federalist 84, when arguing
AGAINST the inclusion of a Bill of Rights, the federal government is simply not
authorized to do anything that is not specifically enumerated. Hamilton stated that a
Bill of Rights "...would contain various exceptions to powers not granted; and, on this
very account, would afford a colorable pretext to claim more than were granted. FOR
WHY DECLARE THAT THINGS SHALL NOT BE DONE WHICH THERE IS NO
POWER TO DO?" (emphasis mine).
Hamilton even went on to provide a specific example of something that need
not be mentioned as something that the government cannot do, as it is not specifically
empowered to it already: "Why, for instance, should it be said that the liberty of the
press shall not be restrained, when NO POWER IS GIVEN by which restrictions may
be imposed?" (emphasis mine).
Now stop and think about what the federal government does today – the laws it
passes, the programs it implements, the agencies it runs, the control it has over so much
of our daily lives – and ask yourself: How much of all of that is covered by an
enumerated power in the Constitution? You know the answer: not much.
And don't be swayed by those who will try to convince you that the
Constitution's mention of government promoting/providing for the "general welfare"
constitutes an enumerated power. Anyone who says that is simply ignorant of the fact
that this is merely a REASON for the enumerated powers – an overall responsibility
that is to be fulfilled via execution of the government's specifically required duties.
Well, either they're ignorant, or they're just flat-out lying to you...there is no third
option. Either way, they're dead wrong.
Now, back to what the federal government does today...and remember, it's only
ALLOWED to do what it's REQUIRED to do. Where in the Constitution does it say
that the government is required to have anything to do with our health care/insurance?
Our retirement? Education? Environmental protection? Our workplaces? Creating
jobs? Energy production? Home-buying? Economic growth? Our bank
accounts/loans? Scientific research? Car fuel standards? And the list goes on and on
and on and on and on.....
As is plainly evident, the federal government as a whole has been "ignoring the
constitution" for a LONG time. And not that the motivation really matters, as Rush
says, but it's typically for political purposes...claims of "compassion" or "fiscal
responsibility" or "legal precedent" that have no basis whatsoever in the constitution,
which is THE legal precedent.
Yes, this case is unique, in that now indeed we do have, for the first time, "a
president who just makes the law up as he goes...ignoring Congress", but that's where
the novelty here ends. Constitutional violations are the norm now, with all three
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branches acting together to expand government power beyond the few specifically
enumerated powers.
While I'm glad that the anti-Federalists were appropriately pessimistic enough
to push for including the Bill of Rights, Hamilton was also correct when he predicted
that its inclusion would lead to those rights being viewed as the ONLY ones
government couldn't touch: "I will not contend that such a provision would confer a
regulating power; but it is evident that it would furnish, to men disposed to usurp, a
plausible pretense for claiming that power."
Hamilton feared that power-hungry people in government would try to use the
listing of protected rights as an excuse to not only pass unconstitutional regulations on
those rights, but also to infringe upon all other rights not specifically listed as
protected...and he was correct on both counts.
In fact, it's even worse than Hamilton feared, as even those rights listed in the
first ten amendments are under active assault. A few quick examples: free speech
(campaign finance reform), freedom of religion (Obamacare contraception mandate),
the right to keep and bear arms (ANY gun control law, at ANY level of government).
So, while Obama's recent lawlessness is unique in that he's basically going it
alone, without Congress and the courts (so far), it most certainly does not represent the
first instance of blatant constitutional violation by the federal government. And while
I'm glad that some more people are beginning to wake up to Obama's constant power
grabs, I'm saddened and frustrated that so few people seem to realize that the
Constitution has been in figurative tatters for decades upon decades.
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Chapter 67 - DEBATE: "SCIENTIFIC CONSENSUS" ON GOOD/BAD FOODS

Yet again, the "consensus" is way off. Imagine my surprise.

I commented on a link on my page on 25 April 2014:
"But unless a person is seriously malnourished, the influence of specific foods
is so weak that the signal is easily swamped by noise."
kind of echoes my argument about man's "contribution" to climate change. yet
again, the "consensus" is way off...imagine my surprise.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/22/science/an-apple-a-day-and-othermyths.html?hpw&rref=health&_r=0
An Apple a Day, and Other Myths | www.nytimes.com
The gap grows between food folklore and science on cancer.
COMMENTS:
* Dean Johnson: The cure is in the cause....
* ME: for cancer? or climate change? because nature is completely responsible
for climate change, and the point of this article is that what we have been told for
decades causes/prevents cancer was wrong.
* Dean Johnson: Cancer.
* ME: well, what's the cause? if we knew that.....
* Dean Johnson: Take a look at the food we eat (compared to 100 years ago),
the way we store/package food, preserve food. How many chemicals do we put on our
body every day (soaps, lotions, deodorants, etc...). How many chemicals are on our
clothes....
* ME: and how much longer is life expectancy today than it was 100 years ago?
and how much cheaper is food for everyone precisely because of those innovations in
food storage/packaging/preservation? we could go back-and-forth on this forever, but
the main point is that we're led by the nose from one crisis to the next, as we're told that
everything that we do/like/buy/eat is going to kill us or destroy the planet. it's time for
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people to stop being slaves to the media and government and "experts", start thinking
for themselves, and living their own lives however they see fit...and take responsibility
for their own actions/choices.
* Dean Johnson: Modern medicine is why life expectancy is so high – there is
no such thing as survival of the fittest anymore. We don't let people die (not much
business in that). We have found a way to keep people alive (quality of life isn't
important) at the expense of everyone else, but it makes great profits!! It is a great
business model. Is "food" cheaper or do we just have access to a lot more of it...I use
the word food very loosely these days. You are absolutely right – we live in a 24/7
media world were everything is a crisis and people need others (politicians, talk show
people, "experts") to make their decisions for them...it is really sad!
* ME: modern medicine is just one of many reasons, and food is cheaper AND
we have better access to it. if we do keep people alive "at the expense of everyone
else", that's only because of unconstitutional collectivist spending on healthcare via
government.
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Chapter 68 - DEBATE: THE ORIGINS OF "MAN-MADE GLOBAL WARMING" ALARMISM

Or is it just "climate change" now? It's so hard to keep up!

I shared a link on my page on 22 April 2014:
"The origins of warmism lie in a cocktail of ideas which includes anti-industrial
nature worship, post-colonial guilt, a post-Enlightenment belief in scientists as a new
priesthood of the truth, a hatred of population growth, a revulsion against the
widespread increase in wealth and a belief in world government."
(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/books/non_fictionreviews/10748667/thegame-is-up-for-climate-change-believers.html)
BOOM...nailed it!
COMMENTS:
* Ron Harrison: ...and an evidence-based conviction that the world is, you
know, dangerously warming to the point of catastrophe.
* Bernard Benson: Future weather is in fact very easily pondered upon. I just
spent two minutes daydreaming about snow next year. While I agree with his overall
idea that global warming is unmitigated bullshit, he needs to check a dictionary before
he writes another article. Imponderable is not a synonym for variable.
* Ben Dawkins: Weather is not an accurate science. We all know that, when we
wake up and don't see the snow that was predicted. The patterns and trends however
have been more reliable. If you do not see climate change you are wearing blinders. It
is here now. You can debate the cause all day long. I prefer to accept the idea that we
have contributed to the cause simply for the reason that maybe we can change the
climate's current course. I would like to believe there is hope for my progeny to have a
future.
* Blaine Atkins: The theory of global warming is a weather forecast? Who
keeps giving these crackpots column space?
* ME: "I prefer to accept the idea that we have contributed to the cause simply
for the reason that maybe we can change the climate's current course."
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i don't know if i've ever heard a more ludicrous statement in my entire life. and
that's saying something...because i've heard LOTS of ludicrous statements (i talk with
lots of liberals).
yes, the theory of global warming IS a weather forecast...are not temperatures
related to the weather???
Bernard Benson – he didn't mean "variables" but rather things that cannot be
pondered/determined/measured/evaluated.
* Blaine Atkins: I prefer to believe the hundreds of peer-reviewed studies by
trained climate scientists which have reviewed all the available historical data and
evaluated the hypothesis that temperatures have increased globally and that non-human
causes cannot fully account for this increase with a very high probability. So, no it's
not a weather forecast.
* ME: what is the theory of man-made climate change? it's nothing more than
predictive computer models...based on fraudulent data like the infamous "hockey
stick". allow me to introduce you to a couple of actually competent climate scientists:
Dr. Roy Spencer and Dr. Richard Lindzen...check them out, and then let me know if
you're still all gung ho about the fabricated alarmism of "man-made global warming"
(pssst...by the way...global temps haven't risen in like the past 20 years. oops.).
http://www.drroyspencer.com/
http://www.climatedepot.com/2013/09/28/mit-climate-scientist-dr-richardlindzen-rips-un-ipcc-report-the-latest-ipcc-report-has-truly-sunk-to-level-of-hilariousincoherence-it-is-quite-amazing-to-see-the-contortions-the-ipcc-has/
* Ron Harrison: Seven Answers to Climate Contrarian Nonsense |
www.scientificamerican.com
Evidence for human interference with Earth's climate continues to accumulate
* Blaine Atkins: There's no unanimity in science. Ask Karl Popper. However,
if there's nobody on your side but other crackpots...
* Dean Johnson: When crackpots have an audience, they just get further from
reality and common sense... It becomes entertainment – like most conservative
"journalism"
* Ron Harrison: Then they should stop presenting facetious arguments.
* Gabe Mathison: The fact is I am not ready to decimate our economy until the
science really is settled.
* Ron Harrison: No one wants to decimate our economy. Calm down.
The science will never be "settled" as long as people like the Kochs are around.
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* Gabe Mathison: HAHA, good one. I forgot the 3x5 index card of acceptable
thought for the left: Koch Brothers – bad. George Soros – good. As to the economy,
you should read the American Clean Energy and Security Act and ponder the effects
this enormous tax hike would cost American businesses if this Cap and Trade nonsense
ever became law. Green jobs are great for an economy, just ask the Spaniards.
* Graham Watkins: My company has solar panels on top of a 750k sq ft
building, don't pay a dime in utilities. No tax hike would effect a business with those
savings.
* ME: they don't pay a dime in utilities probably largely due to subsidies from
gov't...and they have yet to thank me for all of my tax dollars they likely receive.
and dare I mention once again the most fundamental issue we've yet to mention
here? yes, the economic harm caused by all of this "green" BS is very important, and
worthy of discussion, but it's a distant second to the MAIN point, which is that the
federal government is not even ALLOWED to have an action role in the economy or to
have anything to do with the environment, since none of that is REQUIRED by the
constitution. the enumerated powers list the very few things that the federal
government is required to do, and that's all it's allowed to do...no more, no less.
anything beyond those few proscribed tasks simply is not the government's job.
okay, now back to the harmful economic effects of rules/regs/laws to combat
"man-made climate change" and the fact that alarmists can only hope to win this fight
by pushing demonstrably, admittedly fraudulent data and attempting to silence their
opponents.
and speaking of that...Blaine, there's no unanimity in science? then what's all
this nonsense I always hear about "consensus"???
* Sammy Monsou: Consensus is not unanimity. Consensus is a general
agreement which comes about through a collaborative decision making process. It can
be unanimous. In the case of global warming the vast majority of climate scientists
agree. Therefore, there is consensus. Science does not deal with absolutes, that's why
consensus is the preferred mechanism of decision making. Unanimity can be coercive.
We should not even be debating, but trying to understand the science (and not like the
Koch brothers' pretending). Look, anyone can say that it's not 100% sure and there is
varied agreement on how much of an impact global warming will have but the
CONSENSUS is that it is man made. Scientists also have tools to measure past and
current temperatures and based on that can determine what is likely or not. Their
measurements are more precise then they were 40 years ago and thus can make more
accurate predictions based on the evidence. That is what the consensus is based on
(evidence). So if you want to dispute the consensus (because you are smarter than the
scientists) provide your evidence, but don't say there cannot be consensus in science
when what you actually mean is there cannot be unanimity in science (and I think even
that statement is false, there can be).
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* Dean Johnson: Wasn't Obamacare supposed to "decimate" the economy? I'll
take a 10% (decimate) correction of our economy to prevent an even worse case longterm scenario...
* Gabe Mathison: I suppose the 'science' behind Obamacare preventing an even
worse case long-term scenario is settled too. I mean, we can ignore the small detail that
the ACA hasn't been applied to businesses yet, thanks to BHO granting waivers.
* Sammy Monsou: ok so you have no argument against agw and you
extrapolate agw and try to link it to obamacare...like how? Where is this scientific
consensus on obamacare that you speak off? Jesus I swear!! Forget you guys.
* Gabe Mathison: I think I started out saying that I don't stand on either side of
the AGW debate. My point was that using rules for radicals to debate the topic
weakens your argument with rational thinkers. Having skeptics is good, it keeps
people honest. Saying things like 'the science is settled' is inflammatory and is pretty
anti-scientific. I was pointing that out. The ACA got into the conversation by another
poster. On that topic, the science is definitely NOT settled, however I agree it is
another topic for a different thread.
What does swearing at Jesus solve in any of this?
* Sammy Monsou: This is not philosophy. The evidence is there. Being a
skeptic is good as long as you have evidence to back it up. Being skeptical of skeptics
also keeps skeptics honest. What evidence do you have to show that the science is not
conclusive?
* Dean Johnson: Gabe – what were you saying here?? "The fact is I am not
ready to decimate our economy until the science really is settled." I can't stand overexaggerated political catch phrases to prove a point.
I mentioned Obamacare, b/c it seems that anything a righty doesn't agree with
will destroy or decimate our economy...it gets tiring hearing that BS.
* Gabe Mathison: Dean – I am saying that DC is heavily pushing the
environmentalist agenda with things such as Cap and Trade and green energy. If you
look at the impact this has had on economies that have bought into the green agenda,
such as Spain, it did not go well for them.
I am an absolute advocate of conservation and an advocate of using personal
property rights to hold corporations who pollute accountable. What I am not is an
advocate of a big-government solutions that disproportionately affects business growth
and more importantly, the poor...like Cap and Trade. In Obama's own words, under a
C&T system, energy prices would 'necessarily skyrocket'. A single parent with 3 kids
trying to make ends meet would be crippled by their energy prices 'necessarily
skyrocketing'.
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I am not a climate change denier. From all I have read about the science, I think
it is hard to dispute the effects and to some extent the cause of climate change. What I
don't think is settled is the outcome of these changes to the climate. Nor do I agree that
anyone in government (at least that I have seen) has proposed a pragmatic solution to
the problem that wouldn't have a negative impact on business or the poor.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hltxghn4sh4
Obama: My Plan Makes Electricity Rates Skyrocket
Barack Obama: "Under my plan of a cap and trade system, electricity rates
would necessarily skyrocket." (January 2008) | http://www.BattleBornPAC.com/
For the record, I'm not a righty nor am I a social conservative. I am a
libertarian. I despise Republicans as much as Democrats...probably more.
* ME: climate change is NOT a theory, it's a cold hard fact. the climate
changes all the time, every damn day. that's called "nature". the idea that man is
causing it though...utter BS. man cannot overpower nature.
and government can't solve anything...unless you think that freedom is a
problem that needs solving.
* Sammy Monsou: Yes, freedom is a problem...some of us have too much of it.
* Gabe Mathison: Some of us have too much freedom? That is a scary
statement.
Actually, we call climate change "seasons" in New England, but you say
tomAto....
* Sammy Monsou: It was sarcasm on freedom. I agree with what you said but I
think democrats at least are trying to do something. You are not likely to find a
democrat who thinks AGW is a hoax. Republicans are not on the same page. They
don't even have an alternative. They are still in denial. Embrace being an example of a
common point of view held. It's one thing to say AGW is real but the solution is not
pragmatic, and it's a completely different thing to say the whole idea is a government
conspiracy. It's not even in the same ball park. And probably half the country or
maybe just a little less believes that. Now that's worrying. If we can't even admit there
is a problem, how can either party come up with a feasible solution? I mean the
solution is in the IPCC report. That is worrisome.
* Gabe Mathison: It is worrisome. Worrisome but understandable. Those who
are suspicious of government are not ready to buy into a scientific phenomenon when
there is a blurred line between science and the politics. Especially when the political
champion of this scientific debate goes apoplectic when you propose that there may be
means to solve the problem other than more government. That's not rational behavior
and so folks will reject it at face value.
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* Sammy Monsou: There is a blurred line between business and politics. That's
the real problem. If politicians listened to scientists before coming up with a policy
that would be ideal. I mean if the majority of the populace formulated their opinion
based on the evidence and then acted collectively upon their free will to do something
about it, that would make government irrelevant. Denying the fact and dismissing it
and putting up road blocks that only benefit big business in the short term will only
make government more relevant in the long run because the government solution is the
only available solution, even if it may not be the most pragmatic one. It's better than no
solution at all. If the republicans stop the attacks and instead come up with a better
solution, independents like myself would jump on the bandwagon and they will get the
majority. But all they are doing right now is making themselves irrelevant and
government more relevant.
* ME: even IF "man-made global warming/climate change" WERE real (which
it's not), why would that be a problem? what's wrong with higher temps and warmer
weather? if i could make DC as warm as aruba all year round, i'd be all for that.
people don't flock to cold-weather areas too often. and no one freezes to death at the
equator.
they've found evidence of civilization/villages/farms buried under current
snow/ice/frozen tundra in europe, which means that it used to be much warmer there
than it is now, and the planet didn't cease to exist back then. not to mention the past
warming that brought us out of the ice age, which would have been considered the
"norm" back then per scientific "consensus" (and that warming occurred without the aid
of industrialization, i might add).
* Sammy Monsou: How in what world does finding civilization under ice prove
that they lived under "much" warmer climate than now? And who said the planet
would cease to "exist"? We are still in an ice age.
* Graham Watkins: My wife says you need to go to Beijing to experience what
living in a polluted shithole is like. We believe you'd have a different perspective and
appreciation for earth.
* Sammy Monsou: who, me?
I have family in China – Schenzen, which is one of the most industrialized
areas. My cousin lives there. He is married too, probably only black guy or one of
very few black men there.
* ME: i completely appreciate earth...as well as the complete lack of man's
ability to overpower it. and this isn't about "man-made schenzen warming", it's "manmade GLOBAL warming"...you can't extrapolate out isolated, localized pollution to
worldwide cataclysmic effect. well, i guess you CAN...but you'd be horribly misguided
and wrong.
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Sammy – how does finding remnants of civilization under ice prove that they
lived under much warmer climate than now? did you really just ask that question???
and are we or are we not told all the time by AGW alarmists that we're
"destroying the planet"?
and if we're currently still in an ice age, then is that the "norm" that we're
supposed to preserve?
* Sammy Monsou: how does finding remnants of civilization under ice prove
that they lived under much warmer climate than now? Yes, please explain that to me. I
don't get it.
* ME: you're serious? this isn't a joke? you REALLY don't understand how
finding evidence of civilization/farms UNDER CURRENT ICE would prove that the
area was previously much warmer than now???
just take a minute, think about it...do you think that a village/farm could have
ever existed in an area that was ALWAYS cold enough to be covered by ice? and if
not, don't you think that means – maybe, just maybe – that the area WASN'T always
covered by ice, so it was therefore at one time in the past much warmer there than it is
now?
i can't believe i just had to explain that.
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Chapter 69 - COLUMN: JOHN PAUL STEVENS WANTS TO AMEND THE 2ND AMENDMENT?

A former Supreme Court justice completely ignores the purpose of the Constitution.

(written on 23 February 2014)
In his recent article for BloombergBusinessWeek, entitled "Gun Control and the
Constitution: Should We Amend the Second Amendment?"
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-02-20/gun-control-and-the-constitutionshould-we-amend-the-second-amendment?campaign_id=yhoo), Paul M. Barrett
discusses the forthcoming book from retired Supreme Court justice John Paul Stevens,
in which he argues for amending the Constitution. Barrett explains that the most
controversial proposal from Stevens' book, entitled "Six Amendments: How and Why
We Should Change the Constitution", has to do with "changing the 2nd Amendment...
to make it easier to regulate the sale and ownership of firearms."
According to Barrett, Stevens says about the 2nd Amendment's guarantee that
"federal judges uniformly understood that the right protected by the text was limited in
two ways: first, it applied only to keeping and bearing arms for military purposes, and
second, while it limited the power of the federal government, it did not impose any
limit whatsoever on the power of states or local governments to regulate the ownership
or use of firearms."
Stevens favors amending the 2nd Amendment with the words "when serving in
the militia", so that it would henceforth appear as follows: "A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear
Arms when serving in the militia shall not be infringed." He criticizes "emotional
claims" put forth by gun-rights proponents that he says serve only to "distort intelligent
debate about the wisdom of particular aspects of proposed legislation designed to
minimize the slaughter caused by the prevalence of guns in private hands."
The first thing that Stevens is missing here is that the NON-prevalence of guns
in private hands is what causes those interested in carrying out this "slaughter" to think
they can get away with it. There's nothing more attractive to someone bent on
slaughter than a "gun-free zone"...where they can rest assured that armed citizens will
likely not be present to interfere with their murderous plans. For more on how a wellarmed citizenry serves to prevent such attacks, see "More Guns, Less Crime" by John
Lott (https://archive.org/details/MoreGunsLessCrime).
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For Barrett's part, he unfortunately focuses on the simple politics of this issue,
and completely misses how Stevens is so utterly wrong about the application and
meaning of the 2nd Amendment. Stevens is viewing the amendment (and, by
extension, likely the entire Bill of Rights) as rights granted to the people simply by
virtue of being listed. He is completely missing that the sole PURPOSE of the entire
Constitution is to limit government, not the people.
The Bill of Rights does not GRANT rights – nor does it even "protect" or
"limit" them, as Stevens claims – but simply LISTS specific rights that the government
cannot infringe upon. It was solely intended to prevent any incorrect interpretations by
those who might seek to expand government control/power at the expense of individual
liberty.
Indeed, the Bill of Rights does not ADD anything to the Constitution, and is
therefore largely unnecessary (unless the purpose of the Constitution is being ignored,
which, unfortunately, happens far too often). In fact, Alexander Hamilton argued in
Federalist 84 against the inclusion of a Bill of Rights at all, as it was "not only
unnecessary in the proposed Constitution, but would even be dangerous."
Hamilton explained that a Bill of Rights "would contain various exceptions to
powers not granted; and, on this very account, would afford a colorable pretext to claim
more than were granted. For why declare that things shall not be done which there is
no power to do?" In line with the very clearly explained purpose of the Constitution (in
accordance with the fundamental truth of the Declaration of Independence, that the
government is subordinate to the individual), this explanation from Hamilton makes it
perfectly clear that the government is only ALLOWED to do those things that are
specifically REQUIRED of it via the Constitution's enumerated powers.
Hamilton explained this further with a specific example: "Why, for instance,
should it be said that the liberty of the press shall not be restrained, when no power is
given by which restrictions may be imposed?" If a power is not specifically granted,
then it is specifically prohibited by virtue of its omission.
What the Bill of Rights does is, as Hamilton said, to simply "declare that things
shall not be done which there is no power to do". Redundant and unnecessary, and, as
Hamilton feared would happen, despite not "confer[ing] a regulating power", it has
now "furnish[ed], to men disposed to usurp, a plausible pretense for claiming that
power."
The 9th Amendment addressed Hamilton's fear: "The enumeration in the
Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others
retained by the people." This SHOULD have taken care of any attempts by those
"disposed to usurp" more power. But, alas, they never give up, and more often than
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not, they succeed in grabbing extra-constitutional power for government at the expense
of individual liberty.
Also, Stevens is absolutely wrong about the right listed in the 2nd Amendment
being "limited". Firstly, it does not apply only to "keeping and bearing arms for
military purposes"...yes, it does mention "A well regulated Militia, being necessary to
the security of a free State", but that is not limited to merely serving in the armed forces
under government direction.
Indeed, Thomas Jefferson contradicted this notion entirely when he said "The
strongest reason for the people to retain the right to keep and bear arms is, as a last
resort, to protect themselves against tyranny in government." As did John Adams:
"Arms in the hands of the citizens may be used at individual discretion for the defense
of the country, the overthrow of tyranny or private self-defense."
We the people ARE the "well regulated Militia", which is "necessary to the
security of a free State". The regulation of the militia need not come from government
though...it will come about as a natural result of the organization of the people in a
collective effort "to protect themselves against tyranny in government."
Stevens is again completely incorrect when he says that the 2nd Amendment
"did not impose any limit whatsoever on the power of states or local governments to
regulate the ownership or use of firearms." The 2nd Amendment does not specify that
ONLY the federal government is limited in its ability to infringe upon gun rights, but
that the right itself is absolute. It very clearly states that "the right of the people to keep
and bear Arms, shall not be infringed." What this means is that this individual right is
unassailable by ANYONE. No one – at ANY level of government – is allowed to
interfere with anyone else's right to possess or carry a gun.
Yes, the 10th Amendment does say that "The powers not delegated to the
United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the
States respectively, or to the people." However, the 2nd Amendment prohibits
EVERYONE from having the power to infringe upon an individual's right to keep and
bear arms – that includes not only the federal government, but also the states and local
governments, as well as other individuals.
Barrett ends his column by saying that "Amending the Constitution, and that
includes amending an amendment, is a political undertaking that has to reflect the will
of 'we the people.' These days, an awful lot of those people, the vast majority of whom
obey the law and pay their taxes, like their guns and intend to keep them."
What Barrett misses here is that this goes beyond simply the will of the people,
as even that is not a good enough reason to empower the government to trample a
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basic, precious right – one whose main reason for existing is so that the people can
maintain the ability to protect themselves from government itself.
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Chapter 70 - DEBATE: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DEMOCRATS AND REPUBLICANS

A private conversation about the importance of always choosing between the lesser of two
evils.

In the midst of that last debate on the origins of "man-made global warming"
alarmism, Gabe Mathison hit me up on 23 April 2014 in a direct private message,
which led to the following conversation:
COMMENTS:
* Gabe Mathison: Sorry, I couldn't help myself. I love fucking with the
environmentalist crowd. They get so sensitive when you don't subscribe to their kind
of crazy.
* ME: it was quite entertaining. i still think it's a shame though that you really
believe that there's NO difference between democrats and republicans, and that you
don't want the government to do even the few things it's required to do.
and agreeing that climate change is a "problem"? c'mon dude...unless you just
want to say that nature overall is a "problem"...i guess that could work, since it's
something that's going to do whatever it's going to do, and the best we can hope to do is
just try to adapt to it (not the other way around).
* Gabe Mathison: What's the difference between Republicans and Democrats?
They both want big government, won't cut spending when they get power and
either pick your pocket or trample your civil rights.
About the environmental bit, I don't buy into the alarmism AT ALL, though I
can't see anything wrong with not contributing to what could potentially be a natural
problem, provided the market handles it and not government.
For example: Company XYZ pumps 300 tons of black smoke and chemicals
into the air from their plant in Paduka. Citizens of Paduka use their property rights to
sue Company XYZ and force them to clean up the air quality using the tort system we
already have.
Also, every one of the things they are "supposed" to do, they have over-reached.
Military, establish justice, promote general welfare, secure the blessings of liberty...
yeah right. They have done a piss poor job at all of them.
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* ME: sure, i'm not saying they haven't screwed up plenty...but there is a HUGE
difference between screwing up the things you're required to do, and doing things you
have no authority at all to do.
and true republicans don't want big government, they want a strong
government, fully empowered to do the few things it's required to do.
* Gabe Mathison: Well, does government have the authority to create
medicare?
* ME: nope.
* Gabe Mathison: Medicare Part D was put into law when Republicans had full
control of the government.
* ME: and i also won't disagree that many (most?) republican politicians today
have fallen into the political trap of claiming they want to "save medicare/ss/medicaid".
i know about medicare part D, and it was another wrong on top of an already
existing one, and i criticized it at the time...instead of trying to make the
unconstitutional program "better" they should have been trying to get rid of it
altogether.
* Gabe Mathison: Republicans shit all over the 4th Amendment, they are too
quick to commit military force that is not in the interests of the United States, they love
the Federal Reserve. How are they any different than Democrats?
* ME: to finish my earlier thought...republicans don't want big gov't, but many
establishment republican leaders do. and residents suing company XYZ for local
pollution is a completely different issue than "man-made global warming".
* Gabe Mathison: I'm sick of going to the ballot box and pulling the lever for
the 'lesser of two evils'.
You and I happen to disagree on the science of global warming. That's fine.
Unlike the lunatics I was debating, I won't make ad hominem attacks against you. I'll
listen to your reasoning.
From what I've read about it, it is probably caused by man, however, I also
agree that the result of it is not nearly how it is being drummed up. It won't cause
famine or war or make babies die in their sleep.
* ME: then you're reading crap...it most certainly is NOT caused by man.
now you're getting into differences of opinion about some of government's few
required duties...you think that bulk metadata collection is a violation of the 4th
amendment, but it's not – you don't own that metadata. also, define "not in the interests
of the U.S."...iraq? it most certainly was, based upon the best intel at the time.
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now, if you want to talk about supporting the arab spring crap, then you're right
on...and i criticize even republicans who support that BS.
* Gabe Mathison: Dude. Do you really think that if you told Thomas Jefferson
what the NSA was up to he'd tell you that was fine under the intent of the 4th
amendment?
The meta data is ABOUT ME.
* ME: but you don't OWN it.
*Gabe Mathison: It doesn't matter if I own it or not. It is my personal
information and the government cannot look at it without a warrant.
* ME: i know what you're saying, but the metadata about you is absolutely
legally untouchable unless they get a warrant (or the legal equivalent).
and it DOES matter if you own it or not...when you agree to use that
phone/email provider's service, you are agreeing to give them ownership of info about
you. what i DO still have a problem with is the government FORCING those providers
to provide that data...many of them were providing it just out of a sense of
patriotism/helping out against terrorism/crime/etc.
* Gabe Mathison: They've collected it. The deed is done. They've got it in
their database. If you think for a minute they wouldn't look at it without a warrant, you
are a much more trusting soul than I am.
That's not how this is supposed to work.
The government leaves me and my personal info alone unless they suspect I am
up to no good, and go to a judge get a warrant. THEN they can start collecting on me.
Nowhere in any privacy statement you ever agreed to did it say that the data
collected would be handed over to and warehoused by the National Security Agency.
Never read that anywhere.
* ME: it has nothing to do with being a trusting soul...i've worked for almost
two decades in this field, and i can assure you that that data is most certainly NOT
accessible without a warrant/AG permission.
i'm sure there's lots in the agreement you didn't read, esp about using your data
for marketing/advertising/etc.
* Gabe Mathison: Look, I'm with you. Most of the folks who work over there
are decent human beings. All it takes is a scumbag president to get into office, make an
enemies list and say, give me all you can get on this guy who is my opponent.
Do you really want it leaked to the national press that you have rectal warts?
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* ME: that's the thing...they're NOT collecting on you. lots of people also
complain about NSA's sucking up of all comms they can...but they STILL can't access
even inadvertent US person info within that collected data without that warrant.
honestly, i couldn't care less what's leaked to the press about me...i'm basically
impossible to offend and/or embarrass. God already knows everything about me, and i
care about his opinion way more than any other person's.
* Gabe Mathison: Ok, even if I concede the comms...which I don't believe...
they do have the records though. They'd know if I have a porn addiction, call a bookie
to bet on basketball, etc. That's none of their business.
* ME: here's the bigger problem...now we've got obama literally trying to
extend the same legal protections of US persons to foreigners.
the bad guys know all of this and are using it against us.
* Gabe Mathison: The 'He with nothing to hide, hides nothing' argument makes
my ass twitch. Philosophically, I agree with the sentiment, but when it comes to the
government, I want those bastards restrained on an ultra tight leash.
We aren't going to see eye to eye on this one either. That's one of the few
things I don't have a problem with.
We get our unalienable rights from God or from our humanity, not the
Constitution. Depending on if you're God fearing or not. I say from our humanity, but
the intent is the same.
* ME: i agree with you wholeheartedly...which is why the legal safeguards are
in place to protect US persons. but the terrorists are happy to play us like fiddles, to get
politicians to go along with weakening our defenses.
* Gabe Mathison: I don't want ANY changes to be made to protect us from
terrorist attacks.
If we change our way of life one iota to 'contain' terrorists, they were successful
in their mission.
* ME: right...but the constitution is the reflection of those God-given rights, and
non-US persons don't get constitutional protections, because they haven't agreed to
abide by it.
changes to what?
* Gabe Mathison: The way our government operates. The airport is a classic
example.
* ME: well, that's the thing...we don't necessarily have to change our lives...just
because data gets collected (that we either don't own, or just inadvertently) doesn't
necessarily represent an assault on our liberty.
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* Gabe Mathison: Bin Laden must have been dancing in his piss-smelling
hideout when he saw what we did to the airport in response to 9/11. Mission
accomplished.
Absolutely does assault my liberty.
* ME: and again, you're arguing about something that is part of something the
gov't is constitutionally required to do (protect us from terrorist attacks)...that's my
biggest problem with libertarians, they lump in all of the required duties of gov't with
the things they have no authority to do.
*Gabe Mathison: What is something they are supposed to do? Create a police
state to protect us from terrorists?
* ME: i agree about 9/11...get gov't out of the way, and let the private airlines/
airports decide for themselves how best to combat the threat. they have a much more
vested interest in stopping attacks than even gov't does.
* Gabe Mathison: More people die from car crashes, they'd save more lives by
requiring everyone to ride a bike.
* ME: totally agree.
* Gabe Mathison: That's the whole point. These rules came in under a
Republican administration.
Obama is the shittiest of the shitty, you'll get no argument from me. He makes
Jimmy Carter look like Thomas Jefferson.
* ME: which goes to something else i've said before about the sigint
collection...it all wouldn't be as necessary if we'd focus on not welcoming in terrorists
and otherwise undesirable immigrants so willingly.
* Gabe Mathison: how so?
* ME: yeah, they did come in under republican admin...they're politicians...
that's what we need to focus on fixing.
the tsarnaev brothers are the first ones that come to mind.
* Gabe Mathison: No more politicians? Where do I sign up for that?
* ME: at the ballot box...always vote for the lesser of two evils. primary the
hell out of each other, and then go with the best choice of the two remaining. and then
hold elected people's feet to the fire.
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* Gabe Mathison: Primary the hell out of 10 parties who bring candidates to the
table.
* ME: fine...or just two...it doesn't matter.
* Gabe Mathison: It matters if the two aren't that different from each other. I'm
completely opposed to party leaders/establishment types.
* ME: their bases are different from each other.
* Gabe Mathison: I'm opposed to political parties.
* ME: which is why the tea party came into existence, and is battling GOP
leadership so much.
* Gabe Mathison: The tea party lost their way, my friend. I got excited about
them when it started, until they welcomed in people like Michelle Bachmann.
* ME: i think it'd be good to eventually get rid of parties too, but as of right
now, they're the best vehicle for all of this.
* Gabe Mathison: how so?
* ME: what's wrong with Michelle Bachmann?
* Gabe Mathison: Um... she sucks?
* ME: how so?
* Gabe Mathison: She is pretty much a neo conservative...along the lines of a
John McCain/Lindsay Graham type.
* ME: nowhere close to either of those guys!
on what issue? iraq again?
i think we should have gone in and taken care of that problem even way before
9/11 happened...but after it did, it showed us that we simply couldn't afford to allow
problems like that to develop beyond our ability to deal with them.
* Gabe Mathison: She has the foreign policy of the psychos at the Weekly
Standard and the civil liberties positions of Rick Santorum.
That's not what I am looking for in an elected leader.
* ME: no, i disagree with the weekly standard comparison...i don't think she's
on board with them on things like syria.
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as far as civil liberties, there's nothing wrong with wanting government to
protect life (since that's our most basic right) and to not grant the gov't additional power
to redefine marriage.
i'm just guessing the issues you're referring to here.
* Gabe Mathison: I am pro life.
* ME: and i have to point out here that you used the phrase "elected leaders"...
unfortunately, too many people view them as "leaders" when they should be servants,
of us.
* Gabe Mathison: Government has no power to DEFINE marriage, let alone
redefine it.
* ME: gov't didn't define marriage...it predates gov't.
* Gabe Mathison: Then why do they legislate it and restrict it and put
conditions on it?
* ME: just passed legal recognition of the already existing institution.
* Gabe Mathison: Which paragraph of the Constitution says that is their role?
* ME: which i'm also not saying is allowed, but that's what it was...NOT an
assigning of a definition.
i agree that the fed gov't should have NO role whatsoever in offering any
benefits, etc. for marriage.
gov't has no authority to encourage/discourage any behavior whatsoever.
* Gabe Mathison: Right. However, in recognizing and restricting it, the
unintended consequence is that they created the so-called 'gay marriage debate'.
* ME: how did they restrict it?
* Gabe Mathison: If they kept their mouth shut about marriage in general, we
wouldn't be wasting our time talking about this at all.
I don't care what you call it: gay marriage, civil unions, bert and ernie blowing
each other on Sesame Street, the point is government has no business regulating or
restricting it. Period.
* ME: well, that's the argument we should use to fix this...take away those
"benefits" and see how quickly the "gay marriage" proponents shut up about it...it's not
about equality, but money, plain and simple.
again, how did they restrict it?
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* Gabe Mathison: It's also about taxes. That's how they restrict it.
* ME: the only real restriction i can think of is not allowing minors to marry.
* Gabe Mathison: For example, they didn't allow gays to have civil unions until
my state went crazy and started this whole hullabaloo.
* ME: i think the whole idea of 'civil unions' is kind of a cop-out...it's redefining
marriage without calling it 'marriage'.
however, i too believe that anyone should be able to grant any other person
whatever control/power of attorney/etc. they want to, and gov't should stay out of it.
mostly. but to give NO legal recognition to marriage whatsoever also opens up a whole
mess of legal problems dealing with inheritance/beneficiary rights/kinship/etc./etc./etc.
* Gabe Mathison: It's not a cop-out, think of it this way: say you're a big homo
and you get cancer. You mean to tell me you think that they shouldn't be allowed to
have their little twink in the hospital with them as a family member?
* ME: well, they're NOT a family member, unless they're related.
but no, i'm not saying they shouldn't be allowed to have whoever they want in
the hospital with them.
* Gabe Mathison: So your wife's dick brother who shits himself at Easter is
family, but the chick you've scissor kicked with for 40 years isn't? That seems barbaric
to me.
* ME: but that's probably based on some stupid law passed by gov't.
* Gabe Mathison: And it is not really in line with allowing them to 'pursue
happiness'.
* ME: well, if i don't want my wife's dick brother in there, then he won't be,
family or not.
no one's saying anyone can't be gay. and no one's saying that gay people can't
get married.
but why on earth would a gay person want to get married? since by definition,
it's got to be to someone of the opposite sex.
* Gabe Mathison: Really? Sodomy laws still exist in many states in the south.
* ME: i thought we were talking about the federal gov't???
* Gabe Mathison: Two consenting adults should be able to do whatever freaky
bits they are into, it's not hurting you or me...unless I see it, then I am totally against it.
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Why on Earth would anyone want to get married? It's a nightmare.
* ME: haha
oh yeah, when you get a chance, check out this link, regarding what i said
earlier about obama wanting to extend US person legal status to foreigners:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/01/17/presidential-policy-directivesignals-intelligence-activities
Presidential Policy Directive – Signals Intelligence Activities |
www.whitehouse.gov
The United States, like other nations, has gathered intelligence throughout its
history to ensure that national security and foreign policy decisionmakers have access
to timely, accurate, and insightful information.
especially section 4 and footnote 7:
"All persons should be treated with dignity and respect, regardless of their
nationality or wherever they might reside, and all persons have legitimate privacy
interests in the handling of their personal information.7 U.S. signals intelligence
activities must, therefore, include appropriate safeguards for the personal information
of all individuals, regardless of the nationality of the individual to whom the
information pertains or where that individual resides."
"Departments and agencies shall apply the term "personal information" in a
manner that is consistent for U.S. persons and non-U.S. persons."
guess that's what you get when you elect a "citizen of the world".
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Chapter 71 - COLUMN: LET'S GIVE OBAMA THE BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT

If terrorists aren't "real" Muslims, then why do we treat them as if they are?

(written on 21 February 2015)
Let's assume, for the sake of argument, that Barack Obama is right when he
says that terrorists claiming to be waging jihad in the name of Islam aren't REAL
Muslims.
The first question that pops into my head when I hear this is: then why do we go
so far out of our way to treat them in accordance with Islamic principles/traditions/
customs? For example, at Gitmo, we provide them with prayer rugs and Korans, rule
in favor of their demand not to be touched by female guards, and even paint arrows on
the floor pointing toward Mecca.
If they're not REAL Muslims, why do we treat them as if they are?
Secondly – and more importantly – Obama's comments about terrorism being
incompatible with Islam remind me of his somewhat infamous speech to the UN
General Assembly back in September 2012. Remember that this speech occurred just a
few short weeks after four Americans were murdered by terrorists in Benghazi,
including the U.S. Ambassador to Libya, during an attack that Obama's administration
falsely claimed was caused by a protest to a YouTube video critical of Islam.
In that speech, Obama discussed what he viewed as "a crude and disgusting
video [that] sparked outrage throughout the Muslim world", which then led him to
declare that "The future must not belong to those who slander the prophet of Islam."
It was assumed at the time (and ever since) that Obama was referring to the
video's maker and others like him who also engage in similar "hateful speech" which
"must be rejected by all who respect our common humanity."
However, if Islam really is, as Obama recently claimed, a religion with a "true
peaceful nature" which "terrorists betray" with their violence, then aren't they really the
ones who are slandering the prophet of Islam?
If "Groups like al Qaeda and ISIL promote a twisted interpretation of religion
that is rejected by the overwhelming majority of the world's Muslims", then wouldn't
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those terrorists really be the ones who "must be rejected by all who respect our
common humanity"?
If Islam really is a religion of peace, then what is the big deal about insulting or
denigrating it? Why would it matter if someone made a video criticizing Islam, or a
cartoon depicting the prophet Mohammad? What would there be to worry about from
the truly peaceful followers of a truly peaceful religion?
Obama himself mentioned in that speech to the UN "images of Jesus Christ that
are desecrated, or churches that are destroyed, or the Holocaust that is denied" – but
when is the last time we saw a global movement of Christians or Jews killing the
people denigrating their religions? If the centuries-old Inquisition – or the even more
distant Crusades – are the most recent examples of that, then I think we are
experiencing some sort of disconnect here. Or does even mentioning that put me on a
"high horse"?
So, I suggest that we give Obama the benefit of the doubt here, and just assume
that when he talks about those who denigrate Islam, he is really referring to those who
clearly are not REAL Muslims: the terrorists.
For, just as Obama said before the UN: "There is no speech that justifies
mindless violence. There are no words that excuse the killing of innocents. There's no
video that justifies an attack on an embassy. There's no slander that provides an excuse
for people to burn a restaurant in Lebanon, or destroy a school in Tunis, or cause death
and destruction in Pakistan."
Thus, by logical extension, any TRUE followers of Islam – a religion with a
"true peaceful nature" that "terrorists betray" – would never engage in acts of violence
just because they take offense to their peaceful religion being insulted. Right?
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Chapter 72 - DEBATE: "SCIENTIFIC CONSENSUS" - IS CO2 THE NEW CHOLESTEROL?

More "settled science" later proven to be wrong.

I shared a link on my page on 9 April 2014:
Yet again, so much for consensus in science
Climate 'consensus': Is carbon dioxide the new cholesterol? (Mulshine) |
www.nj.com
COMMENTS:
* Carter Jayliss: Meh. Science or no science, Pittsburgh was a hellhole to live
in 70 years ago. Now Beijing is a hellhole. What people need to stop doing is letting
emotions get into the convo. I'm pretty sure "people" made Pittsburgh a hellhole 70
years ago, not some "normal historical smog change in Earth's atmosphere". Even
though this piece is an opinion piece, it does acknowledge that no one knows if people
are behind global warming. I'm erring on the side of caution; I'm just not so
invigorated to jump to the rescue of the companies who may be involved in possible
warming as a matter of course. A lot of people seem to define "liberals" as those who
"hate big business and rich people". Nothing could be farther from the truth. In fact, I
believe that big businesses can profit on altering it. I guess it just depends on who you
want to see profit? Al Gore or the Koch brothers? There's the crux of this bullshit
argument right there.
* ME: the koch brothers aren't trying to FORCE anyone to do anything, while al
gore wants gov't to FORCE everyone to change their way of life (while he personally
does not, of course). the crux of this argument is now – and always has been –
freedom.
* Sammy Monsou: oopsy daisy
Have The Koch Brothers Changed Their Mind About Climate Change? – US
News | www.usnews.com
* ME: oh Sammy, what a short memory you have...it wasn't that long ago we
discussed the nut jobs behind this research – the father/daughter duo of "former climate
change skeptics" richard and elizabeth muller. i think during our previous discussion, it
might have in fact been YOU who posted a link discussing their support for fracking as
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an environmentally-friendly alternative to traditional drilling, and criticizing the fact
that their research was funded by fracking interests:
"We quickly realized that natural gas could be a very big player," (Muller) said.
"The reasons had to do with China and the goal of the paper is to get the
environmentalists to recognize that they need to support responsible fracking."
New "Frackademia" Report Co-Written by "Converted Climate Skeptic"
Richard Muller | www.desmogblog.com
The conservative UK-based Centre for Policy Studies recently published a
study on the climate change impacts of hydraulic fracturing ("fracking") for shale gas.
The skinny: it's yet another case study of "frackademia," and the co-authors have a
financial stake in the upstart Chinese fracking...
* Sammy Monsou: I did no such thing, but you have a good imagination. I
guess all "liberals" are the same to you so you might as well ascribe one to the
other...nevertheless, he does not dismiss agw as a hoax, and looks like your beloved
koch bros don't either.
* ME: MY beloved koch brothers??? since when have i ever expressed any
love or even admiration for them? i simply said that they aren't forcing anyone to do
anything, and that was in response to Carter's citing of them vs. al gore. sounds like
you're engaging in simple projection again, ascribing a practice to me that you actually
engage in. hello pot, meet kettle...
btw, if he doesn't dismiss AGW as a hoax, then he's ignorant at best...but more
likely just an outright fraud. apparently, "the Koch brothers really do 'want to get the
science clarified'" (to directly quote muller from the piece you linked to).
and perhaps you missed the part further down where it said "Though two
foundations have already renewed their funding for the second phase, says Muller, the
Koch Foundation is not among them." looks like the brothers wised up.
* Sammy Monsou: it was a figure of speech, lighten up buddy. Yeah, they
wised up alright. They don't care about the environment, it's pretty clear. They will be
able to afford oil long after the mainstream populace. And they think that global
warming will not impact them and their lives. Just like you, they are so out of touch
with reality and in love with their money they will gladly sacrifice your life for their
personal gain. Oh, and I never said Algore was any better either. Oooh what's that,
you thought this is just some liberal culty thing where we worship the big Al-Gorda
and we do everything he says blah blah blah...oh and the krotch brothers are interested
in the science...which one is that, the one that starts with a p or the one that is appended
with bs?
* Carter Jayliss: Meh, the Koch brothers are just as beloved to Embrace as
Obama is beloved to Sammy. I don't know how many times I've had conservatives, or
at least clones of Embrace, tell me that I worship Obama, basically because I agree with
a lot of his decisions. Apparently, it's not possible for conservatives to discuss Obama
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and his policies and the people who support them without them "accusing" you of
"worshiping" Obama if you agree with many of them. And if you use the same device
with the Koch brothers, they get all offended. That's pretty funny to me. Hey
Embrace, you sexy conservative you!
The other hilarious part of this post, is that apparently Embrace doesn't get that
an article with a headline that's amenable to your point is easily bought. In fact, isn't
that what the whole gist of the climate deniers' point is? At the end of the day, no one
knows what's happening with the climate. However, "conservatives" treat the issue as
if it's a ploy by "liberals" to "make their political heroes rich", hence the bs they use to
attach Al Gore to it. On the flip side, they defend the Koch bros stance (who are
already rich), that AGW is just a ploy to prevent "conservatives" from staying or being
rich. The fact that the argument over whether our planet may be becoming less
hospitable to human life is boiled down to "kool aid" and Al Gore tells me just how
bankrupt and pathetic most conservative arguments on the matter are. The "we don't
know what's happening" (while paltry, it's at least legit) argument is more believable
than the "you just wanna worship Al Gore" garbage that the majority of conservatives
go with day after day.
* Sammy Monsou: strawmen
* ME: when did i ever say that anyone worships al gore or obama??? and who's
offended? i don't give others enough power over me to get offended by what they say.
i just simply eviscerate their weak arguments, as i've done to all of yours time and time
again.
how could anyone not know what's happening with the climate? it does what it
always does, and mankind is powerless to stop it...we're just along for the ride,
completely at the whim of mother nature.
and speaking of "staying or being rich", how many billions of $ has al gore
earned by pushing this hoax? and then he goes and sells his TV network to, basically,
an oil company. and he's still the face of the AGW movement, who tells the willfully
ignorant "just how bankrupt and pathetic most conservative arguments on the matter
are." you just can't make this stuff up!
* Carter Jayliss: I'm offended that you don't think I worship Obama. I have a
shrine in my living room for him. My wife is getting tired of it, but screw her.
Either way, I don't believe that the earth's rising temps have to do with how rich
people are. It has to do with carbon.
* ME: no, ANY changes in the earth's temps – up or down – have to do with
many natural factors that are WAY beyond man's ability to control. and btw, earth's
temps have been flat – at best – for the past 2 decades or so...but why let a pesky little
fact like that get in the way of eroding people's liberty and telling them how to live
their lives???
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* Carter Jayliss: Meh, environmental factors erode people's liberty and tell them
how to live their lives way more than any democrat could. Either you're reverting to
strawmen, or you prefer to keep it in the tea party's mantra of patriots, the constitution,
liberty, and tyranny. I can't wait for a Republican to get into the White House so we
don't have to listen that bs rhetoric.
* Sammy Monsou: The change in Earth's global mean surface temperature for
the past decade or so (not 2 decades) has been close to zero but each of the last three
decades was the warmest on record (at the earth's surface) at the time (since 1850), and
each was warmer than the last. Also, this does not mean temperature rose everywhere
or every time. It may rise significantly in one area and drop significantly in a different
area. This means more extremes in temperatures, ie: colder winters and hotter
summers. According to scientists the most likely explanation for a halt or pause in the
acceleration are: some excess heat went into the deep ocean, volcanic activity, and low
solar activity. But this is only temporary. Nevertheless you are comparing apples and
oranges...scientists look at the long term trend not short term like decades or years.
From 1880 to 2000 temperatures have risen 1.4 degrees F. That may look small to you
but it's not insignificant, ie: when the earth temp dropped 5 degrees we had the ice age.
It takes a significant amount of heat to warm the planet by 1 degree. And yes we are
likely the culprit because CO2 is a greenhouse gas, it traps the heat in the atmosphere
and very small amounts of it are needed to make a huge impact, but that happens over a
long period of time, not short term. And scientists have instruments to measure the
amount of CO2 in the atmosphere and how much heat leaves the earth.
* ME: Sammy, i could never undermine your argument as well as you just did
yourself...you mention the ice age (which temps had to have risen to come out of...
before industrialization) and then follow that up with "we are likely the culprit" for
rising temps. unless you can point to all of the SUVs and factories that were around to
bring us out of the ice age, then i really think you need to seriously start questioning the
credibility of your sources on "AGW".
Carter – yes, environmental factors do indeed dictate to all of us how to live our
lives, as i indicated earlier about the climate, which "does what it always does, and
mankind is powerless to stop it...we're just along for the ride, completely at the whim of
mother nature." (i just love quoting myself.)
but none of that allows any one person/group to force THEIR idea of how
people should live their lives onto anyone else...ESPECIALLY absolute hypocrites
such as al gore, who's producing more carbon emissions than i could ever hope to, and
sold his TV network to oil interests, for crying out loud.
* Sammy Monsou: Dude, I did not say we brought us out of the ice age...it was
just an example of how minor global changes in temp could make a huge difference in
the climate. Forget I even said that...you extrapolate one sentence out of context.
Forget about it. You are just looking for faults.
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* ME: well, you make so many of them, it's hard not to...if WE are the likely
culprit for rising temps NOW, then how did the earth ever warm out of an ice age
BEFORE we likely culprits were able to do the things we're now told to believe are the
causes for warming???
* Sammy Monsou: CO2 is a greenhouse gas which is released by burning fossil
fuels amongst other things. You are saying that humans have not an iota of
contribution to the levels of CO2 in the atmosphere, thus upsetting the natural cycles.
Yeah, that sounds like a reasonable thing to say.
Climate Change Drying Out Southwest Now, With Worse To Come For A
Third Of The Planet | thinkprogress.org
Two new studies confirm climate change is drying the U.S. Southwest – and
nearly a third of the world's land faces drying from rising greenhouse gases.
Climate Panel Stunner: Avoiding Climate Catastrophe Is Super Cheap – But
Only If We Act Now | thinkprogress.org
The latest Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report finds that
stabilizing at 2°C (3.6°F) reduces the median annual growth of consumption over this
century by a mere 0.06%. You read that right, 0.06%. And that "cost" doesn't even
count the economic benefit of avoiding climate catastrophe.
IPCC climate change report: averting catastrophe is eminently affordable |
www.theguardian.com
A landmark analysis backed by 194 nations concludes a global roll-out of clean
energy would shave only a tiny fraction off economic growth and bring health and
security benefits.
* Ron Harrison: I'm debating between trying to jump into this and stabbing
myself repeatedly in the face with a toothpick. Right now I'm leaning towards the
toothpick.
* ME: "Avoiding Climate Catastrophe Is Super Cheap"...yeah, just like
obamacare is "deficit-neutral". HA!
and i never said that "humans have not an iota of contribution to the levels of
CO2 in the atmosphere"...but no, it does not upset any "natural cycles"...since when is
man not "natural"???
* Sammy Monsou: I am not natural. I am full of artificial flavors. If I were
natural, I would be thinner and healthier. I would know how to climb trees and pick a
coconut. I know none of that. Just like digging oil from the ground and burning it to
run a box made out of metal is not natural.
* ME: where's that oil and metal box come from??? it's funny...a monkey uses
a stick to do something and we get all excited, but when mankind does the same basic
thing – just infinitely better – it's a planet-threatening crisis.
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* Sammy Monsou: alright Ron Harrison, where is that toothpick!!
* ME: and 3 guesses where that toothpick comes from...
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Chapter 73 - COLUMN: EMBRACE HOPE AND CHANGE...OR WE'LL FORCE YOU TO

Three recent occurrences got me to thinking about how desperate liberals/statists are to
force change upon America, and how tenuous their hold really is over public opinion.

(written on 18 June 2014)
Three recent occurrences got me to thinking about how desperate liberals are to
affect change on America, and how tenuous their hold really is over public opinion
(and I'm using the term "liberals" as a catch-all to include pretty much everyone who
believes in undermining the constitution’s limits on government, not just Democrats...
perhaps "statists" is a better term). The three events are represented by an article, a
speech, and a decision:
– THE ARTICLE: "Anarchy in the GOP: The End of Authority in the
Republican Party" by Peter Beinart in The Atlantic on 12 June
(http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2014/06/mutiny-in-the-gop-theend-of-authority-in-the-republican-party/372654/)
– THE SPEECH: A commencement address given on 14 June by President
Barack Obama to graduates of UC Irvine, in which he mocked climate change
"deniers" and urged the students to take on global warming as a cause
(http://news.yahoo.com/obama-rips-climate-change-deniers-graduation-speech205418586.html)
– THE DECISION: The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office on 18 June
cancelled six federal trademarks of the Washington Redskins football team name
because it's "disparaging" to Native Americans, after which Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid said that the team will be "forced" to change its name.
(http://washingtonexaminer.com/redskins-lose-trademark-harry-reid-says-teamwill-be-forced-to-change-name/article/2549886)
These events aren't the only ones that serve as evidence to support my theorem,
but their recent occurrence in rapid succession really helped it solidify in my mind.
Some other events that also serve as proof are the widespread backlash against
Common Core federal education standards, the constant usurping of public will when
judges overturn voters' decisions against "same-sex marriage", the federal government's
facilitation of an overwhelming influx of illegal immigrants to counter the lack of
support for granting them amnesty, and the partisan ramming through of Obamacare
despite majority public opposition and lack of a single Republican vote.
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What all of these events show is that, despite widespread support within the
media and the leadership of both political parties for all of this expansion of
government power at the expense of individual liberty, the American people – by and
large – simply don't want it. The public is opposed to many of these changes, and the
proof of that lies in the fact that they must literally be FORCED upon us. Even those
who don't fully grasp that the purpose of the Constitution is to limit government still
know there's something wrong with what's happening to our country, and they're
refusing to simply embrace it.
In THE ARTICLE, Beinart suggests that Republicans, in order to win elections,
need to view "the growing percentage of Latinos, African Americans, and young
people" as the Democrats do, as "a growing constituency for tolerance and social
justice" instead of "a growing constituency of takers, who want to turn America away
from its exceptional nature." In other words, the GOP needs to ignore its base and
basically become Democrats. Beinart criticizes "Republican activists [who] demand
politicians willing to take extraordinary, Ted Cruz-like measures to reverse history's
course" over so-called "Conservatives like [Eric] Cantor, who accommodate
themselves to demographic trends by supporting citizenship for some undocumented
immigrants" and "must therefore be replaced with politicians who will stand militantly
on principle."
In THE SPEECH, Obama took the occasion of a college graduation ceremony
to slam his opponents, particularly those in Congress, who deny that changes in the
climate are caused by mankind. Despite Obama's claim that "the overwhelming
majority of scientists who work on climate change...have put that debate to rest", the
issue remains highly controversial, as many Republicans and some Democrats oppose
Obama's plans to limit emissions from power plants, due to the harmful economic
consequences that would inevitably occur as a result.
In THE DECISION, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office succumbed to
media-inspired political correctness by declaring that a "preponderance of...evidence
[shows] that a substantial composite of Native Americans found the term REDSKINS
to be disparaging". In fact, the number of people offended by the team name is a small
minority, even among Native Americans...and that is precisely because they recognize
that the name is not meant as any kind of slur, but is rather intended as a show of
respect and deference for the courage, toughness, and pride typically associated with
Indians. No football team wants to be associated with something that's undesirable or
weak, so to think that the name Redskins is in any way meant to be insulting is simply
ignorant. And since the majority of people agree with that sentiment, the government
had to resort to statism to affect the change it wanted to occur and that the media has so
far been unable to convince the public to force on its own.
It is these applications of statism – of government force and media manipulation
to affect change – that proves the tenuousness of liberals' control over the public. We
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hear all the time about how the media is unbeatable...and yes, it's true that the media
and politicians will often do everything they can to disparage and smear and ruin
anyone who dares to not accept whatever politically correct "progress" we're told we
must embrace from one day to the next. However, that power to influence public
opinion is a mile wide, but only an inch deep.
The American people, in general, despite decades of conditioning and
indoctrination via public education, STILL don't like being told what to do. One need
look no further than the vast majority of instances in which voters express their
overwhelming opposition to "gay marriage", despite the constant barrage from the
media and politicians proclaiming it the new frontier of civil rights and equality. Or the
formation and continued existence of the "Tea Party"...which isn't really a political
party at all, but rather an ideological movement of Americans (of all political stripes)
who revere the founding principles of this country and want to preserve them in the
face of constant assault.
The only way that the liberals – the statists – can affect the change they want to
occur is by literally FORCING it upon us, and it will not take much to topple that
power structure they're constructing in order to further enslave us. Indeed, every day,
more and more citizens become cognizant of the constant encroachment upon their
personal freedom, and they're getting fed up with it. And if they can also be made to
fully understand that the purpose of the Constitution is to limit government, in favor of
individual liberty – and not the other way around – then an ideological revolution to
restore the republic is well with our grasp.
That's not to say that it will be accomplished immediately...the constitution
wasn't shredded overnight, and it won't be repaired overnight. This is a long-term
proposition, to be sure. But it is attainable, because the power of the media and
government and political correctness over us is only as strong as we allow it to be...and
it's about time that we finally shrug it off and boldly press forward to reclaim our Godgiven liberty from those who live to deny it.
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Chapter 74 - DEBATE: FAMOUS DEMOCRATS ON SADDAM'S WMD THREAT

Many Democrats went public with their belief that Saddam Hussein had WMD's – some
even BEFORE Bush took office – and then later accused Bush of lying about it.

I commented on a link on my page on 2 May 2014:
Ex-White House Official On Benghazi: 'Dude, This Was Like Two Years Ago' |
www.businessinsider.com
"We're talking about the process of editing talking points. That's what
bureaucrats do all day long."
Some of the commenters on this article about the Benghazi cover-up tried to
compare that obvious scandal to the non-scandal of Bush's "lies" which led to the war
in Iraq. So, I'd just like to post here for the record a listing one sane commenter
provided of all those Democrats who were fully convinced that Saddam Hussein had
WMD's...some even BEFORE Bush took office:
"One way or the other, we are determined to deny Iraq the capacity to develop
weapons of mass destruction and the missiles to deliver them. That is our bottom line."
– President Clinton, Feb. 4, 1998
"If Saddam rejects peace and we have to use force, our purpose is clear. We
want to seriously diminish the threat posed by Iraq's weapons of mass destruction
program."
– President Clinton, Feb. 17, 1998
"Iraq is a long way from [here], but what happens there matters a great deal
here. For the risks that the leaders of a rogue state will use nuclear, chemical or
biological weapons against us or our allies is the greatest security threat we face."
– Madeline Albright, Feb 18, 1998
"He will use those weapons of mass destruction again, as he has ten times since
1983."
– Sandy Berger, Clinton National Security Adviser, Feb, 18, 1998
"[W]e urge you, after consulting with Congress, and consistent with the U.S.
Constitution and laws, to take necessary actions (including, if appropriate, air and
missile strikes on suspect Iraqi sites) to respond effectively to the threat posed by Iraq's
refusal to end its weapons of mass destruction programs."
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– Letter to President Clinton, signed by Sens. Carl Levin, Tom Daschle, John
Kerry, and others Oct. 9, 1998
"Saddam Hussein has been engaged in the development of weapons of mass
destruction technology which is a threat to countries in the region and he has made a
mockery of the weapons inspection process."
– Rep. Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), Dec. 16, 1998
"Hussein has...chosen to spend his money on building weapons of mass
destruction and palaces for his cronies."
– Madeline Albright, Clinton Secretary of State, Nov. 10, 1999
"There is no doubt that Saddam Hussein has reinvigorated his weapons
programs. Reports indicate that biological, chemical and nuclear programs continue
apace and may be back to pre-Gulf War status. In addition, Saddam continues to
redefine delivery systems and is doubtless using the cover of a licit missile program to
develop longer-range missiles that will threaten the United States and our allies."
– Letter to President Bush, Signed by Sen. Bob Graham (D-FL) and others,
Dec, 5, 2001
"We begin with the common belief that Saddam Hussein is a tyrant and a threat
to the peace and stability of the region. He has ignored the mandate of the United
Nations and is building weapons of mass destruction and the means of delivering
them."
– Sen. Carl Levin (D-MI), Sept. 19, 2002
"We know that he has stored secret supplies of biological and chemical
weapons throughout his country."
– Al Gore, Sept. 23, 2002
"Iraq's search for weapons of mass destruction has proven impossible to deter
and we should assume that it will continue for as long as Saddam is in power."
– Al Gore, Sept. 23, 2002
"We have known for many years that Saddam Hussein is...developing weapons
of mass destruction."
– Sen. Ted Kennedy (D-MA), Sept. 27, 2002
"The last UN weapons inspectors left Iraq in October1998. We are confident
that Saddam Hussein retains some stockpiles of chemical and biological weapons, and
that he has since embarked on a crash course to build up his chemical and biological
warfare capabilities. Intelligence reports indicate that he is seeking nuclear weapons..."
– Sen. Robert Byrd (D-WV), Oct. 3, 2002
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"I will be voting to give the President of the United States the authority to use
force – if necessary – to disarm Saddam Hussein because I believe that a deadly arsenal
of weapons of mass destruction in his hands is a real and grave threat to our security."
– Sen. John F. Kerry (D-MA), Oct. 9, 2002
"There is unmistakable evidence that Saddam Hussein is working aggressively
to develop nuclear weapons and will likely have nuclear weapons within the next five
years. We also should remember we have always underestimated the progress Saddam
has made in development of weapons of mass destruction."
– Sen. Jay Rockerfeller (D-WV), Oct 10, 2002
"He has systematically violated, over the course of the past 11 years, every
significant UN resolution that has demanded that he disarm and destroy his chemical
and biological weapons, and any nuclear capacity. This he has refused to do."
– Rep. Henry Waxman (D-CA), Oct. 10, 2002
"In the four years since the inspectors left, intelligence reports show that
Saddam Hussein has worked to rebuild his chemical and biological weapons stock, his
missile delivery capability, and his nuclear program. He has also given aid, comfort,
and sanctuary to terrorists, including al Qaeda members. It is clear, however, that if left
unchecked, Saddam Hussein will continue to increase his capacity to wage biological
and chemical warfare, and will keep trying to develop nuclear weapons."
– Sen. Hillary Clinton (D-NY), Oct 10, 2002
"We are in possession of what I think to be compelling evidence that Saddam
Hussein has, and has had for a number of years, a developing capacity for the
production and storage of weapons of mass destruction. "[W]ithout question, we need
to disarm Saddam Hussein. He is a brutal, murderous dictator, leading an oppressive
regime...He presents a particularly grievous threat because he is so consistently prone
to miscalculation. And now he has continued deceit and his consistent grasp for
weapons of mass destruction...So the threat of Saddam Hussein with weapons of mass
destruction is real...”
– Sen. John F. Kerry (D-MA), Jan. 23. 2003
**********************************************************************
WELL, I GUESS THAT'S NOT REALLY A DEBATE, PER SE...UNLESS
YOU CONSIDER THAT ALL OF THESE SAME LEADING DEMOCRATS LATER
SAID PRETTY MUCH THE EXACT OPPOSITE OF ALL OF THE ABOVE IN
ORDER TO BLAME BUSH FOR "LYING" TO GET US INTO AN
"UNNECESSARY WAR". BUT THIS LIST IS GOOD FOR SETTING THE
RECORD STRAIGHT ANYWAY, ABOUT WHO SAID WHAT, AND WHEN
THEY SAID IT.
**********************************************************************
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Chapter 75 - DEBATE: AFA MEETS WITH FCC CHAIRMAN OVER BROADCAST DECENCY

Where in the Constitution does it say anything about the federal government being
authorized to have anything at all to do with imposing "decency standards"?

I am on the mailing list for the American Family Association (AFA), a
Christian activist group that does a lot of good work on various issues, including
raising awareness of religious discrimination. On 8 May 2014, I received the following
email from them, and I felt the need to send a reply, which appears below their
message:
AFA ActionAlert <actionalert@afasv.net> wrote:
American Family Association – a personal note from Tim Wildmon
Report: AFA meets with FCC chairman over broadcast decency May 7, 2014
Embrace,
Earlier this week, AFA and other pro-family ministries met with Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) Chairman Tom Wheeler in Washington, DC.
Last year the FCC proposed a change in decency standards to start allowing
nudity and profanity on broadcast TV. We led great opposition to this with our allied
family groups (and hundreds of thousands of concerned citizens).
After meeting with Commissioner Wheeler, we are nearly certain that this new
standard to allow nudity will not be implemented. In addition, he told AFA he is
creating a plan to move forward in resolving over 380,000 outstanding broadcast
decency complaints.
AFA will continue to dialogue with the FCC commissioners in encouraging
them to rigidly enforce broadcasting decency rules in accordance with Congress and
Supreme Court rulings.
Help us continue our work with a small donation.
I'd also like to encourage you to read this insightful article written by Franklin
Graham entitled "Hollywood: Entertaining Ourselves to Death?"
Again, your financial support helps us work to support and defend the values
we share. Please consider a gift to keep your AFA going strong!
Sincerely,
Tim
Tim Wildmon, President American Family Association
American Family Association | P O Drawer 2440 | Tupelo, MS 38803 | 1-662844-5036 Copyright © 2014 American Family Association. All Rights Reserved
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I replied to AFA via their "contact us" link with the following response:
I just today received your email about the AFA's meeting with the FCC
chairman about AFA's opposition to proposed changes in decency standards to start
allowing nudity and profanity on broadcast TV. While I'm all for the promotion and
retention of "decency" (which you must admit is a pretty subjective term), I believe that
you have forgotten – or are ignoring – the purpose of the Constitution: to limit
government, in favor of individual liberty.
Where in the Constitution does it say anything about the federal government
being authorized to have anything at all to do with imposing "decency standards"? If
the government's not REQUIRED to do something via the enumerated powers, then it's
not ALLOWED to do it. Period.
In fact, the FCC itself is a wholly unconstitutional entity, as the federal
government has no constitutional authority whatsoever to be involved in this area,
regardless of whatever laws have been passed by Congress and upheld by the Supreme
Court. If any law goes against the limits imposed upon government by the Constitution
– which is THE legal precedent – then it is illegal, by definition.
As a Christian, I'm all for promoting biblical standards of decency and good
living, but via persuasion and personal choice, not by force of law. The federal
government is specifically prohibited from engaging in such enforcement, by virtue of
the omission of the granting of such authority in the Constitution.
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Chapter 76 - COLUMN: THAD COCHRAN IS NOT THE BAD GUY

In order to take back our country from those who would "fundamentally transform" it, we
must first take back our party from those who have abandoned its fundamentals.

(written on 28 June 2014)
I have no idea if he is A bad guy…I don't even live in Mississippi. All I know
is that he was a less favorable candidate than McDaniel, and that the GOP (and
Democrat) party leaders are glad that Cochran won.
I've heard much talk about conservative/Republican base voters being so ticked
off by how he won that they're either going to sit out the general election in November,
or even maybe vote for the Democrat candidate. I completely understand that
sentiment, but if you think you're going to teach the GOP leaders a lesson that way,
think again.
They cannot be persuaded to change…our only option is to defeat them. In
order to take back our country from those who would "fundamentally transform" it, we
must first take back our party from those who have abandoned its fundamentals.
Instead of voting for Cochran's Democrat opponent or staying home in
November, the better plan is to turn out to vote in record numbers, and to make
Cochran the most voted for Republican candidate in Mississippi electoral history.
Remember, you're not really voting for Cochran…you're voting to give the
Republicans majority control of the Senate once again, to remove Harry Reid as
Majority Leader, and to thwart Obama's plans to further diminish America. This is a
LONG struggle…the Constitution wasn't shredded overnight, and it won't be restored
overnight. And Thad Cochran is a follower…he'll do whatever the GOP leadership
tells him to do.
So let's take over the leadership of the party from those who would make it
Democrat-lite, and make that the first step toward taking back our country from those
who are more than happy to see America knocked down a peg or two. Who's with me?
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Chapter 77 - DEBATE: "CLIMATE MCCARTHYISM"

"The greatest and most expensive scientific scandal in history...has exaggerated the
evidence for 'man-made global warming' and attempted ruthlessly to suppress the work of
sceptical scientists who dispute the 'consensus'."

I commented on a link on my page on 16 May 2014:
"Finally, it seems, the MSM is beginning to wake up to something it really
ought to have picked up on long ago: the greatest and most expensive scientific scandal
in history, in which a cabal of lavishly grant-funded, activist-scientists from Britain to
Australia, Germany to the US, has exaggerated the evidence for "man-made global
warming" and attempted ruthlessly to suppress the work of sceptical scientists who
dispute the 'consensus'."
Yes, Ron Harrison, this article is on Breitbart, and is written by James
Delingpole...but he notes the significance "that this story has made it to the front page
of the Times." (Meaning the UK Times, at
http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/science/article4091344.ece)
http://www.breitbart.com/Breitbart-London/2014/05/16/Climate-McCarthyismthe-scandal-grows
Climate McCarthyism: The Scandal Grows
COMMENTS:
* Ron Harrison: Scientists Warn of Rising Oceans as Antarctic Ice Melts |
www.nytimes.com
The collapse of large parts of the ice sheet in West Antarctica is almost
certainly unstoppable, with global warming accelerating the disintegration, two groups
of scientists reported Monday.
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: Simply put, studies to disprove man-made global
warming (or climate change, these days) do not get funded.
* Ron Harrison: And yet crap like this somehow still finds its way into the
media. Right.
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: That must sting just a little bit.
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* Ron Harrison: What, that climate change disinformation like the Breitbart
piece is out there confusing everyone? Yes, it stings more than a little bit. Sadly, my
Master Plan to crash the world economy with carbon taxes will take a few more years
to reach fruition.
It IS fascinating that you guys think the most plausible reason scientists can't
disprove anthropogenic global warming is that there is a conspiracy to deny them
funding.
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: I am always amused by the climate change
screechers. I wonder if they lose sleep at night over the current state of Russia, North
Korea, Iran...and the increasing ability to launch their nuclear weapons. You know...the
kind of thing that will destroy the earth long before the extinction of the Rainbow Fish.
This is rhetorical.....
LOL Embrace...you know just how to push buttons.
* Ron Harrison: Dawn, what makes you think I don't worry about those issues?
This is not rhetorical...
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: I said..."I wonder". How do you prioritize them?
* Ron Harrison: 1. Global Warming 2. North Korea (why would they?) 3.
Russia (they have been able to launch for decades) 4. Iran (they don't have nuclear
weapons)
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: How do you not see 2, 3 and 4 as a more immediate
concern?
* ME: interesting that it's incumbent upon the "skeptics" to disprove AGW, and
not on its proponents to prove that it's happening...ass-backwards. not to mention the
complete lack of empirical evidence in support of the existence of AGW, which is
totally dependent upon computer models (already proven to have been based on
fraudulent data).
* Ron Harrison: I see the prospect of nuclear war as unlikely, if not impossible,
as no one gains from one.
Yeah, I see the increasing futility of debating you Kool-Aid drinkers.
* ME: as opposed to all of those scientists who DO gain from their AGW scaremongering.
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: Sorry, Ron. Your evaluation fails to impress me. I
gave you a shot. You are off-base...and a kool-aid drinker about the control government
is trying to instill with its global warning hoopla.
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* Ron Harrison: Sure, a global conspiracy of scientists is more likely than the
proven greenhouse effect from carbon, methane, etc. causing temperature rises. Right.
Please quantify this.
Embrace is a troll of the highest order. And I mean that as a sincere
compliment.
Btw, Dawn, what are YOUR impressive national security credentials?
"I gave you a shot." Thanks.
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: What would you like them to be? I am not an Obama
supporter...that pretty much makes me substandard no matter what my credentials...no?
I'm just an American clinging to her guns and religion.
* Ron Harrison: Well, since you're clearly an expert on various nations' ballistic
missile programs, I figured you at least had a Master's. Not taking the bait on your
political comments.
* ME: "proven greenhouse effect"??? computer models (again, based on
fraudulent initial data) do not constitute "proof".
and you need a college degree to qualify as being able to speak on a topic?
there's your biggest problem...relying on those "credentialed experts".
* Ron Harrison: The greenhouse effect is a real thing, even if you don't believe
in AGW. Those gases cause it; whether or not they cause it on a global scale is less
demonstrable and is more of an inference.
* ME: what is the "greenhouse effect", precisely? the atmosphere does its job
of keeping some stuff in, letting some stuff out? the horror!!!
* Ron Harrison: Maybe amateurs should leave science and national security to
the professionals. That's my position.
Global Warming Interactive, Global Warming Simulation, Climate Change
Simulation | environment.nationalgeographic.com
Learn about Global Warming at National Geographic. Get facts, news,
wallpapers, watch videos, and learn about solutions.
* ME: and of course this leads to mankind destroying the planet via
industrialization (never mind the pesky little facts about the earth's prior warming and
cooling pre-industrialization, or mankind's miniscule contribution to "greenhouse
gases" compared to the total amount).
i assume by "amateurs" you're also referring to politicians who get to dole out
untold billions of our tax dollars to those "professionals"?
(that's rhetorical too...and sarcastic)
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* Ron Harrison: Embrace, you've been shown over and over again to know
next-to-nothing about this subject, except to pooh-pooh it. Why don't you go at least
study up, so you can try to sound as smart as people like Roy Spencer?
(that's rhetorical too...and sarcastic)
Ok, this has been fun. TTFN (ta ta for now).
* ME: so, knowing next-to-nothing includes debunking fear-mongering based
on a hoax with actual facts...good to know!
as an aside, i recently heard of three former NASA scientists who privately
admitted that they don't believe in "man-made global warming"...but said that if you
want to get multi-million dollar government grants, then you do "believe" in it.
* Ron Harrison: Well, that's conclusive then. Case closed.
* Keith Roman: After reading all the remarks...can someone help me answer the
big question? Is there or isn't there global warming?
* ME: yes, there is...it's called "summer".
btw Ron, here's yet ANOTHER recent example of the validity of the "expertise"
of your beloved credentialed professionals:
Are butter, cheese and steak really bad for you? The history of the anti-fat
crusade | online.wsj.com
Americans have been told for decades to avoid butter, cheese, red meat and
other fatty foods because they cause heart disease. But do they really? The dubious
science behind the anti-fat crusade
How many times must they be proven to be wrong before you entertain the
possibility that they might actually be?
* Ron Harrison: Yes, clearly we should rely instead on ill-informed simpletons.
U.S. Military Forges Ahead with Plans to Combat Climate Change |
www.scientificamerican.com
Climate policy may be a minefield for politicians but the Pentagon sees
liabilities from global warming and is both reducing the armed forces greenhouse gas
emissions and preparing for climate impacts
Military experts are worried about climate change, and you should be too |
grist.org
America is coming under attack, say 16 retired generals and admirals, and the
attacker is global warming.
The U.S. Military Cares About Global Warming, Civilians Should Too |
www.nytimes.com
Climate change has been a silent enemy in the defining struggle of the decade:
protecting vulnerable and desperate populations from extremism. By Michael Breen.
But don't worry about what the military and the global scientific community
says, guys; keep trusting your gut and the fossil fuel industry.
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* ME: yeah, because the military has a habit of going against what their
commander-in-chief wants them to do or say.
* Ron Harrison: Sorry, Embrace, I'm all out of troll food...
* ME: you keep using that word...i do not think it means what you think it
means.
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Chapter 78 - DEBATE: THE ACTUAL SCIENCE OF WHEN LIFE BEGINS

"Science does inform us when a human life begins. And the presence of biological life
should inform our idea of personhood."

I commented on a link on my page on 28 May 2014:
sounds a whole lot like something i've heard some other very smart person say
about this subject...hmmm, who could that have been???
"The science is pretty straightforward about when a human life begins. You can
watch visualizations of it on YouTube. After the fusion of sperm and egg, the resulting
zygote has a unique human DNA from which we can deduce the identity of its
biological parents. It begins the process of cell division, and it has a metabolic action
that will not end until it dies, whether that is in a few days because it never implants on
the uterine wall, or years later in a gruesome fishing accident, or a century later in a
hospital room filled with beloved grandchildren."
http://theweek.com/article/index/262224/on-the-science-of-abortion-liberalsare-in-serious-denial
Science does inform us when a human life begins. And the presence of
biological life should inform our idea of personhood.
COMMENTS:
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: I used to be "pro-choice", in my younger days, until I
could no longer deny that what was happening was the slaughter of the unborn. People
have to be intellectually honest about the fact that it is murder. And then be able to live
with yourself where you go from there.
* ME: i'm pro-choice...i choose life. and if you don't want to get pregnant, then
CHOOSE not to have sex...it's the only 100% foolproof method of birth control! and if
you DO wind up pregnant, then take responsibility for your actions and don't murder
the one absolutely innocent person involved.
and before anyone mentions rape/incest, those are less than .1% of all
pregnancies...and even in those cases, the baby is STILL completely innocent and
doesn't deserve to be murdered for someone else's crime.
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* Graham Watkins: I don't want to pay taxes for welfare for all these damn kids
nobody wants.
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: Graham – If we started making people accountable
and responsible for their actions, there wouldn't be a need for any of it. And to
Embrace's point, they are the innocent ones.
* Graham Watkins: Not real world...birth control, condoms, etc. is the only way
to prevent unwanted pregnancy. Kids should be able to get this stuff in schools already.
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: We have created a world where people don't have to
be accountable. And then we ask schools to take the place of parents? See the problem?
* Graham Watkins: It is a problem, but way of the world now.
* ME: and therein lies the main problem...that people see it as an issue, but are
just willing to accept it as the new "normal". like your comment that kids should be
able to get things like condoms in schools already...so, you're fine with encouraging
kids to be sexually active, regardless of all the harmful effects of that on their immature
minds/bodies, in addition to leading to all of these unwanted pregnancies and murders
of innocent babies?
and never mind the REALLY BIG fact that you just blew right on by with your
first comment above about welfare...where in the constitution does it allow the
government to even make something like welfare available in the first place??? i know
you'll probably just revert to "it's the way of the world now", but if the constitution
doesn't require it, then it's not allowed, and therefore illegal...regardless of how many
people want to go along with what we're told is the new normal just to avoid
accusations of racism/sexism/homophobia/narrow-mindedness/etc.
* Graham Watkins: You're right, pro-lifers may adopt and pay for all these
innocent babies. Government should not have to pick the welfare up thus eliminating
the rest of us from paying for unwanted pregnancies.
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: I am not really sure what you are saying Graham, but
I can tell you that there are many of us who do a lot for unplanned and unwanted
babies. For me, it is my Christian faith that compels me to do so...not a government
mandate.
* Graham Watkins: I get it, I'm talking about the other half that can't pay for the
mistakes they make. A child can't raise them self, someone has to pay. The question is
who?
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: The people who bring an innocent child into the
world! THEY pay! Stop paying them not to work. Stop picking up the pieces. All of
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this will slow down when people realize their lives will be stressed as a result of
THEIR choices.
* ME: right...and none of this constitutes any sort of an excuse to literally KILL
those babies. if an adult was unable to care for him/herself, would you condone killing
him/her too? and the alternative to that also wouldn't have to be caring/providing for
him/her via government either.
* Graham Watkins: Drive down to Baltimore and hit every family shelter. It's
easy to debate, but at the end of the day it comes down to $$. Don't kill babies, but have
a plan for the hundreds of thousands saved. Not every person that reproduces rationally
thinks of the consequences, nor has an opportunity for gainful education or
employment. It's not fair for a child to not get a chance, government/society has to step
in and provide what parents cannot.
* ME: i find it interesting – and very telling – that you lump together society
and government, as if they're somehow the same thing. society can and often does
voluntarily what government just cannot by force.
also, you say that "It's not fair for a child to not get a chance"...why does that
only apply to education or employment, and not to LIFE itself, without which nothing
else is even possible???
you're right though...at the end of the day it most certainly comes down to $$...
which is why we need to stop paying people to get pregnant and also stop paying for
them to kill their babies. if people have to actually deal on their own with the results of
their own decisions, then they'll be forced to make better choices in the first place.
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Chapter 79 - COLUMN: WHO WANTS TO MAKE A MILLION BUCKS???

Whether "man-made climate change" exists or not, I officially offer to give $1,000,000 of
my own money to anyone who can prove that the Constitution allows the federal
government to do anything about it.

(written on 2 July 2014)
Even people who know nothing about economics can tell you that having an
extra $1,000,000 would be much better than having an extra $10,000. Read on to learn
about "opportunities" to win either amount...and decide for yourself which is more
possible.
Former Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson recently penned an op-ed for the New
York Times in which he calls for instituting a carbon tax to combat the coming
economic "crisis" of "man-made climate change". In his column, Paulson insists that
"Putting a price on emissions will create incentives to develop new, cleaner energy
technologies" (http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/22/opinion/sunday/lessons-forclimate-change-in-the-2008-recession.html?Smid=tw-share&_r=3).
In a thoughtful, fact-filled rebuttal, James Delingpole decimates Paulson's op-ed
point-by-point, stressing why Paulson is perhaps the last person we should be listening
to on any economic crisis – real or imagined – since he "helped transform the 2008
crash from a temporary crisis into a long-running, still-unresolved disaster"
(http://www.breitbart.com/breitbart-london/2014/06/23/hank-paulson-as-wrong-aboutclimate-change-as-he-was-about-the-crash).
This also calls to mind a recent offer I was made aware of by a friend, in which
physicist Dr. Christopher Keating is willing to give $10,000 of his own money "to
anyone that can prove, via the scientific method, that man-made global climate change
is not occurring". Keating contends that he will never have to write that check though,
since "The scientific evidence for global warming is overwhelming and no one can
prove otherwise" (http://www.deathandtaxesmag.com/223471/physicist-offers-10000for-anyone-to-scientifically-disprove-climate-change/).
Probably the best direct response to Keating's challenge was posted by a
commenter on the above link, named Alex Moran, who pointed out that the onus is
rightly on the anthropogenic global warming (AGW) "zealots that owe us 'deniers'
scientific evidence" that it actually is occurring, and not on the "deniers" to prove a
negative. Also, it should be noted that Keating studiously avoided using the now314
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infamous phrase "global warming", in favor of the currently more palatable "climate
change".
I liken this offer from Keating to the Bizarro-world version of Andrew
Breitbart's offer to pay anyone $10,000 to produce video of any Tea Party people
shouting slurs (the N-word was prominently purported) at Democrat lawmakers when
they were marching the Obamacare bill across the National Mall prior to its passage
into law in 2010. The media ran with that story, despite having no actual evidence that
the slurs were uttered by anyone. Breitbart eventually upped his offered payout to
$100,000, but no one ever produced the required video evidence
(http://blogs.ajc.com/political-insider-jim-galloway/2010/03/26/breitbart-offers-10kreward-for-proof-that-n-word-was-hurled-at-john-lewis/).
The main difference between Breitbart's offer and Keating's, which prompted
the Bizarro-world invocation, is that Breitbart demanded proof that something actually
DID occur...not that something that's been projected to occur (by models largely
populated with fraudulent data) is not happening.
And now...on to the big bucks. This is linked not only to Keating's offer, but
also to Paulson's insistence that a carbon tax would be a good way for government to
create the proper "incentives" to avoid this coming "climate bubble that poses
enormous risks to both our environment and economy". Keating states "I know you are
not going to get rich with $10,000. But, tell me, wouldn’t you like to have a spare
$10,000?" Of course you would...but wouldn't a million dollars be better than
$10,000?
Thus, here is my counter-offer: Whether man-made global "climate change" (or
"warming"...or "cooling...or whatever the current "crisis" is said to be) exists or not, I
hereby offer to give $1,000,000 of my own money to Dr. Keating, Hank Paulson – or
anyone else – who can prove that the Constitution allows the federal government to do
anything about it.
The founders of this country were very clear about the purpose of the
Constitution: to limit government, in favor of individual liberty. The Constitution lists
the very few things that the federal government is required to do – the enumerated
powers – and those are the only things the government is allowed to do...no more, no
less. Yes, the federal government has a virtually unlimited ability to levy and collect
taxes, but what it is allowed to spend those tax dollars on is strictly limited to activities
within the scope of the enumerated powers.
Pull up the transcript of the Constitution online, and do a quick search for words
like "warming", "cooling", "climate", "change", "environment", "crisis", "man-made",
"anthropogenic", or any other related term you can think of, and see what you get
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(http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/constitution_transcript.html). Go ahead...I'll
wait.
While I'm waiting, I'll take the chance to remind you that the requirement
specified in Article 1, Section 8, that "all Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform
throughout the United States" means that the levying/collection of any taxes must apply
equally to every single citizen. And the federal government is only required (read
"allowed") to do those few things that are best accomplished only by the government as
a representative body of the entire populace, since those things are intended to affect
every citizen equally. In short, those things entail only "protecting liberty through
national defense, the enforcement of contracts, and free elections"
(http://www.burtfolsom.com/?p=2513).
And before anyone makes the oft-repeated mistake of trying to cite the
Constitution's clause about the federal government's responsibility to "provide for the
common Defence and general Welfare" as enumerated powers, let me burst that bubble
right now: those aren't enumerated powers, but rather reasons for the specifically
enumerated powers. Same goes for the statement in the Preamble that the Constitution
was ordained and established "in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice,
insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the general
Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity"...those are
overall responsibilities of the federal government, which are to be fulfilled via
execution of the subsequent specifically enumerated powers. The founders were very
careful to purposefully ensure that "The federal government was given the power of
protection, not the power of action within the economy" (http://www.burtfolsom.com/?
p=2513).
The single best description ever given for government is from Thomas Paine:
"Government, even in its best state, is but a necessary evil; in its worst state, an
intolerable one." ANY confiscation of private property, even for those few
constitutionally required duties, is evil (by definition) – which is why it should be
limited to only those very few necessary duties as proscribed by the enumerated
powers. In accordance with the purpose of the Constitution, which subjugates
government to the individual (and not the other way around), the default position of
government is an absence of power. Thus, any expansion of federal government power
at the expense of the liberty of EVEN ONE individual is wholly unconstitutional.
But this is a much bigger problem than just your random physicist or even a
former Treasury secretary ignoring constitutional limits on federal government power
in favor of government action to incentivize any action, toward any outcome. For a
good example of the depth of this issue, see the Supreme Court's ruling on Obamacare,
in which Chief Justice John Roberts argued – incorrectly – that Congress has the
constitutional authority to use its enumerated taxing and spending powers to influence
the behavior of individuals and states. Roberts argued that prior court rulings – legal
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precedent – established this authority for government, while ignoring that THE legal
precedent – the Constitution itself – prohibits this legal authority by not specifically
granting it in the first place (http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/11pdf/11393c3a2.pdf).
I could never explain this as well as Alexander Hamilton did in Federalist 84,
wherein he argued against the inclusion in the Constitution of a Bill of Rights. While
we are obviously fortunate that the anti-Federalists were appropriately pessimistic
enough to push for including the Bill of Rights, it does not really add anything to the
Constitution, but simply lists specific rights that the government cannot infringe upon.
Hamilton argued against its inclusion, as a Bill of Rights was "not only unnecessary in
the proposed Constitution, but would even be dangerous" as it "would contain various
exceptions to powers not granted; and, on this very account, would afford a colorable
pretext to claim more than were granted. For why declare that things shall not be done
which there is no power to do?"
In line with the very clearly explained purpose of the Constitution (in
accordance with the fundamental truth of the Declaration of Independence, that the
government is subordinate to the individual), this makes perfectly clear that the
government is only ALLOWED to do those things that are specifically REQUIRED of
it via the Constitution's enumerated powers. Hamilton explained this further with a
specific example: "Why, for instance, should it be said that the liberty of the press shall
not be restrained, when no power is given by which restrictions may be imposed?"
The founders codified Hamilton's argument into the Constitution, ironically in
the Bill of Rights itself: the 9th Amendment states that "The enumeration in the
Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others
retained by the people." Also, the 10th Amendment specifies that "The powers not
delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are
reserved to the States respectively, or to the people." Simply put, individual rights are
natural and infinite, and if a power is not specifically granted in the Constitution, then it
is specifically disallowed by omission (http://billofrightsinstitute.org/foundingdocuments/bill-of-rights/).
So, in light of all that, allow me to restate my offer: $1,000,000 of my own
money to anyone who can prove that the Constitution allows the federal government to
do anything about "man-made climate change". In fact, allow me to expand that offer
right now to include anyone who can prove that the federal government is allowed to
force any collective action related to ANY issue not covered by its specifically and
purposefully limited enumerated powers.
Much like Keating – but with absolute confidence in place of his ignorant
arrogance – I know that I too will never have to write that check, since (to paraphrase
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him) the constitutional evidence for limited government is overwhelming and no one
can prove otherwise.
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Chapter 80 - DEBATE: LACK OF IMPORTANT DATA ON CLOUDS IN CLIMATE MODELS

We're supposed to completely buy the "scientific consensus" of "man-made global
warming" based solely on climate models which are incomplete at best (and, as we know
from "Climate-gate", also include blatantly falsified data).

I commented on a link on my page on 9 June 2014, and tagged my friend Ron
Harrison:
"An implication of this theory is that as these cumulus clouds became more
widespread at the very beginning the Industrial Revolution could have cooled the
Earth. Including these clouds in climate models could alter results significantly.
But there's no way to know for sure. No one maintained records of aerosol
levels in preindustrial times, and for now, Koran's suggestion is mere speculation.
Muhlbauer said this was an 'interesting' scenario but cautioned that the findings
are extremely preliminary. Adding cumulus clouds into climate models is a 'long way
off,' he said.
'That's going to be another 10 years at least.' "
so, we're supposed to completely buy the "scientific consensus" of "man-made
global warming" based solely on climate models which are incomplete at best (and, as
we know from climate-gate, also include falsified data). umm...no thank you!
this lack of inclusion of clouds in climate models has been discussed
extensively by dr. roy spencer (http://www.drroyspencer.com/). check out his site and
be informed (instead of simply misled by websites like skepticalscience.com).
http://www.accuweather.com/en/home-garden-articles/earth-you/researcherspenetrate-one-of-t/28309808
Researchers Penetrate one of the Darkest Mysteries of Climate Change –
Clouds
COMMENTS:
* Ron Harrison: http://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Uncertainty_tactic
It is a sad truism that you can always find someone in a lab coat to disagree
with the majority on any given issue. There are serious people who disagree with the
consensus view on evolution, global warming, smoking, and so on. But there are
actually also serious people who disagree about gravity...
http://www.logicallyfallacious.com/.../66-cherry-picking
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Logically Fallacious: The ultimate collection of over 300 logical fallacies
* ME: funny that your rationalwiki link says "But when you throw in
inducements like money, fame, or religion...the list of people willing to speak out gets a
lot longer"...since those are constantly used to prop up the misleading junk science
behind AGW.
and from the cherry picking one: "The stronger the withheld evidence, the more
fallacious the argument." kind of like not including clouds in climate models? or
outright falsification of data used to support the infamous "hockey stick" graph???
maybe you should post a link to an explanation of "backfire".
* Ron Harrison: Scientists are smart people. If they wanted to get rich, and
lacked scruples (as you claim), I think they could find a better/easier way to do it than
concocting a "conspiracy" such as AGW.
Here's some more "junk science":
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2009/jul/23/cloud-feedback-could-accelerateglobal-warming
Low-level clouds dissipate as temperature increases
I think the more germane question is: Why are you so threatened by science?
* ME: i'm not...but we're ALL threatened by those who would misrepresent it to
limit personal freedom.
* Ron Harrison: Yes, I'm terrified.
* ME: "science" has been feeding us apocalyptic stories of the great dangers to
our lives for years, from AGW to global cooling to cholesterol to secondhand smoke to
a million other things. money talks, and governments throw billions upon billions of $
at this research. ever wonder why the I in IPCC stands for Intergovernmental???
* Ron Harrison: Yes, money does talk.
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/backfire
Backfire – definition, (of an internal-combustion engine) to have a loud,
premature explosion in the intake manifold.
* ME: BOOM...here's the specific "backfire" definition from that link that
applies here:
2. to bring a result opposite to that which was planned or expected: The plot
backfired.
* Ron Harrison: Yeah, like bringing up clouds...
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* ME: um, no...i didn't bring them up, the article i linked to at accuweather
did...and tried to explain away their being ignored in climate models up to this point as
some kind of further proof of "man-made global warming"!
* Ron Harrison: "Today's climate models do include clouds, but some types are
better represented than others."
And the physicsworld article I linked to discusses how clouds are helping to
accelerate AGW, not mitigate it, as Spencer believes.
So, I agree that your plan backfired. Unless you want to explain how the
Institute of Physics is also in on the grand conspiracy. Please cite sources.
* ME: no, that physicsworld article most certainly did not discuss how clouds
are helping to accelerate AGW. and i quote: "Understanding how climate change is
affected by low-level clouds is one of the key challenges facing climate scientists."
THEY DONT KNOW. that's roy spencer's whole point...that the scientific "consensus"
says the debate is settled, but they haven't even considered all of the data yet (not to
mention all of the fraudulent data we already know about). why would i need to cite
any other sources beyond the self-contradictory ones you've already linked to? unless
you're really prepared to claim that no government grant money goes to fund pro-AGW
research/studies???
* Ron Harrison: "Low-level clouds are involved in a positive feedback
mechanism that could exacerbate global warming – according to a study of cloud and
temperature records from the north-eastern Pacific Ocean. Scientists in the US have
found that low-level cloud cover decreases when the sea surface gets warmer. Fewer
clouds mean that more sunlight reaches Earth’s surface, leading to further warming."
Do you literally skip over anything that doesn't support your point of view?
Yes, I think that is exactly what you do.
At a certain point, you have enough data to make a call. Except in your world,
in which evidence that contradicts your ideology is discarded.
* Gabe Mathison: Found this interesting debate between Dr. Roy Spencer and
Dr. Scott Denning. Thought I'd share here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=potLQR7-_Tg#t=115
Climate Science Debate: Global Warming Alarmist VS. Global Warming
Skeptic
Dr. Scott Denning VS. Dr. Roy Spencer. A balanced respectful climate science
debate at last. July 7, 2011
* Brandy Kemp Atkinson: I believe the Earth's average temp is getting warmer.
Because, well, it is. But I don't get why some groups think it is due to human
influences. If that argument is legit, explain the Ice Age. Because the earth got
COLDER without any human influence and to me, that would mean that 'climate
change' is just a natural occurrence.
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* ME: no Ron, i don't ignore it...but what you seem to be ignoring in the very
portion you quoted is the uncertainty of it: "COULD exacerbate global warming".
you're also ignoring the fact that increased cloud cover could ALSO lead to further
warming, by trapping heat below them. from my original article: "Clouds can either
reflect the sun's incoming rays back into space, cooling the Earth. Or they can act as a
sheath and trap heat close to the Earth's surface, warming the planet. Often, they do a
little of both. And they do it incredibly well. Clouds have the ability to heat the planet
much more than CO2, depending on the type of cloud, its geography and its altitude."
but don't think that i just buy everything that my original article says as gospel,
because it accepts as fact many things that just aren't true, or aren't yet known...such as:
"As the cloud cover doubled, they reflected more incoming solar rays back to space.
Thus, the clouds had a cooling effect." yes, that's entirely possible, but it's also not
guaranteed, as the angle at which the solar rays hit those clouds would most certainly
affect the direction in which they were reflected/refracted. the solar rays could have
just been redirected to another place on earth, either by glancing off the cloud exterior
completely, or by partially passing through the cloud (which are porous, in case you
weren't aware of that).
i'll have to check out the debate between spencer and denning later when i've
got more time...thanks for posting, Gabe.
* Ron Harrison: How do we know global warming is not a natural cycle? |
www.climatecentral.org
* ME: interesting, that article is from 2009, 5 years ago...and about 10-15 years
into the current 15-20 years of NON-warming! Ron, why do you hate science so
much???
* Ron Harrison: Has Global Warming Paused? | www.scientificamerican.com
Climate scientists know the answer is no, but have trouble communicating that
"Global warming has paused" – NOT! | www.skepticblog.org
* ME: i wonder why "climate scientists" would have trouble getting people to
believe what they say? because they've been SOOOO truthful up till now!
Gabe – i finally watched that debate you linked to. the most important part of it
was this line near the end from spencer: "I do think that free markets are gonna solve
this problem. But free markets are not the government taking increasing amounts of
money and deciding what should be invented when."
this was another gem from his closing statement: "For those that are ultimately
concerned about population growth, they should agree with me, because it's only the
poor nations of the world that cause population growth in the world. If we can bring
everyone in the world into the 21st century, population growth will be reduced
probably close to zero...If you want to keep the earth from becoming populated by 'too
many people', then encourage other nations to become prosperous as well."
thank you so much for posting this link.
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* Sammy Monsou: Embrace check this out...haha in your face, Ron, you libtard
Study: West Antarctic Glacier Melt Due To Volcanoes, Not Global Warming |
dailycaller.com
A new study by researchers at the University of Texas, Austin found that the
West Antarctic Ice Sheet is collapsing due to geothermal heat, not man-made global
warming.
* Ron Harrison: Interesting. I wonder what's melting the Arctic ice cap?
Probably jihadist polar bears.
* Sammy Monsou: checkmate
Arctic sea ice back to its previous level, bears safe; film at 11 |
wattsupwiththat.com
* ME: haha...i actually saw that dailycaller article and was going to post it for
you two. the polar ice cap is melting??? which pole? the south pole, where those
researchers went last year to document it and got stuck in all of that ice they didn't
expect to be there?
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Chapter 81 - DEBATE: OBAMA'S DISASTROUS FOREIGN POLICY

Obama has flushed all of our hard work and sacrifice in Iraq right down the proverbial
toilet...and terrorists are taking over like never before as a result.

I commented on a link on my page on 10 June 2014:
Well, good to see that all of that past work and sacrifice wasn't wasted...
especially the lives of our soldiers who died fighting these terrorists in the first place.
Absolutely ridiculous.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/insurgents-seize-iraqi-city-of-mosul-astroops-flee/2014/06/10/21061e87-8fcd-4ed3-bc94-0e309af0a674_story.html
COMMENTS:
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: Discouraging.
* Dean Johnson: Do you recommend building a base there?
* ME: i recommend getting rid of the morons in charge here who are so content
to snatch defeat from the jaws of victory...and who created the #1 new terrorist
hotspot/training ground right next door in syria.
* Dean Johnson: How do you defeat "Terrorism"?? As much as many people
want to – we can't kill everyone and build a military base everywhere...
* ME: dude, we HAD them defeated in iraq! and then we bailed. and we
CREATED syria as the hotspot it currently is. and who ever said anything about
killing everyone and building military bases everywhere???
* Graham Watkins: You should go over there and fight.
* ME: where? iraq? syria? libya? afghanistan? what's the point of going over
there anymore to fight, when our "leaders" here are doing all they can to prop up these
bad guys we SHOULD be trying to keep defeated (since they largely were already)?
* Dean Johnson: I thought we won Iraq when GW declared victory from the air
craft carrier... We bailed? So, yes – you'd like to build another base there and occupy
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another country forever... Do you think that would create more or less "Terrorism"?
You cannot defeat terrorism (such a stupid political word)... It's an idea, not a physical
thing that can be destroyed by another form of terrorism.
* ME: W declared victory against the saddam hussein regime...and then we
later won a harder-fought victory there against the terrorists. again, who said anything
about building any bases there? and even if someone did, why is that such a horrible
idea anyway?
* Dean Johnson: What do you want to see happen? Keep US troops there
forever and/or build a huge US base there (which is fighting terrorism with terrorism)...
That Saddam regime doesn't seem so bad now, does it?
* ME: good to see that you equate american military action with terrorism...
that's not ridiculous at all!
and of course you're forgetting all of the pre-iraq invasion intel about saddam's
development of WMDs (regardless of what was learned later).
* Dean Johnson: Terrorism: "the use of violence and intimidation in the pursuit
of political aims"...
We've had that Iraq Intel discussion before... The intel was created to give a
reason for war.
Was "Shock and Awe" a use of violence to pursue political goals? Why did we
build military bases in Japan after WWII? Do you think it had anything to do with
intimidation?
* ME: it had to do with continued security, and national defense readiness/
responsiveness.
and no, the intel on iraq was most certainly NOT "created" to give a reason for
war. are you saying that clinton was behind that too???
* Dean Johnson: You need to water down your flavor-ade...
* ME: does that mean you're avoiding my question about clinton "creating" the
iraq intel? because he was citing it often pre-W...and pre-iraq 2, all of the democrats in
congress were citing it too. in fact, they demanded a 2nd vote for an authorization to
use force there, so that they could be on record for having voted to support it.
* Graham Watkins: They all made piss poor decisions base on piss poor
intelligence from the intelligence community.
* ME: it's a piss poor decision to address a known and growing threat before it
reaches the point at which we can no longer deal with it??? as far as the piss poor intel,
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look no further than the moron politicians who have spent decades making it harder and
harder for the intel community (and military) to do their jobs effectively.
* Dean Johnson: Here's the thing...you are too worried about political
partisanship. I think they are all guilty of following piss poor intelligence that was
either fabricated or highly exaggerated and directed to them... I believe they (all that
were in favor of going to war over that BS intel) are all guilty.
We knew what Saddam was and what he wasn't... We did not know what we
were going to get after getting rid of him. Many people thought Iraq would be worse
off not having Saddam in charge. We made the decision to invade and get rid of
him...we reap what we sow and of course this is only Democrats' and Obama's fault...
How about you put some blame on the military brass that recommended we make that
country as unstable as possible?
* ME: WE BEAT THE TERRORISTS TOO...after saddam...despite all of the
PC hand-wringing and undercutting of our efforts the entire time.
* Dean Johnson: Thinking like that is the problem with the "War on Terror"...
You think by killing a few fighters we eliminate terrorism. What you forgot is that the
thousands of innocent people you killed or whose lives you ruined are now
"Terrorists"... You create new generations of people that hate our imperialistic ways
and our invasion into their lands and we just label them terrorists...
* ME: WRONG...terrorists are created when we show a lack of resolve to
properly wipe them out. WE didn't ruin these people's lives...we wouldn't have even
been there in the first place if it weren't for the terrorists who are REALLY oppressing
them.
* Graham Watkins: Wrong, terrorists are created by lack of education and weak
economies to support their populations. Religion is used to back evil ideologies taking
advantage of what I mentioned above. Create good economy and end religion = peace.
* ME: do you have any idea how many saudi terrorists there are? do you think
that saudi arabia is weak economically? the simplest little bit of logic completely
destroys your argument.
and liberals are created by lack of education.
* Graham Watkins: How many leaders are from Saudi, most? They prey on the
poor and oppressed to carry out their agenda through suicide and war. Using religion to
sell it to the meek and justify the cause. It's not liberal, it's realism!
* Dean Johnson: Saudi Arabia's economy only benefits a few, so I would not
say they have a strong economy by any means.
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So, when the collateral damage kills a mother's son or a child's father – you are
not ruining their lives? Every time you "wipe" one out, you are creating 3 more...
* ME: that is utter foolishness, and complete ignorance of historical fact. look
at what's happening right now in iraq...and notice that it only happened AFTER we
bailed, NOT when we were actually taking it to the terrorists (which was never as
aggressive as it should have been).
an economy benefiting a few means it's not strong? huh???
and do you have any idea how many terrorists come from wealth? no, no you
don't. look it up.
* Graham Watkins: Of course we didn't take it as hard as we could, Americans
don't do body bags. You know this. Do you know why terrorists give their lives to the
attacks they carry out?
* Dean Johnson: What was the long term strategy in Iraq? Indefinite
occupation? We didn't have one when we invaded. I for one don't want my country
invading and occupying other countries forever... The cause of this problem now (if
that's what you want to call it) was the invasion in the first place... Whatever reason
you want to use to justify the invasion – that was the problem.
* ME: dude, you've GOT to stop getting your news from morons. who ever
said anything about occupation? we didn't have to stay there forever to keep the
terrorists from coming back like they have. but when you totally cut bait, and tell the
bad guys when you're leaving and make it obvious that you're okay with them thriving,
that's not a recipe for success.
and even if we DID set up a permanent base there, so what? that ain't
occupation. we've got them all over the world, to secure peace for ourselves AND our
allies. and we WON QUICKLY against saddam's regime in iraq, and then helped them
establish a democracy after that. it's the bailing on them after that which led to the
current mess, not the initial invasion. we didn't invade syria or libya, and look at the
messes those are now. just apply a LITTLE bit of thought and logic to this, will ya?
* Dean Johnson: How is that not occupation? You invade a country, overthrow
its stable government, execute its leader, install your own make-believe democracy and
then want to build a military base there and have a permanent presence there... What is
that called? If I recall, Iraq wasn't a hotbed of terrorism before we invaded... I
understand why fans of the military industrial complex want to invade every country
and build bases where we don't belong – but that doesn't mean it's right.
Iraq is its own country... We have invested hundreds of BILLIONS of dollars,
thousands of lives... They need to be willing to sacrifice and fight for what they want.
Obviously they are not willing to fight for what the US wants... They need to figure it
out.
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* ME: you think iraqis haven't sacrificed??? and regardless of how many
terrorists were in iraq pre-invasion, saddam DID provide support to them...he paid the
families of palestinian suicide bombers. and after 9/11, we couldn't wait anymore for
threats to grow beyond our ability to deal with them. this ain't rocket surgery, dude.
and it was ALL explained way in advance.
**********************************************************************
DURING THIS DEBATE, I THOUGHT THAT PROBABLY NOT ENOUGH
PEOPLE HAD BEEN EXPOSED TO IT, SO I POSTED A LINK TO IT ON MY
PAGE, WITH A COMMENT THAT IT SHOULD BE READ BY ALL...AND THEN
THE DISCUSSION ENSUED ONCE AGAIN:
**********************************************************************
For anyone who might not have seen this discussion, I just want to allow you to
see first-hand a good microcosmic example of the type of thinking that's guiding
Obama's foreign policy right now...he's perfectly okay with America being seen as
failing around the world, even if that means terrorists succeed. This is what happens
when you view America as the root of all the world's problems and the main "bad guy"
and oppressor on the planet. Ignorant, I know, but it exists. And it's dangerous for
more than just the Iraqis/Syrians/Libyans/etc. who have to deal with it personally right
now.
COMMENTS:
* Graham Watkins: The French helped us during the revolutionary war but at
the end of the day it was the colonists that gave it all for freedom. This is a modern day
struggle for all these countries and those people are solely accountable for whatever the
outcome will be. Spilling American blood all around this planet is not a solution.
Would you be ok burying one of your kids over this? I would question how ignorant
the other half thinks. Peace through war is not the answer all the time!!!
* Dean Johnson: The world isn't a game of Risk, success isn't only dependent
on the number of nations you can invade/control... Unfortunately that is not how you
see it...
* ME: peace is utterly impossible until there is a victor. if you think that
diplomacy and just playing nice will keep enemies from taking advantage of your
weakness, then you just haven't been paying attention. our allies have to know that we
won't abandon them (ukraine comes to mind...and egypt).
* Dean Johnson: They need to fight their own wars... Why are we the ONLY
nation that has leaders that want to go to war immediately? War is not free or cheap
(way too many profits involved). This conversation was about Iraq – when did they
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attack the US or pose an imminent threat? They never have and never would have... We
had no plan invading and now they have a mess there.
* Graham Watkins: That's the conservative way, lots of tough talk behind the
white picket fence. No solutions and don't answer the tough questions. Again, would
you be ok burying one of your children if they were killed serving in those conflicts?
* ME: you're conveniently forgetting all of that intel about their WMDs preinvasion...that the ENTIRE WORLD believed...that saddam himself wanted everyone
to believe. and who goes to war immediately? we spent like 18 months building
international "consensus" for going into iraq. we most certainly had a plan...and it went
quite well until we got distracted by trying to conduct a PC war, and announced that we
were quitting, and when.
and what tough questions? give me one, and i'll answer it. of course i don't
want to EVER have to bury any of my kids, but if it was due to their dying while
fighting for their country, for freedom, VOLUNTARILY...i can't imagine a scenario in
which i could be much more proud of them than that.
and it's not just "tough talk"...all countries (allies and enemies) USED to know
that we'd back up our words with actions...ask ukraine or iraq what that's worth now.
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Chapter 82 - COLUMN: WHATEVER HAPPENED TO MOST FREEDOM?

Far too many people have succumbed to the misconception that individual rights exist only
if they're listed in the Bill of Rights.

(written on 22 July 2015)
Roger Pilon of the CATO Institute wrote an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal
recently entitled "Whatever Happened to Religious Freedom?" That's a good question,
but it skates right on past the main issue…the disappearance of MOST freedom. Pilon
discusses statutory law which outlaws discrimination for businesses considered "public
accomodations" (based on Title 2 of the 1964 Civil Rights Act), but ignores the utter
unconstitutionality of any such law.
Any business owner has the right to do business with – or to deny service to –
anyone they choose, for whatever reason they choose. While I would never support
any business that refuses to serve black people, for instance, I will always fully support
that business' RIGHT to do so. And I'm fine with anyone publicly calling out those
businesses as racists (I certainly would), and working to convince other people not to
patronize them. Even though I loathe racism, I fully support anyone's right to be a
racist…as well as anyone else's right to criticize or shun them for being one.
But for the government (especially on the federal level) to step in and legally
mandate that any business must accept any customer, then that is a direct violation of
the personal property rights of the business owner. The federal government is strictly
forbidden to intervene, by virtue of not being required to by any enumerated power.
Any statutory law that grants the federal government powers not specifically
enumerated in the Constitution – THE legal precedent – is absolutely unconstitutional,
and therefore illegal.
Also, we need to disabuse ourselves of this notion that we have "constitutional
rights"…far too many people have succumbed to the misconception that individual
rights exist only if they're listed in that document.
People fall into the trap of thinking that the Constitution guarantees our rights
by "listing" them…no, it actually guarantees our rights – which are innumerable – NOT
by listing them, but by limiting the government's ability to infringe upon them. The
few individual liberties listed in the Bill of Rights are not the only ones we have, and
their listing therein is not what guarantees them.
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We are now in a situation that Alexander Hamilton feared would happen, which
is why he argued AGAINST the inclusion of a Bill of Rights before the Constitution's
ratification. In Federalist 84, he said that a Bill of Rights "would contain various
exceptions to powers not granted; and, on this very account, would afford a colorable
pretext to claim more than were granted. For why declare that things shall not be done
which there is no power to do? Why, for instance, should it be said that the liberty of
the press shall not be restrained, when no power is given by which restrictions may be
imposed? I will not contend that such a provision would confer a regulating power; but
it is evident that it would furnish, to men disposed to usurp, a plausible pretense for
claiming that power." (emphasis mine)
And Hamilton has been proven absolutely correct in his prediction that some
people would use the Bill of Rights to claim more power for government than is
specifically authorized throughout the entire Constitution. This despite the addition of
the 9th and 10th Amendments, which addressed his fears by explaining clearly that
individual rights are not limited to those enumerated (9th), while the powers of the
federal government are strictly limited to those enumerated (10th).
The PURPOSE of the Constitution is to limit government, which is why it lists
the very few required duties of the federal government. And if something is not
REQUIRED by the enumerated powers, then it's not ALLOWED. Anything that is not
specifically listed is absolutely prohibited, by virtue of that omission (including
redefining marriage).
We need to stop referring, for example, to our "1st Amendment rights" or "2nd
Amendment rights", as if their enumeration in the Bill of Rights is what guarantees
them. They are guaranteed by virtue of the strict, purposeful limits placed on
government throughout the Constitution, which confines government's duties to ONLY
those required by the enumerated powers…no more, no less.
We have completely lost sight of the fact that the purpose of the Constitution is
to strictly limit government…NOT individual liberty.
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Chapter 83 - DEBATE: THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN MASS SURVEILLANCE AND BULK DATA

"Mass surveillance would mean persistent observation of the population... Computers, not
people, have access to bulk data...in order to find the very small amount of information
relevant to the legally authorized intercept on the terrorist, criminal or other legitimate
target."

I posted a link on my page on 10 June 2014:
"The distinction between mass surveillance and bulk access to data is confused
in the media," [former GCHQ director Sir David Omand] says. "Mass surveillance
would mean persistent observation of the population. Observation needs observers.
There is no such mass surveillance team at GCHQ. Computers, not people, have
access to bulk data, zillions of gigabytes, in order to find the very small amount of
information relevant to the legally authorized intercept on the terrorist, criminal or
other legitimate target."
Best, most concise explanation I've heard so far. Does that clear it up any, Gabe
Mathison and Max Turner???
http://www.newsweek.com/inside-englands-nsa-253816
Inside England's NSA
The GCHQ is the largest secret ops center outside the United States
COMMENTS:
* Molly Grayson: just to stir the pot a little bit, discuss data governance? data is
just data til its analyzed....
* ME: BINGO! and if you think the government has the capability/personnel/
resources to just sit around "spying" on americans instead of focusing on specifically
important targets of interest, then you're simply deluding yourself. the thing we should
be most upset with snowden for is telegraphing to our existing and would-be enemies
just how limited our capabilities are, despite all of the bulk data that's collected.
* Molly Grayson: mmmmm, bulk data. you know that's like talking about
shoes to a woman, or candy to a kid, right?
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* ME: hahaha...but you can wear all of those shoes, or that kid can eat all of that
candy...the government can NEVER go through all of that data (not to mention all of
the legal safeguards preventing them from doing a lot of it anyway:
The Snowden stigma | articles.baltimoresun.com
In the year since Edward Snowden's first leaks, the reputation of the U.S.
intelligence services has taken a beating, especially by the millennial generation.
* Molly Grayson: indeed. you could go through one set of parameters for years
and maybe extract a little bit, but if you consider the endless possibilities of the
parameter sets you could create – then you'd have to subset, and have metadata
analysis. yeah, way too much data and ways to sort it. at least for the tech we have
today. who knows about tomorrow. did I mention I freaking love data?
* ME: i hate it...trust me when i tell you (speaking from ample experience) that
for as much data as we have access to, it's the rare occasion when it's actually useful.
and then when you add the human element on top of that, with managers, etc. who are
afraid to take the smallest risks and are more concerned with political correctness and
appearances than actual results, it's just a mess. and NOW we've got people in
positions of power who are content to create terrorist hotspots around the world, and
with extending US legal protections to FOREIGNERS (see below link, and pay special
attention to the first para of section 4 and footnote 7). and keep in mind that there is
NO legal basis for this presidential proposal at all...it's COMPLETELY policy-driven.
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/01/17/presidential-policydirective-signals-intelligence-activities
Presidential Policy Directive – Signals Intelligence Activities | The White
House | www.whitehouse.gov
The United States, like other nations, has gathered intelligence throughout its
history to ensure that national security and foreign policy decisionmakers have access
to timely, accurate, and insightful information.
* Molly Grayson: ya think? sounds like he let one then fluffed the covers – and
that page is just the synopsis. here's a solution – ruin RIM and keep Blackberrys out of
easy reach (check), take smart phones away from everyone to significantly reduce data
flow...umm, yeah that'll never happen. spend $ developing better technology instead of
wasting it on vacations and overpaid 'directive' copywriters such as those who crafted
the above.
* Gabe Mathison: Let me see if I can combat this ridiculous argument: "The
right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue,
but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing
the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized."
Whether you think they will ever use this data or not is irrelevant, the law says
they should NOT collect it without a warrant.
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* Molly Grayson: well lookie there, who owns said data? big corporations!
how convenient is that? mmm-mmm yum. gotta love loopholes. we have about as
much right to claim that data as our own personal effect as we do to claim crap we post
on FB is private.
* Max Turner: The machines spit out decision analytics and they IDENTIFY
"threats" based on parameters fed to them by the operators. JFC, didn't you read
Orwell? WTF? You can become an Enemy of the Party and you're DONE. The
apparatus is all in place for a turnkey police state. This doesn't "keep us safe", it IS the
threat!
* Molly Grayson: Lincoln said we're too great a nation to be destroyed, if we
are destroyed it will be from within. sorry, realize I'm being a total pot stirrer here (and
more than a tad of a smart arse) but good debate and challenge to the common ideals
and thoughts prevent Orwellian internal feasting that will ruin us.
* Gabe Mathison: The big corporation with whom I enter a contract does not
stipulate in the contract that by using their product I will surrender my 4th Amendment
rights. Same with Facebook, you can actually read their terms of service here –>
https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/
Data Use Policy | Facebook | www.facebook.com
Learn more about Facebook's privacy policy and practices, including what types
of info Facebook receives and how info is used and shared.
And did Lincoln say that before or after he ordered the slaughter of 600,000
Americans in the Civil War?
* Molly Grayson: if they're not taking it from your person (aka they own the
data, not you, read your contract) they're not violating 4th amendment rights.
And last check of the history books – Lincoln didn't order anyone
slaughtered...seriously? Putting an emotional spin on things is not factual, it's
propaganda.
and just because I point that out, doesn't mean I agree with it or like it – just
trying to state facts and not blur the 'what we want to think' with what really is, by the
letter of the laws and how they're written.
* Gabe Mathison: He didn't conduct the bloodiest war in American history over
a state's right to nullify a federal law?
* Max Turner: You have no 4th Amendment Rights with respect to
corporations. Lincoln was a butcher.
As far as Orwell, try saying something politically incorrect – we already HAVE
rightthink.
* Gabe Mathison: We also have "2 Minutes of Hate", it's called MSNBC.
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* Molly Grayson: as much as it sucks and isn't fair, Max is right, we have
'rightthink' and have had it for a long time – way before any of us 3 were an idea in our
parents' thoughts. rather than try to pretend we're fighting a good fight (in a battle that
was lost long ago), I tend to be a realist, look for what truly is, and base my decisions
on what I share through 'corporate means' accordingly.
If Lincoln was a butcher, what was Grant? just curious if both were culpable or
if Lincoln is a convenient, singly acting villain......
* Max Turner: Molly – no, the modern PC movement is akin to Lysenkoism.
We didn't have that, Stalinist USSR did.
Grant was a general; he fought a war at Lincoln's behest. The buck stops with
the President. Grant and Sherman were butchers as well.
* Gabe Mathison: Lincoln was commander-in-chief, Grant was his drunk
general.
* Molly Grayson: and if you look at Hitler's regime – all his fault? none of the
commanding rank take blame? all of that goes on one mans' shoulders?
no man is an island...sorry boys, but war is not the fault or responsibility of a
single man, ever. period. and whether you like him or not, what he said holds true. the
longer we sit and dicker over crap like this, instead of figuring out how to prevent 1984
from living in your everyday life (oops too late), they win.
argue on, I'm gonna go get some sleep. in all seriousness, I do appreciate a
good lively debate. thanks and good night.
* Gabe Mathison: Nuremberg took care of those at fault because the Axis lost.
* Max Turner: What are we blaming Hitler for? I can't see fault in his regime
vis a vis what Stalin and FDR did in the same war. All war criminals, all butchers. I
will violate rightthink here – Hitler did not institute attacks against civilian targets, the
Allies did. Hitler did not adopt "total war," the Allies did.
* Gabe Mathison: There was this problem of the extermination of about 6
million people...
* Max Turner: Except it wasn't actually 6 million and the vast majority died of
Typhus.
Or did you mean Stalin's annihilation of Ukraine? That was probably 6 million.
* Molly Grayson: Typhus which they didn't contract sitting in the park enjoying
an ice cream with their own family members.......sheesh....ok, that's it. I'm out.
* Max Turner: We found Molly's rightthink mental 3rd rail. Like I was
saying...
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* Gabe Mathison: You can say what you'd like, but this just took a left turn into
Crazytown....
* Molly Grayson: sleep is a mental 3rd rail? and here I thought it was merely a
path to healthy living. I'm with Gabe on this one, and 3rd time is a charm.....attempting
to retain some grace and candor – bowing out, not going to be drawn into emotional
traps.
* Max Turner: And here you go and demonstrate exactly what I just said...most
of what you think you know is false. We needn't go into this, but "6 million" is a
provably contrived number.
* ME: oh really? "provably contrived"? did you get that from skepticalscience
too? or maybe al-jazeera, that paragon of unbiased journalism?
Molly's absolutely right...you most certainly don't own that data, so your 4th
amendment rights are not violated by this bulk data collection. and you're still ignoring
the quite clear distinction made by the former GCHQ director between "mass
surveillance" and "bulk access to data".
and beyond that, never mind that the only reason we're so heavily reliant on
signals intelligence now is because we've spent years tying our hands so thoroughly
with policies and laws that prevent us from doing more effective humint activities, or
prevent our soldiers from actually fighting a proper and effective war, or from stopping
the inflow of foreigners who wish to do us harm. but other than that, everything's just
peachy.
oh, btw...Molly, meet Maxlemoron. worst thing about him is that however
many jews were killed in WWII by "typhus" (HA!), he's probably just fine with it as a
means of favorable population control due to earth's diminishing resources.
* Molly Grayson: 10. Foot. Pole.
* Max Turner: Embrace, you're still a goddamned idiot, I see. There is only a
semantic distinction between the two types of data collection and only a moron such as
you would fall for it or take the word of one of the criminals involved in the operation.
As for 6 million, you can go to:
https://socioecohistory.wordpress.com/2011/10/18/history-of-the-"six-million"-myth/
or any of a number of other sites which will cite for you actual newspaper clippings
showing the use of the contrived 6 million number and why "6 million" was of
particular importance and was used actually from the late 1800s onward. Accuracy is
"sedition." I mean, there's a long way down this rabbithole you can go, but suffice it to
say that most of what you believe is false despite the tenacity with which you believe it.
There have been several major genocides in the past 150 years, yet only one of
them receives any attention, an annual Hollywood blockbuster, museums in every fking
city, and the questioning of the official story of which is criminalized. Go figure. It's
probably because there are too many idiots like Embrace who are stupid enough to
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believe literally any bullshit shoved in front of them. Idiots who believe the earth is
infinite.
This one is better, contains more citations:
https://piotrbein.wordpress.com/2013/11/18/the-six-million-myth/
* Dean Johnson: Embrace, the potential for misuse and abuse of the type of data
collection is too great for the little we actually get out of it to fight "terrorism"... You
said yourself, the data rarely provides anything – so why do we need to collect it?
* ME: because it's almost the only thing we've left ourselves with. and i didn't
say that it "rarely provides anything", i said that "it's the rare occasion when it's actually
useful"...i understand how those two statements could appear synonymous to the
uninitiated, but they're not. and it doesn't properly reflect how often that data is
searched against (and not against random americans, despite Maxlemoron's idiotic
statement that this is only a "semantic" distinction).
yeah, those damn lying zionists! stop and think about something here,
Maxlemoron...EVEN IF the 6 million number WAS a myth (which your links do not
prove)...why get hung up on the number, instead of the more important overall issue of
the oppression/killing of the jews that you don't deny happened? oh right...because
hitler was no worse than lincoln or FDR or any other "butcher" US president.
you so readily criticize current western governments for engaging in bulk data
collection, and conveniently ignore that hitler did much worse to his own people and
those of other countries he invaded. the japanese also didn't initiate "total war" against
us, they JUST bombed pearl harbor. so, yet again, the US is the bad guy because we
fought a war to WIN it, and to win it quickly. pity we don't do that anymore.
* Max Turner: I don't find this "oppression" to be historically remarkable, in
comparison to that which was done to the Irish or Armenians or Ukrainians. In fact, in
"Defamation" you can witness Abe Foxman telling the Ukrainian president not to
compare their genocide to the Holocaust. We can't have anyone getting in on the
hustle. 6 million is a fabrication – Poland and the USSR both revised numbers
massively downwards, including the very plaque at Auschwitz!
Oh, and you are fuckin stupid.
* ME: and yet you find our government's bulk data collection to be such a dire
crisis...interesting. but yeah...keep harping on the precise number of jews that were
killed by "typhus". you are nothing if not consistent in your ability to focus on
distractions while missing the overriding issues. but I'M the stupid one here...gotcha.
* Max Turner: Yes, you're a complete, unalloyed fuckin idiot. The bulk
collection isn't a crisis YET simply because they haven't decided they want to use it to
stomp on you YET. Morons like you don't notice a problem until the bullet is coming
out of the gun at you. "Oh it's not a DIRE CRISIS that this guy is pointing this gun at
my head." A true visionary moron you are. Completely stupid in all respects.
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Speakin of jews, I'm sure many of the Embrace-jews said "oh, this Hitler thing
isn't such a dire crisis." Intelligent people see problems coming WELL in advance of
their arrival and intelligent you are NOT.
* ME: wait, didn't YOU just get done saying that this hitler thing wasn't
"historically remarkable"? do you even know what the word "contradiction" means?
how are they going to use bulk collection to stomp on me? how does that work
exactly? how does my calling my wife – or anyone else who's not already under
investigation for suspicion of being a terrorist – present an opportunity for the
government to fire that gun at my head?
actually, i see the dire crisis of the federal government doing things for which it
has NO constitutional authority whatsoever...which you appear content to ignore while
railing against government doing the very few things it's required to do, such as
national security/defense. you want a REAL crisis? check out PPD 28, that i linked to
above, which details obama's desire to extend US legal protections to foreigners.
and to all of my friends who were previously unacquainted with Max Turner,
now you see why i bestowed upon him the nickname "Maxlemoron". pretty fitting
(and catchy), don't you think?
* Max Turner: Embrace, you cannot bestow anything on anyone as you are
quite possibly the stupidest person on the internet. I rarely encounter someone as
brazenly moronic as you are, simultaneously unable to think and unable to recognize
that he is the butt of the joke.
* MY WIFE: but yet you continue to engage him Max...hmmmmm.....
* Max Turner: Engage? Berate is more accurate. I had some free time, so sue
me.
* ME: sue you for what? being a moron? that's not illegal.
* Max Turner: Embrace, you're fkin stupid, just STFU already.
* ME: and you're a genius, huh? hold on a second...if you were even half as
smart as you think you are, and if people regress to the mean, does that mean that your
parents are complete idiots???
just asking...but it's obvious that they did something WAY wrong in raising
you.
* Max Turner: Mean regression is group phenomenon, moron. They raised me
to call idiots like you stupid.
* ME: and yet you once said something about my kids regressing up to the
mean...you know, since I'm so stupid.
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lucky for me, you never tire or (or catch on to?) having your very own words
used against you to prove your utter arrogant lunacy. you're like a circus attraction.
"look, he's gonna do it again! it's hilarious every time!"
* Max Turner: You understand that was a DIG at you, right???! WTF. If I
called you as dumb as a potted plant, I'm not being literal as most plants are far more
intelligent and would be offended by the comparison.
* ME: uh, yeah, Maxlemoron, i understand that was a dig at me...and yet, when
i turn it around on you, I'M the moron for missing that it's a group phenomenon...which
your dig also ignored.
i can't believe i REALLY just had to explain that. oh wait...yes i can.
* Max Turner: JFC you're dumb
* ME: quality comeback, Maxlemoron. as usual, you just obliterated my
argument. how will i ever recover from this horrible setback?
* Max Turner: Embrace, just take a hiatus from posting, for like, ever...it would
help your credibility 1000% if you just never spoke again. I mean that in all honesty.
* ME: yet another substantial response from the king of arrogant ignorance. it's
funny how you never tire of your own BS. if you weren't so utterly unlikable, it'd be
cute.
* Max Turner: If you weren't so utterly stupid, you would STFU
* Molly Grayson: meanwhile...the NSA just stole even more of our privacy,
'Obamacare' took more money out of our pockets, Putin managed to shine a spotlight
on how weak we are in international policy – and you boys are telling each other you're
stupid and to STFU – I think I made that point about 7 levels of insanity ago.
* ME: i would NEVER tell Maxlemoron – or any other idiot – to shut up...i
could never present the fallacious stupidity of their arguments as well as they do
themselves!
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Chapter 84 - DEBATE: IRAQ WAS A VALID AND WON WAR...UNTIL OBAMA BAILED ON IT

The resurgence of terrorists in the Middle East – including in Iraq - is because Obama has
disengaged from the war on terror, and is apparently fine with them coming back stronger
than before.

I commented on a link on my page on 19 June 2014:
This article ALMOST is right on...except for the obligatory history-ignoring
criticism of our invasion of Iraq...but other than that, it's pretty accurate:
Obama should make it clear that terrorist leaders and the regimes backing them
are not safe.
http://www.usnews.com/opinion/blogs/world-report/2014/06/18/what-obamasforce-doctrine-in-the-middle-east-should-be
COMMENTS:
* Dean Johnson: You really are delusional about the Iraq invasion... With all of
your confidence, you'd think we would have found something other than oil... You can't
ignore the facts because you don't like them.
* ME: yeah, you're right...there were no weapons there at all. OH WAIT:
http://www.wsj.com/articles/sunni-extremists-in-iraq-occupy-saddamschemical-weapons-facility-1403190600
Sunni extremists in Iraq occupy Saddam Hussein's chemical weapons facility |
online.wsj.com
Sunni extremists in Iraq have occupied what was once Saddam Hussein's
premier chemical-weapons production facility, a complex that still contains a stockpile
of old weapons, State Department and other U.S. government officials said.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/iraq/10910868/iraqcrisis-obama-may-launch-air-strikes-without-congress-amid-calls-for-maliki-to-golive.html
* Dean Johnson: If his chemical weapons were the concern, why didn't we
remove them during our 10+ years there? You're reaching now...
This is from your own side.... Rand Paul – aka Mr. Constitution...
http://video.foxnews.com/v/3632346567001/rand-paul-on-iraq-crisis-i-wouldfollow-the-constitution/?#sp=show-clips
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* ME: well, maybe because we're not the evil "occupiers" you keep saying we
are???
rand paul COMPLETELY ignored the real reason we initially went into iraq,
which cheney covered in that interview that they showed a clip from at the beginning of
the video you linked to. and he also incorrectly said that the mess throughout the
middle east was caused by our going into iraq...ABSOLUTELY WRONG. this mess –
including in iraq now – is because obama has disengaged from the war on terror, and is
apparently fine with them coming back stronger than before. what actually WAS a
result of our iraq invasion was qaddafi finally agreeing to give up his own chemical
weapons...before obama came along and supported the rebellion against him which
turned libya into the current terrorist hotspot it is now.
yeah, we should follow the constitution, and i do think that congress should
have to go approve these actions...which they did back after 9/11 in general, and then
specifically for iraq. they even demanded a SECOND vote on iraq so they could get on
board with it.
* Gabe Mathison: Wait a second. You are alleging that if we hadn't invaded
Iraq that ISIS would be currently capturing Iraqi cities to build their caliphate?
* ME: no, i'm saying that if we hadn't abandoned iraq and pulled out all our
troops that ISIS wouldn't be doing that now. also if we hadn't gotten behind the whole
arab spring junk throughout the whole region, which only removed leaders who kept
these terrorist groups in check and created giant training grounds for them to better
organize and get stronger.
we cannot ignore the fact that after 9/11, we realized that we could no longer
afford to let any threats develop beyond our ability to deal with them...and
EVERYONE knew back then that iraq was a threat (despite any hindsight now). but
that "bad" intel just proves that we should never have tied our own hands as far as our
ability to gather intel, which began in earnest under clinton, who started the whole
notion of not recruiting assets who were "bad guys".
* Dean Johnson: It's unfortunate... Your perception is completely political and
has nothing to do with logic. You can't even admit that going into Iraq was a bad
decision and is the MAIN reason for the mess that's going on now... You are too
worried about your side being wrong and not what is right. If the intel was bad, it's not
Clinton's fault – it's the person who provided the made up intel. You better be 100%
right if you want to invade another country and create this mess... It's not even that they
were wrong – they weren't even remotely close.
* Gabe Mathison: I don't buy this "9/11 happened, let's use it to justify a war of
opportunity" argument. We have one of the nastiest threats to the US in the form of a
crazy person sitting there in North Korea with nuclear weapons and we are not beating
the drum of war to invade. True, Obama being the Glass Joe of foreign policy doesn't
help matters in Iraq, but had the neo-conservatives not got us in this mess in the first
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place, we wouldn't be seeing ISIS radicals taking control of the country today. As my
father-in-law says about a tough night of drinking, "if you want to dance, sometimes
you have to pay the fiddler."
* ME: yes Dean, they WERE close on the intel...hence the two articles i posted
above about the CW facilities. and i don't necessarily disagree with you about getting
the intel 100% right...unfortunately, that's rarely if ever possible, and for threats, you
simply cannot afford to wait for that to act.
and Gabe, no one said let's use 9/11 to justify a war...what i did say is that after
9/11, we realized that we couldn't afford to wait to let a threat like iraq develop beyond
our ability to deal with it. the problems there now aren't because we invaded, but
because we didn't finish the job. and i don't disagree with you on north korea
either...but let's not forget how/why they have nukes now (which is a reason NOT to
invade, by the way)...we also have clinton to thank for that, who thought if we just play
nice with them and give them SOME nuke technology, they'd be nice right back. kind
of similar to how we're dealing with iran now. but Dean will just say that i'm simply
being political.
i think we should have finished up in iraq BEFORE 9/11, when they first shot at
one of our planes in the no-fly zone after desert storm. but after 9/11 opened our eyes,
we couldn't afford not to act.
* Dean Johnson: In what way could Iraq (whom we set back 20 years militarily
in the early 90's) have developed into a real threat to the US? In no way can I picture
the Iraq military flying/sailing across the Atlantic Ocean and attacking our country...
Do you find the irony in the fact they shot one of our planes in a no-fly zone?
* ME: yeah, because that's what it takes to attack us...another pearl harbor.
that's the only way.
it was a no-fly zone for THEM, not us.
* Dean Johnson: That wouldn't even be possible today... that is the problem, we
have too many war happy folks in leadership that are still living in the WWII era.
That was my point...don't you find it interesting that they were not allowed to
fly a plane in their own country, but we could... Do you think we would shoot down a
plane if the tables were turned?
* ME: i don't think you know what "war happy" means. those who refuse to
ignore the threats we face don't WANT to go to war, they're just not willing to let the
appeasers and pacifists and isolationists prevent us from defending ourselves.
no, i don't find it interesting at all that they weren't allowed to fly planes in their
own country, but we could. WE DEFEATED THEM...the victor sets the rules. and
how could the tables ever be turned? to even suggest that supposes that america would
ever just invade a country with the sole purpose of taking it over...which america has
never done, and never would do. we didn't get one barrel of oil from our invasion of
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iraq (either invasion, actually), despite all of the moronic complaints from lefties about
"blood for oil" or halliburton or whatever other idiotic charges they chose to level.
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Chapter 85 - COLUMN: THOMAS JEFFERSON AND THE MYSTERY PERIOD IN THE DECLARATION

The newest liberal ploy to degrade the very clear purpose of the founders: individual rights
are infinite, and government is limited...not the other way around.

(written on 8 July 2014)
In a recent New York Times article, Jennifer Schuessler discussed whether or
not a period – the punctuation mark – actually appears in the parchment original of the
Declaration of Independence after "Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness"
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/03/us/politics/a-period-is-questioned-in-thedeclaration-of-independence.html?_R=0). Schuessler quotes Danielle Allen, a
professor at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, N.J., who says that the
period creates the impression that the list of self-evident truths ends with the right to
"Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness". Also, Allen says that the addition of the
period severs the logical connection intended by Thomas Jefferson to the next sentence,
which focuses on the essential role of government as a tool for protecting those rights.
Allen could not be more mistaken, and Schuessler and the Times should be
ashamed for propagating this lunacy. Everyone here is completely ignoring that those
rights are not the only ones mentioned within that very sentence – they are simply
listed as prominent examples of the countless "certain unalienable Rights" with which
people "are all endowed by their Creator". That’s why it says, after stating that fact,
that "Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness" are "AMONG THESE"..."Certain
unalienable Rights" (emphasis mine). These specific rights are simply listed –
obviously – as being the most important in the founders' view of the infinite number of
rights retained by man.
This notion of unlimited individual rights was actually codified within the U.S.
Constitution as well, in the 9th Amendment: "The enumeration in the Constitution, of
certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the
people." Just as the Bill of Rights did not list ALL of our individual rights, neither
does the Declaration. Yes, our "unalienable Rights" are "certain" – but that does not
mean that they are limited only to those listed.
Also, Allen is completely off-base when she argues that the existence of that
period severs the connection to the next line about the importance of government. Yes,
of course government is necessary as a tool for protecting our rights; as James Madison
famously quipped: "If men were angels, no government would be necessary." But the
necessity of government does not invalidate the source of its powers – "the consent of
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the governed". Nor should it cause us to lose sight of why the founders insisted on
strictly limiting the federal government to a few specifically enumerated powers:
because government is evil.
The best definition of government ever given came from Thomas Paine:
"Government, even in its best state, is but a necessary evil; in its worst state, an
intolerable one." Government cannot function without money, and those funds come
from confiscating the personal property of citizens. This is evil – by definition – and
must therefore be limited to only those "necessary" functions, which are clearly spelled
out in the Constitution as enumerated powers.
Whether the mysterious period is errant or purposeful is irrelevant; the founders
were very clear in their purpose: individual rights are infinite, and government is
limited. Not the other way around.
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Chapter 86 - DEBATE: REQUIRING STUDY OF THE CONSTITUTION IS "ARCHAIC"

A state university president thinks that a law requiring study of the Constitution is outdated.
A liberal friend of mine amply demonstrates why that kind of thinking is harmful.

I posted a link on my page on 6 July 2014:
Monty Shefman and Karen Shefman, your alma mater...
http://dailysignal.com/2014/07/05/university-president-calls-law-requiringstudy-constitution-archaic/
University President Calls Law Requiring Study of Constitution 'Archaic'
COMMENTS:
* Gabe Mathison: What are you complaining about? At least they will get a
solid grounding from the "Lady Gaga and the Sociology of the Fame" class they are
offering. What more do you conservatives expect from these kids?
* Dean Johnson: Where in the constitution does it say all college graduates need
to study the document and prove their loyalty?
* ME: no one ever said anything about proving any loyalty...but do you see the
immense irony in you not recognizing that the constitution itself is what guarantees
their right to not support it???
* Dean Johnson: You did read his actual letter, right? He said NOTHING about
the Constitution being "archaic"... He does say that the statue written in 1924 is archaic.
* ME: a distinction without a difference...if he thinks that law is "archaic", i
doubt it's because he favors exposing young americans to the actual history of the
country. maybe he's just taking his cue from obama and holder, who also refuse to
comply with laws they don't like.
* Dean Johnson: God forbid someone use the word "archaic" and "constitution"
on the same piece of paper... Again, did you read the actual letter he wrote?? This is an
example of some really shitty partisan "journalism". How far can I take something out
of context to support my political agenda...
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* ME: i finally did read his letter, and i get what you're saying...but what's so
absurd about expecting american citizen students to be loyal to the U.S.? or to be
educated about our founding documents? especially if the school is supported by
public funds?
and never mind the mistakes this UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR makes in his
letter...such as when he refers to "AN American citizen student" as "THEY" (emphasis
mine).
"The powers of the federal government are enumerated; it can only operate in
certain cases; it has legislative powers on defined and limited objects, beyond which it
cannot extend its jurisdiction." – James Madison
yeah, i can see why you wouldn't want college students to learn about THAT
truth behind the founding documents...then they might actually start thinking for
themselves and rebel against unconstitutional statism.
* Dean Johnson: There is nothing wrong with expecting them to be loyal and be
educated about those documents, however there is a problem with forcing/requiring
them... I'm certain you can see the difference.
* ME: yes, I can...but apparently you cannot. who's forcing anyone to do
anything? if they don't like it, they can leave that school. or better yet, not attend at all
in the first place. or flee the state altogether.
* Dean Johnson: Which is essentially forcing them to do it... Do it or else you
can't pursue a life of liberty and happiness... Sounds fair to me!!
* ME: it's not even remotely close to anything resembling force. you can
pursue whatever kind of life you want...but that doesn't entitle you to change an
organization to suit YOUR wants and desires. it's kind of like obamacare mandating
that hobby lobby provide abortion-inducing drugs to its employees...the employees
(and especially the government) have no right to force hobby lobby to provide
ANYTHING. and if the employees don't like that, then they can switch employers or
go start their own company.
* Dean Johnson: I do think it is a good idea for HS curriculum – required
learning. It would be much better than a lot of the made up American History we shove
into our children's ears.
* ME: agreed...but that's what you get when you let the federal government run
education (which is completely unconstitutional, of course)
* Dean Johnson: You're arguing both sides of the fence... On one hand you
want to require people to learn if they pursue college... But you want to allow a
business to not be forced to do something and still be allowed to reap the benefits of
being a business in the US.
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* ME: reap the benefits of being a business in the US? as if that's some special
privilege that no one else is entitled to in this country? if they succeed as a business,
then they make money...if they fail, then they go out of business. it's that simple.
i am arguing the exact same thing in both situations...an organization should get
to run however it wants, without gov't interference. the only extenuating circumstance
in this case is that one of the organizations here – the school – is actually part of the
state government, and is therefore required to run in whatever manner the state dictates.
if students don't like it, they can go to a private school, or another state school in a
different state. problem is, it's VERY hard to get away from unconstitutional federal
government interference in college nowadays...there are only a few schools I know of
(maybe just one?) that refuse all federal funding so they're not beholden to federal
requirements/standards.
* Dean Johnson: The Hobby Lobby decision is ridiculous... If I hire employees
and don't believe in ADHD, should I not allow my employees access to that through
their insurance? What if I don't believe in treating cancer with medicine (only prayer)
– should my employee not have access to cancer drugs? Where does it end? As a
religious organization, they must not have a lot of faith in their fellow Christians...
Does god want good or the choice of good?? Hobby Lobby has shown they want to
force "their good" – which tells me they do not believe in the choice of good...
* ME: "allow" your employees access? what does that even mean? your
employees don't have to participate in your employer-provided health insurance
plan...they can go get insurance elsewhere, or go without it altogether (well, at least
they could before obamacare). or they can quit working for you altogether and go work
for another company that provides what they want, or start their own company and
offer whatever insurance plan they want to.
* Dean Johnson: So any organization receiving federal dollars should be
required to run in whatever way the government dictates?? Does this include military
contractors?
* ME: of course it includes military contractors...which are already required to
comply with federal mandates. but that doesn't necessarily include unilateral decisions
of the president, instituted without proper coordination with congress, which controls
the purse strings. but, even if a mandate for them is warranted and duly passed, it's still
not necessarily good.
and should i mention that you swerved completely off topic here by bringing up
the federal government, when we were talking about a state? states aren't as strictly
limited as the federal government: "The powers not delegated to the United States by
the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States
respectively, or to the people." – 10th Amendment
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for example, obamacare was both bad policy AND completely
unconstitutional...romneycare was bad policy, but MA was not prohibited by the
constitution from enacting it.
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Chapter 87 - COLUMN: LAWLESSNESS: OBAMA'S THE BEST AT IT, YES – BUT IT'S NOTHING NEW

Lawlessness also – and most importantly – includes the government passing any law or
engaging in any activity for which it has no constitutional mandate.

(written on 16 July 2014)
Recently, I've read competing arguments regarding introducing impeachment
charges against President Obama for his rampant, obvious lawlessness. The most
widely-publicized voice in favor of pursuing impeachment is Sarah Palin
(http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2014/07/08/exclusive-sarah-palin-time-toimpeach-president-obama), and former federal prosecutor Andrew C. McCarthy has
even written an entire book about it (http://www.amazon.com/faithless-executionbuilding-political-impeachment/dp/1594037760).
Meanwhile, on the other side, noted conservative/libertarian Pat Buchanan
argued that any Republican attempt at impeachment would be a political loser
(http://www.creators.com/opinion/pat-buchanan.html), and when asked about Palin's
opinion, House Speaker John Boehner (R-OH) simply said "I disagree"
(http://thehill.com/homenews/house/211689-boehner-says-no-to-impeachment).
While Obama's actions are already well beyond the lawlessness of both our
most recently impeached president (Clinton) and the one before him who came closest
(Nixon), people on both sides of this issue are missing a crucial point. Lawlessness is
not defined simply by unilaterally altering statutory law, as Obama has done most
notably with Obamacare. Also, it's not limited to his picking and choosing which
statutes he's going to enforce or not.
Lawlessness also – and most importantly – includes the government passing
any law or engaging in any activity for which it has no constitutional mandate. The
U.S. Constitution strictly defines, via the enumerated powers, the very few required
duties of the federal government. And whatever things the government is required to
do are the only things it's allowed to do...no more, no less.
Obama is by far and away the most competent and accomplished president this
country has ever had – at unconstitutionality. The same can be said for his lawlessness
where statutory law is concerned, even for those laws which are unconstitutional.
For instance, nowhere in the Constitution is the government required to have
anything to do with health care/insurance, so it is not allowed to do so; therefore,
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Obamacare is totally unconstitutional. Even so, Obama has illegally amended that
statute by unilaterally issuing waivers intended to lessen the political fallout which is
sure to result from full implementation of that law.
So, while it is indeed true that Obama has engaged in rampant, purposeful
lawlessness – perhaps more than any other elected official before him – he is not the
only one to have ever done so. Yes, Obamacare and the current facilitation of the
influx of illegal immigrants across our southern border are the most recently egregious
examples of our government engaging in lawless activities, but they are not the first
instances of unconstitutionality on the part of the federal government.
As stated previously, the government has no constitutional requirement to have
anything to do with health care/insurance, so that is strictly not permitted. But before
Obamacare, we had Medicare and Medicaid – both also unconstitutional on the federal
level.
And beyond the issue of health care/insurance, the unconstitutional acts
undertaken by the federal government are legion. In fact, most of what government
engages in is outside the strict limits placed upon it by the Constitution – the sole
purpose of which is to limit government, in favor of individual liberty.
So, yes, Mrs. Palin and Mr. McCarthy, Obama's lawlessness is obvious and
blatant and deserving of serious censure. And yes, Mr. Buchanan and Mr. Boehner,
pursuing impeachment would be shunned by the mainstream media and weak-willed
politicians of both parties. But whichever path is chosen, Obama will continue to
thumb his nose at both the will of the American people and the Constitution's
purposefully strict limits placed upon all branches of the federal government.
However, we must not lose sight of the fact that Obama is not the only
politician acting outside the bounds of the enumerated powers, nor is he the first. If we
are to return to America's founding principle of truly limited government that is
subordinate to the citizen – and not the other way around – then we must implement
this one incredibly simple, and wholly constitutional, ideal:
IF IT'S NOT ENUMERATED, IT MUST BE ELIMINATED!
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Chapter 88 - DEBATE: JAMES MADISON ON THE ENUMERATED POWERS

Yet another confirmation that I'm right when I say that the federal government is only
ALLOWED to do those few things it's specifically REQUIRED to do by the Constitution.
And someone is actually crazy enough to challenge me on that.

I posted a comment on my page on 7 July 2014:
A fantastic quote I came across today, which confirms yet again what I always
say about the federal government only being ALLOWED to do those few things it's
specifically REQUIRED to do via the Constitution:
"The powers of the federal government are enumerated; it can only operate in
certain cases; it has legislative powers on defined and limited objects, beyond which it
cannot extend its jurisdiction." – James Madison
Please, try to argue with me about this. I dare you.
COMMENTS:
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: Just gonna sit back on this one. I've got your
back...but you don't need my help. The big question is...am I gonna need popcorn??
* Brandy Kemp Atkinson: Heck, I'm about to bust out some Junior Mints too!
But I'm betting nobody is dumb enough to argue. Wait, never mind, I almost forgot
how stupid people have become. Bring on the entertainment!
* Irene Mahony Evans: Gonna need to go buy some Twizzlers.
* Heather Jakes: Following with my Twix bar! (I like the right side best! Lol!)
* Brandy Kemp Atkinson: Yeah, I just throw the left side Twix out. I won't eat
that crap. Stick to the right, lol!
* Grace Dubois: It doesn't specifically say "government cannot do anything
outside the constitution." The way I read it, it's basically saying "government has to
follow laws too, they can't just do stuff on a whim." Not limiting it to the constitution.
But that's just opinion.
And thanks Brandy, for calling everyone with a differing opinion "dumb."
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* Heather Jakes: The constitution defines the government. The only duties and
powers it has come from what the constitution says. It's the very definition of
constitution. From Merriam-Webster dictionary: "the basic principles and laws of a
nation, state, or social group that determine the powers and duties of the government
and guarantee certain rights to the people in it". (Sorry, couldn't not post!)
* ME: Grace – you do see where he says that "the powers of the federal
government are enumerated", right? and you do know that those "enumerated powers"
are the duties of the federal government as listed in the constitution, right? so, yes...it
most certainly DOES say that the federal government cannot do anything outside those
specific powers which are "defined and limited" in the constitution.
this was further explained by Alexander Hamilton in Federalist 84, where he
argued AGAINST including even the Bill of Rights in the Constitution, as "They would
contain various exceptions to powers NOT GRANTED; and, on this very account,
would afford a colorable pretext to claim more than were granted. For why declare that
things shall not be done which THERE IS NO POWER TO DO? Why, for instance,
should it be said that the liberty of the press shall not be restrained, when NO POWER
IS GIVEN by which restrictions may be imposed?" (emphasis mine)
and this explanation from Hamilton was actually codified in the Bill of Rights
itself, in the 9th and 10th Amendments:
– 9th Amendment: "The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall
not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people." (meaning that
individual liberty is UNLIMITED, and not just restricted to the rights listed – or
"enumerated" – in the constitution)
– 10th Amendment: "The powers not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively,
or to the people." (meaning that whatever the federal government is not required to do
– via the enumerated powers – it's not allowed to do. all of that extra stuff is left to the
states and individual citizens...provided that the states aren't specifically prohibited
from doing them either – such as enacting gun control laws, which everyone is
prohibited from doing via the 2nd Amendment: "...the right of the people to keep and
bear Arms, shall not be infringed.")
and just to nitpick, Brandy didn't call everyone with a differing opinion
dumb...she just bet that nobody would be "dumb enough to argue".
* Brandy Kemp Atkinson: Embrace is right – again – what is written in the
constitution is now being 'interpreted' and called 'antiquated' by people instead of
followed by our government as it should be. What is in it is fact and it was put in place
to avoid the government getting too big and overstepping its boundaries. Opinions are
every American's right – we all have them. Way to incorrectly distill what I said down
to 'if you have a differing opinion, you're dumb'. I did not say that. I said 'I'm betting
nobody is dumb enough to argue'...with what is clearly outlined in the Constitution.
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* Grace Dubois: How on earth is that different? People only argue if they have
a differing opinion. Thus, dissenters are dumb.
* ME: no, i argue all the time with people with whom i agree – in whole or in
part – oftentimes to encourage them to explore WHY they believe what they believe.
but don't get side-tracked with what you perceive as an insult (whether it is or not)...
unfortunately that's where many of these discussions end up, with someone choosing to
get offended instead of defending their stance. that's taking the easy way out, and
shows that the offended person is willing to allow someone else to have power over
their emotions. if you disagree, disagree...and plow forward with explaining why you
disagree.
* Grace Dubois: Ok. I disagree that I am dumb. I will offer as proof my
multiple degrees. And the fact that I am not dumb.
* ME: well, you DID choose to argue.....
anyway, back to the main point...do you also disagree with my explanation
above about the enumerated powers?
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: My experience with those that choose to alter the
Constitution is that they base their premise on emotional factors, instead of factual
ones.
* ME: which is more rude: calling people dumb, or ignoring someone who asks
you a question? :)
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Chapter 89 - DEBATE: KERRY AND OBAMA FAVOR HAMAS OVER ISRAEL

A friend joins the chorus of morons who incorrectly blame Israel for, well...pretty much
everything.

I commented on a link on my page on 29 July 2014 (and this was way back
before we learned about Obama's efforts to actively help Iran get nuclear weapons and
declassifying a report on the likely existence of Israel's nuclear capability):
"Israeli media reports have cast Kerry as seeking a cease-fire that is more
favorable to Hamas and being dismissive of key Israeli concerns."
umm...that's only because Kerry is doing exactly that. it's not the citizens of the
US that are "fuming" here...just the Obama administration that shares Kerry's notion
that Israel is to blame for all of this.
http://news.yahoo.com/us-fuming-over-israeli-criticism-kerry-154747943-politics.html
WASHINGTON (AP) – The Obama administration pushed back strongly
Monday at a torrent of Israeli criticism over Secretary of State John Kerry's latest bid to
secure a cease-fire with Hamas, accusing some in Israel of launching a "misinformation
campaign" against the top American diplomat.
COMMENTS:
* Dean Johnson: What is the infatuation with Israel (especially among the
right)?? They stole land, have essentially imprisoned an entire population and yet we
continue to give them BILLIONS of dollars every year (which you must think is
wrong?)... Is the Zionist theory true? I really can't find any historical reason other than
that...
* Heather Jakes: It's good guys against bad guys. Good guys don't hide behind
women and children, good guys don't attack first. Good guys defend their people from
attacks, very good guys try to warn innocent people of when an attack is coming.
Hamas is bad. They are terrorists. It's a moral issue as much as anything else.
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: What is the infatuation with the blood-thirsty
savages, Hamas? Israel is our ally and a democracy. God Bless Israel.
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The cease fire only helps Hamas. Israel can obliterate them. Oh, and don't
forget the 47 million US taxpayer dollars Kerry shelled out to Hamas. Sickening.
* Dean Johnson: I guess I was looking for something with real substance and
perhaps factual. Good guys vs. bad guys didn't really answer that. You mean a whole
$47 million vs. billions and billions... Israel can obliterate innocent women and
children using weapons provided by the US, however if Iran or Russia provides
weapons to someone – the world needs to attack them... They must be on "the bad"
team.
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: Dean – Hamas is a radical Muslim killing machine.
Being an anti-semite won't change that.
* Dean Johnson: Did I just get called an Anti-Semite?
* Heather Jakes: So good vs evil is not substantive enough for you? The only
thing you have to do to allow evil to prevail is for good people to do nothing.
* Dean Johnson: Good vs. Evil is too subjective... Who decides which is
which?? Media, the elite... Do you just go with who you are told is "Evil"?
I'm pretty certain Israel has killed more innocent people than Hamas has – does
that make them "Evil"? Or does labeling it "self defense" justify the occupation,
stealing, and killing?
* Heather Jakes: Does killing an intruder make you a murderer or a person who
acted in self defense? Is it evil to place military targets on schools and hospitals where
innocent civilians are? Moral relativism has made people unable up identify evil when
they see it.
* Dean Johnson: Exactly my point – isn't the main problem that Israel occupied
and is "intruding" on Palestinian land? The warfare that is necessary for Hamas to stand
a chance or make an impact is not ideal. They did not have an Iron Dome built for
them, they are not given billions in military aid each year... Israel's military is superior,
but that does not mean they are "good"...
http://www.salon.com/.../debunking_the_myths_about_gaza.../
Debunking the myths about Gaza: The truth behind Israeli and Palestinian
talking points
* Brandy Kemp Atkinson: There has always been a Jewish state on the land
where Israel is located. It has never been Muslim land – it has always been JEWISH.
The Muslims do not recognize the Jewish state's right to exist, and they want all Israelis
dead. Israel wants to simply live in peace. They have offered land in exchange for
peace to no avail. All the Palestinians want is the total destruction of Israel and death to
all Israelis. Israel wants peace. That's it in a nutshell. I don't see how Israel defending
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itself from terrorists can't be understood by some people. They want peace, Palestine
wants them dead.
* Heather Jakes: If Israel stopped fighting right now, Hamas would not, as their
stated goal is to wipe out all the people of Israel. If Hamas would stop fighting right
now, Israel would stop as well and there would be peace. Hamas is refusing to live
peacefully. Again I ask, who is evil? Seems pretty clear to me.
* Dean Johnson: If someone kicked you out of your house and then said "let's
stop fighting", while living in your home and expanding onto the rest of your
property... Would you? How do you live peacefully with someone that takes your land
and essentially controls where and how you move??
* ME: wow, look at what I started! i'll read all of these comments, but i first
want to say something about the last one from Dean that i saw first...you are under the
completely false impression that the palestinians had their own state to be kicked out of
in the first place! not to mention that many MANY arabs live peacefully in israel now,
as israeli citizens, many of whom are even in the israeli government. also, let's not
forget that back in the 90's, israel finally caved completely and offered to comply with
ALL of the palestinian demands, but then yasser arafat changed his mind and refused to
accept...it was more important to continue the problem than to actually fix it. well, now
israel is finally (hopefully) going to fix this problem the only way possible...by winning
this war, and then establishing peace on their terms.
well, now that i've read through all the comments, it looks like the ladies pretty
much took care of all that already! Dean, you've got to wake up and realize that there
most certainly IS a difference between fighting for liberty and in self-defense (israel,
america – the good guys) and fighting JUST to kill and/or subjugate people (hamas,
communists – the bad guys).
* Dean Johnson: Ok, apparently I asked the wrong question to the wrong
person... "Good vs. Evil" has to be one of the least intellectual explanations of this
situation. I'll ask again, what is the US infatuation with Israel? When did it start and
why? Is their truth to the Zionist theory? The UN has contradicted what you say about
this land – numerous times!
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: The UN? LOL
* Dean Johnson: I forgot, the US and Israel are the only thoughts that matter on
this Earth... And the US has said Israel is wrong numerous times...
It's amazing that people need to be told what to believe and the complete lack of
AWARENESS people have outside of their own beliefs that have no factual proof...
The problem with the Good and Evil theory is that you will find yourself on the other
side as soon as enough people are told to believe that... I was looking for factual info,
sometimes Embrace posts that, obviously not going to get ANY of that here.
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* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: How can any reasonable human being willfully
ignore the fact that Hamas is using their own children as shields, knowing full well that
death is imminent?
* Dean Johnson: Think about what you just wrote for a second...a minute...or
longer. These are human beings who are willing to put their children in danger...
although those reports are completely misleading!! (see below) I am sure I will just get
a "Human Rights" group?? – LOL... but sticking your head in the sand and ignoring
doesn't change the truth.
Let's go back and assume they are putting their own children in harms
way....I'm asking you to think hard about this, not just disregard it for your already
decided beliefs. What would it take for you to do that with your own children and
family???? I ask myself the same question and it would take a lot... You will probably
just say they are "evil" people and therefore don't love their children, family or
neighbors... I think it speaks about how badly they have been treated. The human spirit
will do unthinkable things when it has NO other options.
Again, if your home was taken over by your bigger and stronger neighbor and
you were forced to live in the fenced-in backyard (not allowed to leave) and then he
moved his family into all of your rooms and then says..."Hey, let's make peace and just
keep things how they are now"... What would you do?? Now, imagine your family is
getting killed/bombed in your back yard and you have nowhere to go... What would
you do? It's easy to call someone evil when you aren't willing to try to understand what
they are going through...
http://www.salon.com/.../israels_military_has_no_moral.../
The civilian death toll in Gaza is immoral and unacceptable – and it's time to
talk honestly about all of it.
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: That is an opinion piece. What's your point? That
someone else despised Israel? Got it. Noted.
* Dean Johnson: Is this an opinion??
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/4333982.stm
The Israeli defence ministry is to challenge a supreme court ruling banning the
use of human shields in raids.
* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: I also dispute your notion that Israel stole the land.
But whatevs. You are able to Cut and Paste. Your knowledge is clearly superior.
* Dean Johnson: Again, I understand – you have your beliefs...no morality or
facts will change them. I was looking for some historical context of when and why the
US started their infatuation with Israel... It is a very important part of our politics these
days and I can't find any info on it... Again, I'm pretty certain I asked in the wrong
place.
Do you have any factual information supporting your beliefs...or are they
strictly media driven? I'm looking for info here...help me!
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* Dawn Spurlock Moffitt: Don't play passive aggressive, Dean. You have no
interest in knowledge. Using the word "infatuated" is intended to be derogatory.
Factual information is everywhere...including Google. Your asked questions have been
answered. Ally. Democracy. I maintain the current Regime has an infatuation with
Hamas and Islam. But again, I am repeating myself.
* Dean Johnson: Ok, where did your ($2 Billion+ per year) support for Israel
come from? Just following status quo, just went along with your media, followed along
with Senator banging his chest about supporting our ally, Iran crisis, etc...when and
why did yours start? I really do want info...
* Gabe Mathison: I think the history of the relationship between the US and
Israel is pretty easily sourced. How about this:
http://en.wikipedia.org/.../Israel%E2%80%93United_States...
Israel-United States relations – Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia |
en.wikipedia.org
* ME: israel is the LONE democracy in the middle east...we have something in
common with them there. we don't – or at least didn't used to – have anything in
common with terrorists who simply want to eradicate an entire race of people. and
where did you ever get this idea that israel stole any land from the palestinians??? that
is absolute nonsense. to have your house analogy make any sense whatsoever, you'd
have to alter it to be about someone building a house, inviting someone else in to live
there, and then having that guest decide that they want to kill you and all your
family...i'd put them in the backyard too.
hamas is storing weapons in SCHOOLS, for pete's sake. they WANT their kids
killed so they can blame israel for it and get world public opinion on their side. israel
wouldn't even be engaged here if hamas wouldn't have lobbed missiles at them. holy
crap.
not to mention that israel does not and has never instigated any military action
against any country...it defends itself when attacked, and it has even GIVEN BACK
land that it has won in wars. how's that for historical context?
oh, i forgot...israel is NOT the only democracy in the middle east – iraq is one
too. well, at least it WAS, before obama bailed on it and the terrorists took over much
of it.
* Graham Watkins: For once I was agreeing with you, then you throw your Iraq
BS in there. Come on man!!
* Dean Johnson: Embrace, you sound like you are just mentioning Fox News
talking points... It seems more like Israel has been a subsidized military base in the
US... Iraq was a democracy??
Everything I have read says that the West Bank occupation (stolen land) is
illegal... Many high-ranking Israelis have said this. Again, how is this not like stealing
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someone's property and them asking for peace, but we will keep what we took? Back to
my original question... You are saying that since Israel is a democracy (which doesn't
really exist), we will support them financially and militarily based on that fact alone??
Something is missing and doesn't make sense...
* ME: then you're simply reading crap. stolen from whom? the nomadic
palestinians? many "high-ranking" americans also have said that the US was "stolen"
from the Indians...also BS.
we support allies who advance our interests, and vice versa. that support isn't
always financial, but sometimes is. israel is an ally who supports our interests, and
we're an ally who supports theirs...well, at least we used to be!
and yes, iraq most certainly was a democracy...it shouldn't be too hard for you
to find pictures of the people with their purple thumbs to see how bravely they stood up
to lingering terrorist threats to go cast their votes in their first free election in decades.
the people elected their leaders...that's democracy. and as often as their govt has
screwed various things up, at least – unlike hamas – they haven't been trying to kill
innocent israelis. nothing like that has come out of iraq since saddam hussein paid
thousands of dollars to the families of palestinian suicide bombers.
* Dean Johnson: If I am reading crap... provide me with something that says
different. The EU & UN have continually said that the occupations are illegal under
international law. It appears Israel is the ONLY country to disagree...
* ME: well, if the EU and UN say it, then who can argue with THAT??? the
EU and UN also say that "man-made global warming" is real, and that governments
should do something about it.
the UN says that israel building settlements ON ITS OWN LAND is "illegal"!
if that doesn't tell you all you need to know about the rampant idiocy of the UN, then i
don't know what will.
* Dean Johnson: That is a really weak argument... Since the EU and UN believe
in man-made global warming (as do most people), anything they say is wrong....
* MY WIFE: actually, most people I talk to do NOT believe in man-made
global warming...and no, they're not all conservative. This is only what the media has
made you believe...
* Dean Johnson: We (U.S. tax payers) are paying for those bombs that are being
dropped indiscriminately, therefore we have culpability. We are supporting a terrorist
regime (compare the FBI definition of International Terrorism with what Israel does).
Why do we have to pay for it?? The next time planes fly into buildings in our country
or someone tries to blow up another marathon, keep this in mind when you ask yourself
"Why would someone do such a thing?"...
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* ME: i think it's a much weaker argument to say that something must be true
simply because the EU and the UN say it is...when have they ever been right about,
well...anything?
bombs are being dropped indiscriminately? where'd you hear that nonsense
from...the EU and UN??? the israelis are WARNING civilians to evacuate targeted
buildings BEFORE they strike them! they're sending texts, calling, and even dropping
pre-strike bombs that just cause a small explosion on the roofs of the buildings prior to
the real strike. to call the israelis terrorists is simply the height of ignorance.
At 25 Seconds, Incredible Video Actually Captures Israeli Bomb in the Air
Before It Hits Its Target | www.theblaze.com
A new video uploaded by a Gaza news outlet gives an incredible and up-close
look at Israel's "knock on roof" policy. The tactic involves a smaller projectile being
dropped on house of suspected Hamas militants, followed by a larger bomb meant to
eliminate the target.
* Dean Johnson: The texts and calls are being done for Israeli citizens... How
do you call or text someone without a cell phone, power, or regular phone? I have seen
these videos – they are very disturbing. They drop a bomb letting you know that a
larger one is coming very soon and your home (whatever we didn't destroy last time)
and the very few things you ever had will be destroyed in a few minutes – very kind of
them and obviously not working since more than 1000 civilians have been killed. What
about the bombs dropped in the school yards, the boys killed playing soccer on the
beach, the hospitals being bombed... They are being dropped with VERY little (if any)
concern for human life...
Here is the FBI's definition of terrorism... Which shoe does not fit???
International terrorism" means activities with the following three characteristics:
Involve violent acts or acts dangerous to human life that violate federal or state
law; Appear to be intended (i) to intimidate or coerce a civilian population; (ii) to
influence the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion; or (iii) to affect the
conduct of a government by mass destruction, assassination, or kidnapping; and Occur
primarily outside the territorial jurisdiction of the U.S., or transcend national
boundaries in terms of the means by which they are accomplished, the persons they
appear intended to intimidate or coerce, or the locale in which their perpetrators operate
or seek asylum.
* ME: dude...this is a WAR. how do you still not comprehend that? for them
to give ANY warning at all – to anyone – is just unheard of. those civilians being
killed are being used as pawns by hamas to engender around the world precisely the
kind of response you're displaying.
and none of those three characteristics apply to what israel's doing – at all –
because they are acting completely within their rights of self-defense. hamas' actions,
on the other hand, match up with those three characteristics perfectly. they have
tunneled into israel in order to facilitate attacks/kidnappings/targeting of innocent
israeli citizens.
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* Dean Johnson: Ok...so let me understand your argument – if terrorist actions
are committed during the course of "war" – they are considered self defense? Al Qaeda
declared war on the US many times, so was 9-11 an act of war (as declared by GW) or
was it terrorism? Was the USS Cole bombing act of war or Terrorism? I'm trying to
understand difference between war and terrorism...
What is your "innocent civilian" death total at for each side? Israel – 3,
Palestine – 1,000+... Have you ever thought about the deplorable conditions these
people are FORCED to live in by Israel? They essentially live in an outdoor prison...
The food is counted by the calories before it is allowed in. Medicine arrives expired in
many cases b/c it sits in Israel before they allow it in. They are not allowed to have
ANY construction material to repair their houses that have been blown up by the
occupiers. They cannot fish off their coast (which the international community has
declared illegal, but again, what do they know). They cannot leave the strip of land that
Israel has yet to take from them. They don't have access to clean water or have a way to
build infrastructure for human waste – which means they have to live in their own shit
and piss. They are only given enough diesel for their power plant for about 15 hours of
electricity per day (now they don't have a power plant)... Oh yeah, and this all after
having their land taken from them – which didn't happen because you said it didn't.
The bottom line is that it is wrong to knowingly and purposefully kill
INNOCENT children. You can preach the human shield BS story all you want – but
when you fire a missile and drop a bomb, you are responsible for the results. Israel has
NO care whatsoever for innocent lives in Gaza and I don't think my tax dollars should
be supporting or contributing to that.
* ME: BLITZER: So basically, the concrete was provided by Israel to
Palestinians in Gaza to build schools, hospitals, stores, apartments, but they used it,
what you say, to build this tunnel?
CNN’s Wolf Blitzer gets an exclusive look inside an underground Hamas
tunnel | cnnpressroom.blogs.cnn.com
that turned up with a quick google search of "hamas tunnels concrete provided
israel"...i knew i'd find something fairly quickly after hearing the other day that hamas
was using supplies provided BY israel in these tunnels, even though those supplies
were intended for schools, hospitals, etc.
ironically enough, many of these tunnels – and weapons caches – are
under/inside schools and hospitals! but you're right...israel is the bad guy here just
because they're more effective in their own defense than hamas is in their terrorist
attacks.
and never forget...yasser arafat got EVERYTHING he was demanding back in
the 90's from the israelis...but then he changed his mind and refused to accept it, since it
was more important to him to keep the "struggle" going than it was to arrive at an
actual solution.
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* Dean Johnson: You call the killing of innocent children that have nowhere to
go an "effective defense"? They bombed 4 children playing soccer on a beach as
defense?
* ME: this wouldn't even be happening at all if hamas hadn't attacked israel in
the first place...why is that so hard for you to get your head around? and innocent
children are in harm's way because HAMAS PUTS THEM THERE...on purpose! they
WANT their kids killed, in order to drum up the exact kind of anti-Israel response
around the world that you're displaying now.
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Chapter 90 - COLUMN: THE NSA IS NOT "SPYING" ON AMERICANS

Access to historical metadata – which you don't own – is crucial to national security.

(written on 22 May 2015)
So, the "left" and "right" have teamed up in opposition to the NSA's bulk
collection of phone metadata, which is often referred to by many as the federal
government "spying" on Americans.
In "ACLU & Tea Party: NSA reform bill has gaping holes", Anthony D.
Romero, the executive director of the American Civil Liberties Union, and Matt Kibbe,
the president and founder of FreedomWorks, write a spirited diatribe against Section
215 of the Patriot Act, which authorizes this bulk metadata collection and is set to
expire on June 1. In reading this column, I have discovered that Mr. Romero and Mr.
Kibbe (strange bedfellows indeed), are operating under a few obvious misconceptions,
and I thought it necessary to point those out.
Let's dive right in.
FIRST: You do not OWN that metadata. The Fourth Amendment guarantees
"The right of the people to be secure in THEIR persons, houses, papers, and effects,
against unreasonable searches and seizures" (emphasis mine). That means you are only
guaranteed the right of security for things YOU own, and not data owned by someone
else, such as a phone or internet service provider…even if that data is ABOUT you.
Despite what courts have ruled – in direct contradiction to the clear wording of
the Constitution, as they often do – the Fourth Amendment does NOT guarantee our
privacy, but simply our property rights. And if you do not own something, then it is –
obviously – not YOUR property, and the Fourth Amendment does not apply.
Consider this (admittedly overly-simplified) analogy: Let's say that you borrow
a book from me, and proceed to write a bunch of your own personal information inside
it. That book is still my property, and thus so too is the data about you now contained
within its pages. Yes, I am still legally prevented from using that data for nefarious
purposes (such as identity theft, etc.), but that does not make the data any less my
property now. I did not steal it; you willingly gave it to me. How much more then in
the case of telephone numbers which are ALWAYS owned by the service providers?
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Or imagine that you are walking past some landmark right when a tourist snaps
a picture of it – and you – with his camera. Your presence at that specific location at
that specific time is now recorded by someone else, and, if later applicable and/or
necessary, is admissible as evidence in a court of law. And you did not even give that
tourist permission to take your picture, which gives him specific data ABOUT you, as
you do with a phone company when you sign up for their service. But that data about
you is now the property of that tourist, to do with as he pleases.
SECOND: Romero and Kibbe cite the fact that "the White House's own review
group found that the nationwide phone-records program operated under Section 215
has not prevented a single attack." This is a disingenous and misleading
characterization that completely ignores a couple key points.
The public will never fully know about every single prevented attack, as much
of the relevant information remains classified, and revealing it would tip off would-be
attackers and their associates that we know who they are and are monitoring their
communications.
Being able to investigate AFTER successful attacks who the perpetrators
communicated with in the past – prior to their coming to our attention by virtue of their
successful attacks – is very useful to learning more about what other attacks might be
planned, and by whom. Unfortunately, we often do not even know who to be on the
lookout for until they carry out an attack, because of legal safeguards in place to protect
them from unwarranted scrutiny prior to committing a crime. But to tie our hands by
not being able to look back into their past communications after they do conduct an
attack would be utter negligence.
THIRD: Our rights are protected not by limiting the government's ability to
collect data (which, again, we individuals do NOT own), but by stipulating what the
government can DO with that collected data, under what circumstances they can do it,
and to whom.
Collection does NOT equal surveillance. As the former head of Britain's
GCHQ (their version of NSA) has explained, "The distinction between mass
surveillance and bulk access to data is confused in the media. Mass surveillance would
mean persistent observation of the population. Observation needs observers. There is
no such mass surveillance team at GCHQ. Computers, not people, have access to bulk
data, zillions of gigabytes, in order to find the very small amount of information
relevant to the legally authorized intercept on the terrorist, criminal or other legitimate
target."
If we prevent the government from being able to collect bulk data – or even
from being able "to turn on your computer, cellphone or mobile device in your home
and elsewhere, and use your own devices to spy on you" (about which Fox News' legal
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guru Andrew Napolitano has complained) – then we are limiting the government's
ability to carry out those activities against our enemies as well. And never forget that
many of those enemies live here among us.
FOURTH: The government's ABILITY to collect bulk metadata does not mean
it has the AUTHORITY to comb freely through all of that collected data. There are
safeguards in place to protect the rights of Americans that precede passage of the
Patriot Act, but which still apply to any data collected as a result of it.
Executive Order 12333 (EO 12333) lays out specifically in Part 2 ("Conduct of
Intelligence Activities") how collection activities should proceed in a manner
"consistent with the Constitution and applicable law and respectful of the principles
upon which the United States was founded" including finding "the proper balance
between the acquisition of essential information and protection of individual interests."
Also, United States Signals Intelligence Directive 18 (USSID 18) strictly
prohibits the "interception or collection of information about…U.S. persons, entities,
corporations or organizations" without explicit written legal permission from the
United States Attorney General when the subject is located abroad, or the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court when within U.S. borders.
The same holds true for the government's ability to remotely turn on electronic
devices and use them to spy on their users. The bad guys use the same types and
brands of computers and cell phones that we do, and I certainly want the government to
be able to target them in whatever way possible. But, again, having the ability to do
that does not give the feds the authority to direct those actions against innocent
Americans.
FIFTH: This whole debate is largely a distraction from a much more important
discussion we SHOULD be having: one of enumerated powers vs. extra-constitutional
ones. National security/defense most certainly is a constitutionally required duty of
government, while most of what the federal government does is not.
I am all for debating HOW the government should best act to fulfill its
enumerated powers, but that is a completely separate discussion from the much more
important and basic one about limiting government TO those few powers.
SIXTH: This debate also distracts from the much larger problem of our new
overall foreign policy under President Obama, which diminishes America and
emboldens our enemies. In Obama's rush to withdraw from Iraq, for instance, we left a
vacuum that allowed the emergence of ISIS, which is now stronger than al-Qaeda ever
was and controls more area than al-Qaeda ever did. Also, countries like Russia and
Iran have no qualms about flexing their muscles when they know they will no longer
face any real pushback from the U.S.
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Not to mention the fact that Obama wants to now extend legal safeguards for
Americans to foreigners as well, which would all but annihilate the ability of the
intelligence community (IC) to properly conduct foreign intelligence collection.
Presidential Policy Directive 28 (PPD 28) outlines Obama's goal to ensure that "U.S.
signals intelligence activities must…include appropriate safeguards for the personal
information of all individuals, regardless of the nationality of the individual to whom
the information pertains or where that individual resides" (section 4). He also seeks to
ensure that legal protections and definitions are applied "in a manner that is consistent
for U.S. persons and non-U.S. persons" (footnote 7). There is absolutely is NO legal
basis for this presidential proposal at all…it's COMPLETELY policy-driven.
There are thousands of good people throughout the IC, who work their butts off
trying to stop terrorists from killing Americans. Unfortunately, they all work for a
president who is more than content to make the country more and more vulnerable,
thus making their jobs to protect America much harder, if not altogether impossible.
The IC strives mightily to stop individual terrorists from engaging in travel or
acts related to terrorism – what I like to refer to as "terrorist whack-a-mole" – while the
dangerous organizations they belong to or support ideologically continue their conquest
largely unabated. Stopping a few wanna-be jihadis here or there does next to nothing
to curb the overall, ever-growing scourge of terrorism…especially when your country's
new approach is apparently to snatch defeat from the jaws of hard-fought victory, to
support Islamist uprisings throughout the Middle East, to ensure that your national
borders are as unsecured as possible, and to work feverishly to diminish America's
superpower status.
Regardless of whatever tools the IC has at its disposal – from bulk metadata
collection to the ability to remotely operate electronic devices as spy gadgets – when
our national policy now largely contravenes and undermines that intelligence work…
what's the point? "Leading from behind" not only gives you a horrible view, but is not
really "leading" at all.
Romero and Kibbe say that we should let Section 215 expire and "Then, the
American people can debate how far we are willing to allow the government to go in
the name of national security. It is a discussion the government has disgracefully
prevented its citizens and their elected representatives from having for 14 long years."
Well, why wait for Section 215 to expire? And why wait until the government
ALLOWS us to have that discussion?
Let's continue that chat right now.
The ball's in your court, gentlemen.
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Chapter 91 - DEBATE: PLANNED PARENTHOOD IS A HUMAN CHOP SHOP

A friend says she wouldn't have an abortion herself, but she's perfectly okay with other
people killing their babies...and apparently with Planned Parenthood chopping them up to
sell their parts too.

I commented on a photo on my friend Janice Peal Fredericks's page, of her and
her two young daughters with "#StandWithPP" written at the bottom. This public call
from her to support Planned Parenthood occurred right after the undercover videos
were released exposing their callous butchery of babies and selling of their
dismembered body parts.
COMMENTS:
* ME: i thought you told me once you're anti-abortion???
* Janice Peal Fredericks: Yes, Embrace, I said I would never have an abortion.
* ME: that's what i thought...then why the #StandWithPP?
* Janice Peal Fredericks: What I don't understand, Embrace, is that you're
actually intelligent. How do you not get that life is not black and white? You either
have blocked out common sense from your life or you're a troll, that's the only thing I
can figure.
* ME: i don't get it...you said you'd never have an abortion, i assume because
you know that's a baby you'd be killing. that's why i asked, because i was
confused...because abortion is THE business of PP. does that mean you have no
problem with other people killing their babies?
* Janice Peal Fredericks: Okay, so you're just misinformed. And, I'm prochoice. While I can't envision myself in a situation where I would choose to have an
abortion, I know that there are situations where women make very hard decisions to
terminate their pregnancies. It's their choice. They need to have that choice.
* Brooklyn Aksell: And PP provides a myriad of services! Nice profile pic,
Janice!
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* Janice Peal Fredericks: Of course they do. The vast majority of their services
have nothing to do with abortions. You know it's crazy, let's defund this organization
that is providing services to women who want to get contraceptives or stay healthy
(neonatal care, diabetes, etc), but then not want to help with social services. It doesn't
make sense.
* ME: i'm misinformed? you aren't aware then that abortions are around 94%
of PP's business? i think that constitutes "vast majority"! why do women need to have
the choice to kill their babies?
and i won't even bother getting into the utter unconstitutionality of any federal
funding for PP even if they do NO abortions. if it's not specifically required by the
constitution, then it's not allowed. the constitution is definitely "black and white".
OH I GET IT...it's like how i would never kill, say, a homeless person, but i
would never dare say anyone else shouldn't be allowed to. kind of like that???
* Janice Peal Fredericks: Yes, you're misinformed. Read this:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/fact-checker/wp/2015/08/12/forplanned-parenthood-abortion-stats-3-percent-and-94-percent-are-both-misleading/
For Planned Parenthood abortion stats, '3 percen' and '94 percent' are both
misleading
* ME: "Both figures are being paraded around as controversy over Planned
Parenthood’s fetal tissue donations continues." what a nice way to describe PP's work
as a human chop shop!
and this column is so incredibly misleading...and purposely distracting. they
focus on "abortion procedures" (even though ONLY ONE is too many, since it IS
murder, of course) and ignore all of the "fetal tissue donations" and whatnot that occur
as a direct result of all the baby killing. and of course all of those other non-abortion
services listed that are simply performed as preliminary or follow-up or otherwise
accompanying services related to the baby killing.
know what's the main genetic/biological difference between you today and you
at the moment of your conception? THE NUMBER OF CELLS YOU COMPRISE.
you are genetically exactly the same – have the same DNA – today as you did at the
moment your dad's sperm hit your mom's egg. scientific fact.
* Janice Peal Fredericks: http://www.factcheck.org/2015/07/unspinning-theplanned-parenthood-video/
* ME: more misleading and distracting...have you actually watched any of those
undercover videos? did you see the tub of chopped-up baby parts that they let that guy
just pick through like he was at a salad bar??? he held up a tiny HUMAN leg, for
crying out loud! honestly, i don't care if PP gives the "fetal tissue" away, or even
PAYS people to take it...they're killing people and chopping them up.
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* Janice Peal Fredericks: Have you seen the pictures of the dead children in
Afghanistan and Syria? The dead children at Columbine, Sandy Hook and Oregon
Sandy Hook! Babies, for crying out loud!
* Marley Roma Moncrief: Oh you mean those actual living breathing viable
children who, upon birth, have no rights? Jesus, Janice...what's up with this guy?
* ME: well, at least all of those kids were actually allowed to be BORN &
weren't slaughtered in the womb.
and afghanistan and syria are due to terrorism & wars, not legalized, taxpayerfunded infanticide (& should we discuss obama's bailing from afghanistan just like he
did from iraq, which led in large part to syria's current mess?), & those kids killed at
those schools are dead because they were in "gun free zones" (AKA target-rich
environments for bad guys with guns).
so, does that mean that you haven't yet watched those undercover PP videos???
* Janice Peal Fredericks: Wait, what?
You can justify the killing of children when it fits your agenda. Pretty
unbelievable. Actually, no, not really.
* ME: no, i'm not justifying it, i'm just explaining the difference between war
(where bad stuff invariably occurs, especially when fighting against terrorists, who like
to hide among civilians), and a national policy of legalized killing of unborn babies.
so, you haven't yet watched the undercover videos? this is the most relevant
one that I mentioned earlier...especially at about the 13:00 mark:
https://youtu.be/egGUEvY7CEg
* Janice Peal Fredericks: No, I watched it and saw the photos and I read up on
it. But I do not understand how you can be okay with guns on the street, but not
abortion clinics. They are pretty much the exact same thing.
* ME: i'm okay with guns on the street – in the hands of every citizen, in fact, if
they want one – because that's their right. "shall not be infringed" is pretty specific
language in the 2nd amendment!
and how is an abortion clinic – which purposely kills babies – the same as
people exercising their God-given right to self-defense??? you might have a point
maybe if they used those guns to kill unborn babies...but then that would interfere with
all of that "fetal tissue donation", huh?
* Janice Peal Fredericks: Bad stuff invariably happens all the time in all
avenues of life!
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* ME: precisely, which is why people should be armed, if they so choose! but
that in no way excuses killing unborn babies and chopping up their bodies to sell, does
it?
* Janice Peal Fredericks: Embrace, you and I (and the majority of my friends
here) are never ever going to agree on this, so we're going to end this conversation now.
(I'm basically kicking you out of my house.) My friends are probably scratching their
heads wondering why I'm friends with you (he's my very own tea party troll, everyone
should have one so you know what lurks out there), but apart from all this crazy talk,
you are a fantastic father, caring friend, and you have an amazing wife. If it weren't for
her, I would have deleted you years ago! ;)
* ME: that's entirely possible. i just fail to see how it's "trolling" to ask
someone to clarify why they would post something that appears to go against what they
told you directly in the past...??? don't get it.
thanks for the compliments and all, but you would delete me if it weren't for my
wife?! that's kind of messed up, if you ask me. well, not as messed up as supporting
the human chop shop that is PP...so i guess it's not THAT bad, at least in comparison!
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Chapter 92 - COLUMN: TRUMP HAS SUCCEEDED IN CONVINCING CONSERVATIVES TO DISCARD
THEIR FEARS OVERNIGHT

Just imagine the support Donald Trump would get if he were an ACTUAL
constitutionalist?

(written on 5 September 2015)
Charles C. W. Cooke wrote a piece recently in National Review Online entitled
"Trump Has Succeeded in Convincing Conservatives to Discard their Principles
Overnight"…and he so misses the boat in this one that I just had to comment. Not only
have conservatives not abandoned their core beliefs, but they are responding to Trump
in such a positive way now precisely because the Republicans they have been electing
for decades are guilty of that charge.
Cooke laments that GOP base voters have decided on Trump as their
spokesman despite the fact that "their pick lacks any sort of conservative message at
all". Regardless of what Trump actually believes, Cooke thinks his current appeal lies
in HOW he delivers his message. And Cooke is right about that part, actually….what
he misses here is WHY Trump's method of message delivery is resonating so well with
the base.
It is no more complicated than this…Trump is leading the way in showing
people how easy it is to not worry about being politically correct, and to not really give
a hoot if anyone chooses to get offended by what you say. And when you consider
that, in conjunction with how sorely disappointed GOP voters have been over decades
with most Republicans they elect to represent them, what you have is a recipe for true
"hope and change" (to borrow a phrase).
Cooke is a self-described "conservatarian" – fiscally conservative but socially
liberal. And as such, he expresses frustration with what he describes as the GOP base's
"penchant for political purity" over the past few years. But now, conversely, he is
vexed by what he sees as their discarding of a desire for ideological perfection by
hitching their wagons to Trump, "the greatest shape-shifter of them all." Well, which is
it, Charles – do you want Republican voters to be strict conservative ideologues, or
not?
Cooke rightly states that these "wannabe purists" hate the GOP leadership.
What he fails to mention – probably because he fails to realize it – is that the base hates
Republican party leadership precisely because those "leaders" have discarded
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conservatism. They run for office on promises to, for example, repeal Obamacare or
stand up to the president's lawlessness, but when push comes to shove, they not only
get steamrolled by Obama, they often facilitate his political victories via their own
willful capitulation. And that happens largely due to the simple fact that they are
afraid…afraid of being attacked for criticizing Obama and getting tagged with the any
of the usual labels assigned to those who dare to be politically incorrect or stand on
principle: racist/sexist/homophobe/bigot/partisan/caveman/exremist/etc.
The base is just tired of getting snookered by candidates who talk tough during
a campaign, but then govern as wusses. And, possibly even more than that, voters of
all stripes are absolutely fed up with political correctness. Almost no one outside of the
media actually cares if someone takes offense at something they say…but almost
everyone now operates under the very real fear of something they say/write/think being
used against them by anyone who might disagree…often toward the goal of destroying
their lives and/or careers.
This is why Trump resonates with voters. His fearless delivery of his message
– regardless of its content – is what people have been longing for. So Trump insults
someone, or retweets a "bimbo" insult about Fox News anchor Megyn Kelly…so what?
Kelly – and everyone else – can just consider the source, choose NOT to take offense,
and move on with their lives. All of this talk about Trump not being "presidential"
rings absolutely hollow…it's un-presidential to insult someone, but not to shred the
Constitution and actively work to degrade and weaken America? Voters are beyond
impatient with this utter lack of perspective and common sense.
The support for Trump has has less to do with his pop culture appeal, as Cooke
contends, than it does with the fact that he's not a politician, and apparently has no
desire to be. The American people are so fed up with politicians who spend careers in
Washington lining their pockets and ignoring the desires of constituents and, more
importantly, the Constitution.
Cooke quoted an article in the New York Times, which said: "For years,
Republicans have run for office on promises of cutting taxes and bolstering business to
stimulate economic growth. . . . But this election cycle, the Republican presidential
candidate who currently leads in most polls is taking a different approach, and it is
jangling the nerves of some of the party's most traditional supporters."
Therein lies the rub, Charles…despite all those promises by Republican
candidates during campaigns, if and when they actually get elected to office, they
almost never follow through! Why keep voting for people who you KNOW are going
to end up being nothing more than unresponsive, spineless liars who care more about
pleasing the media than the people who elected them? How many election cycles do
we have to go through before we finally wake up and say "enough is enough"?
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Unconscionably, Cooke goes on to defend conservative candidates for public
office who "take a free-market approach to fiscal policy…because they believe in
earnest that it helps the whole country." Well, when is the last time our federal
government got anywhere near anything even remotely resembling a free-market fiscal
policy? The last GOP presidential candidate instituted in his state the predecessor to
Obamacare, and during a debate with Obama, proclaimed his support for the
continuation of a progressive income tax system. Before that, the 2008 candidate had a
reputation as a "maverick" who fought more against his fellow Republicans than
Democrats, and went all in for growing government at the expense of individual liberty
in relation to campaign contributions and "man-made climate change". Not very freemarket or helpful for the whole country in the eyes of true conservatives.
Trump is not, as Cooke claims, "winning their support with the sort of brainless,
simplistic, counter-Bastiatian snake-oil that is typically dismissed out of hand". He's
winning their support for nothing more than not being a politician-as-usual.
Voting for the lesser of two evils can be draining, especially when done year
after year after year, and then the lesser evil turns out to be not-so-much-less evil. Why
not try a different tack, and support someone who, while he might not claim to have a
message in line with the purpose of the Constitution, is simply bold and unapologetic in
his delivery and not hampered by politicians' typical fears?
And honestly, can we really do any worse than the guy currently playing
president? At least Trump doesn't appear to be opposed to the founding of America, or
embarrassed for its greatness and exceptionalism, or actively trying to degrade and
dismantle it. That's something.
Also, this is not to say that those conservatives currently lining up behind
Trump will agree with whatever policies he tries to implement if he does manage to get
elected, or will not hold his feet to the fire and perhaps primary him in 2020. Those
voters might not even stick with him throughout this whole current campaign; perhaps
he'll end up just being a trailblazer who served to show other candidates how audacious
boldness can garner support from millions of frustrated voters.
Who knows…maybe Trump's fearless, politically incorrect approach will pave
the way for more candidates to enter the fray – perhaps even for the 2016 election – and
some of them will be ACTUAL constitutionalists who boldly preach strict adherence to
the enumerated powers? After the support Trump has managed to amass simply for
HOW he delivers his message, imagine how much MORE support would accrue to an
equally fearless candidate whose message was focused on the fact that the federal
government is only ALLOWED to do those very few things the Constitution
specifically REQUIRES it do to – no more, no less.
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If Trump's "different approach…is jangling the nerves of some of the party's
most traditional supporters", how much more shaken up would they be if another
fearless non-politician entered the race proclaiming something like: "IF IT'S NOT
ENUMERATED, IT MUST BE ELIMINATED!"? You'd have the delivery that we
know base voters love, coupled with the message they've actually been craving for
years.
Now THAT would be fun to see.
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Chapter 93 - DEBATE: WHAT LIBERALS ARGUE FOR SHOWS WHAT THEY TRULY ARE

And it ain't pretty...which is probably why they're so defensive about it!

I posted the below on my page on 25 September 2015:
A wise friend this week told me that if you look at what liberals/democrats
argue for (rather than how they argue for it), it creates an interesting image of what they
truly are. Forget the reasons they provide and just consider the following things they
argue FOR:
1. government control over health care
2. legalization of killing babies in the womb
3. government funding for #2
4. legal recognition of gay unions as marriage
5. removing religion from school
6. teaching sex education in school
7. higher taxes
8. racial and gender bias in determining who gets access to opportunities for
education funding, jobs, and government grants
9. elimination of the second amendment
COMMENTS:
* Dean Johnson: What did he tell you republicans stand for?
* Graham Watkins: Yep, that's what I argue for. Plus reducing military
spending and saving the planet.
* Dean Johnson: What is the difference between government controlled health
care and corporate run health care? Aren't governments and corporations just people??
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* ME: he didn't have to tell me what republicans stand for...pretty much the
opposite of all that list.
reducing CONSTITUTIONAL military spending...and how exactly do you
"save the planet"? and from what/whom? ridiculous.
corporations aren't limited by the constitution...the government is. corporations
can't FORCE you to participate in anything, but that's all government is: force.
* Graham Watkins: Christian extremists.......no difference in philosophy than
the groups in Africa and middle east.
* ME: yeah, you're right...because wanting to save innocent babies in the womb
is JUST LIKE sawing off the heads of people with whom you disagree.
* Graham Watkins: It's the other stuff. I don't want my kid brainwashed by
Christian fairy tales in school...don't care about abortion at all. The government protects
everyone's freedoms in a changing world.
* ME: what "other stuff"? all of that horrible "love thy neighbor as thyself" and
"treat others as you'd like to be treated"? yeah, that's WAY worse than killing totally
innocent babies, right?
and your kid won't be "brainwashed" or forced to learn anything...while i'm
constantly having to correct the crap being taught to my kids, from all the bogus "manmade global warming" and "saving the earth" BS, to "there's no wrong answer in
math", to "general welfare" in the constitution means "taking care of your
neighbors"...and I could go on and on.
* MY WIFE: WAIT!!!! What?!!!!! there are Christian principles being taught in
school?!!!!! BWHAHAHAHAHAHA...right...Graham Watkins: you're insane. I can't
even order "Christmas type items that could be construed as religious i.e. angels,
Santa..etc" for our school's holiday shoppe that the PTA puts on. I'm honestly very very
surprised they are allowed to say the pledge anymore with One nation under God in it.
* Dean Johnson: These are the things republicans tell themselves about people
that don't agree with everything THEY say. Religion does NOT belong in schools.
Teaching the idea of it is fine, with the caveat that these are made up stories. We need
rational people leading this country moving forward. Again, people have private
schools, churches, or their homes if they want children to preach the gospel.
* MY WIFE: And what proof do you have, Dean, that they are "made up
stories"?
I love how you lump us all in to one category as well....if that's not closeminded thinking, I'm not sure what is!
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* Dean Johnson: You are right – not all republicans are that far off the
spectrum. It's unfortunate we only have 2 parties (or that we have any) to "lump"
people into. I was trying to reply to Embrace's comment with the same concept you
have. Not all "Democrats" agree with what he believes they do.
I'm assuming Embrace wants Islam, Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism, agnostic
and atheism in school, correct?
* MY WIFE: I don't know what he honestly wants in school....But I believe if
you want your children to have a Christian education school-wise then put them in
private school....In school I would like my kids to learn how to read, write, and do math
and things like that......I don't believe ANYONE in school should have influence over
my kid's views of the "world" and things like global warming, water wasting, and other
religions...those things are for me to teach them. Our oldest kid was reading Sadie
Robertson's book for teens the other day in school and her geography teacher actually
said to her unsolicited that he doesn't like the Robertsons and doesn't agree with their
views....while that's all fine and dandy if he doesn't, why the hell would you say that to
a 6th grader who didn't ask?
* Dean Johnson: So you don't want science taught in school? What about
history? I personally don't like the brainwashing history that is taught in our schools.
* MY WIFE: Well yes, those as well.. My point was, teach FACTS not
something made up or that can be seriously skewed by personal views.
* Dean Johnson: What is the burden of proof for something to be a fact? The
bible is fact and man made climate change is made up? See the problem there? If you
only want facts – then science needs to be taken out of schools.
* MY WIFE: No I don't see the problem... I see God working in my life daily
and there is a lot of proof the Bible is real as are things that happened in it. As for
global warming it's been PROVEN to be made up... C'mon Embrace, post those
articles!
And btw... There is a lot of science that is proven.
* Dean Johnson: Haha...Real science or pretend science? About 98% of people
in science community believe man made climate change is real. The science
community actually got rid of the word climate "skeptics" b/c skepticism is a valued
word in science community and climate skeptics were an insult to that word.
* ME: that 98% is WAY overblown...but what the media and government and
"experts" tell you to believe, so as a good media slave, you just swallow it willingly.
and even if it WERE true, probably more than that also used to believe that the world
was flat, and that the sun revolved around the earth. skeptics in "man-made climate
change" are only skeptical because of all the "evidence" proven to have been falsified.
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* Dean Johnson: There is NO level of evidence you would accept. The idea is
against your fundamental belief...so science or fact will not change your opinion.
* MY WIFE: The great thing about science is that it is always evolving and we
are learning new things and disproving previous theories.
* ME: of course there's evidence i'd accept...unfortunately for you, all of the
ACTUAL evidence points to the opposite of what you believe. ALL you have are
computer models, which are based on KNOWN fraudulent data. and EVEN IF the
evidence supported your belief (which of course it doesn't), the constitution prohibits
the federal government from doing anything about it, by not specifically requiring it to.
* Dean Johnson: You are right...the entire science community has plotted a
hoax on the entire world that only the Conservative GOP can see... I guess the 99% of
the other people in this world just want more government control, hate the 2nd
amendment and want to raise taxes.
* ME: actually, the history of the world IS dominated by tyranny...you're more
correct here than you even realize.
i'm fine with info about ALL religions being discussed in school...in appropriate
settings/classes, of course. there's no need for a comparative religious study session in
math class, for instance.
but why say that "religion does NOT belong in schools"? why not? what if
parents WANT their kids taught religion in school? this is one of the many reasons
why education should be free from government control and should be market-based, so
parents can acquire for their kids whatever type/level of education THEY deem best for
their kids. (and, of course, i'll mention once again that the fed govt is not ALLOWED
to have anything to do with education since that's not specifically REQUIRED by any
enumerated power.)
* Dean Johnson: If parents want their kids taught religion in school, they have
schools for that.
* ME: RIGHT...so why don't we duplicate that choice throughout the entire
system, so parents can have the freedom to acquire whatever type/level of education
they want for their children...without being FORCED to pay for public schools, and be
able to keep their money to pay for whatever education they CHOOSE?
* Dean Johnson: http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2015/09/whys-gop-onlyscience-denying-party-on-earth.html
Why Are Republicans the Only Climate-Science-Denying Party in the World? |
by Jonathan Chait
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* Graham Watkins: Religion is a dying philosophy and has no place in public.
If u don't believe in water wasting, etc., then that's based off of reading authors you
like, and not experience. Like I always say, come visit me in Philly and I will show u
the real world.
* ME: not even the america-hater currently playing president would say
anything that stupid about religion. if you're paying for the water, then ONLY you can
decide whether you're wasting it. and what's so "real world" about one of the most
statistically violent cities ON EARTH?!
and Dean KNOWS very well that the "man-made global warming" stuff is
made up (climate-gate, etc.)...he just wants to believe it anyway, since the "solution" is
more government control at the expense of individual liberty.
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Chapter 94 - COLUMN: MY LETTER TO THE SUPREME COURT

I try to talk some sense into the Supreme Court, and remind them of their duty to interpret
every law according to the actual wording and purpose of the Constitution.

Like so many Americans, I am tired of seeing our Constitution ignored in favor
of misguided notions of "fairness" or "compassion" or "justice", which only serves to
decimate our country (which, of course, is the overall goal for many leftists). But this
is what happens after decades upon decades of miseducation and indoctrination...and
people choosing to get offended instead of thinking, and others too worried about being
accused of being "offensive" or "insensitive" to stand up for the actual truth.
Hoping for a miracle, I submitted the following to the US Supreme Court via its
website in April 2015, before their disastrous second ruling upholding Obamacare and
their equally horrible ruling giving legal validation to "gay marriage". This was my
small – and ultimately unsuccessful – effort to remind the justices of their actual job:
interpreting laws in accordance with the purpose of the Constitution (to limit
government). How ironic then that Chief Justice Roberts stated in his ruling on
Obamacare that the stated goal/purpose of the law overruled whatever the actual
wording was...while completely ignoring the purpose of the Constitution (which is
supposed to be THE legal precedent).
**********************************************************************
(written on 15 April 2015)
FOR THE COURT'S CONSIDERATION
When arguing in Federalist 84 AGAINST the inclusion of a Bill of Rights in the
U.S. Constitution, Alexander Hamilton wrote the following:
"I go further, and affirm that bills of rights, in the sense and to the extent in
which they are contended for, are not only unnecessary in the proposed Constitution,
but would even be dangerous. They would contain various exceptions to powers not
granted; and, on this very account, would afford a colorable pretext to claim more than
were granted. For why declare that things shall not be done which there is no power to
do? Why, for instance, should it be said that the liberty of the press shall not be
restrained, when no power is given by which restrictions may be imposed? I will not
contend that such a provision would confer a regulating power; but it is evident that it
would furnish, to men disposed to usurp, a plausible pretense for claiming that power.
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They might urge with a semblance of reason, that the Constitution ought not to be
charged with the absurdity of providing against the abuse of an authority which was not
given, and that the provision against restraining the liberty of the press afforded a clear
implication, that a power to prescribe proper regulations concerning it was intended to
be vested in the national government."
The above makes it quite clear that the only authorities the government has are
those it is specifically granted/given in the Constitution, via the enumerated powers.
"For why declare that things shall not be done which there is no power to do?" In other
words, Hamilton was stressing the needlessness of enumerating specific individual
rights that the government shall not infringe upon, when it was never granted a specific
power to do so in the first place.
Of course the Bill of Rights ended up in the Constitution, and we are all very
fortunate that the framers were appropriately pessimistic about the designs of those
"disposed to usurp" to include them. Also, the framers made sure that a few of those
original ten amendments addressed concerns such as Hamilton’s directly. The 9th
Amendment explains with utter clarity that the purpose of the Constitution is to limit
government, not the people. The 10th Amendment stipulates that the federal
government is only allowed to do what it’s specifically required to do, with all the rest
left to the states or the people. And, just in case the government should ever violate its
strict constitutional limits, the framers also made sure to clarify via the 2nd
Amendment that absolutely NO gun control laws are allowed at ANY level of
government, so the people would never be deprived of the ability to defend themselves.
Now, let’s extend the above truths about the purposefully strict Constitutional
limits placed on the federal government to a few specific cases either currently being,
or soon to be, considered by the Supreme Court. The first is the latest case related to
the Affordable Care Act (ACA), more commonly referred to as "Obamacare". This
case challenges the legality of federal health insurance subsidies, according to the
actual wording of the ACA, which limits that money to state exchanges.
But, in light of the above explanation about the purpose of the Constitution, I
prefer to approach this from a different, more fundamental angle: which enumerated
power requires the federal government to have anything at all to do with health
insurance? Where in the Constitution is the government authorized to pay any
subsidies, or to provide any benefits at all? Where in Article 1 is Congress empowered
to force anyone to buy anything, for any reason?
Hamilton also clarified in Federalist 84 that the Constitution "is merely intended
to regulate the general political interests of the nation", and is not for "the regulation of
every species of personal and private concerns." And it is also clear from the other
writings of the framers that, Constitutionally speaking, the use of the word "regulate"
refers to government ensuring that people play by the rules – NOT writing those rules.
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We have legal recourse through the courts, in case of contract violations, but the
government does not get to dictate the terms of the contract, especially in opposition to
the wishes of either or both of the parties engaging in the contract.
The second case coming before the court deals with "gay marriage";
specifically, the constitutionality of the laws of various states which do not recognize
them as legal. Aside from the simple questions of definitions (if we legally recognize a
definitional impossibility such as "gay marriage", what’s next – "pregnant men"?), we
must focus on the more fundamental question about Constitutional limits on
government.
Once again, it’s important to remember that the Constitution specifically limits
the FEDERAL government – NOT the states. The 10th Amendment says that "The
powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to
the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people." This makes
absolutely clear that the only things the states are NOT allowed to do are those things
specifically prohibited to them by the Constitution, while the federal government is
ONLY allowed to do those few things required of it by the enumerated powers.
So, to paraphrase my earlier question about Obamacare: which enumerated
power requires the federal government to have anything at all to do with marriage?
Where in the Constitution is the government authorized to provide any benefits or
preferential tax treatment to any class/group of people, including married couples?
Where in Article 1 is Congress empowered to change the definition of marriage?
By law, people are allowed to be gay. And gay people are legally allowed to
marry. But why would they want to, since doing so means – by definition – entering
into a union with someone of the opposite sex? Because that's what marriage is, always
has been, and always will be: the union of one man and one woman, which grew out of
the natural fact that it takes one of each to produce children.
But none of this changes the fact that the federal government is limited to those
few duties specifically required of it by the enumerated powers. And none of those
enumerated powers require the federal government to change the definition of
marriage, or to pay benefits to anyone for any reason, or to tax certain groups of people
differently than any others.
Thus we find ourselves facing yet another instance of the federal government
considering granting to itself more power for which it has no constitutional authority
whatsoever. And here's the kicker...whenever that happens, EVERY American citizen
has legal standing to challenge it. Since the federal government is "of the people, by
the people, and for the people", it is every citizen's right – no, duty – to ensure that
every law passed or even considered comports fully with the Constitution, which is
THE legal precedent that trumps all others.
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I fully understand the ramifications of what I am saying in this letter, and how
many more laws/programs/departments/agencies would be affected by properly
implementing the constitution's purposefully strict limits on the federal government.
But the Constitution is clear in its purpose, and the Bill of Rights reinforces that clarity
beyond a shadow of a doubt. To ignore that, for any reason – especially for political
ones – is an abrogation of our responsibility as a free people to maintain the liberty
with which we've been endowed.
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ONE HECK OF A RIDE, HUH?

Now, after reading all of that, consider this: just imagine if we had a presidential
candidate who was willing to run a campaign based solely on this fundamental truth: IF IT'S
NOT ENUMERATED, IT MUST BE ELIMINATED!
I think the groundswell of support that candidate would receive would be absolutely
overwhelming and unprecedented. Millions of disenfranchised citizens who know and fully
support the purpose of the Constitution (to limit government, in favor of individual liberty)
would FINALLY have someone to vote FOR, as opposed to just being stuck with having to
vote AGAINST the greater of two evils.
In that vein, I offer the below lists of what many people might consider negatives and
positives related to little old me:
CONS:
– I'm shorter than average.
– I'm divorced, and I got remarried...to my third cousin.
– I have big ears, a big nose, an imperfect smile, and I don't have a foot-long part in my
hair.
– There are many naked pictures of me floating around out there, and many stories
people can tell of things I've done that some people might have problems with.
– I got kicked out of the military for refusing the anthrax vaccine.
– I'm not a politician.
PROS:
– I'm over 35 years old and I was born in the U.S.A. (and I have the birth certificate to
prove it).
– I couldn't care less about the naked pictures of me out there, nor any other things I've
done or said or written that anyone might want to get offended about. God already knows
everything I've done, and no one's opinion matters more to me than his.
– I got kicked out of the military for refusing an order which WAS unlawful, according
to the wording and intent of the laws/regulations in place at the time.
– I'm not (nor have I ever been, nor do I ever want to be) a politician.
– I know and support and will never waver from the purpose of the Constitution.
– I know that the job of government is to limit and remove obstacles to individual
liberty...with the biggest obstacle being government ITSELF.
– I never cave to political correctness; in fact, I HATE political correctness.
– I don't lose debates, because I never engage in them without knowing what I'm
talking about.
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I encourage you to remember all of the above the next time you're considering who
might be your ideal "dream" candidate. If I ever decided to run for public office, I would
never want your money...just your vote. And I would never run for office just to win an
election, but in an attempt to work toward the restoration of our Constitution, and our country.
Plus, you'd have the added benefit of seeing the heads of liberals and members of the
media virtually explode. That alone would be worth the effort, don't you think?
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